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Comments Received on the Environmental Review
Part I - Comments Received During Scoping
On September 24, 2001, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) published a Notice of
Intent in the Federal Register (66 FR 48892), to notify the public of the staff's intent to prepare
a plant-specific supplement to the Generic Environmental Impact Statement for License
Renewal of Nuclear Plants (GELS), NUREG-1437, Volumes 1 and 2, to support the renewal
application for the Peach Bottom operating licenses and to conduct scoping. This plant-specific
supplement to the GElS has been prepared in accordance with the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA), Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) guidelines, and 10 CFR Part 51.
As outlined by NEPA, the NRC initiated the scoping process with the issuance of the Federal
Register Notice. The NRC invited the applicant; Federal, State, and local government
agencies; local organizations; and individuals to participate in the scoping process by providing
oral comments at scheduled public meetings and/or submitting written suggestions and
comments no later than November 26, 2001.
The scoping process included two public scoping meetings, which were held at the Peach
Bottom Inn in Delta, Pennsylvania on November 7, 2001. Approximately 70 members of the
public attended the meetings. Each session began with NRC staff members providing brief
overviews of the license renewal process and the NEPA process. After the NRC's prepared
statements, the meetings were opened for public comments. Twenty-one attendees provided
either oral statements that were recorded and transcribed by a certified court reporter or written
statements. The meeting transcripts are an attachment to the Peach Bottom Public Meeting
Summary Report dated January 18, 2002. The Public Electronic Reading Room (ADAMS)
accession number for the summary report is ML020180346. (This accession number is
provided to facilitate access to the document through ADAMS at http://www.nrc.gov/reading
rm.html) In addition to the comments provided during the public meetings, six comment letters,
six e-mail messages, and two documents were received by the NRC in response to the Notice
of Intent.
At the conclusion of the scoping period, the NRC staff and its contractors reviewed the
transcripts and all written material received to identify specific comments and issues. Each set
of comments from an individual was given a unique identifier (Commenter ID), so that the
comments could be traced back to the original transcript, letter, or e-mail containing the
comment. Specific comments were numbered sequentially within each comment set. Several
commenters submitted more than one set of comments (e.g., they made statements in both the
afternoon and evening scoping meetings). In these cases, there is a unique Commenter ID for
each set of comments.
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Table A.1 identifies the individuals who provided comments applicable to the environmental
review and gives the Commenter ID associated with each set of comments. Individuals who
spoke at the scoping meetings are listed in the order in which they spoke at the public meeting,
and individuals who provided comments by letter or e-mail are listed in alphabetical order. To
maintain consistency with the scoping summary report, (Peach Bottom Environmental Scoping
Summary Report, dated April 19, 2002), the unique identifier used in that report for each set of
comments is retained in this appendix.
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Table A.1. Individuals Providing Comments During Scoping Comment Period
Commenters
ID

Commenter

Affiliation (IfStated)

Comment Source

PBS-A

Christopher Reilly

York County

Afternoon Scoping Meeting

PBS-B

Kay Carman

York County

Afternoon Scoping Meeting

PBS-C

Jay Doering

Exelon

Afternoon Scoping Meeting

PBS-D

Fred Polaski

Exelon

Afternoon Scoping Meeting

PBS-E

Salvatore Ferranti

PBS-F

Bill Doward

PBS-G

John Tucker

PBS-H

Terry Peck

Plumbers and Pipefitters Union
Local 520

Afternoon Scoping Meeting

PBS-I

William Faraly, Jr.

Sheetmetal Workers Union
Local 19

Afternoon Scoping Meeting

PBS-J

Sam McConnell

PBS-K

Jay Doering

Exelon

Evening Scoping Meeting

PBS-L

Fred Polaski

Exelon

Evening Scoping Meeting

PBS-M

Mike Ewall

Evening Scoping Meeting

PBS-N

Tracy Confer

Evening Scoping Meeting

PBS-0

Kip Adams

Evening Scoping Meeting

PBS-P

Ernie Guyll

Evening Scoping Meeting

PBS-Q

Richard King

Evening Scoping Meeting

PBS-R

Laura Jacobson

Evening Scoping Meeting

PBS-S

Jane Lee

Evening Scoping Meeting

PBS-T

Mary Osbom

Evening Scoping Meeting

PBS-U

William Coble

Evening Scoping Meeting

PBS-V

Jeff Griffith

Evening Scoping Meeting

PBS-W

Amy Donohue

Evening Scoping Meeting

PBS-X

George Crocker

North American Water Office

Email - Letter
ML020110480)

PBS-Y

Dr. Lewis Cuthbert

The Alliance for a Clean
Environment

Faxed Letter
(ML020020383)

PBS-Z

Amy Donohue

PBS-AA

Mike Ewall
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Afternoon Scoping Meeting
Sheetmetal Workers Union
Local 19

Afternoon Scoping Meeting
Aftemoon Scoping Meeting

Evening Scoping Meeting

Letter (ML01 3460258)
Energy Justice Network
A-3

Flyer (ML020170483)
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Table A.1. (contd)
Commenters
ID

Commenter

Affiliation (If Stated)

Comment Source
Email - Letter
ML020230264

PBS-AB

Thomas H. Gehr

PBS-AC

Dr. Jay M. Gould

PBS-AD

David P. Harry

PBS-AE

Hugh Jackson

Public Citizen, Policy Analyst

PBS-AF

Hugh Jackson

Public Citizen, Policy Analyst

Email

PBS-AG

Richard L. McLean

Maryland Department of Natural
Resources

Letter (ML020230262)

PBS-AH

Christopher Reilly

York County

Letter (ML020170484)

PBS-Al

Ken Zieber

PBS-AJ

Thomas E. Donley

York Count Chamber of

Commerce

Letter (ML01 3650052)

PBS-AK

Daniel R. Gniffith

Delaware State Historic
Preservation Officer

Letter (ML01 3650064)

Radiation and Public Health

Project

Email (ML020230268)
Email - Letter
(ML020310096)
Email - Letter

(ML-02031 0088)
-

Letter

(ML-02031 0088)

Email (ML020230260)

Specific comments were categorized and consolidated by topic. Comments with similar specific
objectives were combined to capture the common essential issues raised by the commenters.
The comments fall into one of several general groups. These groups include

" Specific comments that address environmental issues within the purview of the NRC
environmental regulations related to license renewal. These comments address
Category 1 or Category 2 issues or issues that were not addressed in the GELS. They
also address alternatives and related federal actions.

" General comments (1) in support of or opposed to nuclear power or license renewal or
(2) on the license renewal process, the NRC's regulations, and the regulatory process.
These comments may or may not be specifically related to the Peach Bottom license
renewal application.

"* Questions that do not provide new information.
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Specific comments that address issues that do not fall the within or are specifically
excluded from the purview of NRC environmental regulations. These comments
typically address issues such as the need for power, emergency preparedness, current
operational safety issues, and safety issues related to operation during the renewal
period.
Each comment applicable to this environmental review and the NRC staff responses are
summarized in this appendix. This information, was extracted from the Peach Bottom
Environmental Scoping Summary Report, and is provided for the convenience of those
interested in the scoping comments applicable to this environmental review. The comments that
are general or outside the scope of the environmental review for Peach Bottom are not included
here. More detail regarding the disposition of general or nonapplicable comments can be found
in the Environmental Summary Report.
The following pages summarize the comments and suggestions received as part of the scoping
process that are applicable to this environmental review, and discuss the disposition of the
comments and suggestions. The parenthetical alpha-numeric identifier after each comment
refers to the comment set (Commenter ID) and the comment number.
Comments in this section are grouped in the following categories:
(1) Comments Concerning
(2) Comments Concerning
(3) Comments Concerning
(4) Comments Concerning
(5) Comments Concerning
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Category 1 Human Health Issues
Category 2 Socioeconomic Issues
Category 2 Aquatic Ecology Issues
Alternatives
Category 1 Postulated Accident Issues
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Comments
1. Comments Concerning Category 1 Human Health Issues
As stated in 10 CFR Part 51, Table B-1, Category 1 human health issues include:
"* Radiation exposure to the public during refurbishment
"* Occupational radiation exposure during refurbishment
"• Microbiological organisms (occupational health)
"* Noise
"* Radiation exposures to public (license renewal term)
• Occupational radiation exposures (license renewal term)
Comment: We are also finding higher incidents of thyroid and breast cancers in nuclear reactor
communities, including in the tri-county area around here. (PBS-M-9)
Comment: I would submit that an environmental impact statement ought to include human
population as part of the scope. (PBS-N-1)
Comment: I would also suggest that since Peach Bottom is so close to Limerick, Three Mile
Island, and not terribly far from Salem, that the impacts of Peach Bottom should be considered
in conjunction with the cumulative impacts of all those three reactors combined. I would even
extend that as far as a 100-mile radius for my own comfort. (PBS-N-2)
Comment: Some of the numbers that they have compiled indicate that thyroid cancer increased
considerably after Units 2 and 3 started operation. The number they came up with is that it
increased 49 percent. (PBS-N-3)
Comment: In short, I would like to submit that the scope should include non-cancer health
effects in the human population, that it should include cumulative impacts from other reactors
over a 100-mile radius. (PBS-N-4)
Comment: My father died of cancer about 16 years ago and he lived a very healthy lifestyle, I
believe. He had smoked but he stopped about 23 years before he died. The only unhealthy
thing he might have done is, he spent a lot of time outside. (PBS-P-2)
Comment: And one thing I would like as far as the environmental study is to know the number
of those radioactive releases and how much radiation was released. (PBS-P-4)
Comment: I would also like as part of the environmental study data on the cancer deaths, birth
defects and stillbirths in a 10-mile radius of the Peach Bottom Power plant and how that
compares with the national average. (PBS-P-5)
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Comment: I would like to know the type of radioactive isotopes at the plant and the half-life of
those isotopes. (PBS-P-7)
Comment: Something even more troubling is the release of tritium and tritium is a nuclide
generated out of the process of nuclear power plants. Tritium is part water and it cannot be
filtered and therefore, it goes into the river. Down river anybody who is drinking that water is
drinking tritiated water. (PBS-S-1)
Comment: The steam that is released into the atmosphere is also tritiated so that when it drifts
downwind from where you live, you are inhaling tritium. (PBS-S-2)
Comment: We have learned that cancer deaths near the Peach Bottom plant rose'in Lancaster
and York Counties after Units 2 and 3 began operations.
Increases were noted in radiation-sensitive cancers, including leukemia, breast, thyroid,
bone and joint, Hodgkin's disease, and multiple myeloma.
The number of women diagnosed with breast cancer in Chester, Lancaster, and York
Counties nearly doubled between 1985 and 1998.
Thyroid cancer in the three counties jumped from 26 to 110 between 1985 and 1998.
The current rate is 28% above the rate for the U.S. Thyroid cancer is considered one of
the more radiation-sensitive cancers. (PBS-Y-1)
Comment: Peach Bottom is obviously an enormous health risk to over a million residents in that
region. In fact, Pottstown, an area already hard-hit by high rates of diseases like cancer, is
located about 45-50 miles northeast (downwind from Peach Bottom).
"* Pottstown residents ingests airborne particles (either breathed or from the local municipal
water) routinely escaping from Peach Bottom.
" The Pottstown area gets much of its milk from dairies located in Lancaster and York
Counties, near Peach Bottom. Residents, both near Peach Bottom and elsewhere like
Pottstown, ingest Peach Bottom fallout in milk. (PBS-Y-3)
Comment: The EIS on Peach Bottom should require a brutally honest look at radiation and its
effects on everything around it - air, water, soil, humans, and other animals, plants, insects over the millions of years for which it remains hazardous. (PBS-Z-8)
Comment: Plutonium is biologically and chemically attracted to bone. It clumps on the surface
of the bone, delivering a concentrated dose of radiation to surrounding cells. Radioactive
strontium lodges in bone and remains there for a lifetime, constantly irradiating the surrounding
cells. (PBS-Z-9)
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Comment: It's pretty common knowledge that radiation causes cancer and death. What isn't
common knowledge is the other effects it can have on the human population, which we may
already be experiencing without seeing the connection to radiation. R. M. Sievert, famous
radiologist, told an international meeting in 1950, "There is no known tolerance for radiation."
Death by slow poison is as unacceptable as death by catastrophic accident. There is no safe
exposure to ionizing radiation. (PBS-Z-10)
Comment: Fission products may be called 'background radiation' when they do not emanate
from the installation under consideration, or when they have been in the environment for a year
or more. Thus, when two nuclear power plants on the same land are licensed separately (such
as Peach Bottom), the pollution from one is considered 'background radiation' while
contamination from the other is being considered. Plus, last year's pollution from the reactor
becomes 'background' after persisting in the environment longer than a year. An individual's
yearly radiation exposure estimate attributable to nuclear activities is an assessment of a fresh
fission dose from a particular source -- not a realistic measure of total dose from all sources,
whether external -- left over from last year's pollution or already incorporated into body tissue
from previous ingested or inhaled radionuclides, continuing to give small doses of radiation all
the time. It is also misleading to report pollution in terms of a percentage increase in
'background radiation' levels. Little or nothing is said about the steady increase in background
radiation due to human activities. Hence, a percentage of 'background radiation' added may
stay constant, masking the total accumulation. (PBS-Z-1 2)
Comment: Government regulations allow radioactive water to be released into the environment,
containing "permissable" levels of contamination. "Permissable" does not mean safe.
(PBS-Z-17)
Comment: Do operations of reactors, which routinely emit man-made chemicals into the air that
are inhaled and ingested in diet, result in increased disease risk, including cancer? (PBS-AC-1)
Comment: Overall, the local cancer rate jumped from 3% below the U.S. rate to 2% above.
This may appear to be a small increase, but in the 10-year period 1975-84, over 600 additional
cancer deaths occurred in Lancaster and York Counties. Perhaps most telling about the NCI
data is that rates for almost all cancers most sensitive to the damaging effects of radiation
increased. For example, humans exposed to radiation from nuclear reactors have an increased
risk of thyroid cancer, due to the presence of thyroid-damaging iodine in reactor emissions.
Thyroid cancer deaths were 14% below the U.S. before 1975, but jumped to 28% above after
the reactors opened. The same occurred for bone and joint cancer, and multiple myeloma
(bone marrow cancer), sensitive to bone-seeking radioactive chemicals such as strontium and
barium (see below). The local breast cancer death rate increased significantly. A final indicator
that Peach Bottom releases contributed to unusually high cancer rates was the rise in cancer
deaths among children under age 10 living in Lancaster and York counties. Children are most
susceptible to diseases caused by environmental pollutants such as nuclear power plant
emissions. (PBS-AC-1 1)
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Comment: In 1985, the Pennsylvania Health Department began to collect cancer cases (as
opposed to deaths) for the fir'st time. Their files are complete'throughout 1998. During that
period, the total number of cancer cases rose 48%, from 4280 to 6313. During the same period,
the number of new breast cancer casesdiagnosed in women nearly doubled, from 609 to 1135.
Over half of this increase took place in the most recent four years (1994-98), making the issue a
current one (see below). The number of thyroid cancer cases jumped from 26 to 110 from 1985
to 1998 (see below). Again, the large increase from 1994 to 1998 (72 to 110) makes thyroid
cancer a present concern. (PBS-AC-12)
Comment: Current (1998) local rates of all cancers, breast cancer, and thyroid cancer exceed
the U.S. average, by 7.3%, 19.9%, and 28.3%, respectively. (PBS-AC-13)
Response: The comments are noted. To the extent that these comments question the
radiological protection afforded by NRC regulations, radiation doses to the public during the
license renewal term are a Category 1 issue as evaluated in the GELS. Doses to members of
the public from Peach Bottom Units 2 and 3 emissions were specifically evaluated in Section 4.6
of the GELS, using data from monitored emissions and ambient monitoring, and were found to
be well within regulatory limits. The evaluation of health effects of radiation, both natural and
man-made, is an ongoing activity involving'public, private, and international institutions. The
assessment of health effects upon which the GElS analysis is based was founded on the
consensus of these sources. No changes in that consensus have occurred since the GElS was
completed. The comments will not be evaluated further.
Comment: Now, in human health aspects we need to include the current research on things
like a strontium-90 disposition in baby teeth like the Tooth Fairy Project folks have been doing.
(PBS-M-7)
Comment: I know the government stopped looking at that, on the strontium-90 impacts in the
milk supply and in humans after many years. But the amount that is being found in this private
research recently is as high as was found in the atmospheric bomb testing in the '40's and 50's.
And so this is definitely something that needs to be included in the environmental impact
statement as well as looking at other epidemiological studies on things like infant mortality where
they are finding infant mortality dropping in communities around nuclear reactors after they have
closed. (PBS-M-8)
Comment: Health Studies'Are Lacking., There has been a dearth of scientific, peer-reviewed
studies evaluating disease rates near U.S. nuclear power plants since the first reactor began
operations in 1957. Only one national study has been done. In 1990, at the insistence of
Senator Edward M. Kennedy, the National Cancer Institute published data on cancer near
nuclear plants. While the study concluded that there was no connection between radioactive
emissions and cancer deaths, rates near many reactors rose after reactor startup. Since 1990,
no federal agency, including the Environmental Protection Agency and Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, has undertaken any studies of disease rates near nuclear plants. (PBS-AC-5)
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Comment: In-Body Measurements Are Lacking. The lack of health studies near American
nuclear reactors is complemented by a lack of measurements of in-body levels of radioactivity
for persons living near nuclear reactors. Government-supported programs to measure
Strontium-90 in St. Louis baby teeth (4) and in New York City and San Francisco bones (5) were
terminated in 1970 and 1982, respectively. Both measured the effects of bomb test fallout rather
than nuclear power reactor emissions. (PBS-AC-6)
Comment: Of all man-made radioactive chemicals, Sr-90 was the one that caused the greatest
health concern during the atmospheric bomb test years in the 1950s and 1960s. (PBS-AC-7)
Comment: Link Between Sr-90 in Teeth and Childhood Cancer -- Long Island. The largest
number of teeth (563) have been measured for residents of Suffolk County New York, site of the
Brookhaven National Lab and surrounded by nearby reactors. Results show that the average
level of Sr-90 has steadily increased 40.0% from the early 1980s to the mid-1990s. Because
U.S. above-ground bomb testing ceased in the early 1960s, and old bomb fallout is decaying
steadily, this trend indicates that a current source of radioactive emissions is contributing to the
buildup of Sr-90 in teeth. This source can only be nuclear reactors. During the same time
period, the rate of cancer diagnosed in Suffolk County children less than 10 years old steadily
rose a nearly identical 48.9% (10). The data support the theory that exposure to radioactivity
increases the risk of cancer, especially in young persons. (PBS-AC-8)
Comment: Strontium-90 in Baby Teeth., While the majority of teeth have been received from
California, Florida, New Jersey, and New York, 33 are from children born after 1979 in
southeastern Pennsylvania or in Maryland. (After 1979, virtually all strontium-90 in baby teeth
was generated from nuclear reactors, rather than atomic bomb test fallout left over from the
early 1960s). The average Sr-90 concentration in these teeth is higher than any of the four
states with large numbers of teeth (CA, FL, NJ, and NY), and more than 60% greater than the
national average. Virtually all of these 33 teeth are from persons living within 55 miles of Peach
Bottom. (PBS-AC-10)
Comment: These developments indicate that efforts to protect humans from the potentially
harmful effects of exposure to radioactive emissions in the environment will be critical.
(PBS-AC-15)
Response: The comments are noted. The staff considers the interest in Sr-90 in baby teeth to
be within the scope of this license renewal environmental review, and will discuss the results of
its assessment of the issue for the Peach Bottom license renewal in Chapter 4 of the SEIS.
2. Comments Concerning Category 2 Socioeconomic Issues
As stated in 10 CFR Part 51, Table B-i, Category 2 socioeconomic issues are:
"* Housing
"• Public services: public utilities
"• Public services, education (refurbishment)
"*Offsite land use (refurbishment)
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"* Offsite land use (license renewal term)
"* Public services, transportation
"* Historic and archaeological resources.
Comment: The plant provides hundreds of local and regional residents good-paying jobs.
(PBS-A-1)
Comment: For example, the county-affiliated Delta Senior Center has received thousands of
dollars in money and equipment from Exelon during my tenure as commissioner. (PBS-A-2)
Comment: The county, school district and host municipality also derive significant tax revenue
from the plant. (PBS-A-3)
Comment: By extending Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station's operating license, the NRC will
help ensure at least two more decades of growth, opportunity and prosperity in York County.
(PBS-A-5)
Comment: It means jobs for approximately 1000 people over that period of time. (PBS-C-5)
Comment: It means a positive impact on the local economy, as covered by Chris: taxes and
services, plant employees and their families living in the area. (PBS-C-6)
Comment: It means support of the community. We get very much involved in community
activities around the plant. Mason-Dixon Business Association, the Delta Peach Bottom
Elementary School. We have a program going there called School Buddies where employees
from the power plant team up with the teachers at the school and visit the school on a regular
basis to talk to the students -- a very successful program'not only for the students but I would
say for the employees also. It really builds morale. (PBS-C-7)
Comment: Thousands of dollars are contributed to the United Way by our employees at Peach
Bottom. Hundreds of pints of blood go to the American Red Cross each year. There's little
league coaches. There's PTA presidents. There's a lot of volunteer firemen. There's a lot of
church leaders, all coming out of Peach Bottom. And that's an impact that we have on the plan.
(PBS-C-8)
Comment: And one of the reasons that my business is so successful is because of the
business that Excelon or PECO brings into our community. Throughout the years, PECO has
created a significant growth for my business because we cater their seminars, their training
classes, their meetings. (PBS-E-1)
Comment: And most of all, directly into this community PECO is creating an influx of people
into the area from subcontractors, and there are even their own employees. And these people
spend in the community. (PBS-E-2)
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Comment: Just like my business, I'm sure that other businesses, from local supermarkets and
gas stations and other businesses in the community live in a great deal because of PECO.
(PBS-E-3)
Comment: We cannot afford a big company like PECO to leave our community. (PBS-E-4)
Comment: And third of all, PECO has also maintained great parks into our community. It
donates to our fire department. It also donates to our local ambulance groups. (PBS-E-7)
Comment: I am proud of this community and I realize that PECO is probably one of the
economic hearts of our community. It's an asset to our community. (PBS-E-9)
Comment: Most of the 371 members I have spoken about live in the York and Lancaster areas,
more importantly depend on the safe and good-paying jobs that support their families and this
community. (PBS-F-1)
Comment: The Peach Bottom Power Plant has been a good economic factor with regard to
construction and maintenance. (PBS-H-2)
Comment: Wherever you go throughout this state or throughout the region, that this
corporation has been -- they have always been based in the community, have helped the
community, and they have always been support of the community and in essence part of the
community. And although there are certain corporate profits that you go after because of being
a business, you know, you can't take a side of those other aspects where they have been
involved in the community. (PBS-I-4)
Comment: We have a good working relationship with Exelon PECO as far as them donating
money to the community for the fire company. (PBS-V-1)
Comment: Just as critical, however, is the importance of Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station
to York County. The plant provides hundreds of local and regional residents with good-paying
jobs. But more importantly, Peach Bottom is an outstanding corporate citizen and neighbor.
(PBS-AH-3)
Comment: The York County Chamber of Commerce represents 2200 members who have
directly or indirectly benefited from having the Peach Bottom Nuclear Power Plant operating in
our county. We have confidence that Exelon Corp. will continue to invest in the facility and
operate it with the highest safety standards. (PBS-AJ-3)
Response: The comments are noted. Socioeconomic issues specific to the plant are
Category 2 issues and will be addressed in Chapter 4 of the SEIS. The comments support
license renewal at PBAPS.
Comment: It is our opinion the relicensing of this facility, without some mitigation measures
being employed to preserve and protect this historic property, will result in the continued
deterioration of the portion of the Feeder Canal which was bisected by the transmission line
(36 CFR 800.(5)(b)(vi)). We suggest these mitigation measures should include: 1) the
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restoration of the depth and width of the Feeder Canal across the transmission line; 2) the
construction of a simple bridge to permit vehicular access across the Feeder Canal for routine
transmission line Right-of-Way maintenance; and 3) monitoring of the transmission line Right-of
Way to prevent uncontrolled crossing of the Feeder Canal by dirt bikes and ATVs and the repair
of damage resulting from such uncontrolled crossing, if they do occur. (PBS-AK-1)
Response: The comment is noted. Issues concerning historic and archeological resources are
Category 2 issues and will be addressed in Chapter 4 of the SEIS.
Comment: Peach Bottom Nuclear Power Plant is located in a relatively low income, rural
community without much political clout. This is environmental injustice. (PBS-Z-29)
Response: The comment is noted. Environmental Justice will be addressed in Section 4.4 of
the SEIS.
3. Comments Concerning Category 2 Aquatic Ecology Issues
As stated in 10 CFR Part 51, Table B-i, Category 2 aquatic ecology issues are:
"* Entrainment of fish and shellfish in early life stages
"* Impingement of fish and shellfish
"• Heat shock
Comment: We request that within the scope of the NRC's Environmental Assessment, as a
Category 2 issue, the NRC conduct a thorough evaluation of the potential impact of license
renewal for PBAPS on the restoration of migratory fishes to the Susquehanna River and
Cheasapeake Bay utilizing all relevant and current information. (PBS-AG-1)
Response: The comment is noted. The comment relates to aquatic ecology issues and will be
discussed in Chapters 2 and 4 of the SEIS.
Comment: Have studies been conducted or will they be conducted to quantify the cumulative
radioactive buildup in the Susquehanna Riverwater, bed, or local area surface soil or aquifer?
And additionally, if those studies have bebn made, have projections been made as to the
extended plant life, what that will do to it, based on those studies? (PBS-J-i)
Comment: I think you said you do study the effect of the wildlife in the Susquehanna River. It
would be nice to have a study before the plant was built so we could have some sort of
benchmark for that. (PBS-P-6)
Response: The comments are noted. The comments relate to cumulative impact issues and
will be discussed in Chapters 2 and 4 of the SEIS.
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4. Comments Concerninq Alternatives
Comment: I would much rather see Peach Bottom continue to operate rather than other viable
alternatives for electric power generation which are more polluting and actually more difficult to
control the pollution. (PBS-J-5)
Comment: Now, as for alternatives, I understand the EIS would be looking at alternatives to
having nuclear generation in the first place. And I strongly encourage that. I think this needs to
look at not only other forms of generation but other forms of demand management needs to look
at conservation efficiency, needs to look at the studies and supply some written testimony.
(PBS-M-1 4)
Comment: We also need to look at things like wind generation. (PBS-M-1 6)
Comment: We also need to look at solar generation where KPMG, which is an international -- it
is a very well-known auditing firm -- has actually done a report looking at what it would take to
make solar power affordable, what it would take to get to the point where we don't have this
trouble where people aren't willing to pay so much for it and that's why it is not cheap enough
because they don't make enough of it. (PBS-M-17)
Comment: And it should include alternative generation sources as in: What is the impact of
keeping this reactor operational as opposed to, oh, say, building a bunch of wind turbines?
(PBS-N-5)
Comment: And I also believe that we should use renewable resources for energy and if
necessary replace the Peach Bottom Power Plant, to shut it down and implement a
decommissioning process. (PBS-P-12)
Comment: There are alternative methods available to these companies that will produce power
for the needs of our communities and for those outside of our area who also need power.
(PBS-Q-4)
Comment: So there surely must be a better way to generate electricity without slowly killing not
just the human population or not just the animal population. (PBS-S-5)
Comment: You certainly find another way generate electricity besides poisoning the population,
destroying the land, destroying the animals, destroying the fish, destroying the drinking water.
(PBS-S-7)
Comment: For these reasons, I think we need to begin to look for alternate ways to make
electricity and take this weapon out of the hands of our enemies. (PBS-U-4)
Comment: If the real, honest reason for nuclear power is to create electricity, there are smarter,
cleaner, safer and cheaper ways. (PBS-Z-33)
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Comment: Just imagine if we spent the money we currently spend mining uranium, splitting the
atoms to make plutonium to create heat, to boil water to turn turbines making electricity and then
cleaning up and storing the resulting radioactive wastes for millions of years -- if we took this
money and instead used it for conservation, solar and wind, we'd probably still have some left
over and no nuclear waste to worry about. Any other decision seems just plain stupid.
(PBS-Z-34)
Comment: Rather than further pillage our environment for more dirty power, we can start today
with policies which promote conservation, efficiency and CLEAN renewables (like wind and
solar) to replace our dirty and wasteful power system. (PBS-AA-1)
Comment: Conservation and efficiency have a large potential to reduce our electricity needs.
(PBS-AA-2)
Comment: Solar power, if it were only affordable, has the power to fill the entire country's
energy needs -- using existing rooftops and other already paved surfaces. (PBS-AA-3)
Comment: Wind power, according to the U.S. Department of Energy, can provide more power
than the entire nation's electricity needs. (PBS-AA-4)
Comment: Alternative sources of energy need to be developed and the goal should be to
strive to that end~by 2014, and/or build more hydro-electric plants rather than renew a contract at
an aging nuclear facility. (PBS-AB-2)
Comment: Specifically, in the Peach Bottom supplemental EIS, the NRC should conduct a
comprehensive analysis addressing costs and environmental impacts of available conservation
technologies. Further, the NRC should sincerely and honestly consider the potential of those
technologies and energy efficiencies as the preferred alternative to license renewal. (PBS-AE-4)
Response: The comments are noted. Impacts from reasonable alternatives for the Peach
Bottom license renewal will be evaluated in Section 8 of the SEIS.
5. Comments Concerning Category 1 Postulated Accident Issues
As stated in 10 CFR Part 51, Subpart A, Appendix B, Table B-i, design basis accidents is the
only Category 1 issue associated with postulated accidents. For severe accidents (i.e., beyond
design basis accidents), the staff concluded that the probability-weighted environmental
consequences from severe accidents are small for all plants, but that alternatives to mitigate
severe accidents must be considered for all plants that have not considered such alternatives.
See 10 CFR 51.53(c)(3)(ii)(L).
Comment: There has been a lot of work done on these containments, but Mark 1
containments, especially being smaller with lower design pressure and in spite of the
suppression pool, if you look at the WASH-1 400 reg safety study you will find something like a
90-percent probability of that containment failing. (PBS-M-12)
January 2003
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Comment: Now, there have been some measures to address those concerns that NRC had.
But we are still looking at the fact that the control room operators would have to make a decision
in the case of an emergency core cooling system activation on whether or not to vent the
containment in order to save it. And that is not something that should be seen as acceptable
impact on the environment. (PBS-M-13)
Comment: Another concern I have with the Peach Bottom Power Plant is the possibility of an
earthquake causing a problem. And I know a lot of people kind of think that might be funny. But
there is a fault line called the Martick Fault Line that runs about, I would say, less than 10 miles
north of here. And if there is a major earthquake along that line, that could cause a lot of
problems. (PBS-P-3)
Comment: Martick Fault Line. (see comment PBS-P-3] (PBS-Q-3)
Comment: According to a report by Sandia National Laboratories on November 1, 1982, called
Calculation of Reactor Accident Consequences (CRAC-2), the "peak early deaths" from an
accident at Peach Bottom are estimated at 72,000, with "peak early injuries" estimated at
45,000. (PBS-Y-2)
Comment: Pottstown would also be strongly affected by escaping downwind radiation in case
of an accident at Peach Bottom caused by operators. If prevailing winds blow at about 10 miles
per hour, harmful radiation would arrive in Pottstown in as little as 5 hours after the accident.
(PBS-Y-4) "
Comment: Peach Bottom is a General Electric Boiling water reactor, an obsolete design that is
no longer built or constructed, inferior to pressure water reactors. Peach Bottom's Mark I
containment structure has been demonstrated by Sandia Laboratories to be likely to fail during a
core melt accident (like Three Mile Island), allowing radiation to escape directly into the
environment. This was corroborated by a February 1987 NRC study. Industry officials say the
problem with Mark I is that it is too small and wasn't designed to withstand the pressure it is
supposed to resist. In Feb. 1989, the NRC recommended plants using the Mark I shell to modify
the structure to reduce the risk of failure during an accident. Clearly showing its arrogance and
lack of concern for the safety and health of workers and citizens, PECO said it would only make
the $2-5 million changes if forced to do so. (PBS-Z-15)
Comment: Accidental releases from either the containment vessel or the waste storage area
would be devastating to local health. High levels of radioactivity would quickly enter the
atmosphere and be inhaled by local residents. These poisonous chemicals would later be
brought to earth by precipitation, and enter the water and food supply for months and years to
come, as some chemicals decay more slowly than others. Estimates of casualties after a
nuclear accident were made by Sandia National Laboratories in New Mexico shortly after the
partial core meltdown at Three Mile Island in 1979. These estimates were presented as the
Calculation of Reactor Accident Consequences (CRAC-2) report presented to Congress on
November 1, 1982. CRAC-2 estimates an accident at Peach Bottom would cause 72,000 "peak
early deaths" and 45,000 "peak early injuries" soon after it occurs. These figures should be
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seen as a minimal estimate of the health risk of such an accident. (PBS-AC-14)
Response: The comments are noted. Severe accidents, including events initiated by
earthquakes, were evaluated in the GElS and the impacts were determined to be small for all
plants. A site-specific analysis of Severe Accident Mitigation Alternatives for Peach Bottom will
be performed by the NRC staff within this environmental analysis. The comments provide no
new information and will not be evaluated further in the context of the environmental review.

Part II- Comments Received on the Draft SEIS
Pursuant to 10 CFR Part 51, the staff transmitted the Generic EnvironmentalImpact Statement
for License Renewal of Nuclear Plants,Regarding PeachBottom Atomic Power Station, Units 2
and 3, Draft Report for Comment (NUREG-1 437, Supplement 10, referred to as the draft SEIS)
to Federal, State, and local government agencies; certain Indian tribes; and as well as interested
members of the public. As part of the process to solicit public comments on the draft SEIS, the
staff:

" placed a copy of the draft SEIS into the NRC's electronic Public Document Room, its
license renewal website, at the Whiteford Library in Harford County, Maryland, the
Collinsville Community Library in Brogue, Pennsylvania, and the Quarryville Library in
Quarryville, Pennsylvania.

" sent copies of the draft SEIS to the applicant, members of the public who requested
copies, representatives of certain Indian tribes, and certain Federal, State, and local
agencies

" published a notice of availability of the draft SEIS in the Federal Register on July 1, 2002
(67 FR 44245)

" issued public announcements, such as advertisements in local newspapers and postings
in public places, of the availability of the draft SEIS

" announced and held two public meetings in Delta, Pennsylvania on July 30, 2002, to
describe the results of the environmental review and answer related questions

"* issued public service announcements and press releases announcing the issuance of the
draft SEIS, the public meetings, and instructions on how to comment on the draft SEISI

"* established a website to receive comments on the draft SEIS through the Internet.
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I During the comment period, the staff received a total of 8 comment letters in addition to the
I comments received during the public meetings.
I
I
I
I
I
I

The staff has reviewed the public meeting transcripts and the 8 comment letters that are part of
the docket file for the application, all of which are available in the NRC's electronic Public
Document Room. Appendix A, Part II, Section A.1 contains a summary of the comments and the
staff's responses. Related issues are grouped together. Appendix A, Part II, Section A.2
contains excerpts of the July 30, 2002, public meeting transcripts, the written statements provided
at the public meetings, and comment letters.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Each comment identified by the staff was assigned a specific alpha-numeric identifier (marker).
That identifier is typed in the margin of the transcript or letter at the beginning of the discussion of
the comment. A cross-reference of the alpha-numeric identifiers, the speaker or author of the
comment, the page where the comment can be found, and the section(s) of this report in which
the comment is addressed is provided in Table A-2. The speakers at the meetings are listed in
speaking order along with the page of the transcript excerpts in this report on which the comment
appears. These comments are identified by the letters "PBD" followed by a number that identifies
each comment in approximate chronological order in which the comments were made. The
written statements (from the public meetings) and written comment letters are also identified by
the letters "PBD."

I The staff made a determination on each comment that it was one of the following:
(1) a comment that was actually a request for information and introduced no new information.
(2) a comment that was either related to support or opposition of license renewal in general
(or specifically Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station, Units 2 and 3) or that made a general
statement about the license renewal process. It may have made only a general statement
regarding Category 1 and/or Category 2 issues. In addition, it provided no new
information and does not pertain to 10 CFR Part 54.
(3) comment about a Category 1 issue
(a) that provided new information that required evaluation during the review, or
(b) provided no new information
(4) a comment about a Category 2 issue that
(a) provided information that required evaluation during the review, or
(b) provided no such information
(5) a comment that raised an environmental issue that was not addressed in the GElS or
the DSEIS
(6) a comment on safety issues pertaining to 10 CFR Part 54, or
(7) a comment outside the scope of license renewal (not related to 10 CFR Parts 51 or 54).
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There was no significant new information provided on Category 1 issues [(3)(a) above] or
information that required further evaluation on Category 2 issues [(4)(a)]. Therefore, the GElS
and draft SEIS remained valid and bounding, and no further evaluation was performed.
Comments without a supporting technical basis or without any new information are discussed in
this appendix, and not in other sections of this report. Relevant references that address the
issues within the regulatory authority of the NRC are provided where appropriate. Many of these
references can be obtained from the NRC Electronic Public Document Room.
Within each section of Part II of this appendix (A.1.1 through A.1.21), similar comments are
grouped together for ease of reference, and a summary description of the comments is given,
followed by the staff's response. Where the comment or question resulted in a change in the
text of the draft report, the corresponding response refers the reader to the appropriate section
of this report where the change was made. Revisions to the text in the draft report are
designated by vertical lines beside the text.
Some numbers were initially assigned to portions of verbal or written statements that were later
determined not to be comments. These items were removed from the table. As a result, not all
numbers are sequential (see Table A-2).
Table A-:2. Peach Bottom, Units 2 and 3 SEIS Comment Log
Section(s)
Speaker or
Author

Source'

Page of
Comment

Where
Addressed

A-68
A-39

A.1.19
A.1.10

PBD01-1

P. Gunter

PBD01-2

P. Gunter

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)
Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

PBD01-4

P. Gunter

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-50

A.1.13

PBD01-5

P. Gunter'

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-50

A.1.13

A-56)

A.1.13

A-68

A.1.19

PBD01-6

P. Gunter

PBD01-7

P. Gunter

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)
Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30102)

PBDO1-8

P. Gunter

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-51

A.1.13

PBDOt-9

P. Gunter

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-51

A.1.13

PBDO1-10

P. Gunter

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-51

A.1.13

PBDO1 -11

P. Gunter

* Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-51

A.1.13

PBD02-1

F. Berryhill

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-69

A.1.19

PBD02-2

F. Berryhill

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-27

A.1.1

PBD02-3

F. Berryhill

A-28

A.1.3

PBD02-4

F. Berryhill

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)
Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-69

A.1.19

PBD02-5

F. Berryhill

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-69

A.1.19

PBD02-6

F. Berryhill

"Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-69

A.1.19

PBD02-7

F. Berryhill

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-27

A.1.1
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Table A-2. (contd)
Speaker or
Author
PBD02-8

Section(s)
Source

Page of
Comment

Where
Addressed

F. Berryhill

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-28

A.1.3

PBD03-1

S. Smith

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-32

A.1.7

PBD03-2

S. Smith

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-63

A.1.18

PBD03-3

S. Smith

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-69

A.1.19

PBD03-4

S. Smith

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-70

A.1.19

PBD03-5

S. Smith

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A'-70

A.1.19

PBD03-6

S. Smith

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-70

A.1.19

PBD03-7

S. Smith

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-41

A.1.10

PBD03-8

S. Smith

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-41

A.1.10

PBD03-9

S. Smith

A-29

A.1.5

PBD03-10

S. Smith

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)
Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-47

A.1.12

PBD03-11

S. Smith

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-41

A.1.10

PBD03-12

S. Smith

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-70

A.1.19

PBD03-13

S. Smith

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-68

A.1.19

PBD03-14

S. Smith

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-70

A.1.19

PBD03-16

S. Smith

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-51

A.1.13

PBD03-17

S. Smith

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-47

A.1.1

PBD03-18

S. Smith

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-67

A.1.19

PBD03-19

S. Smith

Evening Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-50

A.1.13

PBD03-20

S. Smith

Evening Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-43

A.1.10

PBD04-1

S.C. Washburn

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-32

A.1.7

PBD04-2

S.C. Washburn

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-28

A.1.3

PBD04-3

S.C. Washburn

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-71

A.1.19

PBD04-4

S.C. Washburn

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-71

A.1.19

PBD04-5

S.C. Washburn

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-44

A.1.10

PBD04-7

S.C. Washburn

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

S.C. Washburn

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-30
A-30

A.1.5

PBD04-8
PBD05-1

J. Johnsrud

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-39

A.1.10

PBD05-2

J. Johnsrud

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-45

A.1.10

PBD05-3

J. Johnsrud

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-40

A.1.10

PBD05-4

J. Johnsrud

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-63

A.1.18

PBD05-5

J. Johnsrud

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-28

A.1.3

PBD05-6

J. Johnsrud

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-39

A.1.10
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Table A-2. (contd)
Section(s)
Speaker or
Author
PBD05-7

Source

Page of
Comment

Where
Addressed

J. Johnsrud

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-39

A.1.10

PBD05-8

J. Johnsrud

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-44

A.1.10

PBD05-9

J. Johnsrud

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-39

A.1.10

PBD05-1 0

J. Johnsrud

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-30

A.1.5

PBD05-11

J. Johnsrud

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-31

A.1.5

PBD06-1

J. Mangano

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-44

A.1.10

PBD06-2

J. Mangano

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A.1.19

PBD06-3

J. Mangano

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-69
A-69

PBD06-4

J. Mangano

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-47

A.1.12

PBD06-5

J. Mangano

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-38

A.1.10

PBD06-6

J. Mangano

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-39

A.1.10

PBD06-7

J. Mangano

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-39

A.1.10

PBD06-8

J. Mangano

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-39

A.1.10

PBD06-9

J. Mangano

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-43

A.1.10

PBD06-11

J. Mangano

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-30

A.1.5

PBD06-12

J. Mangano

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-52

A.1.13

PBD07-1

A. Nelson

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-28

A.1.2

PBD07-2

A. Nelson

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-34

A.1.8

PBD07-3

A. Nelson

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-34

A.1.8

PBD07-4

A. Nelson

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-46

A.1.11

PBD07-5
PBD08-1

A. Nelson
M. Marks

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)
Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-71

A.1.19

A-39

A.1.10

PBD08-3

M. Marks

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-43

A.1.10

PBD08-4

M. Marks

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-66

A.1.19

PBD08-5

M. Marks

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-30

A.1.5

PBD08-6

M. Marks

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-69

A.1.19

PBD08-7

M. Marks

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-45

A.1.10

PBD08-8

M. Marks

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-46

A.1.10

PBD08-9

M. Marks

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-30

A.1.5

PBD09-1

D. Cuthbert

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-30

A.1.5

PBD09-2

D. Cuthbert

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-30

A.1.5

PBD09-3

D. Cuthbert

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-51

A.1.13

PBD09-4

D. Cuthbert

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-70

A.1.19
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Table A-2. (contd)

Source

Page of
Comment

Section(s)
Where
Addressed

D. Cuthbert

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-70

A.1.19

PBD09-6

D. Cuthbert

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-47

A.1.1

PBD09-7

D. Cuthbert

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-47

A.1.1

PBD09-8

D. Cuthbert

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-48

A.1.12

PBD09-9

D. Cuthbert

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-47

A.1.12

PBD09-10

D. Cuthbert

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-38

A.1.10

PBD09-11

D. Cuthbert

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-38

A.1.5

PBD09-12

D. Cuthbert

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-45

A.1.10

PBD09-13

D. Cuthbert

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-30

A.1.5

PBD10-1

S. McConnell

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-29

A.1.4

PBDIO-2

S. McConnell

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-66

A.1.18

PBD10-3

S. McConnell

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-29

A.1.4

PBD10-4

S. McConnell

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-29

A.1.4

PBD10-5

S. McConnell

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-29

A.1.4

PBD11-1

L. Egbert

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-49

A.1.12

PBD1 1-2

L Egbert

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-49

A.1.12

PBD1 1-3

L. Egbert

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-49

A.1.12

PBD1 1-4

L. Egbert

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-49

A.1.5

PBD12-1

B. August

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-67

A.1.19

PBD12-2

B. August

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-68

A.1.19

PBD12-3

B. August

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-67

A.1.19

PBD12-4

B. August

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-67

A.1.19

PBD12-5

B. August

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-67

A.1.19

PBD12-6

B. August

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-67

A.1.19

PBD12-7

B. August

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-68

A.1.19

PBD12-8

B. August

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-28

A.1.3

PBD12-9

B. August

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-51

A.1.13

PBD13-1

A. Donohue

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-62

A.1.18

PBD13-2

A. Donohue

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-70

A.1.19

PBD13-3

A. Donohue

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-70

A.1.19

PBD13-4

A. Donohue

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-70

A.1.19

PBD13-5

A. Donohue

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-70

A.1.19

PBD13-6

A. Donohue

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-70

A.1.19

Speaker or
Author
PBD09-5
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Table A-2. (contd)

Source

Page of
Comment

Section(s)
Where
Addressed

A. Donohue

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-67

A.1.19

PBD13-9

A. Donohue

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-62

A.1.18

PBD13-10

A. Donohue

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-62

A.1.18

PBD13-11

A. Donohue

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-62

A.1.18

PBD13-12

A. Donohue

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-40

A.1.10

PBD14-1

M. Ewall

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-51

A.1.13

PBD14-2

M. Ewall

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-52

A.1.13

PBD14-3

M. Ewall

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-48

A.1.12

PBD14-4

M. Ewall

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-47

A.1.12

PBD14-5

M. Ewall

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-47

A.1.12

PBD14-6

M. Ewall

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-48

A.1.12

PBD14-7

M. Ewall

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-47

A.1.12

PBD14-8

M. Ewall

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-52

A.1.13

PBD14-9

M. Ewall

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-31

A.1.5

PBD14-10

M. Ewall

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-71

A.1.19

PBD14-11

M. Ewall

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-71

A.1.19

PBD14-12

M. Ewall

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-72

A.1.19

PBD14-13

M. Ewall

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-72

A.1.19

PBD14-14

M. Ewall

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-72

A.1.19

PBD14-15

M. Ewall

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-63

A.1.18

PBD14-16

M. Ewall

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-64

A.1.18

PBD14-17

M. Ewall

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-64

A.1.18

PBD14-18

M. Ewall

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-64

A.1.18

PBD14-19

M. Ewall

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-64

A.1.18

PBD14-20

M. Ewall

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-65

A.1.18

PBD14-21

M. Ewall

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-65

A.1.18
A.1.18

Speaker or
Author
PBD13-7

PBD14-22

M. Ewall

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-65

PBD14-23

M. Ewall

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-72

A.1.19

PBD14-24

M. Ewall

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-66

A.1.18

PBD14-25

M. Ewall

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-71

A.1.19

PBD14-26

M. Ewall

Afternoon Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-71

A.1.19

PBD15-1

N. Wurzbach

Evening Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-28

A.1.4

PBD15-2'

N. Wurzbach

Evening Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-28

A.1.4
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Source

Page of
Comment

Section(s)
Where
Addressed

N. Wurzbach

Evening Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-29

A.1.4

PBD16-1

E. Guyll

Evening Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-67

A.1.19

PBD16-2

E. Guyll

Evening Meeting Transcript (07/30102)

A-66

A.1.19

PBD16-3

E. Guyll

Evening Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-47

A.1.12

PBD16-4

E. Guyll

Evening Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-66

A.1.19

PBD16-5

E. Guyll

Evening Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-66

A.1.19

PBD16-6

E. Guyll

Evening Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-30

A.1.5

PBD16-7

E. Guyll

Evening Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-50

A.1.13

PBD16-8

E. Guyll

Evening Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-50

A.1.13

PBD16-9

E. Guyll

Evening Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-50

A.1.13

PBD16-10

E. Guyll

Evening Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-38

A.1.10

PBD16-11

E. Guyll

Evening Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-43

A.1.10

PBD16-12

E. Guyll

Evening Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-63

A.1.18

PBD16-13

E. Guyll

Evening Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-30

A.1.5

PBD17-1

S. Liebman

Evening Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-29

A.1.4

PBD17-2

S. Liebman

Evening Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-29

A.1.4

PBD17-3

S. Liebman

Evening Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-48

A.1.2

PBD17-4

S. Liebman

Evening Meeting Transcript (07/30/02)

A-29

A.1.4

PBD17-5

S. Liebman

July 13, 2002, Letter

A-48

A.1.2

PBD17-6

S. Liebman

July 13, 2002, Letter

A-75

A.1.20

PBD17-7

S. Liebman

July 13, 2002, Letter

A-29

A.1.4

PBD18-1

M. Gallagher

August 27, 2002, Letter

A-72

A.1.20

PBD18-2

M. Gallagher

August 27, 2002, Letter

A-72

A.1.20

PBD1 8-3

M. Gallagher

August 27, 2002, Letter

A-72

A.1.20

PBD18-4

M. Gallagher

August 27, 2002, Letter

A-72

A.1.20

PBD18-5

M. Gallagher

August 27, 2002, Letter

A-73

A.1.20

PBD18-6

M. Gallagher

August 27, 2002, Letter

A-73

A.1.20

PBD18-7

M. Gallagher

August 27, 2002, Letter

A-73

A.1.20

PBD18-8

M. Gallagher

August 27, 2002, Letter

A-73

A.1.20

PBD18-9

M. Gallagher

August 27, 2002, Letter

A-73

A.1.20

PBD18-10

M. Gallagher

August 27, 2002, Letter

A-73

A.1.20

PBD18-1I

M. Gallagher

August 27, 2002, Letter

A-73

A.1.20

PBD18-12

M. Gallagher

August 27, 2002, Letter

A-73

A.1.20

Speaker or
Author
PBD15-3
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Table A-2. (contd)
Section(s)

Source

Page of
Comment

Where
Addressed

M. Gallagher

August 27, 2002, Letter

A-73

A.1.20

PBD18-14

M. Gallagher

August 27, 2002, Letter

A-73

A.1.20

PBD18-15

M. Gallagher

August 27, 2002, Letter

A-73

A.1.20

PBD18-16

M. Gallagher

August 27, 2002, Letter

A-57

A.1.16

PBD18-17

M. Gallagher

August 27, 2002, Letter

A-74

A.1.20

PBD18-18

M. Gallagher

August 27, 2002, Letter

A-74

A.1.20

PBD18-19

M. Gallagher

August 27, 2002, Letter

A-74

A.1.20

PBD18-20

M. Gallagher

August 27, 2002, Letter

A-74

A.1.20

PBD18-21

M. Gallagher

August 27, 2002, Letter

A-74

A.1.20

PBD18-22

M. Gallagher

August 27, 2002, Letter

A-74

A.1.20

PBD18-23

M. Gallagher

August 27, 2002, Letter

A-74

A.1.20

PBD18-24

M. Gallagher

August 27, 2002, Letter

A-74

A.1.20

PBD18-25

M. Gallagher

August 27, 2002, Letter

A-74

A.1.20

PBD18-26

M. Gallagher

August 27, 2002, Letter

A-74

A.1.20

PBD18-27

M. Gallagher

August 27, 2002, Letter

A-74

A.1.20

PBD18-28

M. Gallagher

August 27, 2002, Letter

A-74

A.1.20

PBD18-29

M. Gallagher

August 27, 2002, Letter

A-74

A.1.20

PBD18-30

M. Gallagher

August 27, 2002, Letter

A-74

A.1.20

PBD18-31

M. Gallagher

August 27, 2002, Letter

A-74

A.1.20

PBD19-1

D. Griffith

September 9, 2002, Letter

A-57

A.1.16

PBD19-2

D. Griffith

A-58

A.1.16

PBD19-3

D. Griffith

September 9, 2002, Letter
September 9, 2002, Letter

A-58

A.1.16

PBD19-4

D. Griffith

September 9, 2002, Letter

A-58

A.1.16

PBD19-5

D. Griffith

September 9, 2002, Letter

A-60

A.1.16

PBD19-6

D. Griffith

September 9, 2002, Letter

A-61

A.1.16

PBD20-1

R. McLean

September 13, 2002, Letter

A-53

A.1.14

PBD20-2

R. McLean

September 13, 2002, Letter

A-53

A.1.14

PBD21-1

M.Chezik

September 13, 2002, Letter

A-33

A.1.7

PBD21-2

M. Chezik

September 13, 2002, Letter

A-54

A.1.14

PBD21-3

M. Chezik

September 13, 2002, Letter

A-54

A.1.14

PBD21-4

M. Chezik

September 13, 2002, Letter

A-54

A.1.14

PBD21-5

M. Chezik

September 13, 2002, Letter

A-54

A.1.14

PBD21-6

M. Chezik

September 13, 2002, Letter

A-61

A.1.17

Speaker or
Author
PBD18-13
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Source

Page of
Comment

Section(s)
Where
Addressed

M. Chezik

September 13, 2002, Letter

A-31

A.1.7

M. Chezik

September 13, 2002, Letter

A-36

A.1.9

PBD21-9

M. Chezik

September 13, 2002, Letter

A-36

A.1.9

PBD21-10

M. Chezik

September 13, 2002, Letter

A-37

A.1.9

PBD21-11

M. Chezik

September 13, 2002, Letter

A-35

A.1.9

PBD21-12

M. Chezik

September 13, 2002, Letter

A-37

A.1.9

PBD21-13

M. Chezik

September 13, 2002, Letter

A-37

A.1.9

PBD21-14

M. Chezik

September 13, 2002, Letter

A-37

A.1.9

PBD21-15

M. Chezik

September 13, 2002, Letter

A-34

A.1.9

PBD21-16

M. Chezik

September 13, 2002, Letter

A-33

A.1.7

PBD21-17

M. Chezik

September 13, 2002, Letter

A-33

A. 1.7

PBD21-18

M. Chezik

September 13, 2002, Letter

A-35

A.1.9

PBD21-19

M. Chezik

September 13, 2002, Letter

A-35

A.1.9

PBD21-20

M. Chezik

September 13, 2002, Letter

A-53

A.1.14

PBD21-21

M. Chezik

September 13, 2002, Letter

A-55

A.1.14

PBD21-22

M. Chezik

September 13, 2002, Letter

A-55

A.1.14

PBD21-23

M. Chezik

September 13, 2002, Letter

A-54

A.1.14

PBD21-24

M. Chezik

September 13, 2002, Letter

A-61

A.1.17

PBD21-25

M. Chezik

September 13, 2002, Letter

A-55

A.1.14

PBD21-26

M. Chezik

September 13, 2002, Letter

A-38

A.1.9

PBD21-27

M. Chezik

September 13, 2002, Letter

A-36

A.1.9

PBD21-28

M. Chezik

September 13, 2002, Letter

A-37

A.1.9

PBD21-29

M. Chezik

September 13, 2002, Letter

A-34

A.1.7

PBD21-30

M. Chezik

September 13, 2002, Letter

A-35

A.1.9

PBD21-31

M. Chezik

September 13, 2002, Letter

A-53

A.1.14

PBD21-32

M. Chezik

September 13, 2002, Letter

A-56

A.1.14

PBD22-1

W. Hoffman

September 17, 2002, Letter

A-75

A.1.20

PBD22-2

W. Hoffman

September 17, 2002, Letter

A-67

A.1.19

PBD22-3

W. Hoffman

September 17, 2002, Letter

A-75

A.1.20

PBD22-4

W. Hoffman

September 17, 2002, Letter

A-31

A.1.6

PBD22-5

W. Hoffman

September 17, 2002, Letter

A-46

A.1.10

PBD22-6

W. Hoffman

September 17, 2002, Letter

A-31

A.1.6

PBD22-7

W. Hoffman

September 17, 2002, Letter

A-53

A.1.14

Speaker or
Author
PBD21-7
PBD21-8
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Section(s)
Speaker or

Page of

Where

PBD22-8

Author
W. Hoffman

Source
September 17, 2002, Letter

Comment
A-57

Addressed
A.1.15

PBD23-1

Anonymous

August 8, 2002, Letter

A-27

A.1.1

PBD23-2
PBD23-3
PBD23-4
PBD23-5
PBD23-6
PBD23-8

Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous

August 8, 2002, Letter
August 8, 2002, Letter
August 8, 2002, Letter
August 8, 2002, Letter
August 8, 2002, Letter
August 8, 2002, Letter

A-27
A-27
A-27
A-31
A-27
A-27

A.1.1
A.1.1
A.1.1
A.1.5
A.1.1
A.1.1

A.1

Comments and Responses

A.1.1

General Comments in Opposition to Nuclear Power

Comment: As a matter of fact, having any new, having no nuclear power plants to work with, the
NRC's willingness to keep their jobs going, with the same disregard for safety concerns, and
concerns by opponents, is quite clear. (PBD02-2)

I

Comment: When will this country find its sanity? Its sanity. What are we doing to this planet?
Plutonium is radioactive for 250,000 years, and some elements like iodine and tecnetium won't
decay for millions of years. (PBD02-7)

I

Comment: When there's a disaster and millions die then will you stop the insanity of nuclear
energy? (PBD23-1)
Comment: Only to build nuclear bombs with the old waste products do you use nuclear power?
(PBD23-2)

I

Comment: Why not do something safe. You are accountable not me for that death trap.
(PBD23-3)
Comment: I will seek out safe alternatives. (PBD23-4)
Comment: Be forewarned. You are accountable for your device. I am stopping all nuclear
energy plants now. (PBD23-6)
Comment: When will your nightmare end? (PBD23-8)
Response: The comments are noted. They are in opposition to nuclearpower and are general
in nature. They provide no new information and will not be evaluated further.
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I A.1.2

General Comments in Support of the License Renewal Process

I Comment: Moreover there is a growing recognition among the public and policy makers, both in
I the United states, and internationally, that we must maintain the clean air and other
I environmental benefits of nuclear energy. (PBD07-1)
I Response: The comment is noted. The comment is supportive of license renewal and its
I processes, and are general in nature. The comment provides no new information and,
I therefore, will not be evaluated further.
I A.1.3

General Comments in Opposition of the License Renewal Process

I Comment: The idea that technocrats, bureaucrats can sit down and degrade human liberty and
I freedom to an insurance risk assessment is totally bizarre. (PBD12-8)
1 Comment: I think it is time to stop, and maybe I will be here another 10 or 15 years. (PBD02-8)
I Comment: Has anyone, from the inception of the nuclear reactors or bombs, given any thought
I to what would happen seven generations in the future. (PBD04-2)
I
I
I
I

Comment: There is not a word about protection of the public health and safety, or of the quality
of the environment. You have to read down several sections and, even then, those factors
which are surely the paramount objective in our society, are subordinated by being equated with
national security and the free enterprise factor. (PBD05-5)

I Comment: Most licenses do not expire for another 15 to 20 years. So I ask myself why now?
I The present license hasn't expired, and they have already applied. Don't you want to know
I why? To amortize the plant's debt further, further into the future. (PBD02-3)
I
I
1
I
I

Response: The comments are noted. The comments oppose license renewaland its
processes,and do not provide new information. These comments are not within the scope of
10 CFR Part51 for the environmental review associatedwith the applicationfor license renewal
at Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station, Units 2 and 3. Therefore, these comments will not be
evaluated further.

I A.1.4 General Comments in Support of License Renewal at Peach Bottom Atomic Power
Station, Units 2 and 3
1 Comment: I have no problem with it, and I think it should be extended for another 20 years,
I because it is an attribute to the whole neighborhood, because a lot of people in the area do work
I at Peach Bottom, also. (PBD15-1)
I Comment: As long as it keeps our electric rates down I think it is a good move, because it
I doesn't use fuel oil, it doesn't use gas. (PBD15-2)
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Comment: So it keeps things cheaper, and we are importing too much oil right now, and that
would be one of the alternatives, I think, and that is not good. (PBD15-3)
Comment: As of today I'm personally in favor of approval of the application, as a local, for the
following reasons. Extending the license will be less of a local health, welfare, and safety impact
than constructing a new plant, either nuclear, or fossil fuel. (PBD10-1)
Comment: The fourth reason is because Peach Bottom has been a good neighbor. I've heard
questions about release of information. I have news for you, we knew about the operators
sleeping, as soon as it happened. (PBD10-3)
Comment: In summary, because I live here, in the real world today, and know that another plant
will fill the void less by Peach Bottom shutting down, I'm in favor of the licensing extension as
more desirable than new construction of more nuclear reactors, or a fossil fuel facility, that would
take their place in this void (PBD10-4)
Comment: I've done the DOE studies, and we generate 17 percent more power than we can
use in Pennsylvania, and we are doing it for people who don't live here. So we are getting the
emissions that would have to come from a fossil fuel plant, right here, with no benefits.
(PBD10-5)
Comment: The draft report, that we've just heard about, and we are here to discuss, prepared
for this renewal of the specific nuclear plant, addressed all required regulatory issues in a clear
and comprehensive manner. (PBD17-1)'
Comment: I believe that the stated plans given in the draft provide for the highest level of safety
and efficiency that is reasonable, that reflect the concerns, and the expertise of those directly
responsible for the management and operations of the Peach Bottom plant. (PBD17-2)
Comment: So as local residents, and concerned citizens, our family strongly supports the
proposed NRC actions. (PBD17-4)
Comment: In summary, the draft document is a fully informative, clear outline of the intended
license renewal of Units 2 & 3 at Peach Bottom. All regulatory and citizens' requirements for
safe, efficient operation are presented to meet or exceed the needed levels. It is excellent an
public documentation in support of a successful renewal process. (PBD17-7)
Response: The comments are noted. The comments are supportive of license renewal at
Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station, Units 2 and 3, and are generalin nature. The comments
provide no new information; therefore, the comments will not be evaluated further.
A.1.5

General Comments in Opposition of License Renewal at Peach Bottom Atomic
Power Station, Units 2 and 3

Comment: Pennsylvania also has, is the second highest number of nuclear reactors, and is the
second highest amount of nuclear waste. Because of this Washington says we have to have a
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I nuclear dumping site. Pennsylvania doesn't want a nuclear dumping site, so why do we have
I this reactor going off, why are we creating more nuclear waste. (PBD03-9)
I Comment: Please, please value the health and the environment. Please deny Exelon's
I application to extend Peach Bottom's license. (PBD09-13)
I Comment: Closing Peach Bottom is clearly in the best interest of the health and safety of all
I residents in this region, and the best economic interest of the public, in general. (PBD09-2)
I Comment: It is my opinion that the NRC had already decided to renew the license of the Peach
I Bottom power plant when they received the application. The only reason meetings are held is to
I meet a requirement. (PBD16-6)
I
I
I
I

Comment: Since the Peach Bottom plant is located on the edge of the great east coast
megalopolis, an accident could have a devastating effect on millions of people. We need to shut
down and decommission the Peach Bottom atomic power plant before a horrible accident
occurs. (PBD16-13)

I Comment: And Ijust beg you, I will tell you this, I will give you the shirt off my back, I will give
I you everything I own, to shut this plant down. I would stand here and allow you to take my life
I because I love all people so much. Shut it down. (PBD04-7)
I Comment: Please shut this place down, let us begin to bear this burden and figure a way out of
I it. (PBD04-8)
I Comment: So in conclusion I would highly recommend that no decision be made, by the NRC,
I to extend the license of this plant until a much more thorough assessment of environmental
I health threats are made. (PBD06-1 1)
I Comment: Based on Peach Bottom's threat to human health and safety, as well as long-lasting
I destruction of our environment, we urge the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to deny the license
I renewal for Peach Bottom. (PBD09-1)
I Comment: Is it true that the NRC called Peach Bottom one of the worse plants in the nation,
I and shut down Peach Bottom 1 in 1987? Do you think people are more efficient today?
I (PBD08-5)
I Comment: Until such time as the government can promise to protect present and future
I generations, Peach Bottom should not have its license renewed. (PBD08-9)
I Comment: I urge, really a total reworking of this EIS, of the environmental review necessary.
I (PBD05-10)
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Comment: And I would strongly, strongly urge the NRC to set a precedent of denying a license
extension. (PBD05-1 1)
Comment: The no-action alternative in here I think is the best alternative and ought to be
adopted, of course. (PBD14-9)
Comment: You people are crazy to keep that kind of plant in operation. (PBD23-5)
Response: The comments are noted. The comments oppose license renewal at Peach Bottom
Atomic PowerStation, Units 2 and 3, and do not provide new information. These comments are
not within the scope of 10 CFR Part51 for the environmental review associatedwith the
application for license renewalat Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station, Units 2 and 3.
Therefore, these comments will not be evaluated further in the SEIS.
A.1.6 Comments Concerning Surface Water Quality, Hydrology, and Use Issues
Comment: Section 2.2.3 - Are there any storm water control measures or requirements that are
considered in water quality or resource issues. (PBD22-4)
Response: Section 2.2.3 of the SEIS includes requirements applicable to storm water outfalls.
PartC of the Peach Bottom site's NPDES permit (PA0009733) referencedin Section 2.2.3
describes the prohibition of non-storm water dischargesand spills; the requirement to preparea
PreparednessPrevention and Contingency (PPC)Plan; and requirements for storm water
sampling and reporting. The currentNPDES permit expires in 2005. Any additionalrequirements
can be addressedwhen the permit is renewed. Because the information identified in the
comment was alreadyincluded in the analysis, there was no need to change the SEIS text.
Comment: Section 4.1.1 -Water Use Conflicts -Are drought conditions incorporated into water
use conflict planning. Minimum monthly average flows are discussed but not discrete significant
events or worse case conditions. (PBD22-6)
Response: Minimum monthly averageflows are used in the analysis of water use conflicts
because they are more representativeof the overallenvironmentalimpacts of the Peach Bottom
facility. The SusquehannaRiver Basin Commission (SRBC) is the governing body that regulates
withdrawals and diversions from the SusquehannaRiver under Resolution Numbers 93-04,
91-02, and 83-04 referenced in Section 2.2.2. The SRBC would regulate discrete significant
events or worse case conditions. Accordingly, there was no need to change the SEIS text.
A.1.7 Comments Concerning Category 1 Aquatic Resources Issues
Comment: A thorough review should be made on the effects of various levels of radiation
exposure on fish and wildlife resources and their habitats. Such exposure may result from
January 2003
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I leakage, accident (e.g., Three Mile Island, Chernobyl) or disposal. [We suspect that the risk of
I radiation exposure over time may increase, despite planned maintenance as plants age.]
I (PBD21-7)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Response: The NRC has not establishedradiationexposure standardsfor fish and wildlife
because it is assumed that radiationguidelines which are protective of the public also provide
adequateprotection to plants and animals. The validity of this assumption has been upheld by
nationaland intemationalbodies that have examined the issue, including the National Council on
Radiation Protectionand Measurement (NCRPReport No. 109, Effects of Ionizing Radiationon
Aquatic Organisms, 1991), the InternationalAtomic Energy Agency (IAEA Technical Report
Series No. 332, Effects of Ionizing Radiation on PlantsandAnimals at Levels Implied by Current
RadiationProtectionStandards, 1992), and the InternationalCommission on Radiological
Protection(ICRP Publication26, 1977). In all of these cases, it has been emphasized that
individualsof non-human species may be adversely affected by such radiationlevels, but effects
at the populationlevel are not detectable. The comment containedno new information and will
not be evaluatedfurther. Accordingly, there was no need to change the SEIS text.

I
I
I
I

Comment: I'm concerned, I know some people that have lived here all their life, and they have
fished here all their life. And starting in the '80s they've noticed carp in this area that are one
eyed, have strange fins, are different, they don't fight much to be caught. And I'm under the
impression; I don't fish or anything but this is not common for carp. (PBD03-1)

I Comment: But ten years ago my family, we decided not to take any fish, or partake of any fish
I out of the lake, because we noticed ten years ago that sores and abnormalities on fish in the
I lake. (PBD04-1)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Response: The NRC staff contacted Dr. Dilip Mathur, Vice Presidentand Technical Directorfor
Normandeau EnvironmentalConsultantsat the Muddy Run EcologicalLaboratoryin Drumore,
Pennsylvania. Normandeau Environmental Consultantsstartedsampling in Conowingo Pond in
1966 and continued until about 1988. Normandeauconducted additionalsampling from 1995 to
2000. Normandeau estimates that over a million fish (of 56 species)have been collected from
Conowingo Pondand examined. In addition,they have observed over 20 million fish in the fish
lifts. In the earliersampling period,Normandeau staff was on the Pond nearly every day of each
year. Most of this time was associatedwith the PeachBottom Units 2 and 3 technical
specifications.In addition,Normandeaustaff were involved with examining impingement
samples at the intake screens and would make observationsof the condition of fish.

I
I
I
I
I

Dr.Mathurstated that the type of abnormalitydescribedfor carp has not been observed over the
years of sampling by trawl, trap nets seines, andgeneralobservationsof fish in Conowingo
Pond. He furtherstated that this includes the most recent sampling in calendaryear2000. The
Normandeaustaff also monitors the fish lifts at the two upstream dams, Holtwood and Safe
Harbor,and have not reportedany occurrences of deformities in fish collected there. The only
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deformity noted by the fisheries staff is, on rare occasions, a channel catfish afflicted with
scoliosis (bent back), a situation commonly seen in catfish farming and relatedto the
environment of Conowingo Pond.A letter in response to this issue is included in Appendix C. In
addition, losses from predation,parasitism,and disease among organisms exposed to sublethal
stresses is a Category 1 issue in the GELS. Absent significant information regardingthis issue,
the staff considers the conclusions in the GElS to be appropriatefor Peach Bottom Units 2
and 3. The was no change to the SEIS text.
Comment: We also recommend that ichthyoplankton be considered with aquatic resources.
(PBD21-16)
Response: In the GELS, the staff concluded, "Entrainmentof phytoplankton and zooplankton
has not been found to be a problem at operating nuclearpower plants and is not expected to be
a problem during the license renewal term." Additionally, the staff has reviewed the available
information andbased on the results of entrainmentstudies and the operatinghistory of the
Peach Bottom Units 2 and 3 intake structure, concludes that the potential impacts of entrainment
of fish and shellfish in the early life stages (ichthyoplankton) in the cooling water intake system
are SMALL. See SEIS Section 4.1.2. During the course of the SEIS preparation,the staff
consideredmitigation measures for the continued operation of PeachBottom Units 2 and 3.
When continued operation for an additional20 years is consideredas a whole, all of the specific
effects on the environment (whether or not "significant")were considered.Based on its
assessment, the staff expects that the measures in place at Peach Bottom Units 2 and 3 (e.g.,
intake screens and the waste heat treatmentfacility) provide mitigation for all impacts related to
entrainmentand no new mitigation measures are warranted. The comment provides no new
informationand, therefore, will not be evaluatedfurther. Accordingly, there was no need to
change the SEIS text.

I
I
I
I
I
I

Comment: We recommend the inclusion of "thermal release" in final Supplement 10 as a
"source of potential or known impact." One of the reported negative effects of thermal
discharges is increased incidence of disease and parasites in fish attracted to the plume.
(PBD21 -1)
Response: Impacts resultingfrom the thermal release is consideredin the assessmentof
potentialimpacts for continued operationof Peach Bottom. In addition, losses from predation,
parasitism,and disease among organismsexposed to sublethal stress is a Category 1 issue in
the GELS. The comment provides no new information and, therefore, will not be evaluated
further. Accordingly, there was no need to change the SEIS text.

I

Comment: One question that should be evaluated is the cumulative impact of impingement and
entrainment on finfish or other aquatic life in theConowingo Pool area. To answer this question,
NRC or Exelon would first need to know the losses from all water intakes in the water body; the
finfish population size, dynamics, exploitation, structure, etc; and how the impingement/

I
I
I
I
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I

entrainment losses are partitioned among the various intakes. This information is useful for
determining where, when, and under what conditions entrainment and/or impingement losses
cause an observable effect on fish populations or other aquatic life. This question will be difficult
to answer without sufficient advanced preparation, however. (PBD21-17)

I Comment: Require an assessment of cumulative impacts of all projects from all water intakes in
I the Conowingo Pool area, including finfish population size, dynamics, exploitation, and structure,
I and the partitioning of impingement/entrainment losses among the various intakes. (PBD21-29)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Response: As set forth in the SEIS, the staff has evaluatedthe impacts on the environment
which are likely to result from incrementalimpact of the continued operation of Peach Bottom
Units 2 and 3 for an additional20 years when added to otherpast,present and foreseeable
future actions. The staff did not specifically note all the intakes on Conowingo Pond; however,
the aquaticpop3ulationsof the Pond are sufficiently stable such that the staff concluded that
potentialimpacts are small andno further mitigation of Peach Bottom Units 2 and 3 operations
are needed. The comments provide no new information and, therefore, will not be evaluated
further. Accordingly, there was no need to change the SEIS text.

I A.1.8

Comments Concerning Category 1 Air Quality Issues

I Comment: There are tremendous air quality advantages from nuclear energy, for both the
I health of Pennsylvania citizens, and from an economic view. (PBD07-2)
I Comment: First, license renewal will maintain economic electric generation that does not
I produce green house gases, or other air pollutants, such as sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxide, and
I particulars. (PBD07-3)
I Response: The comments are noted. They are generalin nature and supportive of license
I renewal. The comments provide no new information and will not be evaluated further.
I A.1.9 Comments Concerning Category 1 Terrestrial Resourses
I
I
I
I

Comment: We recommend that secondary and cumulative evaluations of this project be
primarily quantitative, that nuclear plants be considered along with the "other sources" of
cumulative impacts, and that cumulative impacts to avian and terrestrial resources be included
along with aquatic resources. (PBD21-15)

I
I
I
I
I

Response: The impacts on the environment which result from incrementalimpact of the
continued operation of Peach Bottom Units 2 and 3 for an additional20 years when added to
other past,presentand foreseeable future actions were consideredin the staff's analysis set
forth in the SEIS. The comment provides no new informationand, therefore, will not be
evaluated further. There was no change to the SEIS text.
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Comment: Multiple strata of vegetation would also create feeding and nesting cover for some
migratory bird species, while perhaps reducing the effects of forest fragmentation on others.
The Department is concerned that fragmentation of large forest blocks is reportedly contributing
to the population decline of some area-sensitive migratory birds. Appropriate management of
rights-of-way would make considerable land available for wildlife. (PBD21-11)
Comment: We also recommend that the cumulative effects of transmission line operation and
maintenance be part of the evaluation. Topics such as forest fragmentation, electromagnetic
field effects, bird collisions, and contaminants should be explored. (PBD21-18)
Comment: As implied elsewhere, Exelon should identify state-of-the art technology, design,
operation and maintenance for cooling water systems, transmission lines and other operating
features of nuclear plants. These features should be incorporated into the cumulative impact
analyses and the existing projects when appropriate during the relicensing process. (PBD21-19)
Comment: Require an assessment of cumulative effects from transmission line operation and
maintenance, including forest fragmentation, electromagnetic field effects, bird collisions, and
contaminant issues. (PBD21-30)
Response: The comments are noted. During the course of the assessment the impacts on the
environment which result from incrementalimpact of the continued operation of Peach Bottom
Units 2 and 3 for an additional20 years when added to otherpast,present and foreseeable
future actions were considered.The GElS for license renewal (NUREG-1437) determinedthat
the effects of electromagneticfields on vegetation or wildlife and the effects of bird collisions with
transmissionlines were not likely to be significantat any site. Evaluation of the information
provided by the applicantand inspection of the transmissioncorridordid not indicate the
presence of any new and significantinformation with respect to this generic conclusion.
The applicanthas indicated that the Peach Bottom to Keeney transmissionline is an integralpart I
of the electricaltransmissiongrid in southeast Pennsylvania, northern Maryland,and northern
Delaware,and that the line will remain operationaland in use even if the license for Peach
Bottom Units 2 and 3 are not extended. In general,the right-of-way is maintainedwith a multi
layer vegetative community that reasonablyminimizes the impacts of fragmentation.
Accordingly, removal of the Peach Bottom to Keeney transmissionline would, at best, have no
effect on forest fragmentationand would likely exacerbate any problems because new corridors
or tie-ins would need to be developed.
There is no indicationthat there are significantcontaminantissues associatedwith continued
operationand maintenance of the Peach Bottom to Keeney transmissionright-of-way. With
respect to cooling water systems, the staff did identify the technology used for the design,
operationand maintenancefor cooling. The potentialimpacts of cooling are addressedand the
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I staff concluded that no further mitigation was needed. The comments provide no new
I information and, therefore, will not be evaluated further. Accordingly, there was no need to
I change the SEIS text.
I Comment: Transmission towers frequently leach zinc, which is toxic to vegetation and creates
I bare soil areas. PCBs often leak from old transformers. Remediation is possible and should be
I a condition of relicensing. Herbicide use should be minimized. (PBD21-8)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Response: Although it is acknowledged that zinc can leach from galvanized steel structures
such as transmissiontowers, the scientific literatureindicates that detectable levels of soil
contaminationare not normally found more than a couple of meters from the towers. In those
cases in which detectable levels are found in the soil, it rarely appearsto be at levels that are
detrimental to plants. No bare areasor otherobvious signs of contamination were observed
during the on-site inspection of the transmissionright-of-way. There are no transformers on the
Peach Bottom to Keeney transmissionline. Herbicidesare used in accordancewith applicable
regulationsand has maintenanceprocedures that help to minimize the use of herbicides. The
comment provides no new information and, therefore, will not be evaluated further. Accordingly,
there was no need to change the SEIS text.

I
I
I
I
I
I

Comment: Transmission lines are frequently kept in early stages of succession, grassed or
farmed. Soil erosion from these areas contributes to the degradation of streams, rivers, and
bays by adding nutrients, sediment, and pollutants of concern in the Chesapeake and Delaware
Bay drainages. We recommend that rights-of-way be maintained to avoid erosion of sediments
into surface waters. One measure to control erosion would be to maintain multiple vegetative
strata to reduce splash, sheet and gully erosion. (PBD21-9)

I Comment: Require applicant to maintain multiple layers of vegetative cover in transmission line
I rights-of-way to reduce or control splash, sheet and gully erosion. (PBD21-27)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Response: The rights-of-way maintenancepractices used by the applicantwere evaluated
during the preparationof this SEIS, and the rights-of-way associatedwith this relicensingaction
were inspected. No signs of significant erosion were observed during the field inspection. The
lines are maintained with the goal of keeping a self-perpetuating,mixed vegetative stand within
the rights-of-way that are not used for agriculture. The applicanthas supported researchon this
topic (e.g. Green Lane ResearchProject). The applicantbelieves, and the Staff agrees, that
such a vegetation maintenanceprogram is not only the most environmentallybenign, but also
can significantly reduce right-of-way maintenance costs. Portionsof the rights-of-way are
currently farmed, but these areasconstitute well under 1% of the agriculturallandin the area,
and removing these areasfrom agriculturalproduction would have an undetectable effect on the
regionalwater bodies. The comments provide no new informationand, therefore, will not be
evaluatedfurther. Accordingly, there was no need to change the SEIS text.
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Comment: We suspect that many transmission line corridors expand opportunities for various
forms of recreation. Some of these (i.e., off-road vehicle use) may result in alteration,
degradation or destruction of fish and wildlife habitats, particularly streams and wetlands, as well
as the harassment and disturbance of wildlife. We recommend that controlled public use of
rights-of-way (type and season) to avoid such degradation be a condition of relicensing.
(PBD21 -10)
Comment: Require controlled public use of transmission line rights-of-way (type and season) to
avoid erosion and sedimentation. (PBD21-28)
Comment: Transmission lines kept in early successional stages prevent nesting by birds
requiring tree cavities. Excellent management opportunities exist to enhance some rights-of-way
by providing and maintaining nest boxes for cavity-nesting species like bluebirds, great crested
flycatchers, wrens, and chickadees, displaced from areas where forest has been cleared.
(PBD21-12)
Response: In the GELS, the staff concluded that the impacts of power line right-of-way
management (cutting and herbicide application)on wildlife are expected to be of small
significanceat all sites. No new and significantinformation regardingthe Peach Bottom Atomic
Power Station was identified that would change this generic conclusion. The lines are
maintainedwith the goal of keeping a self-perpetuating,mixed vegetative stand within the
portions of their rights-of-way that are not used for agriculture. The comments provide no new
information and, therefore, will not be evaluated further. Accordingly, there was no need to
change the SEIS text.
Comment: We recommend that plans for routing existing lines to avoid wetlands be developed
in consultation with the USFWS as part of the relicensing process. (PBD21-13)
Response: The Peach Bottom-to-Keeney transmissionline does not cross any wetlands that
would be used by waterfowl or herons, except for the requiredcrossingof the Susquehanna
River at the plantsite. The comment provides no new informationand, therefore, will not be
evaluated further. Accordingly, there was no need to change the SEIS text.
Comment: To avoid and minimize taking migratory birds, active nests, and their eggs, we
recommend that time-of-year restrictions on vegetation clearing and maintenance on rights-of
way be part of any license or amendment. In the Northeast, such restrictions would include the
primary migratory bird nesting season from April 1 to July 15 (for raptors, it is February 1 to
July 15). Buffers around active raptor nests of at least 100 meters may be sufficient. In
addition, activity within a 100-meter radius of raptor nests should be avoided from February 1
through July 13. (PBD21-14)
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Response: The contractors who perform the majority of the transmissionright-of-way
maintenancefor the applicanthave a nation-wide policy concerning Migratory Bird Treaty Act
compliance which stipulates thatfield crews must look for signs of birds and wildlife, and they
must not disturbany birds, nests, or otherwildlife. These restrictionsare sufficient to address the
concern identified in the comment. The comment provides no new information and, therefore,
will not be evaluated further. Accordingly, there was no need to change the SEIS text.

I Comment: Require maintenance of transmission line right-of-ways for wildlife feeding cover and
I nesting activities, while minimizing habitat degradation and encouraging habitat enhancements.
I (PBD21-26)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Response: The applicant'sright-of-way maintenanceprocedureswere evaluatedand the rights
of-way associatedwith the proposedlicense renewals were inspectedby the staff The rights
of-way were found to supporta mixture of shrubs, forbs andgrasses that would be supportive of
a diverse wildlife community and there was minimal indicationof erosion or other forms of
habitatdegradation. The applicantstrives to maintain a self-perpetuating,mixed vegetative
stand within the rights-of-way that are not used for agriculture. The staff has concluded that
these proceduresadequatelyprovide for wildlife habitat while minimizing adverse impacts. The
comment provides no new information and, therefore, will not be evaluated further. Accordingly,
there was no need to change the SEIS text.

I A.1.10 Comments Concerning Category 1 Human Health Issues
I Comment: Realistically there is no safe level of radiation. Why do we play these safe level
I radiation games? Why do we do that? (PBD09-10)
I Comment: So why would we continue a process when we know it does this kind of harm to
I human health? I believe Peach Bottom has the potential to be an enormous, enormous health
I risk. (PBD09-11)
I Comment: I would like to have data on cancer cases, birth defects, and stillbirths in a ten mile
I radius of the plant, and compare this information to the national average. (PBD16-10)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Comment: The Trade Center was attacked, and numerous chemicals, such as silicon, and
asbestos, were put into the atmosphere at higher levels. Well the EPA went in, did a study and
said, yes, the levels are higher, but they are within safe limits, therefore they are harmless. At
the same time this is happening about a quarter of the workers were suffering from some sort of
respiratory ailment. Three percent of them so badly that they are on the verge of having to
retire. So we think the same should occur here in terms of nuclear reactors. And to do that you
need two items. (PBD06-5)
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Comment: You must look at the disease rates and particularly at the cancer rates in the local
area. (PBD06-6)
Comment: Since 1987 the rate is 31 percent above the U.S. average, okay? Something
happened that turned a low childhood cancer area into a high childhood cancer area. Is it
radioactive, is it some sort of other factor that must be looked at? (PBD06-7)
Comment: Again, these are questions that remain unanswered. Whether or not radioactive
plays a role, or not has to be determined. (PBD06-8)
Comment: A geneticist has asked me, repeatedly, how the NRC, in determining dose impacts,
deals with not only the child, and not only the fetus, and not only the embryo, but cumulative
impact upon the ova that a woman carries through her life, and that are the basis of, of course,
the ultimate embryo, fetus, and child? (PBD05-1)
Comment: I am appalled at the unwillingness of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and EPA,
and DOE, to consider the information that is now becoming available concerning the impacts of
ionizing radiation on the well being of living creatures, organisms of all kinds. (PBD05-6)
Comment: Because those standards that were mentioned to us by Dr. - those standards were,
in fact, developed based upon standard man, using weighting factors for organs, divorced from
the reality of the variabilities in human susceptibilities to diseases, to exposures, to the synergies
between and among the sources of contamination that are with us, throughout our environment.
(PBD05-7)
Comment: But the situation with regard to the health impact of the uses of ionizing radiation that
increase within our society, within our environment, those today are being looked at in a very
different way. And that way is through molecular and cellular radiation biology, that is really
beginning to get us an understanding of the mechanisms of the damage. And I don't see that is
being factored into this study, anymore than the totalities, the systemic approaches that are
necessary in order to have a valid environmental impact statement. (PBD05-9)

I

Comment: What is meant by small risks? Does that mean if my family and I get sick, that is just
a small amount? What happens as the environmental impact statement said, that in 45 years
the increase in population will be 62 percent, does small then become medium risks? (PBD08-1)

I

Comment: In considering a 20-year license extension, and 20 years additional operation, in our
view the critical population that would determine that operation is the children. And that the
cumulative effect, that there is a cumulative effect of 20 years a additional operation, with
ongoing routine releases that build up in the environment, that bio-magnify. The focus of our
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I concern, and it should be your concern, is the bio-magnification to the children in this area.
I (PBD01-2)
I Comment: So there are, suddenly, a great many additive sources for exposures. And it is not
I clear how those are incorporated in your analyses (PBD05-3)
I
I
I
I
I

Response: Section 2.2.7 presents the radiologicalimpacts of effluents from Peach Bottom
Units 2 and 3 operations. This section presents informationabout the amount of radioactive
materialreleasedin effluents by the plant and assessedthe radiationdoses to the general
public. Based on this data, the staff concludes that the impact to the environment from
radioactivereleases from Peach Bottom Units 2 and 3 is SMALL.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I

Information on public health issues is readilyavailable from the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Departmentof Health. The Pennsylvania Departmentof Health provided a review of the
information submitted by the Radiation and Public Health Project (RPHP)on increasedcancer
rates (letterfrom Joel H. Hersh, Pennsylvania Departmentof Health to the U.S. NRC dated
November 12, 2002). This correspondenceis included in Appendix A of this SEIS. The review
states that the conclusions of increasedcancerrates in the area of the Peach Bottom site by
RPHP cannot be supported. The review by the PennsylvaniaDepartof Health also points out
that "radiationexposures from nuclearpower plants are extremely low" with a range of 0.0000 1
miilirem to 0.05 millirem peryear. The staff observes that these doses are at least three orders
of magnitude less than the average dose to a person in the United States from naturalradiation
sources.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Health effects from radiationare a well-studied environmental hazard accordingto the General
Accounting Office. Over 86,000 studies have been performed on the biological effects of
radiation,and none of the scientificallyvalid studies show any radiationeffects at doses less
than 10,000 millirm. For example, in 1990, the U.S. Congressrequested the National Cancer
Institute to study cancerrates in the areassurroundingnuclearpower plants to determine if
there were detrimentaleffects on the population. This extensive report found no evidence of a
link between operatingnuclearpower plants and any increasein cancers. In addition, there are
no indicationsin any of the scientific studies that low-level radiationexposure is harmful to
children or a contributoryfactor to infant mortality. There are new studies examining molecular
effects of radiation. However, the implications of these studies are not clearat this time. The
NRC is always interestedin new information and will continue to evaluate such information in
terms of public health and safety.

I The comments provide no new information and, therefore, will not be evaluated further.
I Accordingly, there was no need to change the SEIS text.
I Comment: If somebody came into this room with a gun and killed 24 people in this room,
I promised not to kill anybody else for the next 20 years, would we allow them to walk out? Would
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we allow them not to be held responsible for those 24 lives in this room? That is what the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission is saying, that they are going to give a license to Peach Bottom
to continue to do, 24 deaths. (PBD13-12)
Comment: According to the Federal Register Notice, each re-licensing is expected to be
responsible for the release of 14,800 person rem of radiation during its 20 year life extension.
(PBD03-7)
Comment: The NRC calculates that this level of radiation release, spread over the population,
will cause 12 cancer deaths per unit. (PBD03-8)
Comment: The NRC acknowledges that the allowable limit, 100 millirem a year, for radiation
exposure, via air, from any reactor to the general public, will cause a fatal cancer in 1 out of 286
people exposed. This is very high when compared to the standard of 1 in a million considered
an acceptable level of human sacrifice for industrial activities. (PBD03-11)
Response: This calculatedvalue of 12 additionaldeaths from fatal cancerover the 20 years of
additionaloperation of a nuclearpower plant is the result of severalconservative assumptions.
This value is, in fact, a calculatedupper bound value. It does not mean that 12 people will die
from canceras a direct result from an additional20 years of continued routine operationof any
nuclearpower plant.
These calculations use the concept of collective dose. Collective dose estimates effects across
a very large population, assuming that a small amount of radiationdose spreadout among a
largepopulation would yield similareffects to a largeramount of radiationdose to a much
smallerpopulation. This is a very conservative assumption. The Health Physics Society,
www.hps.ora, states "[b]elowthe dose of ten rem, estimations of adverse health effect is [sic]
speculative. Collective dose remains a useful index for quantifying dose in large populationsand
in comparing the magnitude of exposure from different radiationsources. However, for a
populationin which all individuals receive lifetime doses of less than 10 rem above background
collective dose is a highly speculative and uncertain measure of risk and should not be
quantifiedfor the purposes of estimatingpopulationhealth risks."
The cancerrisk factors used in this calculation are also quite conservative. They are from the
BEIR-V report, "HealthEffects of Exposure to Low Levels of Ionizing Radiation." In this reportit
is estimated that "if 100,000 persons of all ages received a whole body dose of 0. 1 Gy (10 rad)
[roughly equivalent to 10 rem] of gamma radiationin a single brief exposure, about 800 extra
cancerdeaths would be expected to occur during their remaininglifetimes in addition to the
nearly20,000 cancer deaths that would occur in the absence of radiation. Because the extra
cancerdeaths would be indistinguishablefrom those that occurrednaturally,even to obtain a
measure of how many extra deaths occurredis a difficult statisticalestimationproblem."
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The radiationdose contribution to the population from current nuclearpower plants is estimated
to be 4.8 person-rem per year, whereas the dose contribution to the population from the
complete uranium fuel cycle is 136 person-rem per year. The dose to an individual is only a very
small fraction of these population doses. The contribution to the average dose receivedby an
individualfrom fuel cycle-relatedradiationand othersources is listed in the following table. The
nuclear fuel-cycle contributionto an individual'saverage radiationdose as shown in the table is
extremely small (less than 0.00 1 rem peryear).

I At the request of Congress, the National CancerInstitute (NCI) conducted a study in 1990,
"1 "Cancerin PopulationsLiving NearNuclearFacilities,"to look at cancermortalityrates around
1 52 nuclearpower plants, including Peach Bottom Units 2 and 3, nine Department of Energy
I facilities, and one former commercial fuel reprocessingfacility. The NCI study concluded, "from
I the evidence available, this study has found no suggestion that nuclearfacilitiesmay be linked
I causally with excess deaths from leukemia or from other cancersin populationsliving nearby."
I In addition, the American Cancer Society has concluded that although reports about cancercase
I clusters in such communities have raisedpublic concern, studies show that clusters do not occur
I more often nearnuclearplants than they do by chance elsewhere in the population.
Dose
(mrern/yr)

Source

Percentof Total

Natural
Radon

200

55

cosmic

27

8

Terrestrial

28

8

Internal (body)

39

11

300

82

Medical x-ray

39

11

Nuclear medicine'

14

4

Consumerproducts

10

3

TotalArtificial

63

18

Occupational

0.9

<0.30

NuclearFuel Cycle

<1

<0.03

Fallout

<1

<0.03

Miscellaneous

<1

<0.03

Total Natural
Artificial

Other

Source: NCRP Report 93, 'Public Radiation Exposure from NuclearPower Generationin the United States" as abstractedby te
University of Michigan (http'l//www.umich edu/-radinfo/.
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The GElS identified radiationexposures to the public during the license renewal term as a
Category 1 issue. This comment provides no new informationand, therefore, will not be
evaluated furtherin the SEIS.
Comment: I would like to know the type of radioactive isotopes at the plant, and the half life of
these isotopes. Are strontium 90 and strontium 89 the only radioactive isotopes at the plant?
(PBD1 6-11)
Comment: And very interesting that here in Lancaster, York, and Chester County it
[strontium-90?] is very high, it is 26 percent higher with the children. (PBD03-20)
Comment: Why has the government stopped taking in body measurements of strontium 90 in
bones and teeth? The U.S. Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry, is starting to
measure toxic chemicals to determine human exposure. This is the best proof of toxins in the
environment. The same needs to be done for radionuclides, particularly Sr-90 in the bones and
teeth. Why hasn't the government done this since 1963? (PBD08-3)
Comment: And the other thing we found, so far, in southeast Pennsylvania and elsewhere, the
children born in the 1990s have higher levels of strontium 90 than do those born in the '80s, they
are going up slightly in Pennsylvania up 12 percent. This cannot be due to the old bomb test
fallout just decaying, it has to be due to a current source of strontium 90 which is, can only be
nuclear reactors. (PBD06-9)
Response: Section 4.7 of this SEIS evaluated the studies related to strontium-90 radiation
levels in deciduous (baby) teeth and the use of these studies as "in-body"measurements of
radioactive materials. The staff concluded from this evaluation that the claims of elevated levels
of childhood cancerin the vicinity of the plant causedby the release of strontium-90 during
routine operationsis without scientific merit. The staff also concluded that these comments do
not provide any new and significant information. As part of its RadiologicalEnvironmental
Monitoring Program,Exelon conducts monitoring of a wide range of fission and activation
products (includingstrontium-89 and strontium-90)in and around the Peach Bottom site.
Monitoring of liquid and gaseous effluents is discussed in Section 2.2.7 of this SEIS. This
section concluded that the impact to the environment from radioactivereleases is SMALL.
Sampling and analysis of the environment, which includes fish samples, is also conducted. All
fission and activationproduct concentrationswere below the specified limits of detection for the
instruments used to measure them.
The Federalgovernment stopped the analyses of strontium-90 in bones and teeth after
atmospheric testing of nuclearweapons was discontinuedby the Soviet Union and the United
States because there were no significantadditionalsources of strontium-90. However, the
EnvironmentalProtectionAgency maintainsa samplingprogram across the United States,
including the Philadelphiaand Washington, DC areas. The results of these studies are reported
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quarterly and can be located on the EPA website. All sampling results for the latest reporting
period,April-June 2000, were below the non-detected levels. The comments provide no new
information and, therefore, will not be evaluatedfurther. Accordingly, there was no need to
change the SEIS text.

I Comment: And not, since we are all here, and I accept your, I'm not angry with anyone, but now
I they are going to give all of us their toxicological waste. And no provision or thought was given
I to this at the inception of these plans, none. I hope you are thinking about it, gentlemen.
I (PBD04-5)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Response: Nonradioactive Waste Systems are describedin Section 2.1.5 of this SEIS. Section
2.1.5 states that Peach Bottom Units 2 and 3 are small quantity hazardousmaterialsgenerators,
with the principalnon-radioactiveeffluents consisting of hazardous (chemical)wastes, lubrication
oil wastes, and sanitarywaste. This section also provides data on yearly generationamounts.
All of the hazardous materialswaste is shipped to licensed facilities for properstorage and
disposal. No other significant toxicologicalwaste is generatedfrom the plant. The comment
provides no new informationand, therefore, will not be evaluatedfurther. Accordingly, there was
no need to change the SEIS text.

I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I

Comment: Twenty years ago the federal government did a study and showed that if either one
of the cores of the Peach Bottom reactors had a full meltdown, 72,000 people would die, 45,000
would suffer acute radiation poisonings, and 37,000 others would develop cancers. Now,
remember, this is minimum estimate, because if both reactors had meltdowns you could double
that. This was done 20 years ago, the population has grown since, it only considers the area
within 30 miles of the plants, and it ignores the stored fuel, the radioactive waste, which consists
of much, much more radiation than is in the core in fact, there is hundreds of Hiroshima bombs
worth of radiation in there. The EIS ignores this. (PBD06-1)

I
I
I
I

Response: The CRAC-2 study evaluatedsiting criteriaand was not designed orintended to be
used as a study on health effects from nuclearpower stations. These numbers are not
representativeof actualor projecteddeaths. The uranium in nuclearreactorsis not fissile grade
materialand therefore will not explode like a nuclear weapon.

I
I
I
I
I

Comment: But whenever a community has requested a health study, and the health study has
shown that, indeed, there are excesses of certain cancers, or leukemia, the response has been,
but that is too small a sample to have statistical significance. 'And I think we are at the point
where we need to think about how many such insignificant studies add up to very substantial
significance to be taken seriously. (PBD05-8)

I Response: The American CancerSociety, on its web site, has stated"Ionizing radiation
I emissions from nuclearfacilitiesare closely controlled andinvolve negligible levels of exposure
I for communities near such plants.Although reports about cancercase clusters in such
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communities have raisedpublic concern, studies show that clusters do not occur more often
nearnuclearplants than they do by chance elsewhere in the population." The comment
provides no new information and, therefore, will not be evaluated further. Accordingly, there was
no need to change the SEIS text.
Comment: And related to it is the issue of how the NRC will incorporate the additive doses
received from deregulated released, recycled, and reused radioactive materials, not only those
generated at the plant, and then subsequently released, either as materials or waste, for recycle,
but also essentially the other doses, each of them presumably small, that would be received
from other sources of recycled radioactive. (PBD05-2)
Response: Any radioactivematerials that are releasedwill be within regulatorylimits. In
determiningthe release limits for recycledmaterials, severalscenarios were developed. These
scenarioswere worst case scenarios where the individuals would receive maximum exposures
from all types of backgroundradiationas well as from recycled materials. The limits therefore
account for such impacts from radiationdose. The comment provides no new informationand,
therefore, will not be evaluatedfurther. Accordingly, there was no need to change the SEIS text.
Comment: The Pottstown area gets much of its milk from dairies located in Lancaster and York
counties, near Peach Bottom. And people ingest Peach Bottom milk. (PBD09-12)
Response: As part of its RadiologicalEnvironmentalMonitoringProgram, Exelon conducts
sampling and analysis of the terrestrialenvironment, including analyzing milk samples for
concentrationsof iodine-131 and gamma emitters. No fission or activationproducts have been
found. Sampling locations, collection methods, frequencies, and resultsare reportedin the
yearly Annual RadiologicalOperatingReport.
Additionally, the EPA Office of Radiationand IndoorAir, NationalAir and Radiation
EnvironmentalLaboratory(NAREL) provides data from the EnvironmentalRadiation Ambient
MonitoringSystem (ERAMS). The environmentalradiationdata (ERD) is compiled andpublished
quarterly,and the reportsare availableonline at www.epa.gov/narel. Sampling for radioactivity
(includingiodine-131 concentrations)in milk is done quarterlyat 55 sampling sites in the U.S.
The latestpublished data for April - June 2000 shows that iodine-131 concentrationswere below
the "notdetected"levels for all 55 sampling sites (including Philadelphiaand Washington DC).
The comment provides no new information and, therefore, will not be evaluated further.
Accordingly, there was no need to change the SEIS text.
Comment: How often are measurements done on the milk, and milk products that enter our
communities? (PBD08-7)
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I Response: The EnvironmentalProtectionAgency maintainsa sampling program across the
I United States. The result of these studies are reported quarterlyand can be located on the EPA
I website.
I Comment: How often are these products tested for strontium 90 and cesium 137, the longer
I acting isotopes? What about measurements in fish? (PBD08-8)
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I

Response: As reportedin the Peach Bottom Units 2 and 3, Annual RadiologicalOperating
Report, milk samples are collected biweekly from severalfarms at varying distances from the
plant. Typically, two gallon grab samples are collected from a bulk tank at each farm twice a
week while cows are on pasture, and monthly during other times. Analysis is done on iodine-131
on biweekly and monthly samples, and gamma spectrometry is conducted quarterly.The
sampling for gamma emitters includes potassium-40 and cesium-137, among others. During the
sampling period,January 1 through December 31, 2000, naturally occurringpotassium-40was
found in all samples with values ranging from 1,360 to 1,700 pCi/L. These values are consistent
with naturalpotassium-40 found in milk (typically 2,000 pCiL). All other nuclides analyzed for
were less than the minimum detectable concentrations.

I
I
I
I
I

Fish samples (bottom feeders andpredators)are collected from two locations semi-annually.
Sampling for gamma emitters includes cobalt-60 and cesium-137, among others. During the
sampling period January 1through December31, 2000, all fission or activation products were
below the non-detectable levels. The comment provides no new information and, therefore, will
not be evaluated further. There was no change to the SEIS text.

I Comment: Section 4.1 - Accumulation of contaminants in Sediment Page 4-6. Is there routine
I monitoring of sediments to assess changes in conditions. (PBD22-5)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Response: Section 2.7 of this SEIS briefly describes the radiologicalenvironmentalmonitoring
program (REMP) conducted by the licensee at the Peach Bottom site since 1974. The program
requiressampling and analysis for surface waters, aquaticenvironment (fish and sediment),
atmosphericenvironment (airbome and terrestrial),milk, andambient gamma radiationlevels,
among others. The sediment samplingprogram includes several locations downstream of the
Peach Bottom site. The sampling results are summarized in an "AnnualRadiological
EnvironmentalOperatingReport." The results from the activities of contaminantsin the samples
representsa dose which is 0.005% of the annuallimits. These results were found to be
consistentwith those from previous years. The comment provides no new information, therefore
the comment will not be evaluatedfurther. Accordingly, there was no need to change the SEIS
text.

I A.1.11 Comments Concerning Category 1 Socioeconomic Issues
I Comment: Second, license renewal will preserve good jobs for this area, and communities like
I Delta and Peach Bottom Township, where these plants are located, will benefit from the plant's
I continued operation. (PBD07-4)
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Response: The comment is noted. The comment is consistent with the findings of the SEIS.
Public services were evaluatedin the GElS and determined to be a Category 1issue. The
comment provides no new information and, therefore, will not be evaluated further.
A.1.12 Comments Concerning Category 1 Uranium Fuel Cycle and Waste Management
Comment: The entire nuclear fuel chain, the uranium, primary mines on the lands remaining to
the indigenous people, uranium conversion, enrichment, fuel fabrication, each step possesses
workers, exposes workers and communities to radioactivity, and each step generates radioactive
waste. (PBD03-10)
Comment: Almost 30 years later the fuel pools here at Peach Bottom are almost full. In fact
they are putting some into dry cask storage, and the issue of Yucca Mountain, Nevada, being a
permanent site, is moving along but it is still up in the air. It will be at least eight years before
any transfers are to be made from there. That goes un-addressed here, as well. And the
existence of this fuel, again, presents a threat to the public's health. (PBD06-4)
Comment: Why would the NRC renew the license for any nuclear plant when there is no safe
way to dispose of the radioactive waste these facilities produce? (PBD09-6)
Comment: When spent fuel rods can't be disposed of safely, why would the NRC allow the
process to continue, which produces more of them? (PBD09-7)
Comment: We must assess the nuclear age very carefully. There are more than 450 reactors
in operation on the planet today. Each generates radioactive waste that will be a threat to
human life for hundreds of thousands'of years. (PBD03-17)
Comment: But even if that happens Yucca Mountain is not going to have room for the waste
that would be created in these extra 20 years. So you need to be talking about this in this report.
Where is that waste going to go? (PBD14-4)
Comment: Now, why are we possibly allowing more of the spent fuel to be created when we
can't fit it in this reactor? We are not going to have any place to throw it away, like Yucca
Mountain. (PBD14-7)
Comment: Leaving the nuclear waste on site presents additional risks to the surrounding
populations. We face far, far too much risk from nuclear waste already. Common sense tells us
that the older the nuclear plants get, the more chance there will be for accidental disasters. Why
would the NRC allow this increased risk? (PBD09-9)
Comment: There was no mention of my concern of the danger of spent radioactive fuel being
stored on site. (PBD16-3)
Comment: Actually Frieda already made mention of it, in Northeast Pennsylvania, where they
filled the dry casks with the wrong gases, argon and helium instead of just helium. Now the
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I NRC report from that stated that they don't know what impacts that might have, but it might
I degrade the effectiveness of these containers. (PBD14-5)
I
I
I
I

Comment: And in Point Beach, Michigan, and Palisades, you have the same kind of - not the
same kind, but you have other dry cask storage incidents with hydrogen bubble explosions, and
wind several times blowing several feet off of the surface, near defective wells with dry casks.
(PBD14-6)
1

f•

I Comment: Indeed, it is imperative that we are supposed to be continuing in all our nuclear plant
I facilities, and the waste transportation actions, to improve in this new era of our homeland
I security concerns. (PBD17-3)
I
I
I
I
I

Comment: Furthermore, I suggest updated commentary be made from NRC persons to
address highlighted security measures, both for on-site facilities and for nuclear waste transport
off-site. It should be made clear that we all share responsibility as active citizens in Homeland
Defense efforts to support continuing safe, efficient operation of our nation's nuclear power
plants. (PBD17-5)

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Response: The comments are noted. Onsite storage of spent nuclearfuel is a Category 1
issue. The safety and environmental effects of long-term storageof spent fuel on site has been
evaluatedby the NRC, as set forth in the Waste Confidence Rule (10 CFR 51.23). In the Waste
Confidence Rule, the Commission generically determinedthat spent fuel generated by any
reactorcan be safely storedon site for at least 30 years beyond the licensedoperatinglife of the
reactor,which may include the term of a renewed license. In the rule, the Commission also
generically determined that such storage could be accomplished without significant
environmentalimpact. In addition, the Commission statedin the rule its belief that there is
reasonableassurancethat at least one mined geologic repositorywill be available within the first
quarterof the twenty-first century, and sufficient repositorycapacity will be available within 30
years beyond the licensedlife for any reactorto dispose of the spent fuel generatedin such
reactorup to that time. The "GenericEnvironmentalImpact Statement for License Renewal of
NuclearPlants (GELS)," NUREG-1437 is based upon the assumption that storageof the spent
fuel onsite is not permanent. This plant-specificsupplement to the GElS regardinglicense
renewal for the Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station Units 2 and 3, is based on the same
assumption. Likewise, the matter of processingand storage of low level waste is considereda
Category 1 issue. The conclusion regarding this issue in the GElS included considerationof the
long-term storage of low level waste on site duringthe license renewal term. The comments
provide no new information;therefore, the comments will not be evaluated further. Accordingly,
there was no need to change the SEIS text.

I Comment: Transporting spent fuel rods from nuclear plants such as Peach Bottom in
I Pennsylvania, across the nation to Yucca Mountain, opens the door for all kinds of natural and
I terrorist catastrophes all along the way. (PBD09-8)
I Comment: One of the things that I think need to be addressed in here, though, that I just looked
I through this and noticed, is that there is nothing addressing the spent fuel, and where that would
I go. And even if Yucca Mountain is built, and even if it manages to ship all the waste there with
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no accidents, and all these things that we are all hoping, some people are hoping would happen,
I don't want to see Yucca Mountain at all. (PBD14-3)
Comment: If you have an accident with one of these trucks carrying the waste, do not expect us
to be capable of good care. So I'm sorry about that. As far as I know, at the present time, it is
still in the state of lack of preparedness. (PBD1 1-1)
Comment: Baltimore had a little accident last summer, in one of our tunnels a train carrying
chemicals, so that we are a little sensitive about the possibility that any waste materials that
might come from here, might come down interstate 95 and maybe go through some of our
tunnels. (PBD1 1-2)
Comment: We would, therefore, come to the conclusion, especially in Baltimore, and our
steering committee has authorized me to tell you, keep your waste here, don't bring it through
Baltimore, which is essentially saying close the plant down, and don't make any more waste.
(PBD1 1-4)
Comment: And not just for the reasons that I'm telling you, we are not prepared to take care of
the casualties if there is accidents, but because of the general idea of terrorists, and also the
idea that the waste, if you are going to carry the waste, if you are going to create the waste, then
it is best to have it stored at the most local site that there is, in terms of general hazard.
(PBD1 1-3)
Response: The comments are noted. The radiologicalandnonradiologicalenvironmental
impacts from the transportationof fuel and waste attributableto license renewal of a power
reactorwere evaluatedin Section 6.3 of the GEIS and the Addendum andare considered
Category 1 issues. The Addendum to the GElS specifically addressedwhether the
environmentalimpacts of the transportationof spent nuclearfuel are consistent with the values
of 10 CFR 51.52, Table S-4 "EnvironmentalImpact of Transportationof Fuel and Waste to and
from One Light-Water-CooledNuclearPower Reactor"as applicable to license renewal, given
that it is likely that spent fuel will be shipped to a single destination,such as the proposed
repositoryat Yucca Mountain in Nye County, Nevada. The values in Table S-4 were found to be
bounding when accountingfor spent fuel shipments to a single destination.
NRC and other Federalagencies have heightened vigilance andimplemented initiatives to
evaluate and respond to possible threatsposed by terrorists,including threats against
transportersof nuclear fuel and waste. Malevolent acts remain speculative andbeyond the
scope of a NEPA review. NRC routinely assesses threats and other informationprovided to
them by other Federalagenciesand sources. The NRC also ensures that licensees meet
appropriatesecurity levels. The NRC will continue to focus on prevention of terroristacts for all
nuclearfacilities and will not focus on site-specific evaluations of speculative environmental
impacts. While these are legitimate matters of concern, they should continue to be addressed
through the ongoing regulatoryprocess as a current andgeneric regulatoryissue that affects all
nuclearfacilitiesand many activities conducted at nuclear facilities. The NRC has taken a
number of actions to respond to the events of September 11, 2001, andplans to take additional
measures. However, the issue of security and risk from malevolent acts againstnuclearfuel and
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waste transportersis not unique to facilitiesthat have requesteda renewal to theirlicense and,
therefore, is not within the scope of this Supplement. The comments do not provide new
information and, therefore, they will not be evaluatedfurther. Accordingly, there was no need to
change the SEIS text.
A.1.13 Coniments Concerning Category 1 Postulated Accident Issues

I Comment: By 1985 the Mark 1 boiling water reactor, or BWR, was again singled out by the
I NRC for special attention, because of strong indications of a high probability that its containment
I would not survive several accident scenarios. (PBDO1-4)
1 Comment: NRC director of nuclear reactor regulation, Harold Denton, told an industry
I conference that the Mark 1 has a high probability, as high as 90 percent for some accident
I sequences, such as an over pressurization accident. (PBDO1 -5)
1 Comment: And as one NRC staffer described, the containment's effectiveness, in an over
I temperature accident, core melt, as "like a hot knife through butter." (PBD01-6)
I Comment: Well, on the risk assessment, I don't think any - the risk is always, it is a risk. And
I we shouldn't be, I don't think you would have a risk with how many people are going to die from
I windmills. (PBD03-19)
I Comment: I continue to be concerned about an earthquake, given the proximity of the martic
I fault line (PBD16-7)
I
I
I
I
I
I

Comment: According to a Lancaster New Era article, on July 1st, 1994, corrosive cracks found
inside a Peach Bottom reactor "could cause a meltdown during an accident or earthquake, the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission said today. Cracks in the York County nuclear reactor are
expected to grow, and will have to be monitored, the NRC said. NRC officials also warned that
the cracks could lead to a meltdown if they shift during an accident, or a natural disaster?
(PBD16-8)

I
I
I
I

Response: The comments are noted. Design Basis Accidents, including events initiatedby
earthquakes,were evaluatedin the GEIS and the impacts were determined to be small for all
plants. As such, Design Basis Accidents are considereda Category 1 issue. The comments
provide no new information and, therefore, will not be evaluatedfurther.

I Comment: I would still like to know how many accidental releases of radiation have occurred at
I Peach Bottom since it began operations. I would like to know the type of radiation, the amount
I of each release. (PBD16-9)
I
I
I
I

Response: Abnormal releases from Peach Bottom Units 2 and 3 are reportedto the NRC as
part the yearly Radioactive Effluent Release Report. If the abnormalevent involves releases of
radioactivematerials, theirisotope quantitiesand dose contributionis added to yearly totals
being reported.A review of the pastseveral years of the Radioactive Effluent Release Report
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shows that the yearly doses from all releasesare well within the annuallimits. There was no
change to the SEIS text.
Comment: But as the technology has proven, with its people who are in pursuit of nuclear
"weapons,and the security structures that are required for nuclear technology can't, and will
never be there, for the total protection of the population at large. (PBD12-9)
Comment: Why would the NRC renew the license for such a-major target for terrorism? The
potential to destroy so much, and harm or kill so many people must be ended, not renewed.
Even people in the greater Pottstown area could have their health adversely impacted by a
terrorist attack, or accidental disaster at Peach Bottom. (PBD09-3)
Comment: The environmental impact statement does not address security concerns regarding
the structure vulnerabilities of Peach Bottom's elevated irradiated fuel storage ponds. (PBDO1 -8)
Comment: It is NIRS stated concern that these elevated storage ponds are extremely
vulnerable to a variety of acts of sabotage, radiological terrorism. The environmental impact
statement does not adequately address the increased risk by significantly extending the Peach
Bottom operating license, and the adverse environmental impact associated with a successful
terrorist attack on this vulnerable target. (PBDO1-9)
Comment: The NRC report goes on to state; "it is further estimated that one of two [aircraft]
crashes damage the spent fuel pool enough to uncover the stored fuel. For example, 50 percent
of the time the location of the damage is above the height of the stored fuel." (PBD01-10)
Comment: This raises the questions for NIRS what is the blow-in-rating for such, for this
particular section of Peach Bottom? Where has NRC structurally analyzed this section of the
reactor building and evaluated the degree of risk associated with extending the time at which we
are vulnerable to the consequences of off-site radiation releases from an act of radiological
sabotage at Peach Bottom? NIRS contends that the identified vulnerability is an unacceptable
risk, with unacceptable consequences, in the clear and present danger of a post September 11
world. A re-licensing proceeding that turns a blind eye on this glaring vulnerability is a sham on
the public health and safety, and the environment. (PBDO1-11)
Comment: Much to the discussion sirnce the September 11t. Attacks has focused on the
resistance of reactor contaminant structures to aircraft strikes. I wonder about Peach Bottom.
We all know it was built way too long ago, it won't hold up. (PBD03-16)
Comment: And while that is admirable that you have that, I think it would also be appropriate to
have site specific terrorism impact information in here. (PBD14-1)
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I Comment: But there is nothing about severe, like deliberate damage being done to this reactor.
I And as Paul Gunter gave, on some very clear testimony on the vulnerability site specifically to
I this reactor, I think that needs to be addressed. (PBD14-2)
I Comment: And the dry cask storage facilities don't even work, and they are glaring terrorist
I targets, and we know this, and I talked about this the last time, it was after September 111h, then
I too. (PBD14-8)
I
I
I
I
I
I

Comment: It does not ignore two new threats that we have here, beyond when the plant was
opened. First of all, September 11th., changed everything. We now have this very new, and
very clear, and very serious threat of a terrorist attack towards a nuclear plant, which certainly
calls out for a new study, and consideration of safety factors. Number two, we are not talking
about a plant that is just about to open, we are talking about a nuclear plant that is going to be
operating from age 40 to 60. (PBD06-12)

I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I

Response: In a recent decision in anotherlicense renewalproceeding, the Commission
discussed the terrorismand sabotageissues raisedin the comments. See Duke Energy Corp.
(McGuire NuclearStation, Units 1 & 2, and Catawba Nuclear Station, Units 1 & 2), CLI-02-26, 56
NRC__ , slip op. at 6-7 (Dec. 18, 2002). In that decision, the Commission found that NEPA
imposes no legal duty on the NRC to considerintentionalmalevolent acts on a case-by-case
basis in conjunction with commercialpower reactorlicense renewal applications. The
Commission concluded that the "environmental"effect caused by third-partymiscreants is simply
too far removed from the naturalor expected consequences of agency action to require a study
under NEPA.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

The Commission has also indicated that terrorismdiffers from matters ordinarilyconsideredin
an EIS. An EIS may discuss, for example, such matters as likely effects on local water, air
quality, vegetation, wildlife, culture, and socioeconomic concerns. These effects are reasonably
certain; an EIS can quantify them to a fair degree of precision. Terrorism, by contrast,comes in
innumerable forms and at unexpected times andplaces. It is decidedly not predictable,and it is
not a naturalor inevitable byproduct of the grantingof an application. For these reasons,the
Commission has stated that an EIS is not an appropriateformat in which to address the
challenges of terrorism.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

In its recent license renewal decision, the Commission also noted that, particularlyin the case of
a license renewal application,where reactoroperation will continue for many years regardlessof
the Commission's ultimate decision, it is sensible not to devote resources to the likely impact of
terrorism during the license renewalperiod, but instead to concentrate on how to prevent a
terroristattackin the near term at the alreadylicensed facilities. Finally, the Commission
determined that there appears to be little practicalbenefit in conducting a license renewal
terrorism review.
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Nevertheless, the Commission did indicate that its decision not to use NEPA as a vehicle for a
terrorism review does not mean that it is ignoring the issue. Rather, the Commission is closely
examining the current securityand protective framework and alreadyhas orderedinterim
improvements at licensed nuclear facilities, including reactors. We expect furtherimprovements
as the internalcomprehensive review moves forward.
A.1.14 Comments Concerning Category 2 Aquatic Resource Issues
Comment: Section 4.1.2 - A 1977 NPDES permit is referenced and the best technology
available for the intake structure for minimizing adverse environmental impacts. Although
subsequent permit reviews have required no further entrainment studies is this still the best
technology available? (PBD22-7)
Comment: This text is somewhat confusing in that it can be interpreted as meaning that only 23
samples were taken at the plant and that the numbers impinged should be extrapolated to
determine the total annual impingement. However, we are aware that each of the samples
represents a cumulative sample - since the prior sample - such that the numbers of fish
reported from the 23 samples represents the total number impinged over the study period. We
suggest that clarification is necessary to substantiate the conclusion that impingement is not
regarded as significant. (PBD20-1)
Comment: In the same section, on page 4-16, the statement is made that the losses of shad
and river herring due to impingement are a very small percentage of the total number of out
migrating fish and that fish losses are not sufficiently high to pose a threat to the fish restoration
effort. While the numbers are small at the present time, the Anadromous Fish Restoration
Cooperative 2002 for the Susquehanna River anticipates much larger run sizes in the future.
With significant population increases, the numbers impinged may increase and could begin to
assume significance. Because current EPA regulations require that PBAPS renew its NPDES
permit every five years, we recognize and accept that this issue can be addressed and, if
necessary, mitigated through the NPDES process at the time of each renewal. We suggest
here, however, that this document in its final version should note that an expected increase in
abundance of migratory fishes as a result of restoration efforts could result in an increase in
impingement, but that such impingement impacts will be captured and addressed by the NPDES
permitting process. (PBD20-2)

I

I
I

Comment: Require development and implementation of an appropriate year-round assessment
method for evaluating Susquehanna River fish losses and a mitigation plan for losses of
Susquehanna River fish (resident and anadromous) caused by intake impingement. (PBD21-31)
Comment: Currently, there are no provisions for mitigating impacts to Susquehanna River fish
caused by impingement by the intakes at the Peach Bottom facility. The current fish collection
practices conducted by the licensee's consultant, Normandeau, while useful for monitoring shad
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mortality, cannot be considered an acceptable form of mitigation. As a long-term (for the life of
the license) mitigation practice we find this practice inappropriate. Although the current level of
mortality of American shad, by itself, is not considered detrimental to the Shad Restoration
Program, the loss must be considered within the context that fish mortality numbers are
expected to increase as the number of American shad restored to the river also increases.
Additionally, the losses of resident fishes are not accounted for. In this context, we strongly
recommend that NRC and Exelon determine the impact on all finfish, not only American shad,
and other aquatic life due to impingement in the Peach Bottom water intake in the Conowingo
Pool, and that appropriate long-term mitigation measures be developed and implemented by the
licensee to mitigate for riverine and anadromous fish losses. (PBD21-20)

I
I
I
I
I
I

Comment: The number of impinged juvenile shad found has ranged from a high of 341 fish
(October 14 - December 10) to a low of 3 fish in 1989 (August 22 through November 22). This
level of mortality, by itself, is not considered detrimental to the Service's restoration program, but
the loss must be considered within the context of other sources of loss. These numbers are
expected to increase as the number of American shad restored to the Susquehanna River also
increases. (PBD21-3)

I Comment: At a minimum, the applicant should establish a year-round screen sampling protocol
I to account for year-round fish losses. (PBD21-4)
I Response: The NRC staff concludes that no further mitigation is needed for impingement. The
I comments provide no new informationand, therefore, will not be evaluatedfurther. Accordingly,
I there was no need to change the SEIS text.
I Comment: As a means to avoid adverse impacts to aquatic life, the Department recommends
I that NRC require upgrading of this project to include a closed cooling system instead of the
I existing open cooling system. (PBD21-2)
I Comment: Require system upgrading at this project to include a closed cooling system instead
I of the existing open cooling system. (PBD21-23)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Response: As set forth in Sections 4.1.1 - 4.1.4 of the SEIS, the staff reviewed the Clean Water
Act 316(a) and (b) demonstrationsfor Peach Bottom, Units 2 and 3 (PBAPS) and the ER relative
to potential effects of the cooling system due to operation of PBAPS on the aquaticand other
resourcesin the area. Based on this review, the staff has concluded that the potentialimpacts
are SMALL, and further mitigation is not warranted. The comments provide no new information
and, therefore, will not be evaluatedfurther. Accordingly, there was no need to change the SEIS
text.

I Comment: Exelon uses traveling mesh screens and a spray wash system together to reduce or
I minimize impacts of fish. To further minimize the impacts, in the process of replacing worn or
I damaged screens, the screens should be replaced with mesh size less than or equal to one
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millimeter. Additionally, entrance velocities should be less than or equal to 0.5 feet per second
(Gowan and Garman 1999). Impinged biota should be removed from the traveling screens and
returned to the river. (PBD21-5)
Comment: Require the intake screen replacements to have a mesh size of one millimeter or
less, intake water velocities less than 0.5 feet per second, and return biota collected by the
traveling screens returned to the river. (PBD21-25)
Response: The staff has reviewed the available informationand based on the results of
entrainmentstudies and the operatinghistory of Peach Bottom Units 2 and 3 intake structure,
concludes that the potentialimpacts of entrainmentof fish and shellfish in the early life stages in
the cooling water intake system are SMALL. Additionally, the staff has reviewed the available
informationand based on the results of impingement studies and the operatinghistory of Peach
Bottom Units 2 and 3 intake structure, concludes that the potential impacts of impingement of
fish and shellfish the on debris screens of the cooling waterintake system are SMALL. During
the course of the SEIS preparation,the staff consideredmitigation measures for the continued
operationof Peach Bottom Units 2 and 3. When continued operation for an additional20 years is
consideredas a whole, all of the specific effects on the environment (whether or not "significant")
were considered.Based on its assessment, the staff concludes that the measures in place at
Peach Bottom Units 2 and 3 (e.g., intake screens and the waste heat treatment facility)provide
mitigationfor all impacts related to entrainment andno new mitigation measures are warranted.
The comments provide no new informationand, therefore, will not be evaluated further.
Accordingly, there was no need to change the SEIS text.
Comment: Relicensing has the same consultation requirements as original licensing under the
Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act (FWCA). Consultation under NEPA does not supplant the
need for consultation under FWCA; although these laws are similar, they do not have the same
requirements with respect to fish and wildlife, and reporting by the USFWS: As Exelon develops
an application for relicense, the USFWS should be consulted during scoping of issues, study
needs, and interpretation of results. Draft applications should be made available by the
applicant for review and comment. The USFWS comments (i.e, FWCA report) will be provided
to the applicant and should be part of their application submitted to the NRC. That report should
be considered by NRC when preparing the EIS for the plant. There may be a need for further
consultation under the FWCA on NRC's preferred alternative if the "Federal Action" will be
significantly different than that proposed by the applicant. (PBD21-21)
Comment: The Department appreciates NRC's request for comments on the draft Supplement
10 and is willing to cooperate further to the extent that we can. At the same time, the USFWS
requests that the NRC initiate consultation under the FWCA for relicensing nuclear power plants.
The Service does not believe that either the equal consideration or mitigation planning provisions
of the FWCA are satisfied by the NEPA process alone. To fully consider the protection of fish
and wildlife resources and their habitats affected by each plant, NRC should request that the
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I Service provide NRC with reports in accordance with the FWCA which should be part of NRC's
I decision document. (PBD21-22)
I Comment: Initiate and continue consultation with the USFWS under the FWCA for the
I relicensing of the Peach Bottom Nuclear Power Plant. (PBD21-32)
I
I
I
I

Response: The FWCA requiresfederal agencies to coordinate their activities to minimize
adverse effects on fish and wildlife. Regarding the environmentalreview for the Peach Bottom
license renewal, the NRC staff interaction with Fish and Wildlife Service consisted of the
following correspondenceas describedbelow.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

On October 11, 2001, the staff sent a letter to Mr. John Wolflin, USFWS, informing them of
receipt of the Exelon applicationfor license renewal at Peach Bottom, and our intent to prepare
an EIS for this proposed action. The staff requestedany information USFWS could provide us
which would be pertinentto our review of the license renewalapplication, includingany listed,
proposed, orcandidate species that may occur within or nearthe projectarea, and any critical
habitatsthat may occur nearthe project area. A map was enclosed indicatingthe location of the
power plant site and the transmissionline.

I
I
I
I

By letter dated November 19, 2001, USFWS replied to the staff request. The letter provided
information on the presence of species which are federally listed, orproposed for listing, as
endangeredor threatenedwithin the project areain accordance with Section 7 of the
EndangeredSpecies Act. The bog turtle was identified in the letter as a species of interest.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

By letter to Ms. Bonnie Crosby, USFWS, dated January 17, 2002, the NRC staff requested FWS
concurrence with staff conclusions which had been developed during the preparationof the
environmentalimpact statement. The conclusions pertainedto threatenedand endangered
species in the project area for the proposed license renewal of the Peach Bottom Atomic Power
Station and included "no effect" and "notlikely to adversely affect" determinationsfor threatened
and endangeredspecies. Three species were identified: the bog turtle, the bald eagle and the
swamp pink (a flower).

I
I
I
I
I

On April 17, 2002, USFWS replied to the staff's January 17, 2002, letter. FWS concurredwith
the staff conclusions concerning the bog turtle and bald eagle. The swamp pink was not
mentioned in the FWS response. The FWS also includedthe statement that this
correspondencewas not to be construed as addressingpotentialFWS concerns under the
FWCA.

I
I
I
I
I

As summarized above, the NRC staff was in communication with the USFWS as part of the
agency's environmental review of this license renewal application. In addition, the Department
of Interiorwas provided with a copy of the draft EIS andhad the opportunity to comment on the
license renewal. The Department'scomments have been carefully consideredby the NRC
during the preparationof and included in the final EIS. Our examination of judicialprecedent
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concerningimplementation of the FWCA indicatesthat an agency's satisfaction of its NEPA
obligationsautomaticallysatisfies the requirementsof the FWCA. We believe that our activities
have met our NEPA obligationsand, thus, have satisfiedthe FWCA.
A.1.15 Comments Concerning Category 2 Transmission Line Issues
Comment: Section 4.2.1 - Electromagnetic fields, acute effects. - Are there any considerations
for anticipating what would trigger a concern for future effects during the license renewal term?
For example, if additional transmission lines are added in the area will it change the conclusion
of this section. (PBD22-8)
Response: Section 4.2.1 of the GEIS concluded that acute effects from electromagneticfields
from the power lines at the Peach Bottom site are small. This conclusion was reachedafter
calculationresults showed the induced effects were below the standardsestablishedby the
NationalElectric Safety Code (NESC). The conclusion is consistent with the currentscientific
data and studies on effects from power line electromagneticfields. If additionalpower lines were
to be constructedduring the license renewalperiod,considerationwould be given to engineering
designs such that the collective induced effects from the power lines would still remain below the
NESC standards.There was no change in the SEIS text.
A.1.16 Comments Concerning Category 2 Socioeconomic Issues: Historic Resources
Comment: Pg. 4-36/24-25 'The applicant should reflect the aforementioned in its licensing basis
commitments and..." comment not applicable to issue. (PBD18-16)
Response: The text has been changed to remove the reference to licensing basis
commitments.
Comment: A letter dated September 9,,2002, from the Delaware State Historic Preservation
Officer (DE SHPO) is included in this appendix. In this letter, the DE SHPO made several
comments.
Comment: The Atomic Energy Commission'might not have met National Historic Preservation
Act Section 106 responsibilities when it made its early 1970s decisions to grant operating
licenses for Units 2 and 3 at Peach Bottom. (PBD19-1)
Response: The NRC staff carefully reviewed the records and found that the Atomic Energy
Commission (AEC) met the compliance standardfor historicpreservationconsiderationwhen
the AEC made its decisions to issue the initialoperatinglicenses for Peach Bottom Atomic
Power Station, Units 2 and 3 (PBAPS).
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The originalregulations,implementing Section 106 of the Act (36 CFR 800), were promulgated
in 1979, five years after the NRC granted the originallicenses for operation of Units 2 and 3 at
Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station. The Advisory Council on Historic Preservationhad no
prescribedregulatoryprocess for Federalagencies to demonstratecompliance with National
HistoricPreservationAct Section 106 responsibilitiesuntil 1979.

1
I
I
I

As requiredby Section 106, in 1972 the AEC providedinformation on the proposedaction for
PBAPS, including information on historicand archeologicalresourcesand determinations,to the
Advisory Council on HistoricPreservationwith a requestfor comment. There is no record to
indicate that the Advisory Council on HistoricPreservationobjected to the AEC's determinations.

I The feeder canal, now identified as a historicproperty by the DE SHPO, was documented in
I September 1974, after the AEC issued the operatinglicenses. The NRC was not aware of the
I feeder canal until informed by the DE SHPO's office in 2001.
1 Comment: The proposed license renewal is a Federal undertaking with the potential to affect
I historic properties. (PBD19-2)
I Response: The NRC staff agrees.
I Comment: The feeder canal is a historic resource that meets standards for listing on the
I National Register of Historic Places. (PBD1 9-3)
I Response: Without taking a position in agreement or disagreementwith the DE SHPO, the
I NRC staff consideredthe canalas though it were a historic resourcepotentially eligible for listing
I on the NationalRegister for the limited purpose of addressingthe DE SHPO's interests.
I Comment: Operation of the PBAPS under the current license has caused adverse effects on
I the feeder canal at the transmission line crossing. (PDB19-4)
I Response: Operationand maintenance of the PeachBottom-to-Keeney transmissionline was
I not the cause of pastadverse effects on the feeder canalat the transmissionline crossing. The
I utility corridorat the intersection with the feeder canal is approximately400-feet wide; it is the
I same width as it was in 1968, well before the Peach Bottom line was added to the corridor.
I Three other overhead transmissionline easements, andat least one undergroundutility
I easement share the corridorat the crossing. An NRC decision to either approve or deny the
I license renewal applicationsfor PBAPS would not altermaintenancepractices along the
I Delawareportion of the Peach Bottom-to-Keeney transmissionline; maintenance would continue
I the same with or without the use of an easement on the corridorfor the Peach Bottom-to
I Keeney transmissionline. The licensee does not own the land at the corridorcrossingof the
I feeder canalnor does it have maintenance responsibilityfor the corridorat the crossing. The
I corridoris clear of trees, but is grassand brush covered, and has been in a similarcondition
I since before the Peach Bottom-to-Keeney transmissionline was constructed. A gravel-surfaced
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utility road meanders through the corridorand crosses the remnant trench for the feeder canal
underneath the Peach Bottom line, but is not exclusively for maintenance of the Peach Bottom
to-Keeney transmissionline. The access road that crosses the feeder canal replacedprevious
fords in the area of the corridordating back to as early as 1937.
The old feeder canalalignment remains a visible and well-defined feature along much of its
originalroute through present-daywoodlands. It displays less definition andmore in-filling as it
passes under the transmissioncorridor. The changes under the transmission corridorare
cumulative effects from a range of human and naturalactivities that extend back in time to a
period well before the addition of the Peach Bottom-to-Keeney transmissionline to the utility
corridor.
NRC team review of aerialphotographsindicates the feeder canal remainedrelatively intact until
after 1968. At that time, and before 1977, small noticeable changes began to occur and
continue today. First,a utility road crossedthe feeder canalat a new place in the transmission
corridorand below the present-dayPeach Bottom-to-Keeney transmissionline. Second, a
series of cumulative changes began then, and continue to the present. These include gradual
loss of vegetation along the alignment of the canaland a progressiveloss of sharpnessin the
features of the canal as viewed from the air.
The license renewal process for Peach Bottom Units 2 and 3 is an undertaking and is subject to
the regulations of the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation. The Chesapeake and
Delaware Feeder Canal (Feeder Canal, which the transmission line connecting Peach Bottom
Units 2 and 3 with the Keeney substation bisects, is not beyond the area of potential effects of
the license renewal. Ownership or control of the lines does not limit the consideration of whether
to include the property within the area of potential effects because such a limitation would
hamper identification and consideration of the type and degree of undertaking effects on historic
properties. Also, when there is a disagreement between a federal agency and a State Historic
Preservation officer with regard to the eligibility of a particular property as historic, it is the
federal agency's responsibility to seek a formal determination of eligibility from the Secretary of
Interior. The DE SHPO contends this has not been done. And, the Feeder Canal, which may be
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places has and is subject to future damage
or destruction due to lack of adequate maintenance of the transmission line. The loss of
physical features, and the in-fill of the Feeder Canal where it is crossed bythe transmission line,
constitutes adverse effects due to destruction and neglect. (PBD19-5)
Response: The NRC staff has determined that the Delawareportion of the PeachBottom-to
Keeney transmissioncorridoris outside of the Area of PotentialEffects (APE). Notwithstanding
any representationsmade by NRC applicants,the Agency official (the Director,Office of Nuclear
ReactorRegulation) has determinedthat the APE for a license renewal action is the area at the
power plant site and its immediate environs which may be impactedby post-license renewailand
disturbingoperation orprojected refurbishmentactivitiesassociatedwith the proposed action.
The APE may extend beyond the immediate environs in those instances where post-license
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renewal land disturbing operationsorprojected refurbishmentactivities specifically related to
license renewal of the nuclearpowerplant potentiallyhave an effect on known orproposed
historic sites. This determinationis made irrespectiveof ownership or control of the lands of
interest.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Forthe proposedPBAPS license renewal, the licensee has stated,and our review has shown,
that there will be no majorstructuralmodifications, that maintenance activities will be confined to
previously disturbedareas,and that there will be no additionalland disturbance. Further,the
NRC staff has determined that the decision to approve or deny the requestedlicense renewals
would not affect maintenancepracticesor land disturbancesbeyond the substationsat the
PBAPS site where the generatingunits are connected to the distributionsystem. Therefore, the
APE for the proposed PBAPS license renewal is the plant site, which is wholly within the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. The PBAPS APE does not extend into Maryland or Delaware.
In its letter of December 14, 2000, the PennsylvaniaHistoricaland Museum Commission,
Bureau for HistoricPreservation(the State Historic PreservationOffice), determined that
NationalRegister-listed,eligible, historic, and archeologicalresourcesare present in the general
vicinity of the PBAPS site, andstated an opinion that the proposedlicense renewal will not affect
any of those resources. The NRC staff agreedwith this determination and opinion. Therefore,
consultation was not required.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Regarding the degradedportion of the feeder canal,where it crosses the transmissionline
corridorin Delaware,the NRC staff included this site in its review of environmental resourcesof
interestas the staff preparedits environmentalimpact statement (EIS) to comply with the
National EnvironmentalPolicyAct (NEPA). The NRC staff review includeda visit to the canal
during the staff's PBAPS site audit in November 2001. The staff disclosed its NEPA findings in
its Draft Supplemental EnvironmentalImpact Statement (SEIS) issued for public comment on
July 5, 2002.

1
I
I
I

The NRC staff has determined that, even if the APE were to be extended through Maryland to
the Delawareportion of the Keeney transmissionline corridor,the proposedrenewal of the
PBAPS operatinglicenses would have no effect on the feeder canal where it crosses the
Peach Bottom-to-Keeney transmissionline corridor.

I Comment: In correspondence received during the scoping period, The DE SHPO also stated
I that the NRC staff should consider three specific actions to take into account the effects of the
I undertaking to grant the license renewals for PBAPS. (PDB1 9-6)
I
I
I
I
I

Response: The DE SHPO requests fall into two categories: (1) an action suggested with the
intent to correct the perceivednegative result of past operations,and (2) specific actions to
prevent future deteriorationof the feeder canal. The NRC staff forwarded the recommendations
to the applicantin correspondencedatedNovember 26, 2001, even though the recommended
actions have no directbearing on the undertaking.
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For the license renewal period,the applicantindicatedthat it plans (1) no majorstructural
modifications, (2)to limit maintenance activities to previously disturbedareas, and (3) no
additionalland disturbance. Consistent with the NRC's "GenericEnvironmentalImpact
Statement for License Renewal of Nuclear Plants"(NUREG-1437), under such conditions, the
NRC staff believes continuedoperation of PBAPS would have no effect on any known or on
potential unknown or undiscoveredhistoricor archaeologicalresourceslocated in areasof
potential effect.
As part of its considerationof the DE SHPO correspondence,the NRC staff completed a
supplementaryanalysis basedon a scenariowhich postulatedthe inclusion of the Delaware
portionof the Peach Bottom-to-Keeney transmissionline corridorin the NationalHistoric
PreservationAct Area of PotentialEffect. In that supplementalanalysis, the NRC staff applied
the criteriaof adverse effect pursuantto 36 CFR § 800.5(a)(1) and found that the proposed
undertaking to extend the PBAPS licenses would not alter the characteristicsof the potentially
historicpropertyknown as the Chesapeake and Delaware feeder canal. This conclusion
followed considerationof DE SHPO views concerningsuch effects and incorporatedanalyses of
past,present, andpotentialfuture conditions.
A.1.17 Comments Concerning Decommissioning Issues
Comment: The draft Supplement 10 contains an evaluation of partial or total decommissioning
of existing facilities as the alternative to relicensing. Such analysis should answer at least the
following additional questions: How would contaminated facilities and unused or spent fuel be
disposed? How would the project sites be reclaimed? What would be the consequences for fish
and wildlife resources and their habitat at both the former project sites and disposal area?
(PBD21-6)

I

Comment: Evaluate the potential consequences of decommissioning (contaminated facilities
and unused or spent fuel disposal, reclaiming project site, consequences for fish and wildlife
resources and their habitats at former project sites and disposal areas) in the alternatives
analysis for relicensing. (PBD21-24)
Response: As describedin Section 7 of the SEIS, environmentalissues associatedwith
decommissioning which resultfrom plant operation during the renewal term are discussedin the
GELS. Decommissioningissues applicableto Peach Bottom Units 2 and 3 include radiation
doses, waste management,airquality, water quality, ecological resources,andsocioeconomic
impacts. Duringits review of the license renewalapplication, the staff did not identify any new
and significantinformation beyond that which is in the GELS. Forall of the applicableissues
related to decommissioning,the staff concluded in the GElS that the environmentalimpacts are
SMALL, and additionalplant-specificmitigationmeasures are not likely to be sufficiently
beneficial to be warranted. The comments provided no new and significantinformation.
Accordingly, there was no need to change the SEIS text.
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I A.1.18 Comments Concerning Alternatives to License Renewal
I Comment: But to replace nuclear power with solar power, you are telling me has a large
I environmental impact. Quite amazing. How can you say this and get away with it? (PBD13-1)
1
I
I
1
1
I
I
I

Response: The LARGE environmental impact has to do with the potentially large scale of land
and otherresourcesrequiredfor the amount of solarpanels necessary to replace 2186 MW(e) at
Peach Bottom. NUREG-1437 reportsthat 14,000 ha of solarpanels are requiredto generate
1000 MW at 7% conversion efficiency, so to replace Peach Bottom's capacity would require
30,000 ha, or about 3.3 billion square feet. That is 306 km2 (118 mi 2), if placed on the ground,
resulting in the loss of the land for other uses. Rooftop applicationscould reduce the impact but,
would require the equivalentof 80% of all commercial building rooftops in the Mid-Atlantic
Census Division (all of Pennsylvania,New York, and New Jersey).

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Staff inquiries to the NationalRenewable Energy Laboratoryyielded a current average
commercially availableconversion efficiency of perhaps 10% today, 25% availability,and a lower
overall requirement for land (approximately8,000 ha per 1000 MW), which reduces the figures
to 175 krr and 1.9 billion square feet of rooftop by about one-half. However, even if efficiency
of solarpanels increasessubstantiallyfrom today's levels, a large amount of land or rooftop
space still would be requiredfor the necessary solararrays.If the panels were mounted on
greenfieldsites ratherthan rooftops, the impact on ecologicalresources could also be
substantial.

I Minor changes were made to the SEIS to clarify the staff's conclusions.
I
I
I
1

Comment: The amount of solar energy striking Pennsylvania each year is 140 times greater
than all the electrical and fossil fuel energy consumed in the state annually. Even it the
conversion efficiency of sunlight to energy is only 5 percent, solar energy could still supply 7
times more energy than is consumed. (PBD13-9)

1 Response: The overall supply of solarirradianceon Pennsylvaniais not in dispute. Chapter8
1 deals with the question of environmental and cost requirements to exploit this solar energy for
I electricity.No changes were made to the SEIS as a result of this commenL
I Comment: So when I read that the environmental impact of replacing nuclear energy with solar
I power was large, and the impact of continuing Peach Bottom for 20 more years was small, I was
I totally blown away. (PBD13-10)
I Comment: I wonder where you got all your information from? The numbers that are cited have
I NRC in parentheses. Since when is the Nuclear Regulatory Commission experts on solar
I energy? (PBD13-11)
I
I
I
I
I

Response: The NRC document is NUREG 1437, the Generic EnvironmentalImpact Statement
for License Renewal of Nuclear Plants. Chapter8 of that document reports the results of an
extensive exercise by staff at the Oak Ridge NationalLaboratoryto characterizethe technical
performance and environmentalimpacts of a large number of energy generationtechnologies,
includingsolar.Recent contacts with the staff of the National Renewable Energy Laboratory
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solarenergy program lower the amount of land necessary to replace the PeachBottom plant
with solarphotovoltaic panelsbut do not invalidate the LARGE land impacts stated in Section
8.2.5.3.
Comment: The draft report notes the socioeconomic problems associated with the shutdown
and decommissioning of Peach Bottom. However, if a power plant were to operate around the
same area, using renewable resources, such a plant would need a large number of employees
who would probably be just as involved in the community as the current Peach Bottom
employees. (PBD16-12)
Response: Chapter8 discusses the socioeconomic impacts of replacementpower plants.
Generally speaking, replacementplants would requirefewer long-term employees than Peach
Bottom. In addition, the local community would experience the impacts associatedwith
constructingthe replacementplant or plants. "Nochanges in the SEIS text were made as a
result of this comment.
Comment: You said there were places that would be good for wind, but it would be inaccessible.
I can't imagine any place being inaccessible, when you think of where all the high tension utility
wires are going through right now. It almost looks like it would be inaccessible and yet they are
there. What place in Pennsylvania would be inaccessible for wind? (PBD03-2)
Comment: Now, in this report, under wind, it mentioned that ridge lines are unsuitable for wind
resources. Now, that is the most ridiculous thing I have ever heard. (PBD14-15)
Response: The best wind resourcesin Pennsylvaniaare along ridge tops in the steeperparts of
the Allegheny and Appalachian Mountains (see, for example, the Pennsylvania Wind Map
available from the PennsylvaniaDepartmentof EnvironmentalProtection
The largestwind
(http://www.dep.state.pa.us/dep/deputate/pollprev/energy/wind/windmap.htm).
generatorsare likely to be 1 MW to 1.5 MW units, so about 1500 to 2200 wind towers would
have to be installedto replace Peach Bottom capacity. Since wind is an intermittent resource
(perhaps30percentto 35percent availability), three to four times this number would be needed
to replace the kWh generatedby Peach Bottom.
Accessing many of the best wind energy ridgelines would require extensive roadbuilding, as
well as landclearing (for tower and blades)and leveling (for the tower bases andassociated
facilities) in very steep terrain. While not impossible, this is expected to be very costly, so many
of the ridgelines with good wind resourcesmay be inaccessible from a practicalstandpoint.Also,
some of these areas are not already developed as farmland. They are in state parklandornot
neartransmission lines or would require clearingforested land. No changes were made to the
SEIS as a result of these comments.
Comment: When, indeed, there are available other much cleaner, much cheaper, much more
durable sources to generate the electricity, the energy that we need. (PBD05-4)
Response: The other alternativesare consideredin Chapter8.0 and in NUREG 1437,
Chapter8. Although relative cost is an issue for the applicant,state energy regulators,and the
marketplace to resolve, the environmentalimpacts of the various alternativesto relicensingare
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I not obviously less than those of the routine operation of the Peach Bottom Plant,and in most
I cases are considerablygreater. While the durability of wind, solar,and water resourcesis
I theoreticallygreaterthan that of fossil and nuclearfuels, the durabilityof facilities to convert
I these resources to electricity is not. Need for.energy is outside the scope of the relicensing EIS,
I since the renewed license only preserves the option to operate the plant.
I No changes were made to the SEIS as a result of this comment.
I Comment: There is plenty of wind along the ridge lines, and Exelon knows this, because
I community energy is going ahead and building large wind farms in Pennsylvania, some of them
I on ridge lines. Yes, they are deforesting some of them, and there are impacts. (PBD14-16)
1
I
I
1

Comment: There is a 60 megawatt wind farm going on line in Northeast Pennsylvania. Exelon
is underwriting that. There are already two in Southwest Pennsylvania, Exelon underwrote those
as well. There is another one going in, in West Virginia, in the Backbone mountain, another 60
megawatts. (PBD14-17)

I
1
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
1
I

Response: The wind farms discussed are relatively small scale. Somerset is 9 MW, Mill Run is
15 MW, Pocono is 60 MW, Moosic Mountain is 50 MW. Backbone (in West Virginia) is 65 MW.
Mountaineer(in West Virginia--due to open in the spring of 2003) is 66 MW. These are
consideredamong the best sites in the Eastern United States. The replacementof Peach
Bottom power would require an additional36 wind farms of the size stated for the West Virginia
site or replicating the entire existing Exelon wind resource 12 times to produce the necessary
generatingcapacity,and 40-45 times to generate the replacementkWh because of the 30-35
percent capacityfactor for wind energy. Wind energy cannotbe used as base loadpower since
capacityfactors are in the mid-30-35 percent range. Based on figures available in the NUREG
1437, Chapter8, the amount of land dedicated to wind facilities would be about 61 ha (134 ac)
per MW based on the Altamont Pass,Californiafacility.

I
1
I
1
I

Based on the latest Storm Mountain proposalin West Virginia, the landneeded might be only
18 ha (40 ac) per MW. Even this lower figure results in a need for 153 square miles of land to
replace Peach Bottom capacity. Assuming a capacityfactor of 30-35 percentyields 450-500
square miles dedicated to wind farms to replace Peach Bottom, clearly a largepotentialimpact
on land use and ecological resources.

I Comment: And so the wind part of this report is woefully inadequate, it is scientifically
I inaccurate, it is just wrong, you need to do your homework. (PBD14-18)
I Response: Wind figures were double-checked (see answers to comments) and land
I requirementsappearreasonable.See answers to PBD03-2 and PBD14-17.
I
I
I
1
I

Comment: The head of the Department of Environmental Protection in Pennsylvania, David
Hess, was actually quoted at the Energy Conference where that natural gas presentation was
given, saying that using just the decent wind speed sites in Pennsylvania, we can supply 30
percent of our electricity needs in this state. Now, what he is quoting is from the American Wind
Energy Association, which is using Department of Energy data, which is working on being
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revised, it is not really that optimistic. However, 30 percent is pretty high. And even if it turns
out to be 10 percent, that is very significant, and that needs to be addressed in this report.
(PBD14-19)
Response: The American Wind Energy Association reportaddresses wind potential in very
generalterms. While there are several wind farms in various stages of development by Exelon
and others in Pennsylvaniaand nearbystates to address increases in future demand (not
replacement of currently operatingplants) it would be necessary to increase in wind generating
facilities by a factor of between 15 and 45 times currentcapacityin difficult terrain to replace
Peach Bottom. Approximately 450 to 500 square miles of the best wind sites would be
committed for this purpose, with accompanying land and environmentalimpacts. No changes
were made in the text of the SEIS.
Comment: And also, a lot of this is addressing section E, on A-48 you mention over 50
competitive suppliers in Pennsylvania. This report, again, needs to be updated. There were
close to 50 when deregulation first hit Pennsylvania, that is before we had PPL doing the Enron
like games here. Since then competitors have fled as quickly as they can, we have very few
suppliers that are left in this state right now, especially for the residential sector. For the
business sector we have some, but it is still not looking that good. (PBD14-20)
Response: According to the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission website on September 30,
2002, there were 63 companies licensed to be competitive electricitysuppliers in Pennsylvania
(http://puc.paonline.com/electric/elect comp.asp). No changes were made in the text of the
SEIS.
Comment: And also on that same page, on page 8-48, there is basically no incentive for Exelon
to be pushing conservation in a competitive market. Well, yes, that is a problem, that is a
problem with the whole system of having a competitive market for things, when the logic in this
report is saying, Exelon is not going to do it, that is not going to happen. (PBD14-21)
Response: The commenter appears to agree with the staff position that demand side programs
are less likely in a competitive environment than in a regulatedmonopoly environment. No
changes were made to the draft SEIS as a result of this comment.
Comment: And that is, basically, the assumption that I saw in here because, otherwise, we can
easily talk abut methods of conserving enough electricity, and without just looking back at their
failed attempts as a utility to work as against their own economic interest. (PBD14-22)
Response: Despite indicationsin section 8.2.5.11 that the environment for demand reduction
would be difficult under competitive electricitysupply regimes, staff assume in Section 8.2.6 that
some additionalelectricity (haft of the amount suppliedby Peach Bottom), can be conserved,
with the rest supplied by naturalgas combined cycle generation.The amount conservedin this
scenariois 8.2 GWh, the equivalent of 20percent of all Pennsylvaniahouseholds' annual
electricity consumption or37 percent of all PECOelectricitysales in Pennsylvaniain the same
year. No changes were made to the draft SEIS as a result of this comment.
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I Comment: So the whole no-action alternative, the wind, the solar estimates, the conservation
I efficiency estimates completely need to be rewritten. (PBD14-24)
I
I

Response: Minor changes to text have been made to elaborateon Staff conclusions regarding
the alternativesto relicensingPeach Bottom Units 2 and 3.

1 Comment: The findings, the second reason is the findings of ongoing studies that show that
I fossil fuel plants emissions are considerably more damaging to the local health and welfare than
I previously thought. (PBD1 0-2)
I Response: While the SEIS presents information on the impact of relicensingand its alternatives,
I it is unclearfrom the comment what was "previouslythought" concerningthe effects of
I alternativeson local health and welfare. No changes were made as a result of this comment.
I A.1.19 Comments Concerning Out of Scope Issues: Operational Safety, Emergency
Preparedness, Aging Management, Cost of Power, and Need for Power
I

Operational Safety and Emergency Preparedness

I Comment: I found no mention of my request that past performance of the plant be taken into
I account, including control room operators sleeping on the job. (PBD1 6-2)
1 Comment: There was no mention of my comments about the problems with the emergency
I warning sirens. (PBD16-4)
I
I
I
I
I

Comment: 'Two former contract technicians deliberately falsified siren testing maintenance
records, and performed inadequate siren tests while professing that all activities on siren records
were properly done. And, two, one of these technicians knowingly installed jumper wires to
bypass failure detection circuitry on at least 10 siren boxes, which would demonstrate that the
sirens were working properly, even if they were not." (PBD1 6-5)

I Comment: Shouldn't the public be made aware of why Peach Bottom 1 was closed in 1987? It
I is true that the cause was operators were sleeping on the jobs, and taking drugs? Where are
I the records published about the plant violations, such as those in 1982, '83, and the death of an
I employee in 1985? (PBD08-4)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Response: The comments are noted. The NRC's environmentalreview is confined to
environmentalmatters relevant to the extended periodof operationrequested by the applicant.
Operationalsafety is outside the scope of this review. An NRC safety review for the license
renewalperiodis conducted separately. Although a topic may not be within the scope of review
for license renewal, the NRC is always concerned with protectinghealth andsafety. Any matter
potentially affecting safety can be addressedunderprocesses currentlyavailablefor existing
operating licenses absenta license renewal application. The comments provide no new
information, and do not pertain to the scope of license renewal as set in 10 CFR Part51 and
Part54. Therefore they will not be evaluated further.
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Comment: This idea that people will evacuate under some sort of system is completely
baseless and irrelevant. There has been reports that come from the accident at Three Mile
Island, whereas earlier the doctor mentioned about not having adequate physicians, and people
.
to use in the evacuation. Will they be around? (PBD12-3)
Comment: This has been determined that nuclear accidents are not the same as natural
disasters. People who are responsible, who want to be, the system relies for their jobs to show
up, will not show up. (PBD12-4)
Comment: And what is going to happen if a nuclear evacuation is called? There is going to be
spontaneous evacuation outside the ten mile EPZ, further jamming up the highways, and making
it impossible for anybody to get out. (PBD12-5)
Comment: So as I always say at these hearings, when I go to them, is that the least you can do
is to tell the people to stay put in their houses. (PBD1 2-6)
Comment: Somebody else is talking about how we will evacuate. I live next door to an amish
family, lots of buggies here, lots of buggies. Very dangerous, normally, on route 74 with those
buggies. I can't imagine evacuating all the people from this area. (PBD13-7)
Comment: There is no way that anybody escapes out of a ten mile EPZ safely, within a certain
amount of time. (PBD12-1)
Comment: If nukes are so safe why do our phone books have an evacuation route, why is the
industry trying to figure out where to dump their deadly waste, and why is 46,000 dollars of your
country's budget, our money, going yearly to radiation emergency response? (PBD03-18)
Comment: I've never seen any evacuation plant for the Amish. (PBD1 6-1)
Response: The comments are noted. The NRC's environmentalreview is confined to
environmentalmatters relevant to the extended periodof operation requestedby the applicant.
Emergency preparednessis outside the scope of this review. An NRC safety review for the
license renewalperiod is conducted separately.'Although a topic may not be within the scope of
review for license renewal,the NRC is always concerned with protectinghealth and safety. Any
matterpotentially affecting safety can be addressedunderprocesses currentlyavailable for
existing operatinglicenses absenta license renewal application. The comments provide no new
information, and do not pertainto the scope of license renewal as set in 10 CFR Part51 and
Part54. Therefore they will not be evaluated further.
Comment: Are Emergency Planning and Community Right to Know (EPCRA) 313 reporting
requirements considered or are any of the EPCRA requirements applicable to this supplement.
(PBD22-2)
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I
I
I
I

Response: The supplemental environmentalimpact statement (SEIS) considers the
environmentalimpacts associatedwith renewing an operatinglicense for up to 20 years beyond
the currentoperatinglicense expirationdate. Renewal of the PeachBottom Units 2 and 3
operating licenses does not, by~itself, alter the applicabilityof EPCRA reporting requirements
alreadyin effect priorto the time the license renewal is issued. Therefore, EPCRA reporting
requirementsare not applicable to this SEIS.

I Comment: KI must be given to all the populations within at least 50 miles of the plant.
I (PBD12-7)
I Comment: The social consequences of a nuclear evacuation has been underplayed and on the
I side line for the last 30 years. It really has come to fore because of 9/11, and now the
I redistribution of potassium iodide tablets. (PBD1 2-2)
I
I
I
I

Comment: The NRC would also have to stockpile iodine pills in schools, day care centers,
places of work, and so forth. Soaring rates of thyroid cancer are still appearing in children from
the former Soviet Union, who were exposed to Chemobyl nuclear accident, and who received
too little potassium iodine, and too late. (PBD03-13)

I
I
I
I
1
I

Response: The NRC has made potassium iodide available to States that wish to include thyroid
prophylaxis in their range of public protective actions to be implemented in the event of a serious
accident at a nuclearpower plant that would be accompaniedby a release of radioactive iodine.
The Commission issued a FinalRule on potassium iodide in the FederalRegister on January 19,
2001 (66 FR 5427), which includes the Rule, a statement of considerations,and responses to
public comments received during the rule-making process.

I Aging Management
I
I
I
I
I
I

Comment: We have been following the issue of there are a whole host of issues, particularly
with regard to age related deterioration of the reactors. And the vulnerability of some of the
materials that make up the reactor are being evaluated 10, 12 years in advance of the issuance
of the license. And what we are seeing is that by and large there are more uncertainties with
regard to how cracks grow, how they initiate, how quickly they can grown up to failure.
(PBDO1 -1)

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Comment: Vent containment to save it. A botched design, a proposed ban by its own safety
officials. Its primary containment system later verified to have an irreversible design flaw. A
principal safety boundary jury rigged, and Peach Bottom was given its first new lease on life with
significant reduction of its often touted defense in depth hardware and philosophy. Today these
badly designed and deteriorating reactors are being re-licensed for an additional 20 years only if
increased risk of adverse environmental impact to our safety, and the economy, and the water,
and the land resources. (PBDO1-7)
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Comment: My name is Frieda Berryhill, and I'm concerned with this aging management
program because we had a lot of problems with the cracks and embrittlement in the nozzles,
particularly. (PBD02-1)
Comment: To make my point, cracks and leaks, and embrittlement of the material of the
materials in aging plants is well known by the NRC. (PBD02-4)
Comment: And, again, after extension the nozzle cracks were discovered. And earlier this year
Quartz City in Illinois reported a problem with those. And that is a dangerous problem with
those. And that is a dangerous problem. (PBD02-5)
Comment: Although I'm angered that this old nuclear plant is even up for the license renewal,
the NRC's own standards stated Peach Bottom was supposed to close 30 plus years ago. What
has changed? Has anyone from the NRC personally inspected every piece of rusty metal, worn
parts, fractured cement? There is no way Peach Bottom can operate safely, or economically,
and should be shut down, according to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's own figures.
(PBD03-3)
Comment: We don't know what a 40 or 50, or 60 year nuclear plant will be like; will the plants
wear out mechanically? (PBD06-2)
Comment: So it is clear here that we need to see more in terms of what would happen in terms
of an aging plant, and in terms of a possible accident. (PBD06-3)
Comment: It is - maintenance is a continual problem. (PBD08-6)
Response: The comments are noted. The NRC's environmentalreview is confined to
environmentalmatters relevant to the extended period of operationrequested by the applicant.
Safety matters relatedto agingare outside the scope of this environmentalreview. To the extent
that these comments pertain to managing the effects of aging on components and structures
specified in 10 CFR 54.21 during the period of extended operation to ensure functionality, they
will be addressedin the parallelsafety review. The comments provide no new information and
will not be evaluatedfurther in the context of the environmental review. However, the comments
will be forwardedto the project manager for the license renewal safety review for consideration.

I
I

Cost of Power
Comment: The production of nuclear power is extremely energy intensive. The energy
consumed by future needs, such as shipping 77,000 tons of nuclear waste all over the country,
much more being produced, this doesn't even figure into the calculations. (PBD02-6)
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I Comment: Everything from the insurance that Peach Bottom has that all nuclear power plants
I have is paid for by me, the taxpayer, through the federal government. (PBD13-2)
1 Comment: The other thing is we fund the nuclear regulatory industry through our taxes. I don't
I know how much you all make, but I bet it can buy a lot of solar panels. (PBD13-3)
1
I
I
I

Comment: Let's see, Yucca Mountain. If you decide to put that waste at Yucca Mountain how
much are you planning on spending to do that? How much do you spend in regulation and
cleanup from the mining of uranium? I mean, you put all that money together, it can buy a hell
of a lot of solar panels. (PBD13-4)

I Comment: It is estimated that over 50 billion dollars per year is spent by the Federal
I Government in directly subsidizing the costs associated with fossil and nuclear fuels. (PBD13-5)
I
I
I
I
I

Comment: These costs do not show up in the price we pay for energy, but we pay for them just
the same. We pay for them in our tax dollars, we pay for them with our lives, in cancer. If these
hidden costs, often referred to as externalities, were included in the price we pay for energy,
then solar energy would be in a far better position to compete with conventional fuels.
(PBD13-6)

I Comment: Why would the NRC renew the license of any nuclear plant, when it costs the public
I so much money to protect these facilities from terrorism? How long can we afford to absorb that
I kind of cost? (PBD09-4)
I Comment: What kind of debt would we be planning to leave for our children, and their children,
I just for the constant surveillance of nuclear plants? (PBD09-5)
I Comment: Why do our tax dollars have to pay for Peach Bottom, a private company, hazardous
I operation? (PBD03-14)
I
I

Comment: Is Peach Bottom required to put up a bond and for how much? Is there any
insurance for an accident, and what amount of insurance? (PBD03-4)

I Comment: What will happen if and when the plant becomes so unsafe that our land values go
I down and we can no longer live here? (PBD03-5)
I Comment: Will the owners of Peach Bottom go into bankruptcy, like Enron? What will happen,
I who will pay for all this? (PBD03-6)
I Comment: How much disaster insurance does Peach Bottom carry for York County? We have
I a right to know. Are you going to pay for our land when it becomes useless? What will happen?
I (PBD03-12)
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Comment: But the big concern that I have here is the future generations. We are talking
250,000 years of financial indentured servitude. Because the Exelon Corporation is not going to
pay for the maintenance and the overhead costs of this facility for 500 years, 1,000 years, and
so on. Who is going to do it? It is our children, and our grandchildren, and or great
grandchildren, and countless future generations. (PBD04-3)
Comment: I don't know if they are in bed with Enron, but I tell you what, Exelon, when they are
done with it, probably already has secret plans to simply go bankrupt And when they do, who
pays the bill? (PBD04-4)
Comment: Third, renewal of Peach Bottom's license is far more economical than building a new
power plant. (PBD07-5)
Comment: Well, building on the economy of scale that would be less than a billion dollars, 6 to
700 million dollars, will bring the cost of solar panel production down by four to five times, so that
is cost effective with other forms of electricity generation. (PBD14-25)
Comment: And when I say cost effective I'm talking about cost effective with the subsidized,
and not real cost that nuclear reactors are currently getting because nuclear reactors are
currently getting, because nuclear reactors aren't cost competitive either, that is why they are so
heavily subsidized. (PBD1 4-26)
Response: The comments are noted. The economic costs and benefits of renewing an
operatinglicense are specifically directedto be outside the scope of license renewal in 10 CFR
51.95(c)(2). The comments provide no new information and, therefore, will not be evaluated
further. There were no changes made to the SEIS.
Need for Power
Comment: We export so much electricity, I know it is not done on a state by state basis, but
how much is generated versus used in each state? Pennsylvania is the largest exporter.
(PBD14-10)
Comment: Now, on top of that excess capacity, Pennsylvania has been faced with 50 to 70 new
natural gas power plants. One of them right here in the Peach Bottom area. Now, these power
plants, first of all, just the one here at Peach Bottom would be at least half as large as the
reactors that are already here. So half the capacity could, theoretically, if they build this plant,
be shut down. (PBD14-11)
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I
I
I

Comment: But even the ones that are likely to go through is more than 10,000 megawatts.
Meaning we can not only shut down Peach Bottom, both units, we can shut down all the nukes in
Pennsylvania, and no one's lights are going to go out, no one is even going to notice.
(PBD14-12)

1
I
I
I
I
I

Comment: The mid-Atlantic region generating capacity in 2001 through '3, you have
approximately 20,000 megawatts, maybe a little less than that, being added, according to this.
Now, PJM has a lot more than that. But even in the lower end of these two estimates you have
twice as much of all the nuclear capacity in Pennsylvania being filled, mostly by natural gas, in
the next few years. So the no-action alternative already says that this power is getting replaced,
whether you like it or not. (PBD14-13)

I
I
I
I
I
I

Comment: Earlier in the presentation today it was explained that the reason that is being done
twelve years in advance is to give Exelon time for replacement power. Now, that is ridiculous
because it is already getting replaced, so that is not a legitimate argument. The replacement
power time frame that is needed, even if there was a need for replacing this specific reactors
power, could be done within two to three years, because that is the time frame for establishing
wind, and/or natural gas, both power plant technologies take only a few years. (PBD14-14)

I
I
I
I
I

Comment: And, finally, page 8-49, the very first few lines it says, therefore it is not clear
whether Exelon or another competitor supplier will construct new generating units to replace
Peach Bottom units 2 and 3 if the license were not renewed. Again, you are getting at this idea
that you have no idea what is going on currently, or if you do, you are not writing it into this
report. This power is already being replaced. (PBD14-23)

I Response: The comments are noted. The need for power is specifically directedto be outside
I the scope of license renewalin 10 CFR 51.95(c)(2). The comments provide no new information
I and, therefore, will not be evaluated further. There were no changes made to the SEIS.
I A.1.20 Editorial Comments
I Comment: Pg. 1-11 / 4,7 "Excelon" typo - correction "Exelon (PBD18-1)
1 Comment: Pg. 2-7/18 "The operation is infrequent" should say "This dredging operation is"
I (PBD18-2)
1 Comment: Pg. 2-7 / 29, 32, 34 "rocket" correction required "Thisterm should be deleted
I (PBD18-3)
I Comment: Pg. 2-6 / 25 "Conowongo" typo - correction required "Conowingo" (PBD18-4)
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Comment: Pg. 2-11/17 'water storage tank" should say "water storage tank, and Torus
dewatering tank. (PBD18-5)
Comment: Pg. 2-19/12 "...uses an ammonium chloride-based molluscide" verbiage should
state "uses an Quaternary-amine-based molluscide" (PBD1 8-6)
Comment: Pg. 2-21/38 "...a consortium of Federal regional... rephrase wordage "a consortium
of utilities and Federal, regional,..." (PBD18-7)
Comment: Pg. 2-37/8 "emission stacks" change word usage to "emission stack" (PBD18-8)
Comment: Pg. 2-37/8 "There is no visible plume" should read "There is no visible vapor
plume..." (PBD18-9)
Comment: Pg. 2-43/24 "and railroads) were change word usage to "and railroads, etc.) were"
(PBD18-10)
Comment: Pg. 2-47/39 "NRC is consulting with the FWS" change word usage to "NRC has
consulted with the FWS" (PBD1 8-11)
Comment: Pg. 4-15/13 - 15 "The designed operation criteria are maintained in part by removal
of sediments that are deposited in the canal. Maintenance of the designed depth for the intake
canal helps ensure that approach velocities at the screens meet criteria. Delete text "These
sentences should be deleted" (PBD18-12)
Comment: Pg. 4-15/19 "NPDES Permit PA00097733" correction required "NPDES Permit PA
0009733" (PBD18-13)
Comment: Pg 4-17/9 "Five mechanical draft cooling towers" correction required "Three
mechanical draft cooling towers are located on berms..." (PBD18-14)
Comment: Pg. 4-34/33 "Hisroric" typo - correction required "Historic" (PBD18-15)
Comment: Pg. 4-36/26 "...not have an effect effect on any..." remove duplicate "...not have an
effect on any..." (PBD18-17)
Comment: Pg. 4-36/35-36 "Given the commitments of the applicant to avoid future disturbances
and to control access to lands it manages..." modification to original understanding as stated
"Given the commitments of the applicant to limit land disturbances in support of license
renewal..." (PBD18-18)
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I Comment: Pg. 4-38/6-10 "The listing of counties is not correct." Correction - proper information
"I "For counties entirely in the 50 mile zone, delete Kent County DE, and add New Castle County
I DE. For countless partially in the 50 mile zone: add Kent County DE." (PBD18-19)
I Comment: Pg. 4-38/22 "...criteria, Table 4-8 indicates..." correction - proper graphic "...criteria,
I Figure 4-1 indicates..." (PBD18-20)
I Comment: Pg. 4-39/Map "Maryland Counties include Kent and Queen Annes." Typo/proper
I information "Maryland Counties include Queen Anne but not Kent" (PBD18-21)
I Comment: Pg. 4-45/30-31 "...and its independent analysis, and pending the outcome of
I consultation with the FWS, it..." revise statement "...and its independent analysis, it..."
I (PBD18-22)
1 Comment: Pg. 4-45/34-35 "Therefore, it is the staff's preliminary determination..." revise
I statement 'Therefore, it is the staff's determination..." (PBD18-23)
I Comment: Pg. 4-48/38 "BEIR" correction required - spelling of acronym "Biological Effects of
I Ionizing Radiation (BEIR)" (PBD18-24)
I Comment: Pg. 4-51/13 "isptope..." typo - correction required "isotope" (PBD18-25),
I Comment: Pg. 4-51/35 "Considerable of technical literature" rephrase sentence to read "A
I considerable amount of literature" (PBD1 8-26)
I Comment: Pg. 4-58/12 "Units w and E...DPR44 and Dpr-56 typo - correction required "Units 2
1 and 3...DPR-44 and DPR-56" (PBD18-27)
1 Comment: Pg. 6-6/17-21 and 6-8/29-30 "On February 15, 2002, subsequent to the...This
I change in regulatory status does not cause the staff to change its position..." status change to
"I "On July 23, 2002, the President signed into law House Joint Resolution 87 designating Yucca
I Mountain as the repository for spent nuclear fuel." (PBD18-28)
I Comment: Pg. 8-38/37 "...construc-tion..." typo - correction required "...construction..."
I (PBD18-29)

I Comment: Pg. 8-55/7 "Pennsylvania Power & Light Company (Exelon)" typo - correction
I required "Exelon Generation Company LLC (Exelon)" (PBD1 8-30)
1 Comment: Pg. F-2/24"A.1" correction "F.1" (PBD18-31)
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Comment: I have read the above document and find the information content and its
presentation to be clear and comprehensive, in response to the public needs regarding the
license renewal process. All major regulatory requirements are noted and explained, in addition
to specific responses to questions put forth during and after the general scoping meeting in
November, 2001 in Delta, PA. Detailed coverage was given of all major environmental topics,
including demographics, background operational data, and reasonable future activities. Current
data that addressed specific health and operational concerns were presented, as requested by
local residents and concerned citizens. Using risk management procedures, it was shown that
any / all plant activities have minimal or small levels of risk to the environment or to human
health. (PBD17-6)
Response: The comments are noted. As appropriate,the comments resulted in modification of
the SEIS text.
Comment: Please elaborate on the term "staff" used frequently throughout the EIS.
Specifically, the relationship of the Staff to the NRC and Exelon. (PBD22-1)
Response: The term "staff"refers to the NRC staff and its contractorswho participatedin the
environmental review and the preparationof the SEIS. The contractorswere experts in selected
environmental disciplinesfrom Lawrence Livermore NationalLaboratory,Argonne National
Laboratory,Pacific Northwest NationalLaboratoryand Information Systems Laboratory. A
listing of these experts is includedin Appendix B of the SEIS. There is no organizational
relationshipbetween Exelon and the NRC staff and its contractors.
Comment: Is there any information contained in document that is sensitive or classified, that
should be removed or made available through different means? (PBD22-3)
Response: There is no sensitive or classifiedinformation containedin the document that should
be removed or made available through different means. Since September 11, 2001, the NRC
staff has implemented a broadrange of measures to strengthen the processes for protecting
sensitive and classifiedinformation. One of these measures includes the establishmentof a
step in the SEIS pre-publicationprocess which requiresa review for the specific purpose of
ensuring the published draft and final SEISs contain no sensitive or classified information.
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Public Meeting Transcript Excerpts and Comment Letters

I Transcript of the Afternoon Public Meeting on July 30, 2002, in Delta

I Pennsylvania
I [Introduction, Mr. Cameron]
I [Presentation by Mr. Tappert]
I [Presentation by Mr. Anand]
I FACILITATOR CAMERON: Raj, let's see if there are some questions for you. And I just

I wanted you to clarify one thing before we go out to the audience.
I You said the schedule was 25 months. Can you give people a specific target date, or month,
I for when this decision is supposed to be made?
I MR. ANAND: The Commission plans to issue operating licenses for both units, units 2 and 3, in
I July 2003.
I FACILITATOR CAMERON: You mean they will issue their decision on whether to renew the
I licenses?
I MR. ANAND: Right.
I FACILITATOR CAMERON: All right. You heard Raj talk about the overall process and,
I specifically, about the safety evaluation. We are going to go on to other subjects.
I Are there any questions about the process at this point? Yes. And give us your name, please.
PB •01
MR. GUNTER: My name is Paul Gunter, and I'm
with the Nuclear Information Resource Service in
0
1-1
Washington.
1
11I We have been following the issue of -- there are a whole host of issues, particularly with regard
I to age related deterioration of the reactors.
I
1
I
I

And the vulnerability of some of the materials that make up the reactor are being evaluated 10,
12 years in advance of the issuance of the license. And what we are seeing is that by and large
there are more uncertainties with regard to how cracks grow, how they initiate, how quickly they
can grow to failure.

I And, yet, this license proceeding is taking it, basically, approaching this issue of age related
I deterioration, 10, 12 years in advance of when this license will be necessary.
I Can someone address, to us, why the license renewal proceeding is occurring 12 to 14 years,
I in some cases, before the license is actually to expire?
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FACILITATOR CAMERON: Thanks, Paul. And I not only would like the NRC staff to answer
that question, but I think the implication in Paul's question is between the time the decision is
made on these license renewal applications, if there was an affirmative decision, how will the
NRC monitor continued aging types of impacts after that point.
We are going to John Tappert.
MR. TAPPERT: All right. Yes, you are accurate, we do it often well in advance of the
expiration of the license. Our regulations allow them to submit an application up to 20 years
before the original license expires.
The reason for that is to allow them to make economic decisions if, in fact, the license is not
renewed, to replace base-load power. I mean, there is a long lead time for those kinds of
facilities.
What we are assessing is to make sure that they have aging management programs in place to
identify cracking and to replace components as they are needed.
Additionally, just because the license is renewed doesn't mean they are exempt from regulatory
oversight. If a mechanism has come to our attention, I'm sure you are familiar with the Davis
Besse head degradation event, that is an operating reactor issue, and we are dealing with that,
with all of the entire fleet of PWRs, irrespective of whether they are coming into license renewal
or not.
So we still have a variety of regulatory means to go out and do inspections, and request actions
for the licensees to respond to aging management or any other degradation mechanisms.
FACILITATOR CAMERON: Okay, thank you John. Let's go to -- yes, ma'am?
MS. BERRYHILL: My name is Frieda Berryhill, and
I'm concerned with this aging management program
because we had a lot of problems with the cracks and
embrittlement in the nozzles, particularly.

PBD02
02-1

Will this be managed centrally from Washington, or does each plant have a managing program
concerning aging?
FACILITATOR CAMERON: That is a great question. Can we have someone talk about how
the NRC headquarters and regions, in our regional office, divide up responsibility for not only
the license renewal review, but continued aging management issues? Does someone want to
try to handle that?
We are going to go to John.
MR. TAPPERT: The question is, is the program being run out of headquarters, and the
regional offices?
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I MS. BERRYHILL: Centrally, yes. We cannot address our concerns due to aging because that
I is really the main problem that concerns us.
I MR. TAPPERT: Yes. I would say headquarters is -- we are running the license renewal review
I out of headquarters. I'm out of headquarters, most of these gentlemen are also out of our
I headquarters office, and the office of nuclear reactor regulation.
I
I
I
I

And we are doing the reviews of the aging management programs to make sure that they are in
place, and acceptable. The region has a role, they do inspections for us, they inspect to make
sure that they are looking at the right components, and that they have appropriate programs in
place.

I They also have ongoing inspection activities at the plant. You may or may not be aware we
I have NRC employees stationed at the plant, around the year. And those are regional
I employees.
I So all the inspection activity is coming out of the region, but this particular review is being run
I out of headquarters, and we have contact numbers that will be provided in the presentation, to
I get a hold of us.
I MS. BERRYHILL: But aging managing is the new
I FACILITATOR CAMERON: We need to get everybody on the transcript, so let me bring this
I out to you if you have a follow-up question. If you could just repeat that question, the last one
I you asked for?
I MS. BERRYHILL: Yes, aging management is a new department, do we have someone to
I address when something like this comes up?
I FACILITATOR CAMERON: Absolutely. John, why don't you go up to that mike and I will stay
I out here.
I MR. TAPPERT: Okay. The branch that I'm part of is called license renewal and environmental
I impacts. And one of the sections looks at aging management programs.
I
I
I
I

And Raj Anand is the safety project manager who specifically is overseeing that review. We
are going to give you a bunch of names at the end. You can contact any of us, and we will get
you in contact with the right person. Actually Dr. P.T. Kuo is the one who is actually heading
our organization.

I FACILITATOR CAMERON: Thanks, John. And I would just emphasize, when we are done
I with the meeting today, please take the opportunity to talk to the NRC staff that are here, they
I will try to be helpful with questions.
I And I think we do have some of our regional staff here, today, too. Let's go to this gentleman,
I and then we will go over here.
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MR. NELSON: Allan Nelson, NEI. I would just like to respond a bit to the woman's question, if I
may.
The NRC has developed a document called Generic Aging Lessons Learned, where it takes
into all the operating experience that have occurred up to April 2001. From that point on it is up
to the NRC, and the licensee, to evaluate any aging lessons learned that can take place from
that time forward, and incorporate it into its license.
And then as part of its ongoing program continue to evaluate operating lessons learned, and
implement those into their program, as they see fit for that particular licensee.
FACILITATOR CAMERON: Thanks, Allan, for that additional information. Let's go to you.
MR. SILVER CLOUD: Rutisa Lugisky, here locally. That is Silver Cloud in the English
language. The question I have, has any forethought been given to 500 years, 1,000 years from
now, as to the aging management thing? Honestly, has anyone thought that far out?
FACILITATOR CAMERON: Okay, thank you Silver Cloud. And I'm not going to try to say the
Cherokee word for your name, for obvious reasons.
John, Raj, you heard the question, and it deals with continual evaluation. And do you have
something for Silver Cloud?
MR. TAPPERT: This particular review that we are doing now is to relicense the plant for an
additional 20 years. So the focus is to have aging management programs to cover that period
of time.
When you are talking to these longer time frames, it is not so much this particular facility, which
will not be operating in those times, but there will be a geological repository to handle the spent
fuel waste, and those areas we do look at those kinds of time frames.
FACILITATOR CAMERON: When this license, if this license is renewed, it will be renewed for
a specific period of time. Can you just tell people, you or Raj, what that renewal period is?
MR. TAPPERT: Right. The current expiration is 2013 and 2014, they will be adding another 20
years to that, 2033 and 2034.
FACILITATOR CAMERON: Thank you very much. Any other questions on this part of the
process, before we go to the environmental?
(No response.)
FACILITATOR CAMERON: Okay, thank you very much, and thank you Raj, thank you John.
Now we are going to go to Duke Wheeler, who is the project manager for the environmental
review, and he is going to give you an overview of the environmental review process.
[Presentation by Mr. Wheeler]
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I MR. MCDOWELL: As Chip said, my name is Bruc6' McDowell, I work at the Lawrence
I Livermore Laboratory, and I'm the task leader for the team that prepared the supplemental EIS
I for the Peach Bottom Power Plant.
I This slide shows that the approach that we use in making this analysis. The generic
I environmental impact statement, which Duke has referred to as the GELS, NUREG 1437,
I identifies 92 environmental issues that are evaluated for license renewal.
I Sixty nine of these issues are considered generic, or category one, which means that the
I impacts are the same for all reactors, or the same for all reactors with certain features, such as
I plants that have cooling towers.
I For the other 23 issues, referred to as category 2, the NRC found that the impacts were not the
I same at all sites, and therefore a site-specific analysis was needed. And on this slide it shows
I the category 2 approach.
I Only certain issues addressed in the GElS are applicable to Peach Bottom. For those generic
I issues that are applicable to Peach Bottom, we assessed if there was any new information
I related to the issue that might change the conclusion in the GELS, which is the new and
I significant information on the slide.
I
I
I
I

If there is no new information, then the conclusions of the GElS are adopted. If new
information is identified, and determined to be significant, then a site-specific analysis would be
performed.
For the site-specific issues related to Peach Bottom, a site-specific analysis was performed

I And, finally, during the scoping period, the public was invited to provide information on potential
I new issues, and the team during their review looked to see if there were any new issues that
I needed evaluation.
I For each issue identified in the GELS, an impact level is assigned., These impact levels are
I consistent with the Council on Environmental Quality Guidance for NEPA analysis.
I For a small impact the effect is not detectable, or too small to destabilize, or noticeably alter any
I important attribute of the resource.
I For example, the plant may cause the loss of adult and juvenile fish at the intake structure. If
I the loss of fish is so small that it cannot be detected in relation to the total population of the
I river, the impact would be small.
I For a moderate impact the effect is sufficient to alter noticeably, but not destabilize important
I attributes of the resource. Using the fish example, again, if losses at the intake canal cause the
I population to decline, but then stabilize at a lower level, the impact would be moderate.
I And, finally, for an impact to be considered large the effect must be clearly noticeable and
I sufficient to destabilize important attributes of the resource.
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So if losses at an intake canal, for instance at Peach Bottom, cause the fish population to
decline to the point where it cannot stabilize, and continually declines, that impact would be
large.
In Chapter 2 of the draft supplemental EIS we discuss the plant and the environment around
the plant. In Chapter 4 we then looked at the potential impacts for an additional 20 years of
operation at the Peach Bottom Nuclear Power Station.
The issues that the team looked at are issues related to the cooling system, the transmission
lines, radiological issues, socioeconomic issues, groundwater use and quality, and threatened
and endangered species.
I'm going to take a few minutes to discuss the highlights of our analysis. If you have any
questions about our findings, Chip will give you an opportunity to ask them.
One of the issues we looked at, closely, is the cooling system for the Peach Bottom station.
This is the ladder, the cooling intake, and the canals.
Although there are a number of category 1 issues related to the cooling system, and remember
that we said that category 1 issues are those that have been determined to have the same
significance for all plants, no new and significant information was identified, either during
scoping, by the Applicant, or by the Staff during the review.
The issues that the team looked at on a site-specific basis include water use conflicts,
entrainment, and impingement of fish and shellfish, heat shock, and enhancement of
microbiological organisms.
We found that the potential impacts in these areas were small and additional mitigation
measures were not warranted.
Radiological impacts are a category 1 issue, because it is often a common concern to the public
I want to take a minute to discuss this issue at Peach Bottom.
We looked at the effluent release and monitoring program during our site visit. We/ooked at
how the gaseous and liquid effluents were treated and released, as well as how the solid
wastes were treated, packaged, and shipped.
We also looked at how the Applicant determines and demonstrates that they are in compliance
with the regulations for release of radiological effluents.
This slide shows you the near site, or on-site location the Applicant monitors for atmospheric
releases and direct radiation. There are a number of other monitoring stations beyond the site
boundary, including locations where water, milk, fish, and food products are sampled.
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I Our review of the releases, and the resulting dose calculations, found that the doses to the
I maximally exposed individuals in the Peach Bottom vicinity, were very small fractions of the
I EPA environmental radiation standards.
I In addition we found no new and significant information relating to this issue. The releases
I from the plant and the resulting off-site potential doses are not expected to increase on a year
I to year basis, during the 20 year license renewal term.
I During scoping comments were received with claims of elevated childhood cancer resulting
I from releases of strontium 90. I'm going to do a short summary at the end of my presentation.
I Any questions, I think, would best be directed toward Tricia, who is here from the NRC.
I But to summarize the findings in Section 4.7, doses to the public from routine Peach Bottom
I emissions were specifically evaluated in the 1996 generic EIS for license renewal, and were
I found to be within regulatory limits.
I In-plant monitoring of effluent streams establishes that there have been no significant releases
I of strontium 90 from the Peach Bottom plant. In addition no causal relationship has been
I established between levels of strontium 90 and deciduous teeth, and childhood cancer.
I
I
I
I
I

Lastly there is a unanimous consensus, in the scientific community, that current radiation
protection standards are protective of public health. Therefore the team concluded that the
information provided during the scoping period, regarding strontium 90 releases is not new and
significant, and does not change the conclusion in the 1996 GELS, that the radiological impacts
are small.

I The last issue I would like to discuss from chapter 4 is that of threatened and endangered
I species. There are no federally listed aquatic species that occur, currently occur, within the
I vicinity of Peach Bottom and the Conawingo pond.
I
I
I
I

There are a number of terrestrial species listed as threatened and endangered that may occur
in the range of the Peach Bottom Power Station and the transmission lines.
The lower Susquehanna river is an important bald eagle area in Pennsylvania, and one of the
areas in the state where bald eagles can be observed year round.

I There are ten active bald eagle nests near the Conowingo pond, and recent surveys indicate
I that as many as 10 to 15 eagles over-winter in the vicinity of the Peach Bottom discharge canal,
I which may be the only part of the river that is not frozen.
I Bog turtles are known to occur in the vicinity of the transmission line, but a survey performed on
I the line did not find any suitable habitat of those areas in the corridor.
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Peregrine falcons are very rare in the Peach Bottom area, although the area is within their
range. There is a plant species called the swamp pink, which was not observed during surveys
of the transmission corridor.
In other chapters of the GElS we evaluated the uranium fuel cycle and solid waste
management, and decommissioning. All issues for the uranium fuel cycle and solid waste
management, as well as decommissioning, are considered category 1.
For our analysis we did not find any new or significant information related to these issues, and
so we adopted the conclusions in the GELS.
The team evaluated the potential environmental impacts associated with the Peach Bottom
power station not continuing operation. The team looked at no-action, new generation from
coal-fired, gas-fired, and new nuclear, purchased power, alternative technologies such as wind,
solar, and hydropower, and then a combination of different alternatives.
For each alternative we looked at, we looked at the same type of issues. For example, we
looked at land use, terrestrial ecology, aquatic ecology, socioeconomics that we looked at
during the license renewal term.
Our preliminary conclusion for the alternatives, and this includes the no-action alternatives, is
that these alternatives may have environmental impacts that at least in some impact categories,
reach moderate or large significance.
Now I would like to turn this back over to Chip, and if there are any questions specifically
regarding the radiation issues?
FACILITATOR CAMERON: Okay. I think that we might have some follow-ons to Paul's
question on radiation and other questions. So perhaps the easiest thing to do is to find out, to
ask, to deal with the questions that are on other aspects of the draft environmental impact
statement, get those questions in to Bruce, and answers, and then start off with Trish Milligan
addressing Paul's question about who the regulations, NRC regulations, are targeted to.
So with these non-radiation questions, Judy, and Marcia.
MS. JOHNSRED: Judith Johnsred. I do want to ask Mr. McDowell to repeat his statement that
I jotted down as: There is unanimous agreement in the radiological public health sector that the
existing standards are adequately protective of public health.,
Did I get that correct, based on what you've just said?
MR. MCDOWELL: I can read it again.
MS. JOHNSRED: Yes, please.
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I MR. MCDOWELL: I said: Lastly, there is near unanimous consensus in the scientific
I community.
I MS. JOHNSRED: Yes, I don't think you said near before, did you? Go ahead, I'm sorry.
I MR. MCDOWELL: I may have misspoke. There is near unanimous consensus in the scientific
I community that current radiation protection standards are protective of public health.
I MS. JOHNSRED: Have you looked at the, what I believe is, the current ICRP reexamination,
I specifically of tritium?
I MR. MCDOWELL: This sounds like a radiation question that I think Trish Milligan could better
I answer.
I MS. JOHNSRED: I have a second question here. I will come back to my second one if it
I comes to me.
I
I
I
I
I

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Marcia, I'm going to come over to you. But let me just make a
point. Is that even though Judy Johnsred had a question about have you considered, and we
are going to go to that for answers, that some of these questions implicitly raise comments on
the draft environmental impact statement, and we will take them as such, comments to consider
in our review.

I Marcia:
I
I
I
I

MS. MARKS: My question was on consideration of alternatives. I didn't see up there
conservation. I mean, take a look at this room right now. If you would use some proper lighting
you could reduce the energy needs extremely.
And I think this is one of the best ways to reduce energy needs.

I FACILITATOR CAMERON: Okay, Bruce, how was conservation considered in terms of
I alternatives?
I MR. MCDOWELL: As I said at the start of this presentation, this is sort of the highlights of our
I presentation. But conservation is considered in chapter 8 of the supplemental EIS.
I FACILITATOR CAMERON: Okay. Another question before we go to the radiation? Yes, and
I give us your name, please.
MS. SMITH: I'm Sandy Smith, a member of
Pennsylvania Environmental Network. I don't know,
is this the time to ask a question that I have on
I environmental impact? I just heard you mention it.

PB )03
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I'm concerned, I know some people that have lived
here all their life, and they have fished here all their
life. And starting in the '80s they've noticed carp in
this area that are one-eyed, have strange fins, are different, they don't fight much to be caught.
And I'm under the impression, I don't fish or anything, but this is not common for carp. And this
seems to be the only area around here that there seems to be some sort of a problem with the
carp.
Have you, has anyone brought this to your attention, have you done anything about it, has it
been identified, what is happening to the carp?
FACILITATOR CAMERON: Thank you.
MR. MCDOWELL: During our analysis we met with the Fish and Wildlife Service, and with the
people that are responsible for the Fishery Restoration Program, where they do sampling, and
they inspect, or they monitor the progress of the Shad Restoration Program in the river.
And so the people that we talked to I think were fairly familiar with the fishery in the river, and
this has not come up. This has not come up. It may be a valid comment, it has not come up in
our conversations with the state and local agencies.
MS. SMITH: Would you look into it?
FACILITATOR CAMERON: Absolutely, Sandy, we will consider that as a comment on this, that
will be evaluated.
Judy, do you have that second question?
MS. JOHNSRED: Yes.
FACILITATOR CAMERON: All right.
MS. JOHNSRED: It came back to me. So Pennsylvania is in process of the introduction of a
substantial package of legislation resulting from our joint state government commission's work
this past year, that would foster the use of alternative sources, with particular emphasis on wind
development.
Now, I do know, understand, that Exelon had been considering a 100 megawatt PB, peeble bed
modular plant, and has apparently decided not to do so, reactor. -I
And we will be having, to my understanding from the Penn State Research Center,
approximately that amount of additional electricity committed from wind by the end of this year.
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I So my question is, how and to what extent, did you handle the potential for wind development to
I satisfy future demand, alternatively, from the Peach Bottom plants?
I MR. MCDOWELL: If you would like to look in chapter 8, that is where it is discussed. Our
I general approach to looking at alternatives were looking at alternatives that would replace the
I capacity of the Peach Bottom plant.
I And we looked at a report, I can pull out the exact report for you, that analyzed or looked at the
I potential for wind sites in Pennsylvania. And a lot of the wind sites, as I remember, were in
I inaccessible locations, or were in environmental sensitive areas.
I
I
I
I
I

And that limited the number of wind sites, and made some, I think, uneconomic. But due to the
fact that wind power is not a very economic, or all the economies, it is not competitive,
economically, and the fact that there is not very many locations within Pennsylvania, it didn't
look in our analysis, and I will have to go back and show you what we looked at.
That the -- I'm sorry, did you want to rephrase that?

I

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Judy, do you have a follow-up?

I

MR. MCDOWELL: That there wasn't a potential for wind power to replace the site.

I MS. JOHNSRED: In your economic analysis of wind were you including in comparison with the
I operation of the nuclear reactor, waste costs for management and disposal?
I MR. MCDOWELL: I think it was all costs.
I MS. JOHNSRED: All costs of wind. And what were the waste costs associated with wind that
I you considered, please?
I MR. MCDOWELL: No, I didn't say that there were waste costs of wind. I said we considered
I all the costs associated with the operation.
I MS. JOHNSRED: So were there costs associated with waste, related to wind generation?
I MR. MCDOWELL: I think that in any operation there is some waste.
I MS. JOHNSRED: And what would the waste be with respect to wind?
I MR. MCDOWELL: Well, I think you would have maintenance waste.
I MS. JOHNSRED: And how does that compare, in cost analysis, with the waste generated by
I the Peach Bottom reactors for the additional 20 years of operation?
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MR. MCDOWELL: We did not do a comparison of waste streams between wind

-

MS. JOHNSRED: Thank you.
MR. MCDOWELL: -- power and nuclear.
MS. JOHNSRED: Thank you.
FACILITATOR CAMERON: And, Judy, again the implication, I guess, is there is a critique
implied there of the analysis. Sandy?
MS. SMITH: It kind of took me back. You said
there were places that would be good for wind, but it
would be inaccessible. I can't imagine any place
being inaccessible, when you think of where all the high tension utility wires are going through
right now.'
It almost looks like it would be inaccessible, and yet they are there. What place in Pennsylvania
would be inaccessible for wind?
MR. MCDOWELL: I'm sorry, I didn't mean it was inaccessible for wind, I thought it was
inaccessible for connection to a transmission grid.
MS. SMITH: I don't understand if the wires c~n go there?
MR. MCDOWELL: I can show you in the report. It is hard for me to talk without having the
report in front of me. But we can talk about this, and I can discuss it with you, off-line.
FACILITATOR CAMERON: And, Sandy, is that okay with you if we do it specifically?
okay.

All right,

Let's do a couple more questions, and let's get to the radiation issue. All right, Silver Cloud, do
you have a quick question for us? And then I'm going to ask Bruce if it is okay if Trish shares
the microphone, comes up there to answer the questions?
MR. MCDOWELL: Sure.
FACILITATOR CAMERON: Silver Cloud?'
PBDo4MR. SILVER CLOUD: Well, this is actually a statement of fact. I'm glad the lady made mention
decided not to take any fish, or
of something about the fish. But ten years ago my family, we
ago that sores and
years
ten
noticed
we
partake of any fish out of the lake, because
in
the
lake.
abnormalities on fish
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We love perch, and we love etcetera, etcetera, the various things, the blue gill. So this is not a
new thing, it is going on. And, apparently, not enough investigation is going on to really check
this out.
I can say this because I have seen it with my own eyes, and I do not lie.

I FACILITATOR CAMERON: Thank you, Silver Cloud. In other words, well not in other words,
I but another comment on issues to explore.
I And, Trish, could you come up and at least start with this issue?
I
I
I
I
I

MS. MILLIGAN: Hi, I'm Trish Milligan, I'm a certified health physicist with the NRC. I'm'also a
pharmacist, I'm licensed to practice pharmacy in 13 states, including Pennsylvania.
I,spent a number of years as a nuclear pharmacist, dealing with radioactive drugs for
diagnostics, and also for treatment. I've spent a fair number of my professional career working
for nuclear reactors.

I
I
I
I
I

I also worked for myself for a while, it didn't work out too well, and then I came to the NRC.
To answer your question here, who we are trying to protect? When we do, we require
licensees to file each year an annual effluent report. And in that annual effluent report we
expect them to characterize the waste stream, and then we expect them to do dose
calculations.

I
I
I
I

In fact we require them to do dose calculations, looking at all of the critical groups. And the
critical groups include infants, because we know infants are more than just small adults, they
aren't, they have very different metabolisms, they breathe at different rates, they have different
dose factors connected with infants.

I
I
I
I

We also have them do calculations that look at children, and then we have them look at
calculations for adults. And when they go through and do these calculations, and I've done
these for a number of years for myself when I was working for a utility, that was my
responsibility, was to do these calculations.

I You would do the calculations, and then one would float to the surface, if you will, as the critical
I group. Sometimes it was children, sometimes it was infants, occasionally it was adults, but
I typically it was children.
I
I
I
I
I

These doses were reported in the annual effluent reports which are available publicly through
the NRC, and I believe the licensee, Peach Bottom can supply them to you, also.
And in these reports you look at what these doses are, and they are typically reported in milli
rem doses. They are appendix I limits, which are very conservative limits, 5 milli rem whole
body, and numbers that are similar to that for organ doses.

I And these doses are typically infractions of milli rem doses. So we look at these constantly.
I Each year that the licensee operates they file with us this report. So we have an ongoing
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understanding of what the doses are to the whole range of the population. Not just organ
doses, but skin dose, and whole body dose.
Does that answerFACILITATOR CAMERON: Paul, does that answer your question? And if you have a follow
up, if you wouldn't mind using that microphone?
MR. GUNTER: Well, obviously this is -- I'm Paul Gunter with Nuclear Information Resource
Service.
Obviously there is an ongoing dialogue here. But just a simple question, in administering
therapeutic radiation, do children get the same dose as adults, or is it recognized, in the
therapeutical use of radiation, that children have a lower tolerance to radiation?
Is that generally correct?
MS. MILLIGAN: It depends on what you are treating, and what

-

MR. GUNTER: I'm just saying generally.
MS. MILLIGAN: - you are doing.
MR. GUNTER: Is it acknowledged that children have a lower threshold to radiation than adults?
MS. MILLIGAN: You would typically give a child a lower dose because it is a lower body mass.
MR. GUNTER: Right.
MS. MILLIGAN: But you are talking, in terms of therapy, you are talking extraordinarily high
doses that are well above NRC dose limits, well above.
MR. GUNTER: My point, though, is that in considering a 20 year license extension, that what
our concern is that there is a cumulative value there. And that the children, in our mind, is the
target population, the critical population when evaluated the cumulative effect of 20 years
additional operation of that reactor.
And it is our concern that that be the determining factor for a 20 year license extension.
MS. MILLIGAN: And you want us to look specifically at child dose?

PBD

MR. GUNTER: I think, again, I'm going to try to restate this clearly.
In considering a 20 year license extension, and 20 years additional operation, in our view the

2

critical population that would determine that operation is the children. And that the
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I cumulative effect, that there is a cumulative effect of 20 years additional operation, with ongoing
I routine releases that build up in the environment, that bio-magnify.
I The focus of our concern, and it should be your concern, is the bio-magnification to the children
I in this area. And it is our concern that that is not being addressed in the environmental impact
I statement.
I MS. MILLIGAN: When we look at, in the operating reactor space, the dose limits that are set
I up from our appendix I limits, are very, very small.
I To give you an example, if you ate one medium sized banana a day, every day for a year, you
I would come up with approximately a two milli rem dose to your whole body, from eating that
I banana, from natural radioactivity that is in that banana.
I Our dose limits, whole body, for appendix I is 5 milli rem. So you double your banana dose a
I day, and you've got our effluent limits from our plants.
I
I
I
I
I
I

So when we look at what our licensees are actually releasing, they are releasing, typically, a
tenth to a hundredth of that, in a total year's worth of dose to that particular critical group.
So we are looking, very closely, and we watch closely, at what our licensees are allowed to
release, and the doses are very, very small. You get, like I said, two bananas a day, and you
are at our appendix I limits, and very few of our licensees, I think, have ever approached our
appendix I limits.

I
I
I
I
I
I

FACILITATOR CAMERON: I think that we do have a comment there from Paul, is that the
analysis in the environmental impact statement, or the analysis or radiation doses should be the
critical path item, so to speak, not only the effect of radiation on children, but the cumulative
effect over a 20 year period.
And Trish is, I take it, that what you are saying is that -- do we look at cumulative effects, in
terms of - it is all factored into the process?

I
I
I
I
I

MR. SHANBAKY: My name is Mohamed Shanbaky, I'm the branch chief, region one,
responsible for the inspection program at NRC, and inspection program at Peach Bottom.
As far as cumulative effect, the doses that are being calculated are mostly a committed dose,
both national and international expert, they calculate internal doses of radioactive material,
based on 50 years.

I And when you talk about committed dose, to a child, it is still a very, very low fraction of what
I the EPA regulations say as to exposure to minors. So it is still, even if you consider the
I cumulative, and you talk about committed dose, it is still very low.
I FACILITATOR CAMERON: Okay, thanks, Mohamed.
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Let's take a few more questions on this issue, and then we are going to have to move on to
consider severe accidents.
This gentleman?
MR. AUGUST: My name is Bernard August. My question to you is, I've gotten a bit jaded
about corporate responsibility, and things of this nature, recently, because we have all been
affected by it.
What guarantee that the information that you are getting from the utilities that run nuclear
power plants is accurate?
MS. MILLIGAN: Well, we have resident inspectors at the sites that live there. We also have
inspection teams that go out and routinely look at all these different parts of the NRC program,
of the licensee's program. So they are inspected on a regular basis.
FACILITATOR CAMERON: Does anybody from NRC want to supplement

-

MR. SHANBAKY: I'd like to say one word on this. I have, as we speak right now, have resident
inspectors from the NRC, what they are doing, they are walking down systems, they are looking
at equipment, and they are looking at maintenance activities.
The licensee gives us unfettered access to all the plant's area, including all the vital equipment
in the plant. We look at them, we touch them, feel them, we test them.
So it is not just we take the word of the licensee. We trust, but we verify, we go out and verify
that the licensee is giving us factual information.
FACILITATOR CAMERON: Thanks, Mohamed. Let me see if there is anybody that has a
question that we haven't heard from.
Let's take Judy, and then Marcia, and then let's go to Bob Palla. And, Trish, I think these may
be questions for you, I'm not sure.
,MS. JOHNSRED: Yes, thank you, Judith Johnsred.
It is my understanding that the dose standards have
been decided upon in terms of standard man. That
is the measure for the setting of the doses that, then, presumably the plant will operate below.

PBD05
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And it raises a couple of questions. A geneticist has asked me, repeatedly, how the NRC, in
determining dose impacts, deals with not only the child, and not only the fetus, and not only the
embryo, but cumulative impact upon the ova that a woman carries through her life, and that are
the basis of, of course, the ultimate embryo, fetus, and child?
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I That is one question. And related to it is the issue of how the NRC will incorporate the additive
5 doses received from deregulated released, recycled, and reused radioactive materials, not only
either as materials or waste, for
2 I those generated at the plant, and then subsequently released,
I recycle, but also essentially the other doses, each of them presumably small, that would be
I received from other sources of recycled radioactive materials.
I And I'm thinking here, in particular, of the fact that not only the NRC is considering a large
I expansion of release and recycle but, in fact day before yesterday the comment period closed
I on Part 71, the transportation harmonization regulations that also involve exemptions.
I Plus -- well, T-Norm is coming up, I guess, as well. So there are, suddenly, a great many
0I additive sources for exposures. And it is not clear how those are incorporated in your analyses.
5- I
3
MS. JOHNSRED: Let me answer the first part of your first question.
I When we established dose limits for the public, which is everyone in the public domain, not an
I occupational worker, we established doses that are at a considerably lower level, so 100 milli
rem per year, for example, is a dose limit for the public.
I
I
I
I

With that we feel that we have, that we provide good protection to the public from radiation.
Now, I referred earlier, and we've talked about the EPA limits, which are 5 milli rem per year, so
that is one-twentieth of what our limits are for our general Part 20 limits for radiation to the
public.

I So we are looking at a very small fraction. And if you look at what is actually, what the
I members of the public receive from our power plant effluents, that is a fraction of a tenth, or a
I hundredth below that as well.
I
I
I
I
I

So with that kind of protection you are looking at, it would be extremely low doses, to a woman's
ova. Now, if you look at the contribution, from background radiation, from just living here, living
in Pennsylvania, where we have a high background, eating naturally radioactive food, you see a
dose contribution including from other sources, such as medicine, somewhere around 300 to
400 milli rem per year.

I I'm sorry? So you look at our limits are very, very small. And you look at other parts of the
I country that have even higher natural background radiation limits, and you see adequate
I protection provided by our licensee limits, from that added incremental dose.
I FACILITATOR CAMERON: And, Trish, is there anything that you can say on Judy's second
I question about how, I guess, new sources of radiation are dealt with through the regulations?
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MS. MILLIGAN: When we look at release of recycled materials, we create a series of
scenarios, a whole series of scenarios that look at this recycled metal becomes a fork, for
example, or becomes a tire, or table, or pick anything.
We look at what would be the exposure, what would be the people, what would be the
contributing dose assuming a resident time of, you know, maybe 20 hours a day sitting on top
of that table, what would be your dose?
We consider all these various exposure scenarios, and then we come up with a dose limit that
says, at this point this amount of material could, potentially, be released.
But I don't work on the materials side of the house, and I can't talk to all the regulations and
what they are doing, I strictly work on the reactor side. And the materials side has put a lot of
work into that, and I don't know all the regulations.
What we could do would be to direct you to the appropriate people in the materials side that
could answer your questions much better than I can.
FACILITATOR CAMERON: Thanks, Trish and thanks, Judy. Let's take one last question from
Marcia and let's bring Bob Palla up to talk about severe accident mitigation alternatives.
MS. MARKS: I think that Judy asked my first question, which was exposure to the pregnant
woman, and to the ova over a woman's lifetime. And she asked that.
And most of the public isn't aware, Dr. Ellis Stuart just died, and she was able to prove
transgenerational effects of radiation to the pregnant woman, onto the children.
My question, though, is when you are -- on your measurements, you said you measure the
effluent. And if I read this correctly, in the environmental impact statement, you measure the
strontium 89 only every four months.
If the half life is only 50 days, how in the world are you finding it? How often do you measure
this effluent? You talked about a yearly report.
MS. JOHNSRED: What you are asking is how often do the licensee's measure their effluent
stream? The licensee's monitor their effluent stream on a regular basis, regular being daily,
minute by minute, hour by hour, day by day.
They have a good handle on what their water chemistry is, and what their effluent stream is.
MS. MARKS: Then what I read in the report was notMS. JOHNSRED: ,No, the numbers are tabulated quarterly. All the effluents and the water
chemistry is done on a daily basis.
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[Presentation by Mr. Palla

I MR. AUGUST: In light of the fact that -- Bernard August -- that this plant here gets its water
I from the river, was any consideration at all given just in case a natural disaster, like the dam
I breaking, or anything like that, taken into consideration during this report?
I
I
I
I

MR. PALLA: Dam break type of events, and floods, external floods, these type of events are
considered in what was -- we term it the individual plant examination for external events.
It is a type of a risk study that was done. These studies are not strictly quantitative type
analysis, they are more of a -- it is an engineering assessment, really.

I But the results of those studies were submitted to the Staff, and reviewed as part of our review
I of the individual plant examination. They were found to be much lower in risk than the risk from
I internally initiated events.
I So they did not play a role in this analysis. The risks that we are trying to reduce here is largely
I driven by internally initiated events, which did not include those types of events.
I FACILITATOR CAMERON: Okay. Mohamed, before we go to the gentleman behind you, do
I you want to make a clarification?
I MR. SHANBAKY: A quick clarification on this. That was assessed in the original plant design.
I The plant have emergency cooling towers. Emergency cooling towers would provide adequate
I cooling for all necessary equipment shut down.
I
I
I
I

The water supply is on hand, at the base of the tower you have', I believe, 3.7 million gallons of
water that you would be using, it would give you seven days of water use to cool down the
plant.
So that was assessed, and the equipment is operational, and on-site.

I FACILITATOR CAMERON: Thank you, Mohamed. Let's go to this gentleman right back here.
I MR. EGBERT: Lawrence Egbert from Baltimore. You eliminated 174 candidate improvement
I possibilities, and then you subsequently eliminated 25 of the remaining 30.
I What was the difference between the way you eliminated them?
I MR. PALLA: Well, it was a sequential process. It began, the large number was the result of
I basically throwing out a large net, trying to look at analysis that were done at several different
I plants, and effectively including those as candidate SAMAs.
I And then so you start with a large number, many of which you know at the outset, probably
I aren't going to pass an initial screening, because in some cases an improvement might really
I have been evaluated at another plant, which is a pressurized water reactor.
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So it may not be applicable, at all, in concept to a boiling water reactor, such as Peach Bottom.
So it is -- we actually outlined it fairly clearly, I think, in our report what that sequential process
was.
But, as I mentioned earlier, the process was to eliminate things that had already been
implemented. Sometimes you might have two different alternatives that by and large do the
same thing, so you can combine them into a single alternative that you can consider further.
So there is some collapsing there, as well. Some of these fixes may address sequences that
don't have any significant contribution to the risk profile, this would be another reason.
And then some are so clearly resource intensive and expensive that you can tell that even if you
eliminated all of the risk at the plant that this would not be cost beneficial.
So there is some confusion, it wasn't a very straightforward process, it was a multi-phased
process that I think is explained in the report. But I could talk to you more about it, later, if you
have some specific questions.
FACILITATOR CAMERON: Okay, they very much, Bob.
MR. PALLA: We look at that process to see that it is systematic, and logical, and that the
criteria used to screen these things is reasonable.
FACILITATOR CAMERON: Okay. We have one more question for you, and then we are going
to get to Duke Wheeler, again, for the conclusion, so that we can hear from everybody that has
comments.
Yes, sir?
MR. MCCONNELL: Sam McConnell, and I'm a Peach Bottom resident.
What is the agreement, or how does NRC operate with FERC, the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission, in regards to nuclear accidents, who takes priority, the requirement for electricity,
or the nuclear accident?
FACILITATOR CAMERON: Do we have -- who wants to address that specific question,
perhaps, within the general context of emergency planning? I think we will go to John Tappert
for that one.
And, John, you heard the specific question that the gentleman had?
MR. TAPPERT: Yes. I mean, obviously, the mandate of the NRC is the health and safety of
the public. So if there were an incident, or something, at the facility the first mandate of the
Agency is the safety of the plant.
So energy concerns really aren't part of that picture.
FACILITATOR CAMERON: Do you want to comment on--
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I MR. GUNTER: I just wanted to -- Paul Gunter, Nuclear Information Resource Service.
I The term that the NRC uses is called as low as reasonably achievable, ALARA. Now, ALARA
I is used a lot in determining cost beneficial analyses for safety.
I And I'm sure you worked ALARA into the license extension. But one of the principles of
I ALARA, one of the principal considerations of ALARA is economics. So -- and it is stated right
I there in the Code of Federal Regulations.
I So when you talk about balancing dose, for example, against continued operation, economics
I does come into play through the ALARA principle.
I
I
I
I

FACILITATOR CAMERON: And, Paul, that is a good comment. And I think that maybe it
would give Bob an opportunity to, when you talk about doing cost benefit on whether a
particular SAMA should be implemented, you are talking about based on the assumption that
the NRC regulations are being met.

I All of these things are over and above what is necessary to provide adequate protection to
I public health and safety?
I
I
I
I

MR. PALLA: This is -- economics is deeply ingrained in this whole process. The SAMA
evaluation is essentially looking at ways that risk can be reduced, these each have a cost. And
then they would result in a reduction in core damage frequency, or person rem at the site, and
the surroundings.

I
I
I
I

And these are all put in terms of dollars and compared. You are comparing cost of
implementation against costs that are associated with, you know, the benefits of reducing, or
eliminating the accidents.
So, yes, economics is really what this is.

I [Presentation by Mr. Wheeler]
I FACILITATOR CAMERON: Thank you very much. We are going to go right into our public
I comment portion of the program.
I And our first speaker is Joe Mangano. And, Joe, I hope I'm pronouncing your name right. But
I correct that if I didn't. And Joe is with the Radiation Public Health Project. And he has come
I down from New York City.
I And because of that I have to ask everybody to try to be brief, and I talked about the five to
I seven minute ground rule, because we do have a lot of speakers, and we do want to hear all of
I you.
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Because Joe has come down from New York City, national group, we are going to give him just
a couple minutes leeway, so he can make his presentation.
And, Joe, if you would come up? And I'm going to move this out in the center, and you can
refer to it as you want, okay?
MR. MANGANO: Good afternoon, everyone. Again,
I'm Joseph Mangano, I'm the National Coordinator for
the Radiation and Public Health Project in New York

PBD06

city.
We are a group of professional researchers. In the last eight years we have published 17
articles in medical journals, and written five books about the health effects of radiation
exposure.
My comments today will be about, will be addressed to the environmental impact statement
draft. And my -- the nature of my comment will be that, in essence, this is a very limited
document to make any sort of decision on whether to extend the license of this plant for 20
years.
I will break my comments into three, very briefly. First of all, major meltdowns and accidents;
number two, nuclear waste; number three, routine emissions and cancers.
First of all, in terms of accidents, we've known for a long time that any kind of a major core
meltdown in a nuclear plant like Peach Bottom would be the worse environmental catastrophe
in the United States history.
06-1

Twenty years ago the federal government did a
study and showed that if either one of the cores of
the Peach Bottom reactors had a full meltdown,
72,000 people would die, 45,000 would suffer acute radiation poisoning, and 37,000 others
would develop cancers.
Now, remember, this is a minimum estimate, because if both reactors had meltdowns you could
double that. This was done 20 years ago, the population has grown since, it only considers the
area within 30 miles of the plants, and it ignores the stored fuel, the radioactive waste, which
consists of much, much more radiation than is in the core.
In fact, there is hundreds of Hiroshima bombs worth of radiation in there. The EIS ignores this.
It does not ignore the issue of an accident, but it ignores two new threats that we have here,
beyond when the plant was opened.
First of all, September 11th changed everything. We now have this very new, and very clear,
and very serious threat of a terrorist attack towards a nuclear plant, which certainly calls out for
a new study, and consideration of safety factors.
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I Number two, we are not talking about a plant that is just about to open. We are talking about a
I nuclear plant that is going to be operating from age 40 to 60.
Now, so far the oldest reactor has been Big Rock
Point in Michigan. It lasted 34 years, it is now
closed, okay? We don't know what a 40 or 50, or 60
year nuclear plant will be like; will the plants wear

06.
0I out mechanically?

I We just observed, recently, that the Davis-Besse reactor, in Toledo, Ohio, because of corrosion
I from the cooling water, a six inch steel lid, on top of the plant, was corroded down to 3/8ths of
I an inch of steel that was bent, and was found not by a routine inspection, but just by accident.
So it is clear here that we need to see more in terms
of what would happen in terms of an aging plant,
and in terms of a possible accident.

06-"3

I Number two is nuclear waste. The spent fuel pools that exist at Peach Bottom, and other
I reactors, were thought of as a temporary means of storing these radioactive fuel rods. They
I are still temporary, okay? Only they are filling up now.
Almost 30 years later the fuel pools here at Peach
Bottom are almost full. In fact they are putting some
into dry cask storage, and the issue of Yucca
is moving along but it is still up in the air. It will be
site,
a
permanent
being
Nevada,
I Mountain,
I at least eight years before any transfers are to be made from there.

06-4

I That goes unaddressed here, as well. And the existence of this fuel, again, presents a threat to
I the public's health.
I Now, in terms of routine emissions, the position of the NRC, traditionally, has been that
I emissions will be monitored, the environmental levels of radiation will be monitored. If they fall
I within the federal safe permissible limits, therefore they are declared to be harmless.
Our group believes that this is a presumptuous
attitude to take. You don't know. For example, look
06-5
at what happened at the World Trade Center. The
Trade Center was attacked, and numerous
were
put into the atmosphere at higher levels.
I chemicals, such as silicon, and asbestos,
I Well, the EPA went in, did a study and said, yes, the levels are higher, but they are within safe
I limits, therefore they are harmless. At the same time this is happening about a quarter of the
I workers were suffering from some sort of respiratory ailment.
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Three percent of them so badly that they are on the verge of having to retire. So we think the
same should occur here in terms of nuclear reactors. And to do that you need two items.
06-6

Number one, you must look at the disease rates,
"and particularly at the cancer rates in the local area.
Our group spends lots and lots of time doing that. I
will just point a few out here in the Peach Bottom area.
In Lancaster and York counties, which flank the reactor, in the years before, the 25 years
before the plant opened, childhood cancer deaths in the two counties were seven percent below
the U.S. rate.

06-7

Since 1987 the rate is 31 percent above the U.S.
average, okay? Something happened that turned a
low childhood cancer area into a high childhood
cancer area. Is it radioactive, is it some sort of other factor that must be looked at?
Among adult cancers in Lancaster, York, and Chester county, the three closest counties, the
rate since '87, the rate of all cancers is 9 percent above the U.S. Breast cancer is 26 percent
above the U.S. Thyroid cancer, which is very sensitive to radioactive iodine, 60 percent above.

06-8

I

I
I

I

Again, these are questions that remain unanswered.
Whether or not radioactive plays a role, or not, has
to be determined. And the way to determine that is
to look at the amount of radioactive in the body.

I
I
I

It is one thing to measure emissions, it is one thing to measure how much is in the air, and the
water, and the grass. But the real question is, how much gets into the body? This is not
something that we invented, this was done in St. Louis, years ago, to measure how much bomb
test fallout went into people's bodies.

I
I

And it has been done in the 1990s in four different countries, in Greece, United Kingdom,
former West Germany, and in the south Ukraine to measure how much is coming out from
nuclear reactors like Chernobyl and Sulleyfied in England.
And in each case they looked at baby teeth and the amount of radioactive strontium 90, which
only comes from atomic bombs and nuclear reactors. We are doing a study right now. I've
collected almost 4,000 teeth.
Unfortunately here in Pennsylvania, southeast Pennsylvania, we only have 22 teeth, we need
many more. We've collected many more, but are still in our processing them.
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I So far, based on just these 22 teeth, the average level of strontium 90 is 68 percent higher than
I the other six states that we've collected teeth from. That is Pennsylvania, Connecticut, New
I York, New Jersey, Florida, and California.
I There is a reason for this. The EIS spent nine pages discussing, and challenging our baby
I teeth study, making the claim that this strontium 90 was all left over from the bomb test in the
I '50s and '60s.
I Well, back in the '50s and '60s the strontium 90 levels in teeth were pretty much average,
I compared to the rest of the country, now they are much higher. I don't think it is because of old
I bomb testing.
06-9

And the other thing we found, so far, in southeast
Pennsylvania and elsewhere, the children born in
the 1990s have higher levels of strontium 90 than do
I those born in the '80s, they are going up slightly in Pennsylvania up 12 percent.

I This cannot be due to the old bomb test fallout just decaying, it has to be due to a current
I source of strontium 90 which is, can only be nuclear reactors.
I
I
I

My time is almost up, here. Again, low levels, we are not talking about high levels of
radioactive, here. This is not Hiroshima here, this is not Chernobyl, these are low levels of
radiation.

I
I
I
I

But, again, before we make the conclusion that it is harmless, or harmful, we must do these
studies. And we've been wrong in the past, before. Years, until the '50s doctors did pelvic x
rays on pregnant women saying that these x-rays were too low a dose to be harmful, until they
found that the risk of the child getting cancer doubled.

I For many years the Government said that bomb test fallout from the Nevada tests were
I harmless, even if it was getting in the milk, and the water, and the food. Finally in 1997 a study
I was done, by the federal government, showing that up to 212,000 americans developed just
I thyroid cancer from these bomb tests.
06.I10

I"
I
I reactors.

So this is a learning process, this is a relatively new
technology, we are learning things, and we should
engage in the same type of process with nuclear

06-1 1

So in conclusion I would highly recommend that no
decision be made, by the NRC, to extend the license
of this plant until a much more thorough assessment
I of environmental health threats are made. Thank you.
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FACILITATOR CAMERON: And, Joe, thank you. And if we could, I don't know if it is possible
to get a reduction of that map, an eight and a half by eleven that we could put on the transcript?
We can try to work with that.
But since we have you here, live so to speak, and to make -- I guess I shouldn't say so to
speak. Since we have an opportunity to talk to you, let me put it that way, I'm sorry.
Would you mind if there is any questions that the NRC staff has to enable them to better
evaluate this? And I don't want to get into a debate on this, okay? in terms of challenging.
Could they ask you any questions that they have?
MR. MANGANO: Go right ahead.
FACILITATOR CAMERON: Is there any questions related to our evaluation? Trish?
MS. MILLIGAN: Yes, I just have two quick questions. NRC is always interested in new
information, and we are constantly evaluating information on a regular basis.
On your report, there, if you could hold that up for me real quick? It says, right up here,
strontium 90 concentrations in baby teeth measured at birth.
My first question is, how do you measure baby teeth at birth? Because that would be very new
for us, to understand how you do that.
MR. MANGANO: Sure. The child aged 7, or whatever, loses a tooth, donates it to us, we
measure it, and we
MS. MILLIGAN: Back calculate?
MR. MANGANO: Basd on the half life of 29 years of strontium 90, extrapolate that level back.
Most of the uptake is in the fetal, in the early
MS. MILLIGAN: Right, so this is actually back calculation?
MR. MANGANO: So it is pretty close, that is what they did in St. Louis years ago.
MS. MILLIGAN: I just wanted to make sure that was clear. And the second thing is, could you
please share with us your data on these increased cancer rates, so that we could see the data
that you are looking at?
MR. MANGANO: Sure, I brought copies with me.
MS. MILLIGAN: Terrific, that would be great.
MR. MANGANO: Where I got them from, and all that, because I thought someone could use it.
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I MS. MILLIGAN: Thank you very much.
I
I
I
I

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Thank you very much, Joe. And we would be interested in a copy,
a small copy, and I'm sure that there are members of the public that might be interested in
looking at a copy of that, too.
Thank you very much, Joe. You had a question on, for Joe?

I MR. PALLA: Yes.
I FACILITATOR CAMERON: Joe, we have one more question from the NRC staff.
I
I
I
I
I
I

MR. PALLA: I had a question, at the beginning of your presentation you had some statistics
about fatalities from major core melt events. And my question is, have you looked at, or are
aware of more recent studies than the 30 or 40 year old? I forget exactly what -- okay.
Have you looked at anything more recent than that, as far as the plant specific analyses that
have been done for Peach Bottom, for example? Because the results from those studies are
considerably lower than the numbers that you had cited.

I MR. MANGANO: To my knowledge that study, there has been one more subsequent study
I done after that, what they call the crack 2 report, in 1982 by Sandia National Labs.
I It was done in 1989, and it makes updated judgements on what would happen during an
I accident, but it does not give any specific numbers yet. So at this point that is all we have to go
I on.
I It is probably most useful not to make an exact judgement on exactly how many people would
I be injured, but just to give people an idea that, yes, hundreds of thousands of people would be
I involved, would either become ill or die.
I
I
I
I

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Okay, thank you and thanks, Bob.We are going to go on to our
next speakers. And our next three speakers. And thank you again, Joe. Silver CLoud
Washburn. Silver Cloud, would you come up and please talk to us?
And then we will go to Alan Nelson, and Dr. Judy Johnsred.
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MR. WASHBURN: Firstly I would like to start off by
saying, to the person, the omnipotent, the it that
made it possible for me to be here today,

I grandfather, Jehova.
I And I thank grandfather that everyone who is here is here, because they are concerned about
I this issue. My major concern with this issue, and my prayer is simply this.
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Has anyone, from the inception of the nuclear
energy program, whether it be reactors or bombs,
given any thought to what would happen seven

generations in the future?
I would postulate to you, no. Because your opinion doesn't think that way. But I want you to
know that the Native-American thinks about things in these terms. Not all of us, because there
are rotten apples in our barrel, too, undoubtedly.
04-3

But the big concern that I have here is the future
generations. We are talking 250,000 years of
financial indentured servitude. Because the Exelon
Corporation is not going to pay for the maintenance and the overhead costs of this facility for
500 years, 1,000 years, and so on. Who is going to do it?
It is our children, and our grandchildren, and our great-grandchildren, and countless future
generations. Exelon Corporation is only interested in what they can extract financially out of
this deal.

04-4

I don't know if they are in bed with Enron, but I tell
you what, Exelon, when they are done with it,
probably already has secret plans to simply go
bankrupt. And when they do, who pays the bill?
Not only do NRC's progeny, and mine, and everyone else's, but it is passed down, and it is
more than a lifetime sentence of debt, and burden. When you look at this debt and burden
what is going to happen in the future, when the people decide we have had enough, we are not
paying anymore.
Well, then the deterioration will begin at all of these plants. I don't know how many there are,
exactly, 100 and some in the United States. But you know it doesn't make any sense to me,
because what has happened here, the European came to these shores, and they gave the
Native-American its bullets and disease.

04-5

And now, since we are all here, and I accept you,
I'm not angry with anyone, but now they are going to
give all of us their toxicological waste. And no
provision or thought was given to this at the inception of these plans, none.
I hope you are thinking about it, gentlemen. I hope the people hearing my voice are thinking
about this. Because this stuff must be contained. And Yucca Mountain, really, may not be the
solution.
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I I would pray to Grandfather that it is, and that it has been well thought out. But it seems funny
I to me, why didn't they put it in the middle of New York City? Why did they have to put it on
I indian land?
I Think about it, we are constantly punished. Well, you know something? There is not going to
I be enough trees left on the planet earth to print the money that it is going to take.
The word is a guguplex of dollars, it is not there.
And I just beg you, I will tell you this, I will give you
Y4-j7
the shirt off my back, I will give you everything I own,
Ito shut this plant down. I would stand here and allow you to take my life because I love all
I people so much.
I Shut it down. I would walk out of here naked, I would be a pauper and a vagabond, I would be
I happy to do this. That is my contribution to the people. You have to understand that this is
I foolishness.
I Whatever happened, in the name of heaven, to common sense? You can go to college and get
I all the education you want from the books. But you all fail to realize, and most people do, and
I even I, until I was in my 40s, realized that common sense is the higher level of intelligence.
I And once you get in touch with the creator of all things, and ask to be shown, through these
I words given to me by a sacred spirit, isha del talalatacna (Phonetic) open my eyes that I may
see.
I That voice told me, use these words wisely. Use them where you see a need to do good. So'
I to you people, you wonderful people who I love, Gonkieue (Phonetic) in my tongue that means I
I love you.
Isha delta lalatacna (Phonetic) open my eyes that I
may see. This is my prayer for everyone in this
room. Please shut this place down, let us begin to
I
I bear this burden, and figure a way out of it. Thank you.
I (Applause.)

04-8

I FACILITATOR CAMERON: Thank you very much, Silver Cloud. And I would not want to follow
I Silver Cloud on a presentation, because he is very impressive.
I Alan Nelson will follow him, though.

PBI)07

MR. NELSON: Well, how do you pick your spots?

Good afternoon. License renewal is the best option
I for Peach Bottom. My name is Alan Nelson, I'm a senior project manager at the Nuclear
I Energy Institute. I'm pleased to have the opportunity to join this discussion today, among
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interested citizens of Pennsylvania, and Maryland, state and local officials, NRC staff, and other
parties on license renewal for Peach Bottom.
By way of background, the Nuclear Energy Institute coordinates energy policy for the U.S.
energy companies that own a nuclear power plant. The institute also represents industry
suppliers, fuel cycle companies, universities, and colleges, and other organizations involved in
the beneficial uses of nuclear technologies such as medicine, agriculture, and food safety and
space exploration.
Nuclear energy provides electricity for one of every five homes and businesses in America.
Here in Pennsylvania electricity customers get their electric power from nine nuclear reactors,
including Peach Bottom, as well as Limerick, TMI, Susquehanna, and Beaver Valley.
The purpose of today's meeting is to discuss environmental issues related to the license
renewal application for Peach Bottom that Exelon has submitted to the NRC back in July 2nd,
2001.
Exelon is the tenth utility to seek nuclear plant license renewal. In March of 2000 the NRC, for
the first time, approved a 20 year license extension for two reactors at the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear
power plant on the shores of the Chesapeake Bay, in Maryland.
That approval was a landmark in the industry and evidence of tremendous long term energy
and environmental benefits of nuclear power. To date ten reactors have received 20 year
license extensions from the NRC, and the Agency is reviewing requests from 14 others,
including Peach Bottom.
More than half of all 103 U.S. reactors are expected to submit applications over the next several
years. Many more are expected to join them. Renewing nuclear power plant licenses for an
additional 20 years is economical compared to the development of alternative energy
resources.
As both the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and stakeholders have become more familiar with
the process, we expect the license renewal process to become even more efficient.
Moreover there is a growing recognition, among the
07-1
public and policy makers, both in the United States,
and internationally, that we must maintain the clean
air and other environmental benefits of nuclear energy.
The White House recognized, very clearly, air benefits of nuclear energy in its comprehensive
energy strategy. Vice President Dick Cheney has said, and I quote: "If you are really serious
about reducing green house gases, one of the solutions to the problem is to go back and take
another look at nuclear power."

January 2003
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I
I
I
I
I

There are tremendous air quality advantages from
nuclear energy, for both the health of Pennsylvania
citizens, and from an economic view. License
to our nation's future energy, security, and
is
important
plants
power
renewal for nuclear
environmental needs.
Today's public meeting is part of an extensive process to help ensure that no important
environmental issues are overlooked as the NRC continues to evaluate the Peach Bottom
license renewal application.

I
I
I
I

Throughout its review the NRC will continue to keep interested citizens, and stakeholders,
appraised of its progress. One of the requirements in the environmental review is for Exelon to
compare the environmental impacts of alternative energy sources as part of evaluating possible
alternatives to relicensing Peach Bottom.

07.L,

I The results of that evaluation are worth noting. For example, photo-voltaic cells generating the
I same 2,200 megawatts of power produced at Peach Bottom, will consume about 77,000 acres
I of land.
I The draft generic environmental impact statement also evaluates other alternatives for
I providing electricity for the people of Pennsylvania, including power plants that burn coal,
I natural gas, oil, wind power, as well as hydro, geothermal energy, and biomass derivative fuels.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

The GElS even considers no-action alternative that was stated, do nothing. The report
concludes that these alternative actions, including the no-action alternative, are not feasible, or
have environmental impacts of moderate to high significance.
In contrast the report concludes that environmental impacts associated with renewing the
Peach Bottom license are small. With the extension of the license it means 20 more years of
environmental and economic benefits, and continued reliable electricity for consumers and
businesses in southeastern Pennsylvania.
What exactly does license renewal mean? I happen
to think it is a necessary option. Let me give you

07_1

three key reasons why. First, license renewal will
maintain economic electric generation that does not
I
I produce green house gases, or other air pollutants, such as sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxide, and
I particulates.
1

Second, license renewal will preserve good jobs for
this area, and communities like Delta and Peach
Bottom Township, where these plants are located,
operation.
I will benefit from the plant's continued

07-4

I
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Third, renewal of Peach Bottom's license is far more
economical than building a new power plant.

07-5

Many people don't realize that nuclear energy is the largest source of emission free electricity
generation in America. It represents nearly 70 percent of our nation's emission free generation.
Hydroelectric power is second, with 29 percent, photo-voltaic cells, and wind power, each
represent less than one percent of emission free generation.
It is obvious, from these figures, that nuclear energy provides vital clean air benefits to
southeastern Pennsylvania, and the United States, considering that each state must control
emissions from electric generating sources, through the Clean Air Act.
In your community Peach Bottom also provides stable jobs and safe, reliable, and affordable
electricity. I want to close by saying that the draft GElS is factual and complete, and could
contribute to a fair and objective review of an environmental impact of license renewal at Peach
Bottom.
And I would like to commend Exelon, and the nuclear professionals at Peach Bottom, for their
continued excellent record of safety performance, and commitment, to protect the public health
and safety, and the environment.
Together these are the key factors, in the NRC's conclusion, in the draft GELS, that supports a
positive decision on renewing the license for an additional 20 years.
Thank you very much.
FACILITATOR CAMERON: Thank you, Alan. next we are going to go to Dr. Judy Johnsred.
Do you want to talk from here, or from there?
MS. JOHNSRED: Chip, I've already had a number of comments, and I think it would be
preferable for others who have been silent, to proceed. And if I'may, I would like to speak a
little bit later.
FACILITATOR CAMERON: Thank you, Judy. Let's go to the next three speakers, then, and
we can circle back to Judy. First Marcia Marks, then Paul Gunter, then Sandy Smith. Marcia?
MS. MARKS: My name is Marcia Marks, and I live
in Bethesda, Maryland.
I have about 40 years front line experience in public
health, and social services. And I would like to talk to you, really, about what we are seeing in
the community.

PBD08
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I If many of you have seen this, there have been five full page ads in the New York Times
I saying, why are more kids getting brain cancer, why can't Johnny read, sit still, or stop hitting
I the neighbor's kid?
I There are increases in asthma, diabetes, and many other diseases. Book titles by scientists,
I international scientists, "Our Stolen Future", "Our Children's Legacy", "Generations at Risk",
I and "Terminus Brain".
I What we are seeing in the public health community is a very straight deterioration of human
I health, and the health care costs are out of control. In 1962 Rachel Carson wrote in her book,
"I "Silent Spring": Chemicals and radiation are changing the very nature of this world". And that
I is what we are seeing.
I In reading the environmental impact statement there were at least 132 references to the word
I small, and then in caps, SMALL, small risks, small environmental impacts, small significance,
I etcetera, etcetera.
08-_1

I'
I
I
I
I

What is meant by small risks? Does that mean if my
family and I get sick, that is just a small amount?
What happens as the environmental impact
statement said, that in 45 years the increase in population will be 62 percent, does small then
become medium risks?
The nuclear industry is protected by Congress, under the Price-Anderson Act, because no
insurance company would take a financial risk of insuring a nuclear reactor.

I Who will protect me and my family if we get sick? Certainly not the federal government. The
I record and history has proven the government does not take financial responsibility when it
I harms its citizens.
I It took 50 years to get compensation for nuclear plant workers, and those who worked in the
I industry during the war. Gulf War veterans have received no remuneration.
My next question is, and I have a lot of questions.
Why has the government stopped taking in body
measurements of strontium 90 in bones and teeth?
I The U.S. Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry, is starting to measure toxic
I chemicals to determine human exposure.

08-3

I This is the best proof of toxins in the environment. The same needs to be done for radio
I nucleides, particularly SR90 in the bones and teeth. Why hasn't the government done this
I since 1963?
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08-4

08-5

Shouldn't the public be made aware of why Peach
Bottom 1 was closed in 1987? It is true that the
cause was operators were sleeping on the jobs, and
taking drugs? Where are the records published about the plant violations, such as those in
1982, '83, and the death of an employee in 1985?
Is it true that the NRC called Peach Bottom one of
the worse plants in the nation, and shut down Peach
Bottom 1 in 1987? Do you think people are more
efficient today? I certainly don't. I think general maintenance is improving. Maybe the people
that are fixing the plant would like to come to my house, because my house is only 35 years
old. Every time I repair one thing, something else breaks down.
It is -- maintenance is a continual problem. Look at
today's schools where the children are getting sick
because of maintenance problems, and other

08-6
reasons.
08-7

Peach Bottom is the agriculture area for many parts
of the east coast. How often are measurements
done on the milk, and milk products that enter our
communities? Isn't it interesting that the schools get free milk and free cheese?
When milk is mixed from different farms it becomes
impossible to trace it to its source. How often are
these products tested for strontium 90 and cesium

08-8
137, the longer acting isotopes?

What about measurements in fish? That was mentioned today, but it is well known that people
eat the fish they catch, even if it is in contaminated water.
Until such time as the government can promise to
protect present and future generations, Peach
Bottom should not have its license renewed. Thank

08-9
you.

Oh, one other thing, for those of you who don['t have much knowledge about nuclear waste, I
suggest you read the July 2002 issue of National Geographic.
It was written by an ex-Marine officer who believes in the defensive mechanisms of nuclear, and
he is appalled at the waste across this country. It is an excellent article. Thank you.
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I FACILITATOR CAMERON: Okay, thank you, Marcia. And if after the meeting, perhaps one of
I the NRC staff could just talk to Marcia about the availability of the records that she was talking
I about. They should be public, but we will find out if they are.
I Paul Gunter.
PB•)01

MR. GUNTER: Thanks, Chip. My name is Paul
Gunter, I'm the director of the Reactor Watchdog
Project for Nuclear Information and Resource

I Service.
I I would like to focus my comments, tonight, on the environmental impact statement as it relates
I to one specific structure, the containment.
I
I
I
I
I

In 1972 the United States Atomic Energy Commission, their top safety advisor, Steven
Hanaver, in a confidential memo to the general, regarding the General Electric Mark I
containment pressure suppression system, as used at Peach Bottom, concluded that the safety
hazards inherent in the GE containment design were preponderant, in excessive prevalence,
and recommended that the Atomic Energy Commission not permit any more designs to be built.

I Joseph Hendrie, later to become chairman of the AEC successor agency, the Nuclear
I Regulatory Commission, wrote in an internal response that banning the Mark 1 pressure
I suppression containment could well end nuclear power and "would generally create more
I turmoil than I can stand thinking about."
01I

The AEC then issued operating licenses to Peach
Bottom 2 in 1973, and unit 3 in 1974. By 1985 the
Mark 1 boiling water reactor, or BWR, was again
I singled out by the NRC for special attention, because of strong indications of a high probability
I that its containment would not survive several accident scenarios.

NRC director of nuclear reactor regulation, Harold
01-.
+
Denton, told an industry conference that the Mark 1
1
has a high probability, as high as 90 percent, for
I some accident sequences, such as an overpressurization accident.
I
01

And as one NRC staffer described, the
containment's effectiveness, in an over-temperature
accident, core melt, as "like a hot knife through

+
I butter."

I By 1989 the NRC and the boiling water reactor owners, including Philadelphia Electric
I Company, began work on the Mark 1 containment improvement program.
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With NRC approval Peach Bottom's operators installed an 8 inch diameter pipe, or hardened
vent, that can be opened from the control room, to vent the reactor's primary containment
through the 300 foot tall stack, bypassing the station's radiation filtration systems.
Operators at Peach Bottom now have the option to deliberately vent Peach Bottom's
containment to the environment through controlled releases of the tremendous internal
pressure of a nuclear accident, and its radioactive materials, such as noble gases.
01-7

Vent containment to save it. A botched design, a
proposed ban by its own safety officials. Its primary
containment system later verified to have an
irreversible design flaw. A principal safety boundary jury rigged, and Peach Bottom was given
its first new lease on life with significant reduction of its often touted defense in depth hardware
and philosophy.
Today these badly designed and deteriorating reactors are being relicensed for an additional 20
years only if increased risk of adverse environmental impact to our safety, and the economy,
and the water, and the land resources.
The environmental impact statement does not
address security concerns regarding the structure
vulnerabilities of Peach Bottom's elevated irradiated

01-8

fuel storage ponds.
Every refueling cycle Peach Bottom's operators offload one third of the highly radioactive, and
extremely hot nuclear fuel from the reactor core, and submerge it into a 40 foot deep elevated
storage pond, for thermal cooling and radiation shielding, for a minimum of five years.
The Peach Bottom elevated storage ponds are located approximately between the sixth and the
tenth story of each reactor building. Referred to as the spent fuel pool, in industry jargon, each
storage pond is currently filled with hundreds of tons of high level radioactive waste.
As long as the reactors are operating they are
constantly cycling thermally hot radioactive fuel rods
01-9
into the attic of the reactor. It is NIRS stated
concern that these elevated storage ponds are
radiological terrorism.
sabotage,
of
acts
of
extremely vulnerable to a variety
The environmental impact statement does not adequately address the increased risk by
significantly extending the Peach Bottom operating license, and the adverse environmental
impact associated with a successful terrorist attack on this vulnerable target.
As reported by NRC's own technical study on spent fuel pool accident risk at decommissioning
nuclear power plants published in October 2000, before the attack on the World Trade Center,
and the Pentagon "Mark 1 and Mark 2 secondary containments generally do not appear to have
any significant structures that might reduce the likelihood of aircraft penetration of the spent fuel
January 2003
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I pool. Although a crash into one of four sides of the BWR secondary containment may be less
I likely to penetrate because other structures are in the way of the aircraft."
I In other words, the Peach Bottom's 40 foot deep spent fuel pool shares only one of its walls in
I common with the exterior of the reactor building.
I NRC goes on to state, based on studies in NUREG CR 50.42, the evaluation of external
I hazards to nuclear power plants in the United States, "it is estimated that one of two aircrafts
I are large enough to penetrate a five foot thick reinforced concrete wall."
The NRC report goes on to state: "It is further
estimated that one of two crashes damage the spent
fuel pool enough to uncover the stored fuel. For
I example, 50 percent of the time the location of the damage is above the height of the stored
I fuel."

01-10

I
I
I
I
I

As stated earlier, the top of the reactor building surrounding the open surface of the spent fuel
pool is basically a sheet metal siding with specified blow-out rating.
Now, basically, this references the blow-out panels that are around the top third of the reactor
building. These are basically sheet metal siding that are rated to blow out at a quarter pound
per square inch.

This raises the question for NIRS, what is the blow
in rating for such, for this particular section of Peach
Bottom? Where has NRC structurally analyzed this
I section of the reactor building and evaluated the degree of risk associated with extending the
I time at which we are vulnerable to the consequences of off-site radiation releases from an act
I of radiological sabotage at Peach Bottom?

01-111

I
I
I
I

NIRS contends that the identified vulnerability is an unacceptable risk, with unacceptable
consequences, in the clear and present danger of a post September 11 th world.
A relicensing proceeding that turns a blind eye on this glaring vulnerability is a sham on the
public health and safety, and the environment.

I There are copies of this statement out front, and I will also submit a copy to NRC.
I FACILITATOR CAMERON: Great, thank you Paul, we will attach that to the transcript, also.
I Sandy?
I MS. SMITH: Good afternoon. I would like to comment, I didn't even think about it until I was
I standing here, listening to everyone's speeches. But my grim reaper outfit was made very
I quickly last night by my daughter, who is in theater, and so forth. And I was pregnant with Gretl
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when TMI was 30 minutes from meltdown. So I guess this is a very apropos outfit that, in fact, I
do wear to this. The grim reaper needs her glasses.
FACILITATOR CAMERON: And this is, I'm sorry, I didn't fully introduce you for the record,
Sandy Smith.
PBD03
03-3

MS. SMITH: And I'm a member of Pennsylvania
Environmental Network, and the human race.

Thank you for letting me speak today. Although I'm
angered that this old nuclear plant is even up for the
license renewal, the NRC's own standards stated
Peach Bottom was supposed to close 30 plus years ago.
What has changed? Has anyone from the NRC personally inspected every piece of rusty
metal, worn parts, fractured cement? There is no way Peach Bottom can operate safely, or
economically, and should be shut down, according to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's
own figures.
When death, health, and environmental desolation are added up, Peach Bottom is not a cheap
source of energy, only a cheap way for the owners to make billions.

Is Peach Bottom required to put up a bond, and for
how much? Is there any insurance for an accident,
and what amount of insurance? What will happen if
and when the plant becomes so unsafe that our land
values go down, and we can no longer live here?
Will the owners of Peach Bottom go into bankruptcy,
03-6
like Enron? What will happen, who will pay for all
03-7
this? According to the Federal Register Notice,
each relicensing is expected to be responsible for
the release of 14,800 person rem of radiation during its 20 year life extension.
03-4
03-5

The figure includes releases from the nuclear fuel
chain that supports reactor operation, as well as
from the reactors themselves. The NRC calculates
03-8
that this level of radiation release, spread over the
population, will cause 12 cancer deaths per unit.
And I think I figured that wrong, because I thought per unit meaning per nuclear facility, but we
have two units here, so I guess that is maybe 24 deaths, instead of 12, I'm not sure about that.
Accidents and non-routine radiation releases are not included in the NRC's figures, and could
cause still higher casualties. The NRC only calculated likely cancer deaths.
January 2003
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I So deaths from other radiation induced diseases, and non-fatal cancers, are not included in the
I calculations. I don't think there are 12 people in York County willing to give up their life for
I Peach Bottom. And TMI is close by.
I The NRC has said it expects as many as 100 reactors to apply for relicense extensions. This
I would result in some 12,000 cancer deaths among the U.S. population, but probably more
I because of the miscalculation on units.
03.

Pennsylvania also has, is the second highest
number of nuclear reactors, and is the second
highest amount of nuclear waste. Because of this
I Washington says we have to have a nuclear dumping site.

+

I Pennsylvania doesn't want a nuclear dumping site, so why do we have this reactor going off,
I why are we creating more nuclear waste?
Nuclear power is not an admission free technology.
The entire nuclear fuel chain, the uranium, primary

03-110
0

mines on the lands remaining to the indigenous
I people, uranium conversion, enrichment, fuel fabrication, each step possesses workers,
I exposes workers and communities to radioactivity, and each step generates radioactive waste.
31

I
I
I
I

It defies the concept of disposal, they don't go away,
they just get moved around. There is no such thing
as a nuclear dump that won't eventually leak. The
NRC acknowledges that the allowable limit, 100 milli
rems a year, for radiation exposure, via air, from any reactor to the general public, will cause a
fatal cancer in 1 out of 286 people exposed.
This is very high when compared to the standard of 1 in a million considered an acceptable
level of human sacrifice for industrial activities.

I The 1986 catastrophe at Chernobyl has seriously affected the health and welfare of the
I byelorussian people. I was there, I met them, I know what I'm talking about, I saw the children.
I The average life expectancy of women has declined by five years. Only ten percent of the
I children are completely healthy. Cancer among adults and children have increased in Ukraine
I and Moldova as well. Two-thirds of Ukraine is contaminated, and 70 percent of the food.
I The watershed of Kiev basin has been so contaminated that it would require 200 billion dollars
I just to purify the water. 40 million people have to drink it and, yes, they are drinking it now.
I Children are drinking it, everybody is drinking it now.
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03-12

TMI was 30 minutes from meltdown. How much
disaster insurance does Peach Bottom carry for
York County? We have a right to know. Are you
What will happen?
useless?
becomes
it
when
land
going to pay for our
NRC has offered to pay the cost for two day's supply of potassium iodide pills to people living
within ten miles of a nuclear power plant. And this is not Laugh-in, or Friday Night Live, this is
really it, or Saturday Night Live.
Thyroid cancer is a major result of nuclear accidents. The exposures can continue for days,
even after one leaves the area. It is in your blood, and so forth.
If a nuclear accident occurred during a natural disaster, earthquake, hurricane, blizzard, ice
storm, or an attack, evacuation would be difficult and time consuming, and people would need
at least ten days to a month's supply.
EPA's manual even states that it should be taken, the iodine tablets, three or four hours after
the exposure if it is really going to work.

03-13

The NRC would also have to stockpile iodine pills in
schools, day care centers, places of work, and so
forth. Soaring rates of thyroid cancer are still
appearing in children from the former Soviet Union, who were exposed to Chernobyl nuclear
accident, and who received too little potassium iodine, and too late.
There is no way, even the seemingly simple
protection can be carried out. Why do our tax
dollars have to pay for Peach Bottom, a private

03-14
company, hazardous operation?

In the past three years older, worn out equipment has caused dozens of accidents in plants,
causing them to shut down. In May and August of 2000, Peach Bottom unit 3 was forced into
an emergency shutdown when its instrument valve failed, and caused a leak of contaminated
reactor coolant outside of primary containment.
03-16

Much to the discussion, since the September 1 1th
attacks, has focused on the resistance of reactor
contaminant structures to aircraft strikes. I wonder
way too long ago, it won't hold up.
built
was
it
about Peach Bottom. We all know
We must assess the nuclear age itself in the wake of Chernobyl. These children are still going
to Kiev, they are going to Israel for decontamination, coming back, and then suffering from
radiation over, and over, and over again. But the mushrooms are big, let me tell you.
January2003
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I
I
I
I
I

We must asses the nuclear age very carefully.
There are more than 450 reactors in operation on the
planet today. Each generates radioactive waste that
will be a threat to human life for hundreds of thousands of years. That is everybody's children.
Each routinely releases radioactivity into the air and water. Poland was the only country that
protected their children with iodine pills. And that is not a polish joke.
To this day Scotland, sheep in Scotland are contaminated, and the land is contaminated from
Chernobyl.

I We have seen how far radiation can spread, which depends on the wind. We have also
I witnessed smoke from the CaPBDian forest fires. Radiation travels the same paths.
03-8
If nukes are so safe why do our phone books have
an evacuation route, why is the industry trying to
figure out where to dump their deadly waste, and
I why is 46,000 dollars of your county's budget, our money, going yearly to radiation emergency
I response?
Ifthe NRC does not close down Peach Bottom we will not have to worry about the terrorists,
I because we have our government representing the corporate world of nuclear energy already
I terrorizing us.
I Thank you, let's hope we can stop this.
I
I
I
I

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Okay, thank you Sandy. And the next three speakers that we have
are Donna Cuthbert, Alliance for a Clean Environment; Sam McConnell, and Lawrence Egbert,
from International Physicians for Prevention of Nuclear War.
Donna?

PBD(J9

MS. CUTHBERT: I am here today to address the
common sense issues of this problem. The Alliance
for a Clean Environment is a group founded in the
I greater Pottstown area, which is focused on harmful environmental health impacts in our
I region.
I
I
I
I

In the greater Pottstown area there is an enormous elevated childhood cancer rate. We also
live right at the Limerick nuclear plant. It has been found that in our county there is an elevated
cancer rate of childhood cancer deaths, ages 1 to 14, that have increased by 71 percent, from
the '80s to the '90s.

I Is it the Limerick nuclear power plant? Who knows, but it certainly had a part in it. Thyroid
I cancer has increased in the general population by 96 percent from the '80s to the '90s in that
I county, where we have the Limerick nuclear power plant.
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Based on Peach Bottom's threat to human health
and safety, as well as long-lasting destruction of our
environment, we urge the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission to deny the license renewal for Peach Bottom.
Closing Peach Bottom is clearly in the best interest
of the health and safety of all residents in this
region, and the best economic interest of the public,

09-2
in general.

The President keeps reminding us that our war on
09-3
terrorism is not likely to end in the near future, if
ever. Why would the NRC renew the license for
such a major target for terrorism?
The potential to destroy so much, and harm or kill so many people must be ended, not
renewed. Even people in the greater Pottstown area could have their health adversely
impacted by a terrorist attack, or accidental disaster at Peach Bottom.
Pottstown is only about 50 to 55 miles from Peach Bottom. If prevailing winds blow only about
10 miles per hour, radiation can arrive in Pottstown in as little as five hours.
Why would the NRC renew the license of any
09-4
nuclear plant, when it costs the public so much
money to protect these facilities from terrorism?
How long can we afford to absorb that kind of cost?
What kind of debt would we be planning to leave for
our children, and their children, just for the constant
surveillance of nuclear plants?

09-5

Why would the NRC renew the license for any
nuclear plant when there is no safe way to dispose
of the radioactive waste these facilities produce?

09-6

Spent fuel rods present enormous risks to public
health and safety, to store, or to transport. When
spent fuel rods can't be disposed of safely, why
would the NRC allow the process to continue, which

09-7

produces more of them?
09-8

Transporting spent fuel rods from nuclear plants
such as Peach Bottom in Pennsylvania, across the
nation to Yucca Mountain, opens the door for all
kinds of natural and terrorist catastrophes all along the way.
January 2003
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09-ý
I-k

Leaving the nuclear waste on site presents
additional risks to the surrounding populations. We
face far, far too much risk from nuclear waste
I already. Common sense tells us that the older the nuclear plants get, the more chance there
I will be for accidental disasters. Why would the NRC allow this increased risk?

I In 1990 the National Academy of Science report called the biological effects of ionizing radiation
I stated that even, even quick decaying radiation is not necessarily safe.
Realistically there is no safe level of radiation. Why
09-l0
I
do we play these safe level radiation games? Why
do we do that?
I Nuclear power plants contain a toxic soup of extremely carcinogenic radiation. There is no way,
I there is no way to protect people from the ongoing radiation releases at a nuclear facility.
I There is also no way to protect people from exposure as a result of a nuclear accident.
I Realisticaly this is not truly a guarantee. Some kinds of radiation from nuclear power plants
I remain in the human body forever.
09- 1So

why would we continue a process when we know
it does this kind of harm to human health? I believe
Peach Bottom has the potential to be an enormous,

I enormous health risk.
In fact, even people who live in Pottstown could
ingest airborne particulates routinely escaping from
Peach Bottom. The Pottstown area gets much of its
Imilk from dairies located in Lancaster and York
I counties, near Peach Bottom. And people ingest Peach Bottom milk.

09-2

I Logically speaking it is irresponsible, and illogical, to extend the life of Peach Bottom. ACE
I urges you, urges you, to protect the enormous population which can be adversely affected by
I what happens at Peach Bottom.
09-J3

Please, please, value the health and the
environment. Please deny Exelon's application to
extend Peach Bottom's license. Thank you.

I

I FACILITATOR CAMERON: Thank you, Donna. Is Sam McConnell with us? Sam, do you want
I to come up and say a few words to us?
PBD10
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MR. MCCONNELL: My name is Sam McConnell, I'm a local resident, and I'm concerned and
presently involved with local environmental, health, welfare, and safety issues.
My background that allows me to, in my opinion, to become involved and voice my desires, is I
have 20 years in military nuclear power, including operation and maintenance, RADCON,
radiation control, setting up checkpoints, radiophysics, nuclear physics, and more importantly,
probably, from a standpoint of understanding what happens, I was the team leader for the
nuclear power plant casualty response team.
I have one year of environmental assessment of a fossil fuel plant permit application to PADET.
I'm not now, or have ever been, involved financially with any commercial electric plant.
I personally have been through the Peach Bottom application, its environmental impact volume
twice, which is rather boring, but I did it. The safety volume, once, because I can understand
what they are talking about. And the draft impact assessment, once.
Unfortunately family got in the way, and I couldn't really tear it apart and digest it like I would
have liked to.
As of today I'm personally in favor of approval of the
application, as a local, for the following reasons.

10-1

Extending the license will be less of a local health, welfare, and safety impact than constructing
a new plant, either nuclear, or fossil fuel.
10-2

The findings, the second reason is the findings of
ongoing studies that show that fossil fuel plants
emissions are considerably more damaging to the
local health and welfare than previously thought.
Personal experience with the NRC oversight and control, for 20 years I had to live with them,
and it was not easy, in the service. And NRC has been involved in monitoring nuclear power
plants, and the military will tell you that it is rather grueling, what you go through, dealing with
the NRC.

10-3

The fourth reason is because Peach Bottom has
been a good neighbor. I've heard questions about
release of information. I have news for you, we
soon
as it happened.
as
knew about the operators sleeping,
So far as I know we've known about every problem Peach Bottom has had. That is local
information.
In summary, because I live here, in the real world
today, and know that another plant will fill the void

10-4
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I less by Peach Bottom shutting down, I'm in favor of the licensing extension as more desirable
I than new construction of more nuclear reactors, or a fossil fuel facility, that would take their
I place in this void.
I Because, unfortunately, we are in the Susquehanna river basin, and we will see, in fact today
I we generate more electricity, probably, than any other place in this country.
I've done the DOE studies, and we generate 17
10-ý
percent more power than we can use in
Pennsylvania, and we are doing it for people who
I don't live here. So we are getting the emissions that would have to come from a fossil fuel
I plant, right here, with no benefits. Thank you.
-F

I FACILITATOR CAMERON: Thank you very much, Mr. McConnell. And now Lawrence Egbert.
I Is it Dr. Egbert? Yes, Dr. Egbert could come up and speak to us.
P+ 11

DR. EGBERT: My name is Lawrence Egbert, I'm a
physician licensed in Maryland, and I live in
Baltimore. I'm told that Baltimore tends to be
I downwind from here, but maybe Pottstown is worse.

I
I
I
I

I work with the International Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear War in Texas, and we
became very interested in the transportation of nuclear waste across New Mexico, and then
evaluated, the Veteran's Administration evaluated the training of the physicians in the various
hospitals along the route where waste would be transported.

I And found that in New Mexico, at any rate, they weren't. So the physicians weren't trained to
I take care of the casualties, radioactive casualties, if a truck happened to have an accident in
I carrying the waste through their particular town.
I We did a similar, but not as thorough, a study of the transportation across interstate 40 through
I Oklahoma, and also interstates 30, 10, and 20 in Texas, and basically came to the same
I conclusion.
11-11

If you have an accident with one of these trucks
carrying the waste, do not expect us to be capable
I
of good care. So I'm sorry about that. As far as I
I know, at the present time, it is still in the state of lack of preparedness.
I

11 -•

I would say another thing about Baltimore.
+
Baltimore had a little accident last summer, in one of
I
our tunnels a train carrying chemicals, so that we
I are a little sensitive about the possibility that any waste materials that might come from here,
I might come down interstate 95 and maybe go through some of our tunnels.
NUREG-1437, Supplement 10
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The U.S. chapter, I'm from the Baltimore chapter of the International Physicians for the
Prevention of Nuclear War, but our national, United States national chapter, has explicitly said
do ont transport your waste to Yucca Mountain.
And not just for the reasons that I'm telling you, we
are not prepared to take care of the casualties if
there is accidents, but because of the general idea
of terrorists, and also the idea that the waste, if you are going to carry the waste, if you are
going to create the waste, then it is best to have it stored at the most local site that there is, in
terms of general hazard.
We would, therefore, come to the conclusion,
11-4
especially in Baltimore, and our steering committee
has authorized me to tell you, keep your waste here,
don't bring it through Baltimore, which is essentially saying close the plant down, and don't
make any more waste.
11-3

Thank you.
FACILITATOR CAMERON: Thank you, Dr. Egbert. We have four remaining speakers, and
possibly we will have some time, if Dr. Johnsred wants to talk to us for a little bit.
But we have Frieda Berryhill, Bernard August, Amy Donohue, and Mike Ewall. Frieda?
MS. BERRYHILL: When you started you told us of the
PBD02
experiences of the people with the NRC, and years of
service.
I was an intervenor when Delmarva Power and Light Company planned to build a nuclear power
plant in Delaware, and that was in the early 1970s, and I've been at it ever since.
So as far as years of study, and interest goes, I'm older than all of you. I have read more
documents than you can possibly imagine.
As a matter of fact, when we got started Dr. Judy Johnsred and I were young and beautiful.
Now we are only beautiful.
I'm well aware that these hearings, we have been to so many CYR hearings, Ms. Johnsred and
I, you can't imagine, and how many papers we have submitted, and how many studies we have
read.
CYR hearings are called public hearings. We have no delusions that our being here has any
effect on anything, never has had. The nuclear industry self-destructed, not because of our
efforts, and we know that. But it is our religion, it has become our religion, you see.
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I Well, Peach Bottom at this time is one of seven nuclear power plants with active relicensing
I applications. Four plants have been licensed so far, and there is no indication that any
I statement in our position to this dangerous practice has any impact at all.
02.

As a matter of fact, having any new, having no
nuclear power plants to work with, the NRC's
willingness to keep their jobs going, with the same
I disregard for safety concerns, and concerns by opponents, is quite clear.
I

I Some years ago one of the NRC men said to me one time, well, no more new plants, we are
I out of a job. Well, now you are safe for God knows how many years.
Most licenses do not expire for another 15 to 20
02.1•
years. So I ask myself why now? The present
license hasn't expired, and they are already apply.
I Don't you want to know why? To amortize the plant's debt further, further into the future.
I
I
I
I

Therefore padding corporate revenues today. The NRC knows that, we know that, everybody
knows that. This old worn and dilapidated plants originally licensed for 30 years, which was
then considered to be reasonable. Having an extension for that reason only, keep the money
going, just follow the money, and you have the answer.

02-41

To make my point, cracks and leaks, and
embrittlement of the material in aging plants is well
known by the NRC. Nozzle cracking in the
I pressurized water reactors started in the late '80s, and only two months after Oconee was given
I the 20 year extension, the nozzle cracks were discovered.
I And I have an explanation, in the back of my statement, for anyone that wants to read it, what
I those nozzle cracks are.
And, again, after extension the nozzle cracks were
discovered. And earlier this year Quartz City in
Illinois reported a problem with those. And that is a
I dangerous problem. I urge you to read them.

02-5

I
I
I
I
I
I

Two other plants currently going through licensing process where cracks were found, that is
North Anna, and Surrey. On March 7th, 2002, First Energy's Besse-Davis nuclear power in
Ohio experienced the problem, which should alert the NRC to immediately halt all renewals.
Boric acid corroded a six inch hole into the reactor vessel, leaving only a third of an inch metal
cladding as protection against the reactor breach. The consequences could have been
devastating.
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And they discovered this by accident. I'm certain you will not permit me to list all the so-called
close shaves and mishaps, and sloppiness with which this industry operates. Stupid mistakes
with regularity.
At General Electric's Trojan plant the control room operator was listening to a baseball game
while radioactive water was overflowing from a tank, and flooding the adjacent building.
On July 26th at Susquehanna a dry fuel storage cask had accidently been filled with argon
helium gas in its place, instead of the correct 100 percent helium gas. Nobody knows what the
effects on the storage system are, of this.
Now, how can you make a mistake just

--

it is beyond imagination.

Finally, I would like to direct the NRC's attention to the international situation concerning nuclear
power in general. And the reason I do this is because in all the 30 years we were told how
wonderful the French have their nuclear program under control.
And the French nuclear power program from Framatome has been held up as a marvel. But
the chickens are coming home to roost. With an original price tag of 4.3 billion dollars, the
Phoenix ran for a total of 30 months, over a dozen years since it went into operation. And the
world's largest fast reactor is now closed for good. And that was the model held up to us for all
these years.
And, by the way, the breeder reactor in Japan are no better. If the serious accident
investigating general commit suicide. We are finally beginning to look into the nuclear
industry's claim as to the actual contribution to the nation's energy pool.
And this has not yet hit the national consciousness.
But there are groups now working on this, and this is
very interesting. The production of nuclear power is
extremely energy intensive.

02-6

The energy consumed by future needs, such as shipping 77,000 tons of nuclear waste all over
the country, much more being produced, this doesn't even figure into the calculations. If the
trillion dollar taxpayer investment, it delivers little more energy than wood.
Globally it produces less energy than renewables. In the 1990s global nuclear capacity was
only one percent a year, versus 17 percent for solar cells, 24 percent last year, and 24 percent
for wind power.
Last year California added more decentralized megawatts than its two nuclear power plants.
Does anybody really want these plants?
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I Over the last few years utilities have been trying to sell them. Maine Yankee even created a
I white page complete with color photographs to promote the sale. There were no takers, the
I plant was retired.
02.

When will this country find its sanity? Its sanity.
What are we doing to this planet?
Plutonium is radioactive for 250,000 years, and
decay for millions of years.
won't
I some elements like iodine and tecnitsium
I think it is time to stop, and maybe I will be here
another 10 or 15 years. Thank you.

02.
+

I FACILITATOR CAMERON: Thank you, Frieda, and we hope you are here with us for another
I10 or 15 years.
I
I
I
I

I should just say that we are here to listen to everybody today, and if there are comments made
that need to be factored into our environmental or safety reviews we will do that, and that is the
main purpose for why we are here.
Our next speaker is Bernard August.

AUGUST: My name is Bernard August, I've been
an activist for 37 years.
Of course I'm a really good activist, because I was
I trained by Mrs. Berryhill. So I want to give her credit for sticking my neck out like this, and not
I giving up.

PBD1 2MR.

I My specialty has always been to study the social consequences of this technology in relation to
I evacuation zoning, andthe study of these plans. These plans are totally required by law, in
I each state, to comply for a nuclear power license.
12.!1
I
I
I time.
I

But the evacuation planning is a farcical project in
itself. There is no way that anybody escapes out of
a ten mile EPZ safely, within a certain amount of

Because what is expected of the society that live around the plant, is that they are giving proper
notice that the accidents occur, and evacuation will be forthcoming.
The social consequences of a nuclear evacuation
12.,
has been underplayed and on the side line for the
last 30 years. It really has come to fore because of
I
I 9/11, and now the redistribution of potassium iodide tablets.
I
I
I
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12-3
12-4

This idea that people will evacuate under some sort
of system is completely baseless and irrelevant.
There has been reports that come from the accident
at Three Mile Island, whereas earlier the doctor
mentioned about not having adequate physicians, and people to use in the evacuation. Will
they be around?

12-5

This has been determined that nuclear accidents are
not the same as natural disasters. People who are
responsible, who want to be, the system relies for
their jobs to show up, will not show up.

Out of the doctors that were reported to show up for Three Mile Island, 70, I think only five or
six showed up. That doesn't include the people who are going to have to drive the buses to
bring the people out of the zone, the traffic police, and whatever.
And what is going to happen if a nuclear evacuation
12-6
is called? There is going to be spontaneous
evacuation outside the ten mile EPZ, further
jamming up the highways, and making it impossible for anybody to get out.
So as I always say at these hearings, when I go to
them, is that the least you can do is to tell the people
to stay put in their houses. Because being on the
road, in a disaster such as a nuclear accident, will lead to further loss of life, and environmental
destruction.
KI must be given to all the populations within at least
12-8
50 miles of the plant. I think the new federal law
stated that because of the war in terrorism, the
Homeland Security Act, that the evacuation plans are going to be extended to 20 miles now,
instead of 10.
12-7

I live in Delaware. I am surrounded by approximately six or seven nuclear power plants on all
sides. There is no way in hell that I'm going to get off the Delmarva Peninsula, and there is no
way in hell that they are going to be able to distribute KI to me, after the announcement has
been announced.
So, therefore, the social premise of nuclear power, the fact is that it receives multi million dollar
subsidies to keep it operating, is a sham, and a technologic lie.
Human nature cannot permit, does not permit perfection in its though process, and its designs,
of such an egregious technology. It cannot be achieved.
The idea that technocrats, bureaucrats can sit down
and degrade human liberty and freedom to an

12-9
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I insurance risk assessment is totally bizarre. And I know our lives are lived this way in this
I country, because everybody has their ox to protect.
But as the technology has proven, with its people
who are in pursuit of nuclear weapons, and the
security structures that are required for nuclear
I technology can't, and will never be there, for the total protection of the population at large.

121 0
1-

I Thank you.
I FACILITATOR CAMERON: Thank you Mr. August. Do we have Amy Donohue?
MS. DONOHUE: I was going to prepare a written
statement but I got a little frustrated with it, so you will
have to bear with me.

PBD" 3

I
I
I
I

After the last meeting that the NRC held here I submitted, probably, an 18 to 20 page report to
them. And I prefaced that report with the following statement:
I said, first of all let me be clear. I know that it doesn't matter what I say, or what anybody here
says, during this process to relicense Peach Bottom nuclear power plant.

I The regulations say you, meaning the NRC, has to get public input. So you let us have our say.
I But in the end the decision will be made despite anything we have to say.
I
I
I
I
I

Sometimes I really hate being right. I've put a lot of work into 18 pages, and what I've read in
the draft environmental impact statement totally negated everything that I said.
I haven't read the entire thing because I haven't had that time yet. But I had a particular interest
in alternative power, because I live off the grid. I make all my own electricity by solar panels,
solar photo-voltaic panels. I buy no electricity from PECO.

I So I've turned to page 8-43, to read what you had to say about solar power, I was quite
I amazed. Running Peach Bottom nuclear power plant for 20 more years, you are telling me,
I has a small environmental impact.
1341
Iiare

But to replace nuclear power with solar power, you
telling me has a large environmental impact.
Quite amazing. How can you say this and get away

I with it?
I I'm serious, I mean, it is laughable, if it weren't so serious. I was planning to have a poster sized
I photograph of my panels, but time ran out, so I don't have that.
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If anybody is interested, let me know, and I will share with you the great possibilities that solar
power has for us.
Underneath what it says about solar power is that it costs too much per kilowatt, I guess that is
how it is. Well, let's talk about that, because I know that our federal government, meaning me
the taxpayer, subsidizes the nuclear power industry quite a bit.
13-2

Everything from the insurance that Peach Bottom
has that all nuclear power plants have is paid for by
me, the taxpayer, through the federal government.
Is the Federal Government going to pay my insurance? I don't think so.
The other thing is we fund the nuclear regulatory
industry through our taxes. I don't know how much
you all make, but I bet it can buy a lot of solar

13-3
panels.
13-4

Let's see, Yucca Mountain. If you decide to put that
waste at Yucca Mountain how much are you
planning on spending to do that? How much do you
of uranium?
mining
spend in regulation and cleanup from the
i mean, you put all that money together, it can buy a hell of a lot of solar panels. I make all my
own electricity with just a few. That is quite a lot of solar panels that can be bought.
I know all this because I do a lot of reading. But as I was preparing this afternoon to come
here, actually this morning, I was going through trying to find a phone number, and I came
across something that is called Pennsylvania Solar Manual, and it is produced by the
Pennsylvania Energy Office.
So this is a Pennsylvania government publication. Within that, let me see if I can find it very
quickly, in that manual it says, so this isn't coming just from me, it is coming from our state
government.
Present day energy suppliers benefit from billions of dollars in subsidies. And this was
published in 1993, so that is 1993 dollars, I guess, we are talking about.
It is estimated that over 50 billion dollars per year is
spent by the Federal Government in directly
\subsidizing the costs associated with fossil and

13-5
nuclear fuels.
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These subsidies take the form of tax breaks,
13
research and development, environmental cleanup,
health costs, and military expenditures to ensure
energy supplies. These costs do not show up in the
I price we pay for energy, but we pay for them just the same.
I
I
I
I
I
I

We pay for them in our tax dollars, we pay for them with our lives, in cancer. If these hidden
costs, often referred to as externalities, were included in the price we pay for energy, then solar
energy would be in a far better position to compete with conventional fuels.
So it is not just me saying that. I, like I said, have a particular interest in solar because that is
the way I live. And the reason I live that way is because I don't want to buy my energy from a
nuclear power plant.

I
I
I
I
I
I

I live eight miles, approximately, from Peach Bottom. I hear the sirens go off, I have probably
called the emergency number in our telephone book too often because sometimes I think I hear
them, and I'm not quite sure, so I call to make sure.
I hear them in the middle of the night in the last couple of years. There was no emergency, it
was a mistake. I said it at the first meeting. We live in a state of denial in the shadow of this
nuclear power plant.

Somebody else is talking about how we will
evacuate. I live next door to an amish family, lots of
buggies here, lots of buggies. Very dangerous,
I normally, on route 74 with those buggies. I can't imagine evacuating all the people from this
I area.

13-7

I
I
I
I

You know, I have an interest in organic farming. If that melts down, if we get contaminated,
that is gone. My land is useless for that, useless for pretty much anything.
So I want to get back to solar, I'm going off here, I'm sorry. The other thing you said about
solar is that we don't have enough sun in Pennsylvania.

I So I found it, again, Pennsylvania Solar Manual put out by the Pennsylvania Energy Office. I
I know we have enough sun because that is the way I get my electricity.
The amount of solar energy striking Pennsylvania
each year is 140 times greater than all the electrical
and fossil fuel energy consumed in the state

13+
I annually.

I Even if the conversion efficiency of sunlight to energy is only 5 percent, solar energy could still
I supply 7 times more energy than is consumed.
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Yes, we have a lot of cloudy days, but the sun does come up every morning. There is no way
for my solar panels except for, oh, maybe 20 years from now I may have to replace the
batteries.
But those batteries can be recycled. They are not going to create cancer to populations around
the country, around the world.
The panels that I use are by a company called Astropower. And Astropower is an independent
solar panel company, and they produce their panels from recycled materials from the computer
industry.
So even the materials used to make the panels is good for the environment, because they are
using recycled materials.
13-10

So when I read that the environmental impact of
replacing nuclear energy with solar power was large,
and the impact of continuing Peach Bottom for 20
more years was small, I was totally blown away.
I don't need to read the rest of the report although I will, and I will submit, probably, another 20
page comment on it, to know that there is not a whole lot that I'm going to believe in that report.

13-11

Because this was just four paragraphs in your report.
I wonder where you got all your information from?
The numbers that are cited have NRC in
parentheses. Since when is the Nuclear Regulatory Commission experts on solar energy?
I can give you, right now, names, telephone numbers of people who are experts on solar
energy. I've spoken with them, they would agree to talk with you, they would agree to talk with
the press, because they have studied it, they know. They are the experts.
You may think you are experts on nuclear industry, but you are not on solar.

The other thing that I want to say, just briefly, is somebody else Sandy, I believe, talked about
the twelve extra cancer fatalities as a result of each unit for another 20 years.
If somebody came into this room with a gun and
13-12
killed 24 people in this room, promised not to kill
anybody else for the next 20 years, would we allow
them to walk out? Would we allow them not to be held responsible for those 24 lives in this
room?
That is what the Nuclear Regulatory Commission is saying, that they are going to give a license
to Peach Bottom to continue to do, 24 deaths.
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I I would like to see the hands of 24 NRC or Exelon personnel, right now, who would be willing to
I give up their lives. Because you are asking us, those of us who live here 8 miles from that
I power plant, to do that.
I

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Amy, I guess I'm going to have to ask you to wrap up.

I MS. DONOHUE: Okay, I'm done.
I FACILITATOR CAMERON:' And if you have the patience and willingness, maybe, after the
I meeting the NRC people can talk to you about what methodology was used in terms of the
I solar analysis, and we appreciate your comments on that and, thank you.
I And we have Mike, Michael Ewall, now, to speak to us. Mike?
P+ 14

MR. EWALL: My name is Mike Ewall, it is E-W-A-L
L, with the Energy Justice Network.

I I testified back in November, and from my experience there I know that my comments will be
I ignored, because my comments were ignored then. And they actually told me why, so they
I weren't even pretending they were going to take them into consideration.
I I spoke the last time about terrorism impacts, and I was told that that was not something that
I we are allowed to really give comments on. Not that we are not allowed to give comments to,
I but that we are not going to be listened to and, obviously, none of it ended up in this EIS report,
I because that is being handled in a separate process that is generic to all reactors.
14-1

And while that is admirable that you have that, I
think it would also be appropriate to have site
I
specific terrorism impact information in here. You
I talk about -- you had a great acronym for it, severe accidents.

141,

But there is nothing about severe, like, deliberate
damage being done to this reactor. And as Paul
Gunter gave, on some very clear testimony on the
I vulnerability site specifically to this reactor, I think that needs to be addressed.

I I don't have any illusions, either, that my comments are going to affect this in any way. I know
I also because some other things I said the last time about solar and wind, and conservation
I efficiency, also did not make it into this report.
I will go more into that in a minute. One of the
things that I think need to be addressed in here,

14-1
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though, that I just looked through this and noticed, is that there is nothing addressing the spent
fuel, and where that would go.
And even if Yucca Mountain is built, and even if it manages to ship all the waste there with no
accidents, and all these things that we are all hoping, some people are hoping would happen, I
don't want to see Yucca Mountain at all.
14-4

But even if that happens Yucca Mountain is not
going to have room for the waste that would be
created in these extra 20 years. So you need to be
talking about this in this report. Where is that waste going to go?
Because Yucca Mountain is not for that waste, it is only for the waste up to a certain point.
Now, if a lot of that waste has to be temporarily stored in dry cask storage, we have a number
of oops, mistakes, going on with dry cask storage, including one from just this past week.
Actually Frieda already made mention of it, in
Northeast Pennsylvania, where they filled the dry
casks with the wrong gases, argon and helium

14-5
instead of just helium.

Now the NRC report from that stated that they don't know what impacts that might have, but it
might degrade the effectiveness of these containers. And these are containers that we do not
have the technology, or ability to repackage this waste, to put it back in the fuel pool.
So without those kinds of alternatives it is a big deal
that they are filling these casks with the wrong
14-6
gases. And in Point Beach, Michigan, and
Palisades, you have the same kind of -- not the
same kind, but you have other dry cask storage incidents with hydrogen bubble explosions, and
wind several times blowing several feet off of the surface, near defective wells with dry casks.
Now, why are we possibly allowing more of the
spent fuel to be created when we can't fit it in this
reactor? We are not going to have any place to

14-7
throw it away, like Yucca Mountain.
14-8

And the dry cask storage facilities don't even work,
- and they are glaring terrorist targets, and we know
this, and I talked about this the last time, it was after
September 11th, then too.
And we knew about this well before September 11th, and things got ignored. I'm shocked at
how things are getting ignored now.
January 2003
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The no-action alternative in here I think is the best
alternative and ought to be adopted, of course. And
if you look, and I just downloaded this, right this
I morning, from the PJM interconnection website, PJM are the folks that run our grid around
I here.

14+

I And if you add up all the nuclear capacity in this state you get about 9 to 10,000 megawatts of
I capacity. Now, I have been helping communities fight off all these unneeded natural gas power
I plants, because Pennsylvania is already the largest exporter of electricity of any state.
We export so much electricity, I know it is not done
14-l 0
on a state by state basis, but how much is
generated versus used in each state? Pennsylvania
I is the largest exporter. And we export so much that we can fill all the deficits in the states from
I Vermont down to Virginia, and out to Michigan.
I So that is quite a bit of excess electricity, and that is not including the fact that West Virginia
I and a lot of other states also have excess capacity.
Now, on top of that excess capacity, Pennsylvania
has been faced with 50 to 70 new natural gas power
plants. One of them right here in the Peach Bottom
I area. Now, these power plants, first of all, just the one here at Peach Bottom would be at least
I half as large as the reactors that are already here.

14-1 1
I

I So half the capacity could, theoretically, if they build this plant, be shut down. But that is not
I being talked about.
I
1
I
I

Now, on PJM's website they are talking about adding well over 10,000 megawatts each year, in
2003, 2004, 2005. Now, just the -- and this is almost all natural gas. Just the natural gas
power plants that are already built, within the recent few years, or under construction, or likely
got built.
And a lot of them have been fought off, withdrawn,
or defeated, and I have helped with some of those, I
know this pretty well. But even the ones that are
likely to go through is more than 10,000 megawatts.

14-12

I
I
I
I
I

Meaning we can not only shut down Peach Bottom, both units, we can shut down all the nukes
in Pennsylvania, and no one's lights are going to go out, no one is even going to notice. We
already have such a glut that even with a California style games happening here, by PPL, just
like Enron did in California, PPL is being investigated for the same type of wholesale price
manipulation.
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But the lights aren't going to go out here, because we produce so damn much. And one of the
things mentioned in this report, actually let me give another reference for how much extra
energy capacity. This is from, and I have extra copies of this.
This is an Energy Industry Conference held in Pennsylvania this past October. I have multiple
copies of this. This is the best presentation given by Dave Costello of the Department of
Energy, and Exelon is aware of this, because one of the keynote speakers was the head of
Exelon.
The mid-Atlantic region generating capacity in 2001
through '3, you have approximately 20,000
megawatts, maybe a little less than that, being

14-13

added, according to this.
Now, PJM has a lot more than that. But even in the lower end of these two estimates you have
twice as much of all the nuclear capacity in Pennsylvania being filled, mostly by natural gas, in
the next few years.
So the no-action alternative already says that this power is getting replaced, whether you like it
or not. I don't like the technology, but that is the way it is.
Sorry, I'm reading my really tiny notes to myself, here. Okay, how the 12 year advance permit
are needed, in this report -- actually no, not in this report.
14-14

Earlier in the presentation today it was explained that
the reason that is being done twelve years in
advance is to give Exelon time for replacement
power. Now, that is ridiculous because it is already getting replaced, so that is not a legitimate
argument.
The replacement power time frame that is needed, even if there was a need for replacing this
specific reactors power, could be done within two to three years, because that is the time frame
for establishing wind, and/or natural gas, both power plant technologies take only a few years.

14-15

Now, in this report, under wind, it mentioned that
ridge lines are unsuitable for winterize. Now, that is
the most ridiculous thing I have ever heard. I just
came from an energy conference in New Jersey, plenty of folks from DOE and other wind
energy people that were there.
I saw the newer data on this, and hope you are not
trying to get me to shut up, because I have a few
more points here. There is plenty of wind along the
ridge lines, and Exelon knows this, because

14-16
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I community energy is going ahead and building large wind farms in Pennsylvania, some of them
I on ridge lines.
Yes, they are deforesting some of them, and there
are impacts. However, Exelon knows this because
14-17
they are funding them. There is a 60 megawatt wind
farm going on line in Northeast Pennsylvania.
I Exelon is underwriting that. There are already two in Southwest Pennsylvania, Exelon
I underwrote those as well.
I
1
I
I
14-8
I
I
14-1

I
I

There is another one going in, in West Virginia, in the Backbone mountain, another 60
megawatts. That is also Exelon money behind that. So Exelon is not unaware of this.
And if you are unaware of this it is because you are not talking to your licensee, because these
are their projects, for the most part.
And so the wind part of this report is woefully
iPBDequate, it is scientifically inaccurate, it is just
wrong, you need to do your homework. I've seen
college reports, bachelor's degree college reports, that are much better documented than this,
much better researched.
The head of the Department of Environmental
Protection in Pennsylvania, David Hess, was actually
quoted at the Energy Conference where that natural
gas presentation was given, saying that using just the decent wind speed sites in Pennsylvania,
we can supply 30 percent of our electricity needs in this state.

I Now, what he is quoting is from the American Wind Energy Association, which is using
I Department of Energy data, which is working on being revised, it is not really that optimistic.
I However, 30 percent is pretty high.
I And even if it turns out to be 10 percent, that is very significant, and that needs to be addressed
I in this report. So you are obviously misgauging the impacts of wind.
And also, a lot of this is addressing section E, on A
48 you mention over 50 competitive suppliers in
Pennsylvania. This report, again, needs to be
I updated. There were close to 50 when deregulation first hit Pennsylvania, that is before we had
I PPL doing the Enron-like games here.
I Since then competitors have fled as quickly as they can, we have very few suppliers that are
I left in this state right now, especially for the residential sector. For the business sector we have
I some, but it is still not looking that good.
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And also on that same page, on page 8-48, there is
basically no incentive for Exelon to be pushing
conservation in a competitive market. Well, yes,
that is a problem, that is a problem with the whole system of having a competitive market for
things, when the logic in this report is saying, Exelon is not going to do it, that is not going to
happen.

14-22

And that is, basically, the assumption that I saw in
here because, otherwise, we can easily talk about
methods of conserving enough electricity, and
without just looking back at their failed attempts as a utility to work as against their own
economic interest.

14-23

And, finally, page 8-49, the very first few lines it
says, therefore it is not clear whether Exelon or
another competitor supplier will construct new
generating units to replace Peach Bottom units 2 and 3 if the license were not renewed.
Again, you are getting at this idea that you have no idea what is going on currently, or if you do,
you are not writing it into this report. This power is already being replaced.

14-24

So the whole no-action alternative, the wind, the
solar estimates, the conservation efficiency
estimates completely need to be rewritten. I've
already submitted testimony on this, and it hasn't been incorporated.
And to work off something Amy just said, she mentioned there is 50 billion dollars a year in
federal subsidies to fossil and nuclear power, and that is about ten years ago. Only slightly less
than one billion dollars, 600 million dollars, 60 million dollars according to a report by KPMG.
That is the cost it would take to build a large scale solar panel production facility, where every
year you can crank out the production of 500 megawatts worth of power. So in four years just
one factory can replace Peach Bottom and then keep making more Peach Bottom's worth of
electricity, but in the form of solar panels.

Now, for that cost, and building it down to economy of scale, actually the question that I wrote
for was what size would it take to make~solar power affordable? That is the problem with it, and
you mention this in the report, that solar panels are not affordable right now.
Well, building on the economy of scale that would be
14-25
less than a billion dollars, 6 to 700 million dollars, will
bring the cost of solar panel production down by four
to five times, so that is cost effective with other forms of electricity generation.
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And when I say cost effective I'm talking about cost
effective with the subsidized, and not real cost that
nuclear reactors are currently getting, because
I nuclear reactors aren't cost competitive either, that is why they are so heavily subsidized.
I So that ought to be addressed.

14-6

I FACILITATOR CAMERON: Okay, thank you for those specific comments, Mike. We are over
I our time and since Judy Johnsred graciously gave up her spot earlier, I promised that she
I would have at least a couple of minutes.
I And Judy could you -- well, do you want them? If you would please just try to keep it brief for
I us? Dr. Judy Johnsred.
DR. JOHNSRED: Thank you, Chip. My name is Judy
Johnsred, I did my doctoral work in the field of the
geography of nuclear energy, and I have a sort of a

PBDd5
I unique position here today.
I
I

I represent the Environmental Coalition on Nuclear Power, founded in 1970, here in
Pennsylvania. And Sierra Club, technical advisor to their national waste committee, currently.

I But I was -- we were original intervenors in the licensing of units 2 and 3 of Peach Bottom. And
I so it's been a long 30 years for me, to have to come back here now and find that the agency
I personnel either haven't learned, haven't come to understand the nature of radiation injury, or
I they are not allowed to do their job.
I
I
I
I
I
I

There are three sets of people here that I really wanted to be able to address. Those of you
who live here, and those who have come because they don't live here, but they care about
here; the NRC Staff, and those who, I assume, are the majority here of Exelon company.
And I think that what so many of us, including those associated with the industry, perhaps
haven't really grasped is what is driving the force to relicense an aging plant with a less than
sterling record.

When, indeed, there are available other much
cleaner, much cheaper, much more durable sources
to generate the electricity, the energy that we need.
I We are beginning to hear, in Pennsylvania, about distributive energy, taken seriously, where in
I a community is concerned to supply for itself.
I5.
1

I But what is driving this, why do you folks in the agency, who very frankly ought to know better, if
I you are reading the literature in your own field, if you were attending conferences that the NRC
I has not seen fit to bother to attend, concerning the impacts of low level radiation.
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What is driving it? It is the law. How many of you have heard me read the law to you? Read
the law. How many of you have read the National Nuclear Energy Policy Statement? Anybody
in the room? Right, and you heard what they had to say.
You who work for the Agency?. It is chapter 1, section 1, and you better listen, it is why we have
the problem facing us, of 50 percent more high level radioactive waste, and far more
radioactive waste and materials that will be deregulated, that are already being deregulated, to
be recycled into the consumer products of all of us.
The law says, Atomic Energy is capable of application for peaceful as well as military purposes.
It is, therefore, declared to be the policy of the United States that the development, use, and
control of atomic energy shall be directed so as to make the maximum contribution to the
general welfare, which is not defined in the law.
Subject at all times to the paramount objective of making the maximum contribution to the
common defense and security, and the development, use, and control of atomic energy shall be
directed so as to promote world peace, improve the general welfare, improve the standard of
living, and strengthen free competition in private enterprise.
05-5

Now, there are two things not mentioned here. Did
you catch them? There is not a word about
protection of the public health and safety, or of the
quality of the environment.
You have to read down several sections and, even then, those factors which are surely the
paramount objective in our society, are subordinated by being equated with national security
and the free enterprise factor.

05-6

05-7

I am appalled at the unwillingness of the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, and EPA, and DOE, to
consider the information that is now becoming
available concerning the impacts of ionizing radiation on the well being of living creatures,
organisms of all kinds.
You fellows up here are well beyond being that
healthy, young, standard man. So you ought to
listen carefully. Because those standards that were
mentioned to us by Dr. -- those standards were, in
fact, developed based upon standard man, using weighting factors for organs, divorced from
the reality of the variabilities in human susceptibilities to disease, to exposures, to the synergies
between and among the sources of contamination that are with us, throughout our environment.
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I And the comments that you have heard today that are very significant, concerning health
I impacts, are based upon essentially an epidemiological approach, and that is really all we've
I had in the past, on which to base our understanding of health impacts.
1
05-ý

But whenever a community has requested a health
study, and the health study has shown that, indeed,
there are excesses of certain cancers, or leukemia,
I the response has been, but that is too small a sample to have statistical significance.
I And I think we are at the point where we need to think about how many such insignificant
I studies add up to very substantial significance to be taken seriously.

05-9

But the situation with regard to the health impact of
the uses of ionizing radiation that increase within our
society, within our environment, those today are

I being looked at in a very different way.
I And that way is through molecular and cellular radiation biology, that is really beginning to get
I us an understanding of the mechanisms of the damage.
I And I don't see that that is being factored into this study, anymore than the totalities, the
I systemic approaches that are necessary in order to have a valid environmental impact
I statement.
I Having promised you that I was going to make it very short, I'm not going to say many of the
I things that I think also need to be said. But I commend to you the comments, reasoned,
I careful, thoughtful, and correct comments that you have heard today, from many people who
I care about the well being of this area of southern Pennsylvania.
I urge, really a total reworking of this EIS, of the
environmental review necessary. And I would
strongly, strongly urge the NRC to set a precedent of
denying a license extension.

05-10

I FACILITATOR CAMERON: Thank you, Judy, and thank all of you for coming out and sharing
I your concerns, and your comments with us. We are going to be back at 7 o'clock for another
I meeting, open house at 6 before that.
I Thank you, and we are adjourned.
I (Whereupon, at 5:00 p.m. the above-entitled matter was concluded.)
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Transcript of the Evening Public Meeting on July 30, 2002, in Delta, Pennsylvania
[Introduction,
[Presentation
[Presentation
[Presentation
[Presentation
[Presentation

Mr. Cameron]
by Mr. Tappert]
by Mr. Anand]
by Mr. Wheeler]
by Mr. McDowell]
by Mr. Palla]

FACILITATOR CAMERON: And the NRC staff, our expert consultants, will be here after the
meeting. So take the opportunity to talk with them if you care to about various issues.
We are now going to go to formal comment from all of you, and we have some people signed up
who wanted to make comments tonight.
And first I would like to ask Mr. Norm Wurzbach to come up. Norm? Come up here if that is
comfortable for you, or you can go right here. Thank you.
MR. WURZBACH: Norm Wurzbach, I live about ten
miles north of here, I run a beef farm operation. I
appreciate having electric power into my farm, it
supplies me with water, at night lights. I think it is a great benefit.

PBD15

I feel that Peach Bottom probably produces the
electricity I use. I have no problem with it, and I think
it should be extended for another 20 years, because
it is an attribute to the whole neighborhood, because a lot of people in the area do work at Peach
Bottom, also.
As long as it keeps our electric rates down I think it is
15-2
a good move, because it doesn't use fuel oil, it
doesn't use gas. I use these items myself, and I also
use coal, which it doesn't use.
15-1

So I'm not competing. So it keeps things cheaper,
and we are importing too much oil right now, and that
would be one of the alternatives, I think, and that is

15-3
not good. Thank you.

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Thank you very much, Mr. Wurzbach. Next we are going to go to
Nicki Roth. Is Nicki still here?
We will go back to Nicki if he or she comes in. Let's go to Alan Nelson, Nuclear Energy Institute.
Alan? He is out there too. Okay. Sandy Smith?
MS. SMITH: Did you call me before?
FACILITATOR CAMERON: No, I didn't. And, Sandy, take your time to -- whatever you need to
say.
January2003
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I MS. SMITH: Good evening. Even the grim reaper needs glasses. I just realized, earlier today,
I when I was standing here as the grim reaper, my daughter made this outfit for me really, quick, in
I about a half an hour.
I
I

But I was pregnant with her in 79 almost had the meltdown, minus 30 minutes. So perhaps this
is a very apropos outfit to be wearing to get the message across.

I Thank you for letting me speak. Although I'm very angered that this old nuclear plant is even
I being up for license renewal, the NRC's own standards stated Peach Bottom was supposed to be
I closed 20 plus years ago.
I
I
I
I

What has changed? Has anyone from the NRC personally inspected every piece of rusty metal,
worn parts, fractured cement. This is no way that Peach Bottom can operate safely or
economically, and should be shut down, according to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's own
figures.

I When death, health, and environmental desolation are added up, Peach Bottom definitely is not
I cheap. Who is going to pay in York County, or in the surrounding areas if, perhaps, this
I corporation goes into bankruptcy down the road?
I Who has a bond, what kind of insurance do we have with the spent fuel, with everything else?
I We don't. According to the Federal Register notice, each relicensing is expected to be
I responsible for the release of 14,800 person Rem of radiation during the 20 year life extension.
I This figure includes releases from the nuclear fuel radiation release, spread over the population,
I and will cause 12 cancer deaths per unit. That would be 24 for Peach Bottom, they have two
I units.
I There was a person who spoke this afternoon that said, is this really worthwhile, if we know for
I pretty much a fact, that at least 24 people will die in the next 20 years, because of this radiation?
I If someone came in right now and shot 24 people, would that be all right, would anyone here like
I to volunteer for it? I don't think I know of anybody in York County that would like to volunteer for
I that sort of thing.
I This figure does not include accidents that can happen along the way, other casualties. This is
I only calculated. There are not 12 people, there are not 24 people.
I
I
I
I
I
I

TMI is also close by. The NRC has said it expects as many as 100 reactors to apply for
relicensing extensions. This would result, and I had figured it wrong, over 2,000 cancer deaths
among the United States population.
Pennsylvania has the second highest number of nuclear reactors, with the second highest
nuclear waste. And because of that our government is telling us we should have a nuclear dump.
They are right, we made it, we might as well keep it here.
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But we shouldn't have to have a nuclear dump. We don't need to be producing more, it can't all
go to Yucca Mountain. Even if we are for Yucca Mountain it can't go there, because we would
still be making too much if we keep relicensing these nuclear facilities.
Nuclear power is not an admission free technology. The entire nuclear fuel chain, the uranium,
primary mines on the lands remaining to indigenous people, uranium conversion, enrichment, fuelI
fabrication, each step exposes workers and communities to radioactivity, and each step
generates radioactive waste.
Radio curies defy the concept of disposal, they don't go away, we just move them around. There
is no such thing as a nuclear dump that won't eventually leak.
The NRC acknowledges that the allowable limit, 100 milli rems a year for radiation exposure via
air, from any nuclear reactor, to the general public, will cause a fatal cancer in 1 out of 286
people.
This is very high when compared to the standard of 1 in one million considered an acceptable
level for human sacrifice for another industrial activity.
The 1986 catastrophe of Chernobyl has seriously affected the health and welfare of the
belrussian people. I know, I was there. I saw it. I don't want to hear that our nuclear facilities are
built different, it won't happen.
It almost did happen at TMI, I was there when it almost happened at TMI, too, that morning. But
in Byelorussia it happened, I have seen the children, I have seen the children go back and forth
to be detoxed in Kiev, and in Israel, and the parents not getting to see their children for maybe as
long as six months.
Then they come back home again and it is all over again, radiation. The only thing good is that it
sure grows mushrooms big. But that is it. The land, the everything is very desolate, very sad.
The average life expectancy of women has declined by five years, over there. Only ten percent
of the children are completely healthy. Cancer among adults and children have increased in
Ukraine and Moldovia, as well.
Two-thirds of the Ukraine is contaminated and 70 percent of the food. The watershed of the Kiev
basin has been so contaminated that it would take 200 billion dollars to just purify the water,
which they don't have. Forty million people have to drink it, and they do.
TMI was 30 minutes from a meltdown. How much disaster insurance does Peach Bottom carry
for York County? We have a right to know. They don't carry it.
Our tax dollars are paying for some peripheral. Who is going to pay for the Susquehanna if it is
polluted like that? Where is this money coming from? I will tell you what is going to happen, they
are going to go into bankruptcy, just like all the other corporations, because they can't do it, and,
we will be stuck possibly with useless land that absolutely no one wants.
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I And then where do we go, where do we live? The NRC has offered to pay the cost of two day's
I supply of potassium iodine pills for people living within ten miles of a nuclear power plant.
I Thyroid cancer is a major result of reactor accidents. The exposure can continue for days, even
I after one leaves the area, it is in your blood, it continues.
I If a nuclear accident occurred during a natural disaster, earthquakes, hurricanes, blizzards, ice
I storms, or an attack, evacuation would be difficult, time consuming, and maybe impossible.
I And people would need at least 10 days to 30 days supply. Even the EPA manual states that
I these pills should be given within 3 to 4 hours after the accident, if it is going to do a tremendous
I amount of good.
I So that means that even if you have them at home, if your children are at school, or at day care
I center, those centers have to have them too. They need to be stockpiled there, they need to be
I stockpiled at work.
I Soaring rates of thyroid cancer are still appearing in the children over in the former Soviet Union
I countries, who were exposed to Chernobyl, because they received too little, too late, of iodine.
I There is no way that this seemingly simple protection could be carried out, even here, in York
I County or surrounding area. Why do all of our tax dollars have to go to pay for Peach Bottom, a
I private company's hazardous operation?
I
I
I
I

In the past three years old and worn out equipment have caused dozens of incidents requiring
plants to shut down. On May and August 2000, Peach Bottom unit 3 was forced into an
emergency shutdown when an instrument valve failed and caused a leak of contaminated
coolant.

I The coolants are worse probably than the reactors, as far as the radiation. The NRC has just
I estimated that with a spill, within 50 miles, people will be affected. We know people will be
I affected.
I Ten miles is a joke, this is affecting everybody, we must find another way. We must asses the
I nuclear age itself, in the wake of Chernobyl. There are more than 450 reactors in operation on
I the planet today.
I
I
I
I
I

Each generates radioactive waste that will be a threat to human life for hundreds of thousands of
years. Each routinely releases radioactivity into the air and water.
Poland was the only country that protected their children with iodine tablets when Chernobyl
erupted, and that is not a polish joke. As far right now, today, as Scotland they are still feeling
the effects of Chernobyl with their sheep, they may not be able to be sold, and a lot of their land.

I This is serious, it is lasting, it is not something that we can just put a band-aid on. There is no
I safe place. We saw the forest fires from Canada, that is exactly the way the radiation goes, by
I the air.
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If nukes are so safe why do we have our phonebooks with evacuation routes? Why is the
industry trying to figure out where to dump this deadly waste? And why is 46,000 dollars of our
hard earned money in York County, being allotted every year for the radiation emergency
response?
That is why it is so cheap, the nuclear plants don't have to pay for anything, hardly. We are
paying for them. They are buying these cheap worn out plants that are ready to die, anyway.
They are going to make as much money as they can on them, and go.
And that is exactly what is happening, and we are footing the bill for everything. The NRC, that is
us. Those are our tax dollars, we are paying them, they are paying for the tablets that very few
people will get.
If most people want them, and their protection, we are going to have to pay for them. We are
paying for all these things, and we shouldn't be. The NRC does not close down, if they don't
close down Peach Bottom we don't have to worry about the terrorism, because our government is
terrorizing us enough by keeping these open.
And I hope you all check out the calendar that is out there. In case of an emergency at Peach
Bottom, and they've got cute little pictures by children that have drawn them, and things to do,
going into their basement, and everything.
These are little kids' pictures, and that is what that calendar is telling them about. We've got to
grow up, we shouldn't have anything that is going to cause an emergency, that is going to cause
an accident on this magnitude.
There are plenty of other ways we can make money, we don't need to make money this way. We
all have a responsibility, if not to ourselves, to our children. And we don't need to do this to earn
money for their education.
What good will their education be if they don't have a place to use it? Thank you, good night.
FACILITATOR CAMERON: Thank you, Sandy. We did hear, this afternoon, and this evening,
from Sandy. But a statement that was in the draft environmental impact statement about 12
deaths. And we thought it was important enough to try to at least explain what the -- what that
was supposed to mean.
And Patricia Milligan, who is a health physicist with the NRC is going to try to give us an
explanation on that.
MS. MILLIGAN: Good evening, I'm Trish Milligan, I'm a certified health physicist, I work for the
NRC. I'm also a pharmacist, I've spent a lot of years in the practice of pharmacy, and also
nuclear pharmacy, so I have a wide spectrum background, and I've spent a number of years
working for a nuclear power stations.
The 12 deaths that you are talking about, those aren't real deaths. It is not like we walk in and
say, one, two, three, four, five, too bad for you guys.
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I What we do is we calculate, statistically we calculate, based on a lot of assumptions, and a lot of
I models, what would happen if this person; or this large population received X amount of dose for
I a period of time.
I Now, there are several theories that are in considerable debate in the scientific community. And
I the theory that we use, and the model that we use to come up with these statistically calculated
I deaths, if you will, is something that is known as linear no threshold.
I We assume that any dose, no matter how small, has some impact. And we assume that it is
I more or less a straight line, higher dose, higher impact. And that is the model that we use.
I If you look at other work that is out there, in fact there was a statement put out by the Health
I Physics Society, which is a large collection of scientists in the field of radiation protection and
I physics, and only a very small percentage of those are involved in reactor health physics.
I
I
I
I

They believe, based on evidence that is in the world today that there is, in fact, a threshold. And
they would suggest, from their position statement, that any dose below 10 rem is considered
inconsequential, because there is no body of evidence, hard evidence, to suggest that anything
less than 10 rem is deleterious to health.

I At the NRC we have adopted the most conservative model, which is any dose would have some
I impact. Based on that, and based on the assumptions of human behavior, and this infinitely large
I population, we calculated if you believe A, B, C, D, E, then over a population, over a lifetime, you
I may expect to see 12 additional cancers in this area.
I Now, if you look at the, what I guess I would call the background cancer rate in this country, there
I is approximately 1.3 to 1.5 million new cancers that are diagnosed each year.
I So what we would be talking about would be a statistical number 12, or 2000 over 20 years, so
I that would be -- yes, so that would be, essentially, 100 additional cancers if you will, over an
I infinitely large population surrounding all the power plants.
I
I

Now, people always get uncomfortable when we are talking about statistically calculated deaths.
Because, after all, we are more than statistics. And I understand that.

I Having had cancer myself, and having lost a younger brother to cancer, I understand very much
I what statistics are all about, and none of us like to feel like we are statistically insignificant.
I
I
I
I

But when we look at these kind of models we make some very broad, very conservative, very
protective assumptions. So that when we say 12 additional deaths, or 2000 additional deaths
over 20 years, those aren't real people, it is not like 12 people put up your hands and you are out
of here.

I
I
I
I
I

These are just statistical models that are done, much like what the EPA does when they do the
risk analysis, where they decide there is an acceptable risk of 1 in 10,000 cancers. It doesn't
mean that 1 in 10,000 of us is going to get a cancer from this particular toxin.
It is just meaning based on these models, and these assumptions, this is the conclusion that we
have come to, in order to affect a very wide margin of safety for the public.
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So it is not like there is 12, or 2000 people equals 20 years are going to fall over, and that is from
reactor emissions. That is just part of the modeling that we use, and it is a very, very
conservative model, for which is under tremendous debate in the scientific community at this
point.
Do you have any questions?
FACILITATOR CAMERON: Yes, I think there might be. Do you want to ask a question, Sandy?
MS. SMITH: Well, on the risk assessment, I don't think
any - the risk is always, it is a risk. And we shouldn't
be, I don't think you would have a risk with how many
people are going to die from windmills.

PBD03
03-19

So maybe we ought to work on some other energy things, here. We had Dr. Manago was here,
and I'm not going to go on with his credentials, maybe some of you are familiar, maybe not.
But he is very well known in the field. He doesn't work for the NRC, or he doesn't own a nuclear
facility, so he has nothing to gain, one way or the other. And he has done a lot of independent
studies.
One of them is the famous tooth fairy study, where what he has done is that the body doesn't
know the difference between strontium 90 and calcium. So strontium 90 being radiation. So the
body will take in whatever is available.
If there is a lot of radiation in the area, and I'm making this simple, the body will take in more
radiation than calcium. If you are in an area, maybe if you took more calcium, you would be all
right.
At any rate is the idea is, the government has done these studies in the past, and the idea is, they
are taking teeth from children that were born after 1970, across the United States, checking the
teeth for strontium 90, and trying to see if there is hot spots, if there is any kind of correlation, or
whatever.
And very interesting that here in Lancaster, York, and
Chester County it is very high, it is 26 percent higher
with the children. And he had some very good
studies, and statistics, which he handed in before.

03-20

So it basically depends who you hear from. And I always like to hear from someone who has
nothing to gain, politically, or money, or anything, rather than the fox watching the henhouse.
Thank you.
FACILITATOR CAMERON: If anybody wants to see the full text of Joe Mangano's presentation
today, it will be on the transcript that will be available. Thank you, Sandy, and thanks Trish, for
trying to clarify that, clarifying that for us.
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I

Mr. Guyll, are you ready? And I think this microphone is fixed now, isn't it? This is Mr. Ernest
Guyll.

P! ID16

MR. GUYLL: I prepared some written comments, I
will just read from them, so I won't go too long.

I I received the draft report for comment of the generic environmental impact statement for the
I license renewal of nuclear powers, regarding Peach Bottom atomic power station Units 2 and 3.
I And this is not really a reader friendly document, and I had some trouble locating points of
I interest. I was here on November 7th, and made some comments there.

4'1 1nuclear
I
I evacuation plan for the Amish.
I

I found no mention of my request that past
performance of the plant be taken into account,
including control room operators sleeping on the job.

1ý-2
I
I

There was no mention of my question regarding an
evacuation plan for the Amish in the event of a
accident. And I made this question in the
past at other NRC meetings. I've never seen any

Perhaps that is not a new issue.
There was no mention of my concern of the danger
of spent radioactive fuel being stored on site. There
was no mention of my comments about the problems
with the emergency warning sirens.

1ý13
16-4
I
I
I
I.
19-5

In an NRC document dated August 15th, 2001, it is
noted, and I'm quoting here from the NRC document:
"Two former contract technicians deliberately falsified
siren testing maintenance records, and performed
I inadequate siren tests while professing that all activities on siren records were properly done.
I And, two, one of these technicians knowingly installed jumper wires to bypass failure detection
I circuitry on at least 10 siren boxes, which would demonstrate that the sirens were working
I properly, even if they were not."
I And that might be an old issue, too, that might not be a new issue.
It is my opinion that the NRC had already decided to
renew the license of the Peach Bottom power plant
when they received the application. The only reason

16!6
I meetings are held is to meet a requirement.

I Sam Gejdenson, the former Chairman of the House Interior Subcommittee on Oversight said
I about the NRC: On a number of occasions the -- I'm sorry, I'm quoting here.
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"On a number of occasions the Commission has acted as if it were the advocate for, and not the
regulator of the nuclear industry."
I continue to be concerned about an earthquake,
given the proximity of the martic fault line. And, by
the way, that is spelled M-A-R-T-l-C, not M-A-R-T-l-C

16-7
K, as erroneously recorded in the report.
16-8

According to a Lancaster New Era article, on July 1st,
1994, corrosive cracks found inside a Peach Bottom
reactor "could cause a meltdown during an accident
or earthquake, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission said today. Cracks in the York County
nuclear reactor are expected to grow, and will have to be monitored, the NRC said.
NRC officials also warned that the cracks could lead to a meltdown if they shift during an
accident, or a natural disaster."
And I could find no mention of this in the draft report for comment. And that also might not be a
new issue, that was seven years ago.

16-9

I would still like to know how many accidental
releases of radiation have occurred at Peach Bottom
since it began operations. I would like to know the
type of radiation, the amount of each release. The draft report does not address this in detail.

16-10

I would like to have data on cancer cases, birth
defects, and stillbirths in a ten mile radius of the plant,
and compare this information to the national average.

16-11

The draft report does not address this in detail. I would
like to know the type of radioactive isotopes at the
plant, and the half life of these isotopes. Are strontium
90 and strontium 89 the only radioactive isotopes at the plant? Because I think those are the
only two mentioned in the report.

16-12

The draft report notes the socioeconomic problems
associated with the shutdown and decommissioning of
Peach Bottom. However, if a power plant were to
operate around the same area, using renewable resources, such a plant would need a large
number of employees who would probably be just as involved in the community as the current
Peach Bottom employees.
And I do not agree with the conclusion of the draft report which notes that the impact of renewing
the license at Peach Bottom would have a small impact on land use, ecology, water use, and
quality, air quality and waste.
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I I do not agree the use of renewable resources at the same site have a greater impact on the
I environment than the current plan.
Since the Peach Bottom plant is located on the edge of
the great east coast megalopolis, an accident could
have a devastating effect on millions of people.

16-3

I We need to shut down and decommission the Peach Bottom atomic power plant before a horrible
I accident occurs.
I FACILITATOR CAMERON: Thank you very much, Mr. Guyll. Duke, did you have something to
I add?
I MR. WHEELER: Excuse me, Ernie, you are in our mailing list for correspondence related to our
I environmental review, and I'm wondering, do you recall receiving a copy of our environmental
I scoping summary report, back in April? I have a copy of it here that I will share with you.
I I will let you see what it is. And if you did not receive a copy, when I get back to the office I will
I put a copy in the mail to you, and it does identify, it addresses various things that you brought up
I here, at least the great majority of them.
I I don't have them all in my head. But, for example, your interest in the provisions for evacuation
I of the Amish, and where that fits into our license renewal. That is in our scoping summary report.
I

If you will see me after the meeting, I've got my copy of it, and I will make sure that you get a
copy.

I FACILITATOR CAMERON: That is correct, and I think that what Duke is saying is that we did try
I to be responsive to your comments. And, Duke, if you could talk to Mr. Guyll off line?
I MR. WHEELER: And also the librarians are on my list. I will call the libraries and see if they got
I this particular document. I may need to mail it out again.
I FACILITATOR CAMERON: Thanks, Mr. Guyll, and thanks Duke. We are next going to go to Mr.
I Alan Brinson, from the Emergency Management Agency of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
I MR. BRINSON: Good evening, everyone. My name is Alan Brinson, thank you. I appreciate and
I thank you all for coming out here.
I This type of meeting is doing exactly what it is supposed to do; provide information, give you
I opportunities to discuss things, to learn some things, and perhaps to provide some clarification.
I Today I heard a number of things mentioned that I would like to expound upon, a little bit. First of
I all I'm the lead emergency off-site planner for this state, for Peach Bottom atomic power plant.
I And while I profess to be no expert, I have immersed myself in the emergency preparedness of
I this community, and am quite familiar with a number of facets associated with that.
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The comments regarding the Amish community, it is very important. There are a number of
provisions that have been set forth for the Amish community. This is not a new issue, it is
something that comes up on a fairly routine basis, and particularly an important one at this time.
So that we can clarify exactly what is being done with the Amish community, let me go ahead and
speak on it.
The easiest way to do this is to start off with the siren system, and the EAS. It was particularly,
troubling to us, the State of Pennsylvania, as well as the NRC, when Peach Bottom and the siren
system indicated the problems that the gentleman just spoke about.
The utility, to their merit, actually self-reported that event. So it was the utility who took the first
response, and many subsequent reports,-to satisfy the Commonwealth, and the NRC, that the
siren problem was addressed, and that any future problems with the siren would become
certainly not the issue that was presented when falsification took place.
But the utility did the right thing in reporting, and I think you will find that in the supplemental
reports that were filed with the NRC.
Now, the siren system is the primary method for communicating with the public. Following that,
an emergency alert system, turning to radios, and television. But there are also other methods
for communicating across the Commonwealth.
If the sirens fail we immediately go into a route alerting. Much of this is done at the county level,
and plans are in place for each county to respond to a siren failure and provide route alerting
teams.
Now, against popular myth, the Amish do have radios. The Amish, from what I gather, are
certainly tapped into the national oceanographic, or NOA, through the national weather service
radios. They certainly have the ability to get information, and we have the ability to put
information through the National Weather Service, so that they have emergency information
relative to Peach Bottom, through that delivery system.
As I said before, the counties have the predominant responsibility for including provisions in their

plans for the treatment of not only the Amish, but all publics in the community area.
Lancaster and York specifically address, in their plans, a set of procedures on how to address the
Amish population. Chester county, they have one municipality in this EPZ, emergency planning
zone, that is West Nottingham township.
And, frankly, they have four families. Those families are part of the police of West Nottingham, to
be notified by the police in West Nottingham Township.
Much has to be said about the Amish way of communicating. The plans that the counties have
are to notify the bishops. The bishops then have various methods to contact members of their
community.
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I And for many of us who are not familiar with the Amish, it seems to be something of a mystery.
I But for those of us who live in and amongst the Amish community, as I do, they have quite an
I efficient, and effective way for getting information out to each other, I can assure you of that.
I Now, they also have the same access to what is called a special needs survey that is conducted
I annually. The special needs surveys are sent out in mailings to every household in the EPZ.
I Those people who have special conditions, whether they need notification, whether they are
I hearing impaired, or whether they are unable to walk, or be transported, they go into a special
I needs form that is then placed with the county.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

So there is a data base in the county for people with special needs. Now, there has been an
enhancement to that, because this Amish question is so important to us. The counties have now
requested that their annual survey for special needs include a questionnaire.
And you will be seeing this in the York area, I believe, in the near future. This survey question is
going to be asking the question, do you have access to a phone or a radio?
If the respondents to that survey indicate no, they will be placed in the special needs group. And
as such the county, or the municipality, whatever jurisdiction is responsible, for communicating
with those people, will then be -- they will be putting messages out to them through this special
needs program.

I So there are many methods to communicating with the Amish. Any questions? Thank you very
I much.
I FACILITATOR CAMERON: Thank you, Al, for providing that information from the state for us,
I thank you.
I I would like to ask Dr. Shirley Liebman to come up and talk to us. Dr. Liebman?
DR. LIEBMAN: I'm going to read my comments. I
usually don't read in some of these presentations, but
I will at this time.

i1

I Our family has resided in Lancaster County since the '60s, and for the past 20 years or so, right
I in Holtwood, just ten miles or so north of here.
I My attendance at the first public scoping meeting last fall, for the license renewal, gave me a first
I hand knowledge of the process that was discussed in detail, in numerous handouts, with much
I relevant data.
I Unfortunately the negative comments by the anti-nuclear activists were amplified by the media,
I rather than the overall supportive input by our local residents, such as myself, and most other
I interested attendees.
I Basically we feel that our national energy needs have been outlined, over these past decades.
I And the vital role that nuclear energy plays now, and should play in the future, is clear to us.
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The Peach Bottom facility has had an outstanding
performance record, overall. The draft report, that
we've just heard about, and we are here to discuss,
prepared for this renewal of the specific nuclear plant, addressed all required regulatory issues in
a clear and comprehensive manner.
Many questions posed by the interested citizens, at the meeting that I was at, were addressed,
and gave essentially a basic conclusion.
There has been, and will be, minimal negative environmental impact. You all have used the word
small as your category of comment. Indeed, it is acknowledged by all reasonable persons that no
human actions are totally risk-free.
Not in our homes, not in our community, and certainly not throughout the environment. The risk
assessment studies that we've just heard explained by the gentleman, helped to put the
environmental issues into perspective, as conducted by the NRC and other capable people.

17-2

I believe that the stated plans given in the draft
provide for the highest level of safety and efficiency
that is reasonable, that reflect the concerns, and the
expertise of those directly responsible for the management and operations of the Peach Bottom
plant.

I

I
I
I

Indeed, it is imperative that we are supposed to be
continuing in all our nuclear plant facilities, and the
waste transportation actions, to improve in this new

17-3

17-4

I
I

era of our homeland security concerns.

I

So in summary the projected license renewal of the Peach Bottom nuclear plant is a vital path in
meeting our nation's immediate and future energy needs.

I

So as local residents, and concerned citizens, our
family strongly supports the proposed NRC actions.
And just to throw a comment in, since some of these
other persons have raised some questions as to some technical capabilities, and what have you,
that they felt were in question.
I'm retired from industrial research and development with about 40 years working in the materials
and environmental sciences. And my colleagues in the industrial research community, the
universities, and with the EPA researchers, have made it quite a direct connection to this area of
environmental concerns.
My work with the EPA people, as an industrial researcher, was in the 70s and '80s. And
together, all of us in industry and government, really worked to put together the so-called master
analytical scheme, our areas in analytical research and services, and in the environmental
sciences, for the methods and instrumentation that are now fundamental throughout the country,
and the world, in environmental trace analysis.
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I
I

So the results of my research, specifically if any of you wish to find out which kind of detectors
are used, and you are concerned that the ability of the NRC to monitor properly the air, water,
and solids materials, my colleagues and I have documented our work in over 200 publications,
and presentations in about two or three dozen technical journals, many articles, book chapters,
and books, and so forth.

I So there is lot of documented information that you can follow, for those who feel it necessary.
I Thank you.
I FACILITATOR CAMERON: Thank you very much, Dr. Liebman.

I Is Nicki Roth here? Okay, that is all the speakers we had for tonight. And is there anybody that I
I missed?
I (No response.)
I
I
I
I

FACILITATOR CAMERON: Well, the NRC staff, our experts, archaeologists, and other
disciplines are here. Please feel free to talk to them after the meeting.
We are going to adjourn now, and thank you all for coming out and sharing your comments with
us. Goodnight.

I (Whereupon, at 9:00 p.m. the above-entitled matter was concluded.)
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To: Duke Wheeler, NRC
Peach Bottom EIS@nrc.gov
From: Shirley Liebman, Ph D.
Local Resident, Concerned Citizen of Lancaster Co.
Consultant Member, The CECON Group, inc., Wilmington,DE
Science & Engineering Consultant Network
Member, Board of U.S. Army Science & Technology (BAST)
National Research Council, Washington, DC
717-284-3478
FAX- voice mail: 717-284-5225
Email* Ltebman-Pinnacle@msn corn
Date: July 13, 2002
Subject: Registration for Oral Comments at July 31st Public Mtg.
Peach Bottom Inn, Delta
I received the July 8, 2002 Memo concerning the public meeting on July 31st
to comment on the Draft Environmental impact Statement for the license renewal
process at Peach Bottom
I would like to present a summary of the comments (sent via Email July 5th) that
resulted from my evaluation of the Draft document. However. since I had
attended last years afternoon public scoping meeting in Delta, I recall that the
majority of favorable comments (and applause from many attendees) had minor
press coverage, while the evening 7 PM meeting had TV/press focused on the
comments from non-local anti-nuclear activists. Hence, their negative,
confrontational statements were amplified by the media.

21

,4
C,o

For that reason. I defer to your scheduling of my comments to the session(s)
most helpful to acknowledge and support the Draft document content and
conclusions. Furthermore. I suggest updated commentary be made from NRC
persons to address highlighted security measures, both for on-site facilities and
for nuclear waste transport off-site It should be made clear that we an share
responsibility as active citizens In Homeland Defense efforts to support
continuing safe, efficient operation of our nation's nuclear power plants.
Please advise me as to your response to my registration for comments I will
furnish a written summary prior to that time, should you request It.
Thank you for your time and attention.

Z
C
:30

To: Chief
Rules & Directives Branch
Malistop T-6D 59
U.S. Nuclear Regulartory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001
Email: PeachBottomEIS@nrc.gov
From: Shirley A, Liebman, Ph D.
91 Pinnacle Rd. West
Holtwood, PA 17532
Phone IFAX' 717-284-5225
Email: Ltebman-Plnnacie@msn.com
Date: July 5, 2002
Subject: Response to Draft of Plant-Specific..,.Peach Bottom License Renewal
The following are comments made as requested In your correspondence of
June 24, 2002, which Included the Draft Plant-Specific Supplement 10 to the
Generic Environmental Impact Statement Regarding Peach Bottom Atomic
Power Station, Units 2 and 3 (TAC Nos. MB2011 and MB2012).
I have read the above document and find the information content and its
presentation to be clear and comprehensive, In response to the public
needs regarding the license renewal process. All major regulatory requirements
are noted and explained, In addition to specific responses to questions put forth
during and after the general scoping meeting in November, 2001 in Delta, PA.
Detailed coverage was given of all major environmental topics, including
demographics, background operational data, and reasonable future activities
Current data that addressed specific health and operational concerns were
presented, as requested by local residents and concerned citizens. Using risk
management procedures, it was shown that any / all plant activities have minimal
or small levels of risk to the environment or to human health. Continued
survelance will ensure prompt actions wherever needed, since it Is accepted
fact....all human activites carry a non-zero rfsk level.
Expertise from several sources was included: Peach Bottom Plant employees,
officials I consultants from state, regional, and local areas, as well as experts
from our National Laboratories (LLNL, Argonne, and Los Alamos) Projections
were made in specific areas as to any changes that would take place upon
renewal of the 20-yr. license- no new adverse operational effects are anticipated.
Responses are planned to the likely increases in nearby populations (York /
Lancaster regions) and to heightened emergency management actions that are
now basic to all U S. nuclear reactor facilities
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In summary, the draft document is a fully informative, clear outline of the
Intended license renewal of Units 2 &3 at Peach Bottom. All regulatory and
citizens' requirements for safe, efficient operation are presented to meet or
exceed the needed levels It isexcellent an public documentation in support of a
successful renewal process.
Signed

Cl)

Shirley A. Liebman, Ph.D.
Local Resident, Concerned Citizen, Lancaster County
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Consultant Member, The CECON Group, Inc., Wilmington, DE
Science & Engineenng Consultant Network
Member, Board of U.S. Army Science & Technology (BAST)
National Research Council, National Academies
Washington, DC

X-Mailer. Novell GroupWise 5.5.4
Date: Mon, 07 Oct 2002 12 46 55 -0400
From. "PeachBottom_.EIS PeachBottom_EIS" <PeachBottomEIS@nrc gov>
To. <mcdowell5@tnl gov>
Subject. Fwd: Supporting Info.

X

Return-path <Odiejoe@aol corn>
From Odiejoe@aol corn
Full-name. Odiejoe
Message-ID. <a 22d75f92.2a7b9lgf@aol.corn>
Date: Thu, 1 Aug 2002 18.35.11 EDT
Subject: Supporting Info
To: prm@nrc.gov
X-Mader AOL 4 0 for Windows 95 sub 120
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type. multipart/mixed; boundary=*=_D68A4798 6DOC548K
Dear Pat (or please tell me what I should call you).
Sandy Smith gave me your emal,.so I'm sending you the hard data I used, with
sources, in my presentation yesterday It's attached as a word file.
If you have any questions, please feel tree to call me at 718-857-9825
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I would be willing to present a summary of these comments at the
upcoming public scoping meeting in Delta, July 31, 2002, if requested.

Best wishes, Joe Mangano
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STATISTICAL DATA USED IN
ASSESSING HEALTH RISKS
FROM THE PEACH BOTTOM NUCLEAR PLANT
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1990

CMan PnmL

0-4
5-9
10-14

0
0
0
0
3
4
54
126
83
301
60
22
451

13,631
14.800
14,653
14.460
12.179
30,213
40,164
32.083
17.642
14.61S
10.452
4.338
2193290

0
0
0
0
0
8
30
79
67
89
69
21
363

15.773
00
16,697
00
00
17.264
16.378
00
0.0
13,343
31,492 254
37,229 890.6
30.309 2589
19.156 3498
17,550 507 1
14.239 4646
6.229 337 1
236.358 1536

0384416
098204
.102304
093845
080561
122569

0
0
0
0
0
1
40
78
91
76
75
24
319

11,118
32,55
13,026
12.522
10,056
26,290
33,183
27.315
16,47S
13,919
100853
4,512
191,824

094416
099204
.102104
093841
080561
122569
113614
114265
(011490
061195
030112
007435

0

4o022

13.19
20-24
2S-34
3344
45-54
5"-64
65-74
7S-84
95+
1'Or
0.4
5-9
10-34
15-39
20-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75-84
85+
TOT
04
3-9
10-14

-4
(.'3

Cadc Rate

AU

"20-24
13-19

25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
71 84
03+
TOT

04
5-9
10-14
153.9
20-24
25.34
35-44
49-94
55-64
63-74
75-84
85+
TOT

0
0
0
I
17
324
283
241
266
204
67
1203

0.0
010
0.0
0.0
8.2
13.2
1344
3927
470.5
6079
573.5
5i195
2057

0.0
0.0
00
00
00
190
120.3
2856
352.4
546.0
691 1
3139
202.6

00

44,052
O0.
0.0
44,943
43,360
0.0
36,073
21
87,995 19.3
360.576 1123
89,907 3148
53.273 4S24
46,154 5763
35.553 5758
15.039 4449
647,472 1858

1970 Std P

004416
098204
102304
093045
080561
122369
113614
114265
091400
061195
•030112
W07435

Ad,. Raw

CD

0.0
00
00
0.0
07
16
153
449
430
421
17.3
3.8

0.
C6 tcrtnunt

319.6

.113614

114265
091480
061195
030112
V07435

0.0
0.0
00
a0
00

3
92
296
32.0
310
14.6
2.1

Lancaster County

122.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
G0
00

2.3

Yor

(1998 1321.4)

nty

137
32.6
50.S
33.4
203
4.0
157.4

084416
098204
102304
093845
080561
122569
113614
314265
091480
061195
030112
00743S

(1998- 154.2)

0.0
00
0.0
0.0
02
2.4
127
36.0
414
353
173
33

(199

143.17)

TotalCounti

148.5 (1998 1416)
U.S.199- 118.1

Sources Pennsylvania Slai CancerIt
Risry, Hwianurg PA,cancr cases U S Centers for DiseaseControl and
Prco-himon
(www.cde RoVodataandshaaiucn.CDC Wondr), populatlo.
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6 lodine- 13IConcentrations in Pasteorized MikYWashtnton DC and Phladelphia
.

Nuclearrtower isints wlti Laeres?

42

A Airborne Iodine-tOI and Efmuents
(all ehmicasa with half-lifeof over I days)

I Airborne Fisso sodActiovancOCas

03

Plant,Sat
oaiRlac
h. Dresden, IL
91.58
2. Oyster Crok, NJ
7680
3 Mlstono, CT
3264
4 Quad Cities, IL
2679
S IndianPoint, NY
1746
6. NineMilePoit, NY 14.61
7. Three Mile Island. PA 1441
8 Brunswlck, NC
1419
9. Monticello. MN
12.13
I0 Turkey Poin, FL
6.67
II Pilgism, MA
6.56
I. Big Rock Pont, MI
6.20
13 SonOoieftCA
416
14 St Lucie,FL
3 59
15. Humboldt Bay, CA
341
16 Calven Chff, MD
340
17 James A Fitzpatrick. NY 334
IS Oconee, SC
2.43
19 Pesch Bottom, PA
205

PINt.State
I ThreeMiteIsland, PA
2 Dresde•.IL
3 Millstone, CT
4 OysterCrerk, NJ
5 Nine MilePoint, NY
6 Moretello, MN
7 Humboldt Day,CA
8 Browns Fcrey.AL
9 QuadCities, IL
10 Brunswick, NC
1l, Big Rok Point, MI
12 Pilgri, MA
13 Peschotnonm, PA

0

"in
tinlions of piocuries
+ In thousinds of

runes

4

Philadclphia

Month
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.

TotleLidea+
10,066
9,253
6,762
5,374
3,698
3,478
2,796
2,490
2,306
2,272
1,699
1,557
851

Pl...at

T

1. Millstone, CT
2. Joseph M Farty, AL
3 LaCroiss,W
4 Nine MilePoint, NY
S Soury.VA
6. Sal"•eorr e, CA
7. Dreaden,IL
8 BrownsPFeiryAL
9 Quad Cities, IL ,
10 Arkansas1.2,AR
I0l. uornue,
SC
12 Cooper, NS
13. IndianPoint, NY
14Salem, NJ
IS Peach Ioltom, PA

58097
57673
19600
19320
18087
161to
130.12
11856
110.33
10264
7073
70 79
6103
60.09
5669

1985
8
4
2

Apr.

May
June
July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

C. Uquid Eflouents
Mixed Fision and
Activaion Products

Source Nuclear Regulatory Commission annual reponts, reprinted in Gould 1 01at , Tlne Peiny Within

Four Walls EightWindomw,
1996.

All measurements in picocurles of- -131 per liter of milk

OSltive Relusa110 1970-57 (of 72 orratime plants)

7
4
3
-3
2
5
1
3

1986 1987 1988
2
6
6
-1
5
-1
5
2
9
-

3

-2

7
7

3
2

7
5

1989 1990
-4
3
3
4
6
-4
I
I
7
4
4

1

6

0

I

-2
5
4
2
3

4
5
5
4
6

-3
2
3
5
4

4
6
7
5
6

6
7
1
1

WMonth
gtonPG
3
0
3

Jan
Feb.

Mar.
Apr.
May
June

July
Aug.
Sept
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

5

4

13
10

4

4
7

4

1

1

2

5

8
5
5

4
7

5

6
2

New YoG

Totals:
U.S. Average 1985-90 for 60 cities
012.61
Philadelphia 224 pieoeorles/67 measurelnents -3.34 (+28%)
Washington 105 plccurles/24 measurements -4-38 (+68%)
Source- Office ofRadiation Programs Environmgntal Radiation Data, Volumes 41-64.
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Montgomery AL' 1985-1990.

z

m

Note: The Environmental Protection Agency stopped reporting monthly levels of Iodine
131, Ccsium-137, and Barium-140 in milk in December 1990

CD
:3
(D
-a

CD

6

CD
X

z

8. Chanoes in Radioactivity Levels in Local Air and Water, 2001

7. Latest Results of Study of Strontgum-90 in Baby Teeth

D
C
m
24
CA,
l)

Teeth collected
Teeth processed
Teeth processed, born after 1979
Location
(home during pregnancvy

No. Teeth
b.after1972

Philadelphia area*
CD

0

California
Florida
New Jersey
Connecticut

22

2.57

106
121
225
44

1.73
208
1.55
0.96

544
59
78
65
20
18

1.38
1.25
1.44
1.55
1 88
1.86

All other

76

TOTAL

1352

CD
-3
3x

Avg pCi Srg0/
1 Ca innteeth at b

New York
Suffolk County
Nassau County
New York City
Westchester County
Putnam County
Orange/Dutchess/Ulster County

CAi

Gross Beta in Drinking Water
(Measured Monthly)

3800
1463
1352
Locahon
4L (8 7 isi SE otPeach Bottom)

Jan IJuly 31
1 90

61(58mni NW of PeachBotom)

200

Aua

"-D 31
290
276

%RChasnce
+526%
+3800%

Gross Beta tn Air Particulate Samples
(Measured Weekly)
(31 weeks)
l~ocation
JnI-Aue
3A(36mn= SWofPeach ouom)
1848
5112(30.8 mil.NW of Peach Botom)
17.19

(21 weeks)
Aug

qLl3
23.90
2605

%Change
+29.3%
+51.5%

Source. Exelon Nuclear Generation Support Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station Units 2
and 3 Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report, Number 59.2001.

1.53
(similar to 1956 births)

Philadelphia average Is 68% greater than all teeth (2.57/1.53)
* includes southeast Peansylvama, plus Phdladclphia subumbs
inNew Jersey
Average Sr-90 concentration. by birth yrar (number of teeth in narenthescs}
Phila Are
All areas
1990-96
272 ( 8)
1 55(556)
1980-89

2.45 (14)

1.51 (793)

1970-79

332 ( 7)

2.75 ( 77)

1960-69

-

3.97( 22)

Philadelphia area teeth have always had higher Sr90 concentrations than other areas. In
all areas, there has been an increase from the 1980s to the 1990s, suggesting that a current
source of Sr9O, most likely nuclear reactor enissions, is building up in chuldren's bodies.
Source: Radiation and Public Health Project, July 16,2002
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Exehmn.

9. Prevailing Wind Directions. Cities Nearest to Peach Bottom

r-"~
(5
0

CA

','

Wdminglon pD

Month Harrisbur

Philadelghi

Jan.

WNW

WNW

WNW

Feb.

WNW

NW

NW

NW

Mar.

WNW

SW

WNW

WNW

Baltimore MD

ww
.. wOp-tw,

Nuclear

i1 1.,. Wq

WNW

e/lloz 4"'August 27, 2002

Apr

WNW

SW

May

W

WSW

S

W

June

W

WSW

S

WNW

July

W

WSW

NW

W

Aug

W

SW

S

W

WNW

SW

S

S

W

WSW

NW

NW

Nov.

NNW

WSW

NW

WNW

Dec.

WNW

WNW

WNW

WNW

Sept.
Oct.

WNW

WNW

(0
(01

Number of months with prevailing winds from the
Northwest, West-Northwest, West, West-Southwest, or southwest
Harrisburg12
Philadelphia - I1
Wilmington - 8
Baltimore II

z

The majority of any airborne releases from Peach Bottom would be propclicd towards the
east, including the highly populated areas of southeast Pennsylvania and northern
Delaware

C

m

G)

Source- Balr FE (ed). The Weather Almanac, 6 h Exdition. Detroit" Gale Research Inc,
1992. Wind patterns measured from 1951 to 1963.

Chief
Rules and Directives Branch
Mailatop T-6D 59
U S Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington. DC 20555-0001
Subject

Comments Concerning Draft Plant-Specific Supplement 10 to the Generic
Environmental Impact Statement Regarding Peach Bottom Atomic Power
Station

Dear Sir
This letter Is being submitted In response to the NRC's request for comments concerning the
draft plant-epecitic Supplement 10 to NUREG-1 437. OGeneric Environmental Impact Statement
for License Renewal of Nuclear Plants.* regarding the renewal of operating licensees for Peach
Bottom Atomic Power Station (PBAPS), Units 2 and 3, for an additional 20 years of operation
Exelon Generation Company. LLCappreciates the opportunity to comment on this draft
Supplement 10to NUREG-1437. We agree that the adverse environmental Impacts of license
renewal for PSAP!; are not so great that preserving the option of license renewal for energy
planning doclsionmakers would be unreasonable
Specific comments on draft Supplement 10 to NUREG-1437 are provided in Attachment I
Ifyou have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us
Very truly yours,

Michael P Gallagher
Director, Licensing &Regulatory Affairs
Mid Atlantic Regional Operating Group
Enclosures Attachment 1
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Mr. Louis L Wieclcr
Scravir
Plruoct Maneg
License Renewal and Environmental Impacts Program,
Division ofRegulatory Improvements Programs
Office of Nuwlea Reactor Regulations
Nw.leur Regulatory Conatunion
Washington, DC 20555-0001
Dear Mr. Wheeler:
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We received your March 7 letter regarding the Nuciar Regulatory Conmmasson's (NRC
opiion that for compliance with Section 106 ofthe National) luor Prcscrvauo Act,
the presence of any bistonc property along the Keency Transeusion Line are beyond the
ar of potential effects. We believe this opinon to be mconsetmnt with the Advisory
Coiumil on thstonc rresvnaium'n (Council) regulations and with Information provided
to thin Office doring the initiation Section Iheconultati•n• for the proposed eeliceunisaof
the Peach ltottom Atomic Powr. Station (PtAPSl) In a July 5,2000 lette aentto Ms.
Joan LUrritvee,
of niy staff, from Jamts Hutton, Drector of licensing for PECO Nuckar,
Mr. Ilunto iden ified the ongima undertaking included aitoizidng the construction in
1974 of the Keeney Transmission Line a the "Only one new transmisslon corrmdo
[wtuchl was required to integrate PBAPS into PECO Eniergy's bulk power wystem when
the facIlity was eonstructid. 7Ni% line, from Peach Bottom to the Keeney Substation in
Delaware, is the only tratnmlssaon Ime/comdor uwder review during this tcurrent]ltccnse
renewal proeaes." In this letter Initiating consultation with this Office, Mr. Hudson
effectively identified reauthorizing of the Keeney Transmission line as an element of the,
licensing renewal, the undertaking, and anpart ofthe Area of Potentil Fffec as per the
Council's definition of an undertaklng (36 CFR300 16(y)) and the projecit Area of
ParentuaEflcat (6 CFR *00.16(d)). Especlay limioant to the defintio of
undertaking Isthe notion that it includes 'the geographical area or areas within which a
undertak•ng may directlyor Indirectly (my esuphasts) cause alterations in the clhracier or
use oflhsroric properti, if such properties cais" It is important to now her there is no
dahiaion ofown•rship or control which limits t consideratin of whether to Include
Soy lo.tmoion
or property thcri within theiboundary ofthe APE Such limitations would
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Letter to Wheeler
September 9,2002
Page 2

hamper the ability to adequately Identify and consider to the fullest extent, what types
and degrees of impact or effect an undertaking would have en historic properties for any
type ofundertaking at any possible location. The Council does not set such restrictions
on determining a project undertabkng and its APE. The reauthorization ofthe Keeney
Transmission Line, as part of this project, even though it is not owned or controlled by
the licensee Is not pertinent to the identification ofhlstoric properties and the evaluation
of effects which the undertaking may have on those historic properties which are present
within the APE. (See the attached Information provided by Laura Dean of the Council as
it pertains to deternining an undertaking's area of potential effelt Points to remember
Item #2. and, Colorado River Indian tribes v. Marsh, 605F. Supp 1425 (C D. Cal. 1925)
Additionally. In the Lower Delaware Valley TranimmrslonSystem Agreement, Schedule 3,
Revision No 1, Page I of 2, which you Included as an attachment to your March 7 lette,
there was an agreement for DP & L (now Conertiv) to construct the Delaware section of
the Keeney Transmission Line Essentially, even while the licensee did not construct
this line, it was clearly a contractual arrangement to provide the licenee with the
facilities to convey power to Its bulk power system, as referenced in Hutton's July 2000
letter. It Is part of the undertaking and should be included in the project APE.
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The Identification of the Chesapeake and Delaware Feeder Canal (Feeder Canal), as an
historic property within the project APE, was made by my staff during the consultation
process. Comments were provided in an attachment to your March 7 letter, prepared by
the licensee, as to their opinion on the non-eligibility ofthis property Itis important to
remember that ifthere arc disagreements between the federal agency and the SHPO as to
the eligibility of&particular property, it is the federal agency's responsibility, using 36
CFR Part 61 qualified professionals, to seck a formal determination ofeligibility from the
Secretary of the Interior, pursuant to 36 CFR 200 4(cX2) ofthe Council's regulations To
our knowledge this has not been done
Finally, it is our contention the Feeder Canal, which we believe may be eligible for listing
In the National Register of Historic Places, has been and is continuing to be subjected to
destruction due to the lack of adequate maintenance ofthe transmission line. A bridge
which was clearly present In the 1950-1960s which crossed the Feeder Canal was either
removed or left to deteriorate Sometime in the 1970's. the canal was filled in crusher run
rock to provide access along this transmission line and to specifically cross this body of
water This in filling has resulted in the loss ofthe physical features of the Feeder Canal
where it is crossed by the transmission line and the subsequent blocking of the flow of
water within the Canal It Is our opinion. the lack ofmaintlenance and/or retention of a
bridge which spanned the canal and the lack ofsecuuity to prevent unautborized use of
the access road or any other area along the banks ofthe Feeder Canal within the
transmission eight-of-way has caused significant deterioration and alteration of the

Letter to Wheeler
September 9,2002
Page 3

character of this property and therefore constltutes adverse effects due to destruction and
neglect under 36 CFR S00 5(bX2Xi) and (vi) of the Council's regulations. Towards
trying to reverse or correct these adverse effects and to prevent further deterioration, the
recommendations made in my October 29.2001 letter were presented.
By copy of this letter, we are requesting the Advisory Council to participate in the
consultation process and provide guidance on expediting the review for this undertaking,
pursuant to Appendix C. Criteria 2 of their regulations. We believe there has been an
inconsistent application of their regulations during the Section 106 consultation for the
relicensing ofthe PBAPS and the Keeney Teanrsrussion Line.
If you have any questions or desire to discuss this matter further, please contact Fayc
Stocum at the address above. Thank you.
Sincerely.

Daniel R. Griffith
State Hlistoric Preservation Officer
Enclosures
cc:

Don Klinia, ACHP
Faye Stocum
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... thegeographcoeva or areas within which an
undertaking may drrecdy orindirectly caire
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To be hstead a property mus be onnaily nominated using
NPI'forms and followW NgRPS
pcadrei. Agencies amenot
required to noenloate properties in order to comply with
4
106, althogh S-den I IO(a)(2) ofl•l'A does
MisW samoses to have prog•iams in place for noccuindrin
.ed.idally ownsid or ocrstrolled histori properties.
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Ifan ow erofpntvael
p
obje into cudinghis or her
f ii lom
peronetyd. Effects on such a property ae not exempt
rhor Sectit106review. aoweiona since the property
mremaineligible for th Register. Privare owners may do as
Athey wish vwth their historic property. provided that they am
not receiving Fcdera asasteo or approvals. Ifthcy arn the
Federal agency involved aust complyswth Section 106
before the projc:t cu be Implemunted.

Agencies am requlied to make a "reasonabil and good faith
efforrt to carry out apprrmlate Identfictioin efforts.. *O[36
CI'R 6 800 4(bXl)] This cmpowsabllity •eats•a••etlywith
the Federal a-gncy and cannot be delegated (with the
exception ofCertai HUD programs) The agency cm solict
the help of appicanit grantems, ce other, to cry out tis
work. bit is up to the agency to see that the work is carned
ou properly and to make appxopeiate use ofthe results.
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"aaIllocations where the unietaking may result in
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The agshiy's rust stlp in establishing the scope of needed
IdClntaL6Etson
e11ort1is to determine the underta•kig's ares
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2 An APE Is no datrinted on the bsis of land ownership

In courssltstiona with the SHPOIXOrfo, the agency determines
thesope of neded detd.ificaton effona end tae

Dctermuniala

Paints i. rameseber, When defiiS a area ofPotntuil
efrts (APE). agencis need to remembe that.
I The APE is defined before identificaion begins, when it
may lot yet be konon whether any hist•ric pipertics
actually ar within the APE. To determie an AP, it is not
necessary to know whthcr ny histori properties exist or the

Identif'ing historic psoperties
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A0. 16(d)l
Ifthm is disgreerne concerning the extent of the APE. the
consulting peruits may aseek
guidance and assistance from the
Couicld. Aso, theCourncl can elect to issue ou advisory
comment to the agency on As AVEdetermrnation. 136 CFR
800 9(a)) f this Oecus the ageicy hWsto consider the views
ofthe Courill in tmaiclng a floal decision relaidling tf
bouralarics of the APE.

ll ocati~ ham which elements of the usicleitaking
(e.g., stnrucaes or lan dtsutsrbece) may be visible or
audible;
all k1"itns where the activity may result in ChangesIn
tiffle pansies, In ira, piu; a•ess etc . =d
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Cluef. Rules Review and Directives Branch
September 13, 2002
Pape Two
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cumulative sample -since the prior sample- such that the numbels of fish reported firomt the 23

FarulK c.GSd~sliet
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POWER PLANT ASSESSMENT DIVISION

1l.q.qSWdi

Tawes Satei Oftice Buidmsa B-3
Annapolis, Maryaind 2140t.2397
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20-2

Septernber 13,2002

CD
Rutes Review santDirectives Bruaeh
Diavision of Adourauatrsive Services
Maitmp T 6 D 59
U S NRLC
Washington. DC 2055-000I
Dear Sir

process

We have reviewed the draft dociunent enutitd Generic Dsstroieesanla ImpoacSatitrntqos
brccarRetrsed'alfNudearPlants. Peach Boastr At~aa PowerYrStato(APS, tMWa 2sd3
(NtJREO.1437. Suppleuiant 10) On hedialfof the State of Maryland, dieaDqpartmnianioNtusrat
Resources (DNR) Power Plant Research Program (PPRP) bas been involved with this lienem
renewal. s eiially
e~wingisaues that Bit 07oriceicn andi
Ant. taato dierSutae etortmaand

20-1 Tins text is somewhat confuasing &in
tit
t
can be intcixrclaed as menann that only 23 samples
were takers at the plant end thal the numbers impinged should be exlrpolated to determaine the
total annual impingemeint. Itowever, wesatt awai" dial uA4,hof the samples represents a
Teirplione:
410 j2604K4
DhAITYuar tile eash(445)260-8833
- der 0..

0)

CA)

ds~wle

mccea
d
Manager. Nuclear Programs
P.M rd

to Section 4 U., the teaxtindicates thai Exelon has conducted studies atthe Peach Botuiias site
during tho fall reasonto assess the Impingemetir ofeansimiratang juvenile American sad and
river hersing, This was accomplished by esanissng intake sernenai
at Units 2 sarid
3 ateo limes
weekly from October It through December 20 (2) suanple date) (page 4-IS5)

C

We appreciate hIving the opportunity to comment on the draft Generic EnrreazamentalImuapct
SweJmuani orLwsuiruRenewl vofNsdckar Power Plants-Supplement 10 RegardingPeach
BalottM ,4S

Our review of ib,, document. reflects our knowledge of pow, station operations, both fowsl-fired
u&welt as nuuLer, and input received firnimraker Mar)tand agceiucs Bard on review of this
draft document, the Stats of.Mariland conerwa
with Staff conclusions that adverse envuaromencid
UnpActsti Peadi Bottom APS license reniewel are not so grea that preserving she option of
license renewal wgisld he urreavrsaale However, your Staff in updating and finulizsng the
doammein may consider the following comimenest
Fifth and Shellfish IrsInaceweit

C

In the same section, on page 4-16, the statement Is made that the losses otshad and river hetting
due to impingement ate a very small percentage ofthe total number ofoutinigrating fisah&Wthat
fish losses are not sufficiently high to posesa threat to the fish restoration effort Whale the
nimbers are small at the present tune, the Anadronsous Fish Restoration Cooperative 2002 for

the Susquehanna River anticipates much larger run sizes Inthe firture With sigmificaunt
population increase;ý the numbers impinged may Increase and could begin to assurne
sigwlficaume Because current EPA regulations require that PEAPS renew its NPDES permit
every five years, we recognize and accept that this lissue can be addressed and, if necessary,
mitigated through the NPDES process at the tune ofieach ivnewal. We suggest here, however,
that this document in its final version should note that sanexpected increase in abundance of
migratory fishes us a result of restoration efforts could result in an increase in impingement, but
that such imrpingement impacts will he captured and addressed by the NPDES, permitting

Cluef

a)
0)

samtples represents the total number impinged over the study period We suggestthat
larsilcaliws asnecessary to subtanmtiate the conclusion that impingement is not regarded as
significant

Maryland Departmenst of Natural Rcsotsrccg:

Tail Fvset
6- W1625-ant

PPAlsidarait~etti.1
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United States Department of the Interior
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21-2 Asa means to avoid adverse impacts to aquatic life, the Department recommends that NRC
require upgrading ofthis project to include a closed cooling system instead of the existing open

05

cooling system.

13,00

(A)

tetnie

Fish Entaninment and Tnmoinriemnt
Peach Bottom Islicensed to Excelon (formncrlyknown as Phladelphla
Bottomor
Company.
Since Peach
River.Electrical
PECO) and Islocated In York County on the lower Susquehanna
came online In 1974, it has wIthdrawn water for cooling from Conowhngo Pond, which isthe
lower-most pool on the Susquehanna Itlver. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) Is
rstorng American shad to the Susquehbumn
river basin. During the autumn outmIgration period,
J Juvenile American h.adpass downtream through Conowingo Pond.

~/

ER 0210370
Chief. RulesReview and Directives Dratab
U S. tinclear Regulaluay Commission
-...-....Mail Stop.T6-Dfs9 Wastlngon, D C. 2065 -000.

Dear Sir
The Departlment of the Interior has reviewed draft Supplement 10 (NUtEpG-l437) to the Generic
Envireonmental Impact Statement for the Peach Dotoim Atomic PoiweSlatfort (Peach Ploiest,),
Units 2 and 3, located on teh Suaquehanna Rimve
InLancaster Courty, Pennsylvands. Please give
these comnents carettl consideration Is preparing ••d Supplement 10
Geseral Comments

Tha el~latrien~ilhrsrr a goal wih thi Naci RiejuatsijCosmiasiiisRRC) to brinrg
Peach
Bottom Into e~iinjrhaiOwth current envinroerninil sea ll~tba.-With thd advances in our
uiidet•randng osredoloemia relationsmhps,'It Uiipspr6ate rn3•eful that federal ind stat"
natural res6urca ajreae use sthelicenc' rent;O irocealt tii iijlew site e~sd~iionustoorder to

"a)
-4

naisntaln the hfijist level ofel lroineetal pr~tecti;r The foll owing ct•ui nta ar•et
sended to
assist the NRC with protection of natural resources.
-.

Spielnecomments

- ..

21A We recomamend the Inclusion eflWrh•nal release'lli final Supplcm~t 10 as a'lsurce of
potential or kiown impact:" One frite reported negatl* elfects ottherme discharged is
lncr;ased incldence ofdieasc andjsrasltes InfihbaMtacled to 0ie ptmb. 'Di. J1hn'Calms of
Virghinn'Polytechntc Instltut; msa have publised an this and telated subjleci.'a;d we auggest he
be consulted. He e4a be riached it the Center for Ent'Imnamental and Ilazardouw Mitestals
StudieO. 1O20 Der-ng HOIIL..VPI&SU, Ilackabug, VA 24061-041 oclephne.. 703-231-5538).
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RMC Environmental Services (RMC) has been contracted byPECO to evaluate entramnent at
the Peach Bottom cooling water intake. RMC examined intaiee-screen.wash sisnples forJuvenile
American shad over the last eight autom ontmigration periods. RMC found juvenile shad
Impinged each ycai, except 1987-1988 when Peach Bottom was shut down. Samples were taken
three times each week and represented the total accumulation of Impinged fish. The number of
impinged juvenile shad round has ranged firom a high of341 fish in 1986 (October 14
21-3 December 10) to a low of3 fishin 1989 (August 22 through November 22). This Ilvelof
mortality, by Itself, Is not considered detrimental to the Service's restoration program, but the
loss must be considered within the context ofother sources of loss. These numbers are expected
to increase as the number orAmeriean shad restored to the Susquehanna River also increases.
About two dozen species offish were found Impinged on intake screens (R. St Pierre. USFWS.
personal eomnunleation) totaling about 3000 fish withlIn a three-month sampling period for the
sampling season of2001. Species included riverint fish as well as shad species, Of the species
found, those making up the bulk ofthe fish biomass found Include channel catfish (1326),
gizzard shad (1281), blueback herring (105), bluegill (71), American shad (65). largemouth bass
21-4 (17), white crappie (15) and yellow perch (11) At a minimum, the applicant should establish a
S
year-round screen samplingkprotocol to account roe yer-round
loss.
ltsh _...
21-5 Exeelon uses traveling mesh screws and a kpraywash system together to reduce or minimlze
Impacts to fish. To further minimize the Impacts, in the process ofreplacing worn or damaged
screens, the screens should be replaced with mesh size less then or equal to one millimeter.
Additionally, entrance velocities should be less than or equal to 0.5 feet per second (Gowan and
Osriman 1999). Impinged blots should be removed from the traveling screens and returned to the
river.

'o
Decommisslonlnt

Faclities

21-6 The draftSupplement I0acontains maevaluation ofpsmiial or total deeomrnisslonlng of existing
facilities as the altemnative to relieensing Such analysis should anser at least the following
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21-7 A thorough review should be made on the effects otvarious levels of radiatson exposure on fish
and wildlife resources and their habitats. Such exposure may result frno leakage accident (e.g.,
Tfles Mile Island, Chemobyl) or disposal. [We suspect that the risk ofradiation exposure over
time may increase, despite planned maintenance as plants age.]
_Tranimissdon Lna
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21-14 Maintenance eoft lghfs-o.War- To avoid and minimize taking migratory birds, active nests,
and their eggs, wi recommend that time-of-year restrirtions on vegetation clearing and
.mlinnan¢¢
m
on
license or amendment...n the lor heast, such

S-

21-9 Erosion Control on Rights-of.Way: Transmission lines arcefrequently kept in early stages of
succession, grassed or farmed. Soil erosion from these areas contributes to the degradation of
streams, riven, and bays byadder nutrients. sediment, and pollutants of concem In the
Chesapeake and Delaware Bay dralnages. We •rcommeud that rights-of-way be maintamed to
avoid erosion of sediments into surface waters. One measure to control erosion would be to
maintain multiple vegetative strata to reduce splash, sheet and gully erosion.

Cumulative Impact Evaluations

21-10 We suspect that many transmission line corridors expand opportunities for various forms of
recreation. Some of these (ie., off-roed vehicle use) may result in alteration, degradation or
destruction of fish and wildlife habitats, particularly streams and wetlands, as well as the
harassment and disturbance of wildlife. We recommend that controlled public use of rights-of
way (type and season) to avoid such degradation be a condition of relicissing.

21 2

-1 Transmission lines kept in early sac.essond stages prevent nestingby birds requiring trce
cavities. Excellent management opportunities exist to enalance some eights-of-way by providing

WA

lUgbt-of-Way Rou'ii•lr Some nigratoey birds, pirticularly waterfowl and herons, will not fly
within one-quarter mile ofpowrhines, depending on lighting (time of day) and the reflectivity of
the line. This effectively takes valuable migritory bird habitat when transmission lines cross
21-13 wetlands. We recommend that plans for routing existing lines to avoid wetlands be developed in
eonsultatson with the USFWS as pat of the relicensing process.

reastitions would include the primay miratory bird noting season from Ap lloF y 1-57;r
raptors, it is February I o July 15). Buffers around active raplor nests of at leas 100 meters may
be suffic•ent In addition, activity within a 100-meter radius ofraptor nests should be avoided
from February 1 through July 13.

Appropriate management ofrights-of.way would make considerable land available for wildlife.
ThIs has been demonstrated in Maryland and discussed in the transmission lini document
prepared by the USFWS's Power Plant Team (Manaiementoflrnansminmon Line Right.of.-Way
for Fihand Wildlife, Vol. 1,Background Information. FWS/OBS-79122).

0
0

and maintaining nest boxes for lavity.nesting species ihkebluebirds, great crested flycatchers,
wrens, and chickadees displaced from areas where forest has been cleared.

21-8 Contamlnatl Management on IMghts-of.Way: Transmission lowers frequcntly leach zinc,
which is toxic to vegetation and create bare soil areas. PC~s often leak from old transformers.
Remedlation is possible and should be a condition ofrelicensing. Herbicide use should be
minmmized.

feeding and nesting cover for some migratory bird species, while perhaps reducing the effects of
forest fagmentation on others. The Department is concereed that
diagmentation of large forest
blocks is reportedly contributing to the population decline of some area-sensitive migratory birds.

_.
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additional questions: How woula contaminated facilities and nssred or apent fuel be disposed?
Now would the project sites be reclaimed? What would be the consequences for fish and
wildlife resources and their habitat at both the former project sites and disposal areas?
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21-15 We recommend that secondary and cumulative evaluations of thus pruject be primarily
quantitative, that nuclear plants be considered along with the "other sources" of cumulative
Impacts, and that cumulative impacts to avian and terrestrial resources be Included along with
21-16 equati resources. We also recommend that ichthyoplanlton be considered %ithaquatic
resources.
21-17 One question that should be evaluated is the cumulative impact of impingement and
entrainment
on finfish or oili aquaic life in the Conowingo Pool arem. To answer this question, NRC or
Excelon would first need to know the losses from Il. water intakes in the water body, the finfish
populstion size, dynamics, exploitation, structure, etc; and how the impingementle/trainment
losses are partitioned among the various intakes. This infonnation is useflul for determining
%erre when, and under what conditions entrainment and/or impingement losses cause an
observble effect
on ials populatnus or oth aquaiUc life. Th~.u Aeon will be difficulttt .
answer without sufficient advance preparation, however,
21-18 We also recommend that the cumulative effects of transmission line operation
and maintenance
be pail of the evaluation. Topics such as forest fragmentation, electromagnetic field effects, bird
collisions, and contarminants should be explored.
21-19 As implied elseahetre Excelon should idmtify slate:of.the-art technology, design, operation
and
maintenance for cooling Watcr systems, tiianmi3sion lines and other operating fealures of nuclear
plants. These fcaturcs should be incorporated into th rcumulative impact analysts and the
existing projects when appropriate during the reliccisi
nt~ ocesS.
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21 . 2 0 Csrrently,

there are no provisions for mitigating ispacts to Susquehanna Rivcr filsb caused by
Impingement by the Intakes at the Peach Bottom facility. The current fish collection practices
conducted by the licenseens eonsultant,Normandeau. whie useful for monitoring shad rhortality,
cannot be considered an acceptable form ofmitsigtlon. As a long-term (fob the life ofthe
license) mitigation practice we find this practice Inappropriate. Although the current level of
mortality of American shed, by Itself, Is not considered detrimental to the Shad Restoration
Program, theloss must be considered within the context that fsh mortality nurcbers ane expected
to Increase as the number of Ameecan shad restored to the river also Increases. Additionally, the
losses ofresident fishes ae not accounted for. In This context, we strongly ree6mmend that NRC
and Excelon deen•n the
•.• .Macton all resfish, not only American shed and other aquatic life
due to
emen
the Peach Bottom water intake in the Conowingo Pool,-'
adth-t
appropriate long-term mitigation measures be developed and Implemented by the licensee
to
mitigate for riverine and anadromous fish losses.
Fish and Wildlife.Coordination Act

Co

21-21 Relicensing has the same consultation requirements as original licensing under the Fish and
Wildlife Coordination Act (FWCA), Consultation under NEPA does not supplant the need
for
consultation under FWCA; although these laws are similar, they do not have the amine
requiremen'. with respectto fish and wildlife, and reportingbytheUSFWS. Aa Exeelon
develops an application for relicense, the USFWS should be consulted during scoping of
Isues.
study needs, and interpretation of results. Draft applications should be made available by the
applicant fir review and comment. The USFWS comments (I e., FWCA report) will be provided
to the applicant and should be part of their application submitted to the NRC That report should
be considered byN'RC when preparing the EIS for the plant. There may be a nced for further
consultation under the FWCA on NRC's preferred alternative Ifthe "Federal Action" will
be
significantly different than that proposed by the applicant.
21 -_The

Department appreciates NRC'nrequest for cemments on the draft Supplement 10 and is

that the NRC initisire consultation under the FWCA for relicensing nuclear power plants. The
Service does not believe that either the equal consideration or mitigation planning provisions
of
the FWCA are satisfied by theNEPA process alone. To fully consider the protection offish
and
wildlife resources and their habitats affected by each plans, NRC should request that the Service
provide NRC with reports in accordance with the FWCA which should be part ofNRC's decision
document.
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Summary of Recommeadatlens
The Depatment recommends that the NRC adopt the following recommendations in order
to
maintain optimum protection ofnatmal resources at the Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station:

6
21-23 1,

Require system upgradiij at ti-s project to include a clseýd cooling system instead of the
extling open cooling system.

21-24 2.

Evaluate the potential consequences ofdecommlssloning (contaminated facilities and
unused or spent fuel disposal, reclaiming project site, consequences for fish and wildlife
resources and their habitats at former project sites and disposal areas) in the alternatives
analysis for relcesing.

21-25 3.

Require the intake screen replacements to have a mesh size of one millimeter
or less
Intake water velocities less than 0.5 feet per second, and return blot collected by the
traveling screens returbed to the river.
Requre maintence of transm1s.son tIne right-of-wa s for witiT-if
feeding cover and
nesting activities, while minimizing habitat degradation and encouraging habitat
enhancements.

21-

21-27 5.

Require applicant to maintain multiple layers of vegetative cover
In transmission line
rights-of-way to reduce or control splash, sheet and gully erosion

21-28 6.

Require controlled public use of transmission line rights-of-way (type
and season) to
avoid erosion and sedimentation.

21-29 7.

Require an assessment of cumulative Impacts of all projects from all water
intakes in the
Conowingo Pool ares, Including finfish population size, dynamics, exploitation, and
structure, and, the partitioning of Impingement/ eatralmenit losses among the various
Intakes.

21-30 8.

Require an assessment of cumulative effects from transmission line operation
maintenance, Including forest fragmentation, electromagnetic field effects, birdand
collisions,
and contaminant Issues.

1

-3--9.--Riquire-evel6-pnimt and iffei~itiitlofiof at
r -y o
.iesmei--'method for'evaluating Susquehanna River fish losses and a mitigation plan for losses of
Susquehanna River fish (resident and anadromous) caused by intake impingermaen.
21-32 10
Initiate and continue consultation with the USFWS under the FWCA
for the relicensing
of the Peach Bottom Nuclear Power Plant.
We appreciate the opportunity to review the draft es'vironmental document and provide
comments on natural resource protection. Ifyou have any questions regarding the these
comments, please contact Jennifer Kagel of the USFWS's Pennsylvania Field Office
at (814)
234-4090.
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Chief, RulesRview andDircves Bran.hs
US Nuclear Regulator) Commission
Mail Stop T6-D39
Washington DC 20555-0001

Re Generic Environmcntal Impact Statement for License Renewal of Nuclear Power Plants,
Supplement 10 Pcah Bottom Atomic Power Station. Unts 2 and 3 NUREG-1437
Dear Sir/Madlam

Gowan. C. and G. Gaman. 1999. Design Crteria for fish screens in Virginia: Recommsncdajons
based on a review of the litraturc. Pnpearadfor:Virginia Department of Gane and
Inland Fisberies, Richnond, VA.

hi accordance with the National Enironmental Pohlcy dictof 1969 and Section 309 of the
Clean Air Act. the Environmental Protection Agency ( EPA ) has reviewed the Generic
Ensironosectal Impact Statement ( GElS ) for License Renewal of Nuclear Power Plants,
Supplement 10PIach Bottom Atomic Power Station, Units 2 and 3 EPA has assigned the GElS
a rating of l.0 I (Lack of Objections/Adequate ). which indicates that we have no objnctions to
[he proposdl andthat the GElISadequately addressed the environmental impacts of the proposed
alternative General comments and acopy of EPA's ranking system are enclosed for your
information
Thank you for the opponunity to review and comment on this project If youaned
additionAl assistance the staffLtontact for this project is William Arguto, he can be reached at
610414-3367.
Sincerely,

0..
03
roffi
Acting Director
Willian
Office of Environmental Programs
Enclosures
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Re* Generic Environmental Impact Statement for License Renewal ofNuclear Power Plants,
Supplement I0 Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station, Units 2 and 3. NUREG.1437
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-23
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General Comments
22-1

Please elaborate on the term "saWf'used frequently throughout the EIS. Specifically, the
relationship of the Staffen the NRC and Exelon

22-2

Are Emergency Planning and Community Right to Know ( EPCRA )313 reporting requirements
considered or are any of the EPCRA requrenments applicable to this supplement,

22-3

Isthere any information contained Indocument that is sensitive or classified, that should be
removed or made available through different means?

22-4

Section 2.2 3 - Are there any storm water control measures or requirements that are considered In
water quality or resource Issues

22-5

Section 4 1 - Accumulation of eontaminants in Sediment, Page 4-6, Is there routine monitoring
of sediments to assess changes in conditions,

22-6

Section 4.1.1 - Water Use Conflicts -Are drought conditions incorporated into water use conflict
planning Minimum monthly average flows are discussed but not discrete significant events or
worse ease conditions.

22-7

Section 4 I 2 • A 1977 NPDES permit is referenced and the best technology available for the
intake strcture for minimizing adverse environmental impacts. Although subsequent permit
reviews have required no further entrainment studies is this still the best technology available?

22-8

Section 4 2 I Electromagnetic fields, acute effects -Are them any considerations for anticipating
what would trigger a concern for future effects during the license renewal term? For example, if
additional transmission lines are added In the area will it change the conclusion of this section.

,L
-. L

Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) Rating System Criteria
RATING THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OFTHE ACTION
LO (Lack of ObJe tins). The eview hasnot Identified maypotential envionmenmtalnpats requiring nubstantive changes to the
preferredaotencatve The review may have discloed eppornainesm fth application of mitngaiion mesuore that could be areomphlised
with no
oee,
than mincerchtinge to the proposed action
EC (Environametal Cetaerns). The c
.iew
hti identified environlmentalImpacts that shouldhe avoided in order to fully protect
the ennvienment Corrtetive meater., may requre changes aothe prcfcr-d alternative or application of mitigatloe measures that tan
reduce the environmental impac.
£•0 (Ent
Iqvree ntal Obeertions) . The review hai Identified significant mefreonmeniet Impacts that should be avoided Inorder to
adequately protect the envaronment. Corrective measures may require subhtantialchanges to the prtonerredalternative or consideration
of some other prolect aternative (inludmg the no action alterative m a aemaltemative). The bhai for environmcntalObijectionscan
nctude situations
I When, an actionmight violate or be Inconsistent with achievement cc maintennca ofamnational environmental standard,
2.WIc,%
l tii edcrn: agency ioltassin awn substantlve envrnmental requ•rements ma asaint to EPA', wean ofjiurisdiction
or expenltu,
3 When. thern is a vlolationo anr EPA potcy declacmon,
4 Where then. are no appbicahle standards orwhere applicablestaedards will not be violated but there Is potential fcr
signficant envlronmental degradation than could be conrectedby project modifeation or other feasible altematives; cr
5 Whim proceeding with the preop d action would net precedent fcr fatue acions that eoliectively could esulhm
significant envinecmental Impacts
EU (tEsiroseetalty Unntiseactory) - The review han Identified adverse environmental Impacts that are oftlfirelrnt magnituda
that EPA believes the propesed action most not proceed an proposed. The ban for
envlionmentally anstonfactny determination
ma
eoesists or ldentification of ctivcenmentclly objectionahte impacta an defined above andone or more of the followlig cond'itomn,
I The poctntial violation ofor inconsisticy with a national annvemntcial standard Is subntantinv and/or will

occar
on a

long-tnerbuma.
2 There s-e no apylicable standards but the aeverity, durat•ot, or geographical scope of the onpacts associaied with the
proposed action warnrat special Rtcention,or
3 The polential ecvieonmcenutanpacts muruig firomthe proposed ation ameof national Inportance because of ifethreat to
national environmental tesorces on to envronmlentil policies

RATING THE ADEQUACY OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT (K15)
I (Adequate) . The drft EIS5
adequtely seas forth the environmental npact(s) ofthe pneferredalternative and those of the
aliematives easontibly available to the project onaction. No frtheraanalysis or data collection is necessary, bu the mimer may
suggest the addition of elalryinS language or Infoirmatioe

Z
C
m

2 (Insufficlent Information). The drat EIS does not contn iettfilcat hiformation to fully attt envinlronmentalImpacts that
should beavocidedhI orderto fully protec th&environment, or the reviewer hat Identified new reasonably available aliernalives
that
arewbthinthe spectrm ofaltermatives amilyzed i the draft EIS, which could reduce the environmental Impacts ofthe
proposal The
Identified additional information, data, analyses, or discussion should be hinluded hi the itrst EIS
I (Inadeqisae)- The draft EIS does not adequately assess the potentially sigoiftint ervirnmentail impacts of the propos•al,
or the
reviewer hs Identified new, reasonably available. alematives. that an outside of the apeetrum oaalternatives analyzed In the draft
EIS. which should be analyzed in order to reduce the potentially signlficant environmental impacts The identified additional
infortailon, data, alye. " discussions are of sorb a magnitude that they should have full public review at a draft stage
This fiatm
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Scpexmbor 27. 2002

C/)

Mr Duane A. Neted
Batte•le Northwest
P 0 Box 999 (K6-95)
Richland, Washngton 99352

C
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Via Emadf(da nenrstzerlIpuLgov) 00*10

Des: Duane.

0

"-4
N)

Per your request relative to the abnormaltics observed on fish collected In Conowingo Pond, givcn
below is my formal response.
We began fish sampling in Conowingo Pond in 1966 with the conwtrucuos of Muddy Run Pumped
Storage Station. about 6 milesupsream of PBAPS on the cast shore. Sampling gear included
trawl, trap nets,wemen,gill net. ,rudelectroishung We have albo operatetd
the west fish lif at
Cosowosgo Dam since1972and the cast 6.shlift since1991 At the weat fish ift,fish are sorted.
counted, and targetedmirrAry species tru•sported or und for studies as designated by the
regulatory agencien. At the aUsfish lift. fish were treated sinmlarly between 1991 and 1995 untl
he raishlifts becameoperational at Holtwood and Safe Harbor dam; in 1996. Since 1996 we have
operated fish lifts at Holtwosd Dam (7 milesupstream
of PBAPS) and fish Safe Harbor Dam (7
milesaputresms
of HoLtwunIs)Fish collected in tiesesampling eftorts were exnamned, counted.
either a subsample preserved or released back to the river, or allowed to cowunue movement
upstucam. I would "guestimate" we have handled over 20 nmllion fish of over 60 species during
thst period. The only abnormalities we've observed. on rare occasions, were scoliosut(beet back)
on channel catfish or soreson brown buillhead.asuriam comoinly acesin catfish forms. In the
earlier sampling period (1966 to 1990) we were onConowmgo Pond eensatUlly an a daily basin.
les. frequemtly thereafter. As a side note. the operation of PBAPS was s•utdown by NRC order
from 1987 to 1989 Our must recent samplig, moslly between June and October, occurred to 1996
to 2000 Additionally, we check fishes Impinged on scmrens
at PBAPS during the downstream
mig•ratioofjuvenile American shad,
I hope the above obtarvttions help you If you have further quetuons. pleae do not hesitate to call
me at717-548-6430.
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Sincerely.

Ditip Mathur
Sr l7ishenreaScientist I Vice President
Enclosures
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Appendix B
Contributors to the Supplement
The overall responsibility for the preparation of this supplement was assigned to the Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). The statement was
prepared by members of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation with assistance from other
NRC organizations, and the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. Representatives from
Argonne National Laboratory, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, Energy Research
Incorporated, and the Information Systems Laboratory also participated in this review.

Name

Affiliation

Function or Expertise

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Louis Wheeler
John Tappert
Barry Zalcman
James Wilson
Andrew Kugler
Robert Palla
Stacey Fox
Jason Flemming
Nina Barnett
Richard Emch
Gregory Suber

Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Project Manager
Section Chief
Technical Monitor
Project Management
Project Management
Severe Accident Mitigation Alternatives
Environmental Scientist
Project Management
Administrative Support
Project Management
Project Management

LAWRENCE LIVERMORE NATIONAL LABORATORY(a)

Bruce McDowell
Lily A. Sanchez
Humayun N.Khan
Paul McGuff
Crystal E. Quinly
Nancy Woods
Rebecca Jones
Priscilla Woods

Task Leader
Water Use, Hydrology
Radiation Protection
Cultural Resources
Land Use, Related Federal Programs
Technical Editor
Administrative Support
Administrative Support
ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY0b)

Michael Lazaro
January 2003
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Name

Function or Expertise

Affiliation

PACIFIC NORTHWEST NATIONAL LABORATORY(c)

Duane A. Neitzel

Aquatic Ecology

Michael R. Sackschewsky

Terrestrial Ecology

Michael J. Scott

Socioeconomics, Alternatives
INFORMATION SYSTEMS LABORATORY

Jim Meyer

Severe Accident Mitigation Alternatives

Kim Green

Severe Accident Mitigation Alternatives

Mohsen Khatib-Rahbar

Severe Accident Mitigation Alternatives

Michael Zavisca

Severe Accident Mitigation Alternatives

(a) Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory is operated for the U.S. Department of Energy by the University of
California.
(b) Argonne National Laboratory is operated for the U.S. Department of Energy by the University of Chicago.
(c) Pacific Northwest National Laboratory is operated for the U.S. Department of Energy by Battelle Memorial
Institute.
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Related to Exelon Generation Company's Application for
License Renewal of Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station,
Units 2 and 3

Appendix C
Chronology of NRC Staff Environmental Review Correspondence
Related to Exelon Generation's Application for
License Renewal of Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station,
Units 2 and 3
This appendix contains a chronological listing of correspondence between the NRC and Exelon
Generation Company (Exelon) and other correspondence related to the NRC staff's
environmental review, under 10 CFR Part 51, of Exelon's application for renewal of the Peach
Bottom Atomic Power Station, Units 2 and 3, operating licenses. All documents, with the
exception of those containing proprietary information, have been placed in the Commission's
Public Document Room, at One White Flint North, 11555 Rockville Pike (first floor), Rockville,
MD, and are available electronically from the Public Electronic Reading Room found on the
Internet at the following web address: http://www.nrc.gov/NRC/ADAMS/index.html. From this
site, the public can gain access to the NRC's Agencywide Document Access and Management
Systems (ADAMS), which provides text and image files of NRC's public documents in the
Publicly Available Records (PARS) component of ADAMS. The ADAMS accession numbers for
each document are included below.
June 26, 2001

Letter from Mr. Robert S. McCord, Harford County Acting Director of
Governmental and Community Relations, identifying Mr. James Mason,
Public Information Manager, as the Harford County point of contact for
NRC interests related to the Peach Bottom license renewal environmental
review (Accession No. ML01 1360033).

July 2, 2001

Letter from Mr. Jeffrey A. Benjamin, Exelon, to the NRC, submitting the
application for the renewal of the operating licenses for the Peach Bottom
Atomic Power Station, Uniits 2 and 3 (Accession No. ML01 1840304).

July 18, 2001

NRC staff letter to Mr. James A. Hutton, Exelon, forwarding an
information copy of a notice sent to the Office of the Federal Register
regarding receipt and public availability of the Peach Bottom license
renewal application. (The notice was published in the Federal Register
on July 25, 2001, at 66 FR 38753.)

July 26, 2001

NRC News Release No. 01-092, "NRC Announces Availability of License
Renewal Application for Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station" (Accession
No. ML012130029).

January 2003
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August 20, 2001

NRC staff letter to Mr. George Meyn, Harford County Public Library,
Whiteford, MD, regarding the maintenance of reference material for
public access related to the Peach Bottom license renewal environmental
review (Accession No. ML012330206).

August 20, 2001

NRC staff letter to Ms. Martha Gunder and Ms. Essy Day, Collinsville
Community Library, Brogue, PA regarding the maintenance of reference
material for public access related to the Peach Bottom license renewal
environmental review (Accession No. ML012330179).

September 5, 2001

NRC staff letter to Mr. Michael P. Gallagher, Exelon, forwarding an
information copy of a Federal Register notice of acceptance for docketing
of the application and notice of opportunity for hearing regarding the
renewal of the Peach Bottom operating licenses, and the NRC schedule
for the safety and environmental reviews of the license renewal
application. (The Federal Register notice was published on August 31,
2001, at 66 FR 46036-46038). (Accession No. ML012490088).

September 17, 2001 NRC staff letter to Mr. Michael P. Gallagher, Exelon, forwarding a Federal
Register Notice of intent to prepare an environmental impact statement
and conduct scoping. (The notice was published in the Federal Register
on September 24, 2001, at 66 FR 48892-48893.) (Accession
No. ML012600025).
October 11, 2001

NRC staff letter to Mr. John Wolflin, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
requesting information relevant to the NRC environmental review
(Accession No. ML012850256).

October 16, 2001

NRC public meeting notice (memorandum with information for the NRC
web site) of the November 7, 2001, public meetings in Delta, PA to
facilitate public participation in the environmental review scoping process
(Accession No. ML012890176).

October 24, 2001

NRC staff letter to Chief Roy Crazy Horse, Chairperson, New Jersey
Commission on American Indian Affairs, inviting participation in the
environmental review scoping process (Accession No. ML012970498).

October 26, 2001

NRC staff letter to Mr. Jim Rementer, Delaware Tribe of Indians, inviting
participation in the environmental review scoping process (Accession No.
ML012990489).
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October 26, 2001

NRC News Release No. 1-01-061, "NRC Seeks Public Input on
Environmental Statement for Proposed Peach Bottom Nuclear Power
Plant License Renewal," which provides information on the upcoming
November 7, 2001, public meetings in Delta, PA; the public availability of
the licensee's application; and the environmental review process
(ML020170238).

October 26, 2001

Three emails from Ms. Faye Stocum, Delaware State Historical
Preservation Office staff, forwarding 15 photographs of the area where
the Keeney transmission line intersects a Chesapeake and Delaware
feeder canal (ML020230253).

October 26, 2001

Letter from Faye L. Stocum, Delaware State Historic Preservation Office
archaeologist to Paul McGuff, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory,
providing information on a concern regarding the extent and continued
adverse effect of original construction and continued usage of the
transmission line on an historic property (ML020310091).

October 26, 2001

NRC staff letter to Chief Billy Tayac, Piscataway Indian Nation, inviting
participation in the environmental review scoping process (Accession
No. ML013020430).

October 29, 2001

Letter from Daniel R. Griffith, Delaware State Historic Preservation
Officer (SHPO) to the NRC regarding an historic property within the
license renewal project area of potential effect (Chesapeake and
Delaware Feeder Canal) (Accession No. ML01 3650064).

November 6, 2001

Email to PeachBottom_EIS@nrc.gov from Mr. George Crocker,
Executive Director, North American Water Office, providing public input to
the environmental review scoping process (Accession No.
ML020110480).

November 7, 2001

Energy Justice Network document with public input to the environmental
review scoping process -,given to the NRC at a November 7, 2001, public
scoping meeting (document was attached to the meeting transcript)
(Accession No. ML020170483).

November 7, 2001

Letter from the County Commissioners of York County with input to the
environmental review scoping process - given to the NRC at a November
7, 2001, public scoping meeting (letter was attached to the meeting
transcript) (Accession No. ML020170484).
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November 8, 2001

Letter from Hugh Jackson, Public Citizen's Critical Mass Energy and
Environmental Program, to the Chief, Rules and Directives Branch,
providing public input to the environmental review scoping process
(provides same input as a November 7, 2001, email to
PeachBottom_EIS@nrc.gov (Accession No. ML 020310088).

November 10, 2001

Email to PeachBottom_EIS@nrc.gov from Mr. Thomas H. Gehr
providing public input to the environmental review scoping process
(Accession No. ML020230264).

November 13, 2001

Email to PeachBottom_EIS@nrc.gov from Mr. Ken Zieber providing
public input to the environmental review scoping process (Accession
No. ML020230260).

November 19, 2001

Letter from the Fish and Wildlife Service, Chesapeake Bay Field Office,
responding to the October 11, 2001, NRC staff request for information on
threatened and endangered species in the Peach Bottom license renewal
project area (with attached NRC staff Note to File) (ML020290308).

November 20, 2001

Delaware State Historic Preservation Office letter discussing the
Section 106 regulations of the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
and providing a list of entities having an interest in historic preservation
(ML020310082).

November 20, 2001

Telefax received from the Alliance For A Clean Environment providing
public input to the environmental review scoping process (Accession
No. ML020020383).

November 20, 2001

Letter from the York County Chamber of Commerce providing input to the
environmental review scoping process (Accession Mo. ML013650052).

November 21, 2001

Email to PeachBottom_EIS@nrc.gov from Mr. Joseph Mangano,
Radiation and Public Health Project, providing public input to the
environmental review scoping process (Accession No. ML020230268).

November 26, 2001

NRC staff letter to Mr. Michael P. Gallagher, Exelon, forwarding the
October 29, 2001, letter from the Delaware SHPO to the NRC and
requesting information related to the SHPO interests (Accession
No. ML013300623).
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November 26, 2001

Email to PeachBottom_EIS@nrc.gov from Mr. David P. Harry providing
public input to the environmental review scoping process (Accession
No. ML020310096).

N,
November 26, 2001

Letter from Mr. Richard I. McLean, Maryland Department of Natural
Resources, providing input to the environmental review scoping process
(Accession No. ML020230262).

November 26, 2001

NRC staff letter to Ms. Katrina S. Anderson, Director, Quarryville Library,
Quarryville, PA regarding the maintenance of reference material for
public access related to the Peach Bottom license renewal environmental
review (Accession No. ML01 3300616).

November 26, 2001

Letter from Amy Donohue to the Chief, NRC Rules and Directives
Branch, providing public input to the environmental review scoping
process (also provided by telefax on November 27, 2001) (Accession
No. ML013460258).

December 3, 2001

NRC Press Release 1-01-066, "3r' Library to Make Available Peach
Bottom License Renewal Information," in response to public interest
expressed during the November 7, 2001, public meetings to have
documents made available at the Quarryville, PA library (ML020250330).

December 20, 2001

NRC staff letter to Exelon requesting additional information regarding
Severe Accident Mitigation Alternatives (ML013540507).

January 14, 2002

Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection letter informing the
NRC staff that the Peach Bottom facility is in compliance with its NPDES
permit (ML020310086).

January 17, 2002

NRC staff request to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Pennsylvania
Field Office, requesting concurrence in NRC staff conclusions pertaining
to threatened and enrdangered species (ML020180445).

January 18, 2002

Summary of the public scoping meetings held in Delta, PA as part of the
NRC staff environmental scoping process (ML020180346).

January 23, 2002

Letter from Exelon responding to the NRC staff letter dated
November 26, 2001, requesting information related to the Chesapeake
and Delaware feeder canal which crosses the Keeney transmission line
(ML020600194).
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January 30, 2002

Letter from Exelon responding to the December 20, 2001, NRC staff
request for additional information regarding Severe Accident Mitigation
Alternatives (ML020510139).

March 7, 2002

NRC staff letter to the Delaware SHPO responding to the SHPO letters of
October 29 and November 20, 2001, which discuss a property of historic
interest located along a transmission line corridor in Delaware
(ML020660229).

April 17, 2002

Letter from U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service responding to the January 17,
2002, NRC staff request for concurrence in conclusions pertaining to
threatened and endangered species (ML021510200).

April 19, 2002

NRC staff letter to Mr. Michael P. Gallagher, Exelon, forwarding the
Peach Bottorm License Renewal Environmental Scoping Summery Report
(ML021120382).

May 30, 2002

NRC staff Note to File with information enclosed for the docket files and
public availability which was provided to the staff by the licensee,
Conectiv Power Delivery, and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(ML021510206).

June 24, 2002

NRC staff letter to Mr. Michael P. Gallagher, Exelon, forwarding a copy of
the notice sent to the Federal Register for publication regarding the
availability of the Peach Bottom Draft Supplemental Environmental
Impact Statement (DSEIS) for review and public comment
(ML021750129)

June 24, 2002

NRC staff letter to Mr. Michael P. Gallagher, Exelon, forwarding a copy of
the Peach Bottom DSEIS for review and comment (ML021750183).

July 5, 2002

Email to Peach Bottom EIS@nrc.gov from Shirley A. Liebman providing
comments on the DSEIS (ML022060545).

July 8, 2002

NRC staff letter to Mr. Michael P. Gallagher, Exelon, correcting the date
for the end of the public comment period specified in the June 24, 2002,
letter (ML021900079).

July 8, 2002

NRC Meeting Notice regarding the public meeting on July 31, 2002, in
Delta, PA. (ML021900031).
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July 13, 2002

Email to Peach Bottom EIS@nrc.cov from Shirley A. Liebman, providing
comments on the DSEIS and requesting an opportunity to speak at the
DSEIS public comment meeting (ML022060514).

July 27, 2002

Email to Peach Bottom EIS@nrc.gov from Shirley A. Liebman
forwarding comments prepared for the July 31, 2002, public meeting
(ML022130325).

July 29, 2002

Email to Peach Bottom EIS@nrc.gov from Shirley A. Liebman
forwarding final written comments and background information for the
7:00 p.m. public meeting on July 31, 2002 (ML022130328).

August 1, 2002

Email from Joe Mangano, Radiation and Public Health Project, to Patricia
Milligan, NRC staff, forwarding supporting information for his presentation
at the July 31, 2002, public meeting (ML022210147).

August 8, 2002

Anonymous letter to the NRC Rules and Directives Branch (unsigned,
undated, no return address, post marked August 8, 2002) providing
general comments in opposition to the continued operation of Peach
Bottom Atomic Power Station (ML022270363).

August 19, 2002

Summary of the July 31, 2002, public meeting in Delta, PA to receive
public comments on the DSEIS (ML022310317).

August 27, 2002

Letter from Exelon providing comments on the DSEIS (ML022560046).

September 9, 2002

Letter from the Delaware State Historic Preservation Officer providing
comments related to the National Historic Preservation Act as it applies to
NRC consideration of the portion of the Keeney transmission line which
lies in Delaware (ML022700286).

September 13, 2002 Letter from the United States Department of the Interior providing
comments on the DSEIS (ML022680545).
September 13, 2002 Letter from the Maryland Department of Natural Resources providing
comments on the DSEIS (ML022750079).
September 17, 2002 Letter from the United States Environmental Protection Agency,
Region Ill, providing comments on the DSEIS (ML022630453).
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September 27, 2002 Letter to NRC environmental consultant at Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory from Normandeau Associates, Inc. which describes
observations from fish sampling in Conowingo Pond (ML022750082).
November 12, 2002

Letter from the Pennsylvania Department of Health providing an
evaluation of information submitted to the NRC staff by the Radiation and
Public Health Project (ML023250318).

December 16, 2002

Email from Exelon to the NRC staff forwarding the "Interconnection
Agreement By and Among PECO Energy Company And Exelon
Generation Company, L.L.C. [and] PSEG Nuclear, LLC For The Peach
Bottom Atomic Power Station," dated January 12, 2001 (ML023530119).

January 9, 2003

NRC staff letter to the Delaware State Historic Preservation Officer (DE
SHPO) replying to the DE SHPO letter of September 9, 2002
(ML030090187).

January 9, 2003

NRC staff Letter to Conectiv Power Delivery forwarding a copy of the DE
SHPO letter dated September 9, 2002, and the NRC staff reply dated
January 9, 2003 (ML030090261).
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Appendix D
Organizations Contacted
During the course of the staff's independent review of environmental impacts from operations
during the renewal term, the following Federal, State, regional, and local agencies were
contacted:
Administrator, Treasurer, York County
Assistant Superintendent, South East District Schools
Convention & Visitors Bureau, York County
Delaware Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control
Delaware Natural Heritage Program
Delaware State Historic Preservation Office
Fish, Wildlife and Marine Resources, New York Division
Gifford Pinchot State Park (GPSP Administers Susquehannock State Park)
Lancaster County Assessment Office
Lancaster County Community Action Program
Lancaster County Planning and Zoning
Lancaster County Planning Commission
Lancaster Parks and Recreation Department
Maryland Department of Housing and Community Development, Division of Historical and
Cultural Programs
Maryland Department of Natural Resources
National Marine Fisheries Service
National Renewable Energy Laboratory
January 2003
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Natural Resources Conservation Service, New Castle County, Delaware
Parks and Recreation, York County
Peach Bottom Township
Pennsylvania Association of Visitor and Convention Bureaus
Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection
I Pennsylvania Department of Health
Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission
Pennsylvania Game Commission
Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission, Bureau for Historic Preservation
Realty Advisor, Stewartstown, Pennsylvania
Realty Advisor, York, Pennsylvania
Solanco School District
Susquehanna River Basin Commission
Treasurer, Lancaster County
United Way of Lancaster County
US Fish and Wildlife Service - Chesapeake Bay Field Office
US Fish and Wildlife Service - Pennsylvania Field Office
York County Planning Commission
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Appendix E
Exelon Generation Company's
Compliance Status and Consultation Correspondence
The list of licenses, permits, consultations, and other approvals obtained from Federal,
State, regional, and local authorities for Peach Bottom Units 2 and 3 is shown Table E-1.
Following Table E-1 are reproductions of consultation correspondence prepared and sent
during the evaluation process of the application for renewal of the operating licenses for Peach
Bottom Units 2 and 3.
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Table E-1. Federal, State, Local, and Regional Licenses, Permits, Consultations, and Other
Approvals for Current Peach Bottom Units 2 and 3 Operation
Agency

Authority

NRC

10 CFR Part 50

NRC

10 CFR Part 50

Cl)
C:
CD

3
CD

ITI

C

0
0
co

Description

Number

Operating license, Peach
Bottom Unit 2

DPR-44
(Unit 2)

Operating license, Peach

DRP-56

Bottom Unit 3

(Unit 3)

Issue Date

Expiration Date

CD

Remarks

August 8, 2013
(Unit 2)

Authorizes operation of
Unit 2

July 2, 2014
(Unit 3)

Authorizes operation of
Unit 3

FWS

Section 7 of the
Endangered Species
Act (16 USC 1536)

Consultation

NA

November 19,
2001

Requires a Federal agency
to consult with FWS
regarding whether a
proposed action will affect
endangered or threatened
species

NMFS

Section 7 of the
Endangered Species
Act (16 USC 1536)

Consultation

NA

November 19,
2001

Operation dunng the
renewal term

SRBC

Susquehanna Basin
Compact (18 CFR
803)

Approval

Docket
19830506

May 12,1985, no
expiration date

Consumptive Use of
Conowingo Pond water

PDEP

Storage Tank and
Spill Prevention Act
32

Registration

187882

Issued annually

Storage tanks (gasoline,
used oil, hazardous
substances, unlisted
materials)

PHMC

Section 106 of the
National Historic
Preservation Act
(16 USC 470f)

Consultation

Letter from PHMC
to PECO,
December 14,
2000

The National Historic
Preservation Act requires
Federal agencies to take
into account the effect of
any undertaking on any
district, site, building,
structure, or object that is
included in or eligible for
inclusion in the National
Register of Historic Places.

MDE

Section 307 of the
Coastal Zone
Management Act [16
USC 1456(c)(3)(A)]

Consistency determination

Letter from MDE
dated April 23,
2002

Consistency of license
renewal with the Maryland
Coastal Management.

NA

X

m

C

Table E-1. (contd)
rQ

0
0

W

Agency

Authority

Description

Pennsylvania Clean
Stream Law, as
amended, 35 P.S.
Section 691.1 et seq.

National Pollution
Discharge Elimination
System Permit and Section
401 certification

PDEP

Pennsylvania Dam
Safety and
Encroachment Act
(32 P.S. Section
693.1 et seq.), Clean
Stream Law (35 P.S.
Section 691.1 et
seq.), Flood plain
Management Act (32
P.S. Section 679.101
et seq.)

Permit

E36-693

PDEP

Pennsylvania Safe
Drinking Water Act

Permit

6791502

PDEP

Air Pollution Control
Act P25 Pa. Code
Chapter 127)

Air emissions permit

67-05020

DSHPO

Section 106 of the
National Historic
Preservation Act
(16 USC 470f)

Consultation

NA

Letter from DSHPO
to NRC dated
October 29, 2001

Impact on sites listed or
eligible for listing in the
National Register of Historic
Places

DSHPO

Section 106 of the
National Historic
Preservation Act
(16 USC 470f)

Consultation

NA

Letter to NRC from
DSHPO dated
September 9, 2002

Identifies need for
consultation

MHT

Section 106 of the
National Historic
Preservation Act
(16 USC 470f)

Consultation

NA

Letter MHT to
Exelon,
September 22,
2000

Impact on sites listed or
eligible for listing in the
National Register of Historic
Places

PDEP

rn

z

M
m

C,,

(0

"=

0

Number

Issue Date

Expiration Date
%nnn
.

Remarks
n&•.•.

rPrmit lor discnarge o0

waste waters from cooling
water, waste water settling
basin, auxiliary boiler
blowdown, sewage
treatment plant, dredging
rehandling basin, raw intake
screen backwash water; and
storm water outfall

December 31, 2010

March 21, 1994, no
expiration date

Maintenance dredging of
intake area

Public Water Supply permit
February 29, 2004

Emissions from diesel
emergency generators,
miscellaneous diesel
engines, and other
miscellaneous units

CD
X

171

z
C
11

m
Authority

Description

Number

PDER

Clean Water Act (33
USC Section 1251 et
seq.), Pennsylvania
Clean Streams Law
(35 P.S. Section
691.1 et seq.)

Individual Discharge Permit

PA 0009733

EPA and
PDEP

Clean Water Act
Section 401 (33 USC
1341)

Certification of compliance
with state water quality
standards

NPDES
permit
constitutes
compliance

"C
3
(D

m

.i

42
C)
0
0

CD
CL

Agency
-.

3>

Table E-1. (contd)

DSHPO - Delaware State Historic Preservation Officer
EPA - U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
FWPCA - Federal Water Pollution Control Act (also known as the Clean Water Act)
FWS - U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
MDE - Maryland Department of the Environment
MHT - Maryland Historical Trust
NMFS - National Marine Fisheries Service
NPDES - National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
NA - Not applicable
PDEP - Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection
PDER - Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Resources
PECO - PECO Energy
PHMC - Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission
SRBC - Susquehanna River Basin Commission

Issue Date
November 3,
2000

Expiration Date
December 1, 2005

Remarks
Contains effluent limits for
Peach Bottom Units 2 and 3
discharges to the
Susquehanna River.

Discharges during license
renewal term

ITI
m
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UNITED STATES
REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 2555-ooo1

January 17, 2002
Ms. Bonnie Crosby
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Pennsylvania Field Office
315 South Allen St., Suite 322
State College, PA 16801-4850
SUBJECT:

PEACH BOTTOM ATOMIC POWER STATION, UNITS 2 AND 3, LICENSE
RENEWAL - "NO EFFECT" AND "NOT LIKELY TO ADVERSELY AFFECT"
DETERMINATIONS FOR THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES

Dear Ms. Crosby:
This is a request for your concurrence with conclusions which have been developed during the
preparation of an environmental impact statement. The conclusions pertain to threatened and
endangered species in the project area for the proposed license renewal of the Peach Bottom
Atomic Power Station (PBAPS).
The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is preparing a Supplemental Environmental
Impact Statement (SEIS) for the proposed license renewal of the operating licenses for
(PBAPS) Units 2 and 3, located in Peach Bottom Township, southeastern York County, PA.
The current PBAPS licenses will expire in 2013 and 2014 for Units 2 and 3, respectively. The
proposed license renewal would extend these operating licenses to 2033 and 2034. One factor
considered within this SEIS is the potential for adverse impacts to federally listed endangered
or threatened species that may result from continued operation of the facility for up to 20
additional years.
The PBAPS facility includes two boiling water reactors, a control building, a turbine building,
and several other structures and facilities, including cooling water intake and discharge
structures. The facilities are located on the west bank of the Susquehanna River,
approximately 2 miles north of the Maryland/Pennsylvania border. The site is located
approximately 8 miles upstream from Conowingo Dam and 6 miles downstream from Holtwood
Dam. One transmission corridor is included in the analysis for the PBAPS SEIS. This 54 km
(34 mile), 500kV transmission line crosses the Susquehanna River at the PBAPS site, enters
Maryland near the village of Rock Springs, then traverses Cecil County, MD, and ends at the
Keeney substation in northern Delaware, approximately 5 miles south of Newark, DE.
The licensee for PBAPS, Exelon Generation Company (Exelon), formerly PECO Energy
Company (PECO), contacted the USFWS Pennsylvania Field Office concerning threatened and
endangered species through a letter dated October 11, 2000, (PECO 2000). The Pennsylvania
Field Office provided a response to PECO on October 18, 2000, (USFWS 2000a). The NRC
staff contacted the USFWS Chesapeake Bay Field Office on October 11, 2001 (NRC 2001), and
received a response dated November 19, 2001 (USFWS 2001). We have reviewed these
letters, additional information provided by PECO, and information obtained through discussions
with State wildlife biologists in Pennsylvania, Maryland and Delaware.
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Federally listed species potentially affected by the PBAPS license renewal include the American
bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) and the bog turtle (Clemmys muhlenbergih). An
additional species, the swamp pink (Heloniasbullata) has also been reported from the vicinity of
the project area. It is our understanding that one additional species, the Delmarva peninsula
fox squirrel (Sciurus niger cinereus)may occur as experimental populations in Cecil County,
MD and New Castle County, DE, but no natural populations are known from those counties
(USFWS 1993) and it will therefore not be considered further.
The bald eagle is known to occur in York and Lancaster Counties, PA, Cecil County, MD, and
New Castle County, DE. The Lower Susquehanna River is one of the most important areas for
bald eagles in Pennsylvania. There are approximately 10 known nests on Conowingo Pond, 6
on the Maryland side of the border and 4 on the Pennsylvania side. The nests within
Pennsylvania are all upstream of the PBAPS site, with the nearest located on Lower Bear
Island, approximately 5 km (3 miles) upstream from the PBAPS site (Daniel Brauning, PA
Department of Wildlife, personal communication, November 2001). The locations of the nests
within Maryland were not precisely indicated, but the nearest nest would be at least 2 miles
downstream from the PBAPS site (David Brinker, Maryland Department of Natural Resources,
personal communication, November 2001).
The lower Susquehanna River is also a very important wintering area for bald eagles. In
Maryland, there are usually between 25 and 30 eagles that winter in the vicinity of Conowingo
Dam (David Brinker, personal communication), while in Pennsylvania there are usually between
10 and 20 wintering eagles on Conowingo pond (Brauning and Peebles 2001). In especially
cold periods, as many as 15 to 20 eagles have been reported to congregate near the PBAPS
discharge canal because it may be the only non-frozen portion of the river (Daniel Brauning,
personal communication, corroborated by PECO Energy personnel).
The presence of the PBAPS does not appear to adversely affect the local bald eagle
population, and there are indications that the nesting eagle population on the lower
Susquehanna may be approaching saturation (PGC 2001). The PBAPS facility has been
operating at this location since the early to mid 1970's. Since that time the eagle population
has increased dramatically in the vicinity of Conowingo Pond, as it has throughout
Pennsylvania. The NRC staff therefore concludes that continued operation of the PBAPS
facility for an additional 20 years beyond the current license terms is not likely to adversely
affect bald eagles. During especially cold periods, the operation of the plants may have a
beneficial effect, because the warm discharge water may be the only available foraging area.
Bog turtles are known to occur in York and Lancaster Counties, PA, Cecil County, MD, and in
New Castle County, DE (USFWS 1997). There is no suitable habitat at the PBAPS site itself.
However, the Peach Bottom-to-Keeney transmission corridor traverses several streams and
wetlands. PECO commissioned a "Phase 1" bog turtle habitat survey (Tetra Tech 2000) along
the entire length of the transmission corridor following procedures described in USFWS 2000b.
Four of the five stream crossings identified during the survey were incised channels through
upland habitats, with no adjacent wetlands present. These channels are rocky, with no muck
substrate. Therefore, these areas lack the criteria (hydrology, substrate, and vegetation)
identified by USFWS 2000b for suitable bog turtle habitat. The fifth site supports a small
wetland (< 0.04 ha [0.1 acre]) with at least one low area of mucky soil and a few wetland plants
such as jewelweed (Impatiens sp.), skunk cabbage (Symplocarpus foeditus), and rushes
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(Juncus sp.). However, most of the area is covered by a dense stand of mile-a-minute weed
(Polygonum perfoliatum). Additionally, the hydrology of the site does not meet bog turtle habitat
criteria. The marsh does not appear to be spring fed, but is instead a depressional area with no
evidlence of shallow rivulets or other features described in USFWS 2000b. Therefore, it is
concluded that there is no suitable bog turtle habitat within the Keeney transmission corridor.
Based on the results of this survey, the NRC staff concludes that continued operation of
PBAPS for an additional 20 years will have no effect on bog turtles.
The swamp pink is a perennial, rhizomatous member of the lily family (Liliaceae). New Jersey
supports the greatest number of populations, but populations also are found in Delaware,
Maryland, and further south in Virginia, North and South Carolina, and Georgia (USFWS 1991).
In Maryland, all known populations appear to occur within freshwater seepage areas along
streams (USFWS 1991). All the known populations within Cecil County occur along the fall line
between the coastal plain and piedmont ecological regions (David Brinker, personal
communication) which lie several miles south of the Peach Bottom-to-Keeney transmission line.
All the transmission line corridors within Cecil County have been surveyed on several occasions
by the Maryland Department of Natural Resources. These surveys identified two locations
along the Keeney line with rare or unusual plant species (the Richardsmere and Rock Springs
Natural Areas), but did not identify any occurrences of the swamp pink within the Keeney
transmission corridor (MDNR 1998). In Delaware, the swamp pink is known from southwestern
New Castle County, but not from the project area in the northwestern part of the county (Bill
McAvoy, Delaware Natural Heritage Program, personal communication). Therefore, the NRC
staff concludes that the continued operation of PBAPS for an additional 20 year license term
will have no effect on the swamp pink.
Based on these considerations, the NRC staff has concluded that renewal of the PBAPS
operating licenses for an additional 20 years beyond the current license terms will have either
no effect (swamp pink and bog turtle) or is not likely to adversely affect (bald eagle) listed
species in the vicinity of the PBAPS site or the associated transmission corridor. The NRC staff
requests your written concurrence with these conclusions, if appropriate, for inclusion in the
SEIS currently under preparation.
Thank you for your consideration of this request. If there are any questions, please contact me
by telephone at (301) 415-1444 or by email at dxw@nrc.gov.
Sincerely,
Original Signed By: LLWheeler
Louis L. Wheeler, Sr. Environmental Project Mgr.
Environmental Section
License Renewal and Environmental Impacts Program
Division of Regulatory Improvement Programs
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Enclosure: List of References
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Pennsylvania Field Office
315 South Allen Street, Suite 322
State College, Pennsylvania 16801-4850

April 17, 2002
Duke Wheeler
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852
Dear Mr Wheeler:
This responds to your letter of March 13, 2002, requesting our review of the Peach Bottom
Atomic Power Station, Units 2 and 3, license renewal - "No Effect" and "Not Likely to
Adversely Affect" determinations, located in York County, Pennsylvania. The Power Station is
located within the range of two federally listed species, the threatened bald eagle (Haliaeetus
leucocephalus) and bog turtle (Clemmys muhlenbergit). The following comments are provided
pursuant to the Endangered Species Act of 1973 (87 Stat. 884, as amended; 16 U.S.C. 1531 et
seq.) to ensure the protection of endangered and threatened species.
Bald Entle
Bald eagles typically occur in the vicinity of aquatic ecosystems; they frequent lakes, reservoirs,
large rivers (e.g., Delaware River, Juniata River, Susquehanna River), and wetland systems.
Their nests are usually built in large trees within two miles of these features. Because eagles are
vuhlerable to human disturbance, particularly during the nesting season, nests are often located in
relatively remote forested areas.
The Fish and Wildlife Service proposed to remove the bald eagle from the federal List of
Endangeredand Threatened Wildlife on July 6, 1999 (FederalRegister, Vol. 64, No. 128), but
final action on that proposal has not been taken. The bald eagle, therefore, continues to be listed
under the Endangered Species Act. Any changes in the regulatory status of the bald eagle can be
monitored by accessing the Service's web site (www.fAs.gov).
The bald eagle population in Pennsylvania has increased substantially from the three nest sites
found in the State from 1963 through 1980. In 2001, 53 eagle nests were documented. Because
bald eagles are continuing to recover and expand their breeding range in Pennsylvania, new eagle
nests may be found in previously undocumented locations.
The Pennsylvania Game Commission has determined that the project is in the vicinity of 10 eagle
nests on the Lower Susquehanna. In Pennsylvania, the closest nest site is located three miles
upstream. Downstream of the project (Maryland), the closest eagle nest is approximately two
miles away. Because of the distance between the project and the known eagle nests, continued
January 2003
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operation of the power plant is not likely to adversely affect the bald eagle.
Boy, Turtle
A Phase I Bog Turtle Habitat Survey was conducted by Tetra Tech in 2000. According to the
report, no wetlands are located at the power plant site. However, the transmission corridor
traverses several streams and wetlands. Four of the five streams were incised channels with
rocky substrates. The fifth stream crossing had a small, adjacent wetland. However, hydrology
adequate to support bog turtles is not present in this wetland. Therefore, based on our review of
this information, we conclude that the proposed project will have no permanent or temporary
impacts on palustrine wetland habitat that could be occupied by bog turtles.
If this project is implemented as proposed, we concur that renewal of the license of the Peach
Bottom Power Station will not effect the bog turtle or its habitat, and is not likely to adversely
affect the bald eagle. This response relates onlfy to endangered or threatened species under our
jurisdiction, based on an office review of the proposed project's location. No field inspection of
the project has been conducted by this office. Consequently, this letter is not to be construed as
addressing potential Service concerns under the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act or other
authorities.
If we can be of further assistance, please contact Bonnie Dershem of my staff at 814-234-4090.
Sincerely,

David Densmore
Supervisor
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STATE OF DELAWARE
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
DIVISION OF"HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL AFFAIRS

HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICE
TELEPHONE (302)739-Z685

15 THE GREEN
DOVER S DE 0 19901-3611

FAX (302)739-5660

September 9,2002

Mr. Louis L. Wheeler
Senior Projebt'M~vna'•f
License Renewal and Environmental Impacts Program
Division of Regulatory Improvements Programs
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulations
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001
Dear Mr. Wheeler:
We received your March 7 letter regarding the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC)
opinion that for compliance with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act,
the presence of any historic property along the Keeney Transmission Line are beyond the
area of potential effects. We believe this opinion to be inconsistent with the Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation's (Council) regulations and with information provided
to this Office during the initiation Section 106consultation for the proposed relicensing of
the Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station (PBAPS). In a July 5,2000 letter sent to Ms.
Joan Larrivee, of my staff, from James Hutton, Director of Licensing for PECO Nuclear,
Mr. Hutton identified the original undertaking included authorizing the construction in
1974 of the Keeney Transmission Line as the "Only one new transmission corridor
[whichJ-wasrequired tointegrate-P.BAPSinto.PECO Energy!s bulk.power.system.when
the facility was constructed. This line, from Peach Bottom to the Keeney Substation in
Delaware, is the only transmission line/corridor under review during this [current]license
renewal process." In this letter initiating consultation with this Office, Mr. Hudson
effectively identified reauthorizing of the Keeney Transmission line as an element of the
licensing renewal, the undertaking, and as part of the Area of Potential Effect, as per the
Council's definition of an undertaking(36 CFR 800.16(y)) and the project Area of
PotentialEffecst (36 CFR 800.16(d)). Especially important to the definition of
undertaking is the notion that it includes "the geographical area or areas within which a
undertaking may directly or indirectly(my emphasis) cause alterations in the character or
use ofhistoric properties, if such properties exist." It is important to note here, there is no
discussion of ownership or control which limits the consideration of whether to include
any location or property therein within the boundary of the APE. Such limitations would
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hamper the ability to adequately identify and consider to the fullest extent, what types
and degrees of impact or effect an undertaking would have on historic properties for any
type of undertaking at any possible location. The Council does not set such restrictions
on determining a project undertaking and its APE. The reauthorization of the Keeney
Transmission Line, as part of this project, even though it is not owned or controlled by
the licensee is not pertinent to the identification of historic properties and the evaluation
of effects which the undertaking may have on those historic properties which are present
within the APE. (See the attached information provided by Laura Dean of the Council as
" 'Ymiberfber
-it pertains-to-determining-a'undErta-kin','-rea-ofPfteiieil effe-:nffTP6l
Cal. 1985.)
(C.D.
Supp.1425
605F.
Marsh,
v.
tribes
Indian
River
Item #2; and, Colorado
Additionally, in the LowerDelaware Valley TransmissionSystem Agreement, Schedule 3,
Revision No. 1, Page 1of 2, which you included as an attachment to your March 7 letter,
there was an agreement for DP & L (now Conectiv) to construct the Delaware section of
the Keeney Transmission Line. Essentially, even while the licensee did not construct
this line, it was clearly a contractual arrangement to provide the licensee with the
facilities to convey power to its bulk power system, as referenced in Hutton's July 2000
letter. It is part of the undertaking and should be included in the project APE.
The identification of the Chesapeake and Delaware Feeder Canal (Feeder Canal), as an
historic property within the project APE, was made by my staff during the consultation
process. Comments were provided in an attachment to your March 7 letter, prepared by
the licensee, as to their opinion on the non-eligibility of this property. It is important to
remember that if there are disagreements between the federal agency and the SHPO as to
the eligibility of a particular property, it is the federal agency's responsibility, using 36
CFR Part 61 qualified professionals, to seek a formal determination of eligibility from the
Secretary of the Interior, pursuant to 36 CFR 800.4(c)(2) of the Council's regulations. To
our knowledge this has not been done.
Finrally,ýit is our contentioi-n'¢ Feeder Canal, whic"hwe believe may be eligible for listing
in the National Register of Historic Places, has been and is continuing to be subjected to
destruction due to the lack of adequate maintenance of the transmission line. A bridge
which was clearly present in the 1950-1960s which crossed the Feeder Canal was either
removed or left to deteriorate. Sometime in the 1970's, the canal was filled in crusher run
rock to provide access along this transmission line and to specifically cross this body of
water. This in filling has resulted in the loss of the physical features of the Feeder Canal
where it is crossed by the transmission line and the subsequent blocking of the flow of
water within the Canal. It is our opinion, the lack of maintenance and/or retention of a
bridge which spanned the canal and the lack of security to prevent unauthorized use of
the access road or any other area along the banks of the Feeder Canal within the
transmission right-of-way has caused significant deterioration and alteration of the
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character of this property and therefore constitutes adverse effects due to destruction and
neglect under 36 CFR 800.5(b)(2)(i) and (vi) of the Council's regulations. Towards
trying to reverse or correct these adverse effects and to prevent fArther deterioration, the
recommendations made in my October 29,2001 letter were presented.

..

.

By copy of this letter, we are requesting the Advisory Council to participate in the
consultation process and provide guidance on expediting the review for this undertaking,_
.ursb n't to-Apjnffdi--C,-CiitE-ia-2toihe-ir-r-a-g-ulati--n.-Wegie'•'e--dr'e-laee'-n

inconsistent application oftheirregulations during the Section 106 consultation for the
relicensing of the PBAPS and the Keeney Transmission Line.
If you have any questions or desire to discuss this matter further, please contact Faye
Stocum at the address above. Thank you.
Sincerely,

Daniel R. Griffith
State Historic Preservation Officer
Enclosures
cc:
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'bility and inclusion

If a property meets the criteria for inclusion in the National
Register, this doesn't automatically result in its being listed.
To be listed, a property must be formally nominated using
NPS forms and following NPS procedures. Agencies are not
required to nominate properties in order to comply with
Section 106, although Section 1 0(a)(2) ofNHPA does
require agencies.to have programs in place for nominating
federaily owned or controlled historic properties.

Ui
I

-*,
I-

owner ofprivale property objects to including his or her

••fan

. ' -.,

_-_

o -from

SZ
X
a,,

*

,

'
-

-------- elgible property4nlhic-NationalRegisterthey may block it
being listed- Effects on such a property are not exempt
from Section 106 review, however, since the property
remains eligible for the Register. Private owners may do as
they wish with their historic property, provided that they am
not receiving Federal assistance or approvals. If they are, the
Federal agency Involved must comply with Section 106
before the project can be ImplementedL

"Identifyinghistoric properties
Agencies are required to make a "reasonable and good faith
effort to carry out appropriate identification efforts..." [36
CFR § 800.4(bXl)] This responsibilityrests squarclywith
the Federal agency and cannot be delegated (with the
exception ofcertain HUD programs). The agency can solicit
the help of applicants, grantees, or others to cary out this
work, but it is up to the agency to see that the work is carried
out properly and to make appropriate use ofthe results.
In con3ultation with the SHPOMTPI'O, the agency dctermines
the scope of needed identification efTorts and takes action to
identify potential historic properties. The agency the"

evaluatet the significance of those properties and decides
whether any could be affected by the undertaking.
Determining an undertaking's area of potential effects
The agcncy's first step in establishing the scope of needed
identification efforts is to determine the underlaking's area
of potential effects. This is done in consultation with the
38
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SI-IPOtr-PO. [36 C'R §900.4(a)(1)] The area of
potential effects (APE) is defined as:

...the geographicarea orareas within which an
undertakingmay directly or indirectlycause
alterationsin the characteror use of historic
properties,If any =uch propertiesexist. The area of
potentialeffects Is Influenced by the scale and nature
of an undertakingand may be differentfor different
kdnd, ofeffects causedby the undertaking. p6 CFR §
900.16(d)]
Ifthere is disagreement concerning the extent of the APE, the
parties may seek1guidance and assistance from the
Council. Also, the Council can elect to issue an advisory
comment to the agency on its APE determination. [36 CFR §
800.9(a)] Ifthis occurs, the agency has to consider the views
of the Council in reaching a final decision regarding the
boundaries of the APE.

-consulting

Point: to remember. When defining an area ofpotential
effects (APE), agencies need to remember that:
* -.

1. The APE is defined before identification begins, when it
may not yet be known whether any historic properties
actually are within the APE. To determine an APE, it is not
necessary to know whether any historic properties exist in the
&
area.
2. An APE is not determined on the basis of land ownership.
3. The APE should include:
S-all alternative locations for all elements of the .
undertaking;,
* all locations where the undertaking may result in
disturbance ofthe ground;
* all locations from which elements of the undertaklng
(e.g., structures or land disturbance) may be visible or
audible;

9 all lovations where the activity may result In changes In
traffic patterns, land usc, public access, etc.; and
39
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Court Decisions

held dintthe Governcmene' documents damonstrated
compliance with the terms of the MOA. Id at 990.
"Thecourt dismissed plaintiffs' NHPA claims
and held that further action withholding possession
ofthe cond ned lands on these grounds would not

across
known as the River City project, was directly
the riv fi= the Colorado River Wian Reservation
and dicty south of additional portions of the
reservation lng On the west side of the river. The
land abutting the dcvclopmet site on the west wag
ownad by the United States and administerod by the
hureau of Land Managcment (BI2A) of the
Depumcnt Of the Inteor. The BLM land, an
clriologicil district, ir. lud-d sevrl- significant
culti'al and archeological sites.
e"'-deviopet-aPplitd to th Corps ror.tho
Tih...
the
riprap permit in April 1978. Thb following fall,
Corps prepared an cnvronmcnt assessment under
tbeNational Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and
concluded tht, licaute sigdficwrt impact upon the
enviroon'let would result from the developer's
t, an environmental impact statement
s p

P.2d at 30.
The district court also found that the Corps'
programnatic cnvirmwental Impact statement (FIS)
imenta Policy
prepared under the National EhV
sufficiently
prjet
waterway
entire
the
on
Act
addressed the impacts of the project on cultural

prepared and published in September 1979. In
that
jmuay 19si, the Corps informed the developer
at=ouj~h cultural resources survey of •esurces on
and nar the proposed development site was needed
before the Corps could complete the final EIS.
In June 1951. howcvcr. bforM the survey was

ft plan and obtained
projemt. T7e Cops prepared
concwrencC in the Plan in 1993.
the Council's
~
.
t ¢reec tedplant
e
ThCoun
SThe court rejected plaintiffs' cln that the
Corps had not complied with the provision of the
MOA that required a treatnent plam. Fi tx cour
that Section 900.6(c)(3) ofthe Coun's
&dterined
regulaions, which states that a ratified MOA shall
eVidence satisfaction of the Federal agency's
responsibility under Section 106 ofNIPA, crcates a
.... at
ofrcompliance." 567 F. Supp.
prcsmptiof
S•r
p

be warranted. Id Tho Fifth Circuit afrind. 73

ources. No sitr-specirto EIS for Cwr Oa a d

(HiS) should be prepared. The draft EIS was

t

ht

as a reslt of

nat
ing
ntsJs
chnges in C91rg
1.
Barton township was needed 567 F. Siupp. h
no urihcr
ced that no Es and
a--a
-T i0
rcý
The appellate court affirmed. 733 F.2d at 391.
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cultural res..t
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Federal Hstoric Pcesea•tIon Case Law

"Forproperties that were not listed or officially
determined.cligible for listing in the Register, but
that might be eligible for the Register, the proposed

elgibic for the National Registcrjd.propertics-that
might be eligible (or the Register and by affixing
diffent[histokz review rnsponsibilities to each. T7e
cqurt held that this distinction betweeni properies
and diffierent scopes of responsibility was at odds
with NHPA aridthe regulations of te--Advisoy•
Council on Historic Preservatioin implementing
Section 106 of NHPA. Md.at 1438. Using the

regulations liuitcd the Corps' review to the arec

within the Corps' jurisdiction-the "poranit area,"
defined as that area which would be physically
atreced by th6 proposed work.
The Corps issued the riprop permit to the

Council's dciriition or"eligible property" in Section
800.2 of is zeulationss cncomprassng all
propectics that miet the criteria for inclusion in the

developer on May21, 1982. PlaintilTs then filed this

..tion, alleging thatthe Corps failed to comply.with
NEPA and the National Historic Preservation Act
(t'HPA).

Register. the court concluded that, in enacting
NHPA, Congress intended to protect all properties

Afterdiscussing the factors that must be presnt
for a prelfminary injunction to be granted, the court

that areof inhent historic and cultural significanoc

and not just those that have been "ofrcially
recogn=id" by the Secrtaiy of lic Interior. Id The

addrssevd the likelihood ofplaintiffa"success on the

merits of their ease. Defendants first contended that
no EIS was necessary under NEPA because Federal
involvement in the River City project was minimal
and "major Federal actior' was thcrefore lackdng.
The court disagreed, finding that NEPA rcqures
asscssm=t of both direct and indirect effects of a
proposed
Fedeal
actipon on both "on
site"
and "of"
Lad'locatigs
60ES
3Th
t thqL•-as
s~0iF.601Y- 9. At 1433. athq s
minimal Fedcral involv•emm itnthe proiet did
e d'f--"r
•pmpitrn
0 1 . ;
A,for
"it is not the degrcc or Federal Involvement that
.n•xtuncs the standard of iying ofour aociet, but is
instead the potential and degree of Impact from
dfvopment that bears upon the overall welfare and
enjoyment o.-ott socicty:' Id. at 1432. "Major
Federal action" docs not have a meaning ihMr

court cited Executive Order No. 1 1593 and Section

110(a) of NHPA as support, finding that Federal
agencies must exercise caution to cnsure the physical
integrity orthose pupert•es diht appear to qualiry for
inclusion in the National Register. Id. at 1435.

The Corps' action in assessing the effects on
properties that might qualify for inclusion in the
National Register solely within the "permit area" and

itsfamlurej.o-%w
ndsons ider-_the ffCsn IkQc
"_•_.g
pLpAe •_ics._in-the.b roadct_•ffLlj
brrch of its responsibilities under NHPA. Id. at
1438.

Finally, the Court granted a prellminmay
injunction, inding that irreparable harm to cultural
and archeological resources as a result of the
•development was possible. Id at 1434-39.

qualltyuiohe tuman eviuonmrent."Ia at 1431.
The Corps' limitation of the scope of its
envIronmental assessment or the bank stabilization
activiti_3s and its resulting cclusion that there

would be no impact on cultural resources we
improper and contrary to the mandate orNEPA. Id
at 1433.
Thc court next addressed plaintiffs claim that
the Corps had violated NHPA by distinguishing
between properties actually listed in or de•trined

88
,ierra CuB v. Waft, No. CV-83-5878 AWl (C.D.
Cal Nov. 18, 1983), aff'd sub norm Vierra adb v.
Clark, 774 F.2d 1406 (9th Cir. 1985).

P
C

laintiffs challenged both the Bureau of Land
Management's (I3LM) California Desert
crationManage nt PMan, which designated a
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UNITED STATES

"NUCLEARREGULATORY COMMISSION
0

WASHINGTON, D C. 2055$-0001

January 9, 2003

Mr. Daniel R. Griffith
State Historic Preservation Officer
Division of Historical and Cultural Affairs
15 The Green
Dover, Delaware 19901-3611
Dear Mr. Griffith:
This letter responds to your correspondence of September 9, 2002, in which you disagreed with
the NRC staff position that the Delaware portion of the Peach Bottom-to-Keeney transmission
line corridor is outside the Area of Potential Effects (APE) for the proposed renewal of the
operating licenses for the Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station (PBAPS), Units 2 and 3.
The NRC staff has considered your views and has determined that the Delaware portion of the
Peach Bottom-to-Keeney transmission corridor ISoutside of the APE. Notwithstanding any
representations made by NRC applicants, the Agency official (the Director, Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation) has determined that the APE for a license renewal action is the area at the
power plant site and its immediate environs which may be impacted by post-license renewal
land disturbing operation or projected refurbishment activities associated with the proposed
action. The APE may extend beyond the immediate environs in those instances where
post-license renewal land disturbing operations or projected refurbishment activities specifically
related to license renewal of the nuclear power plant potentially have an effect on known or
proposed historic sites. This determination is made irrespective of ownership or control of the
lands of interest.
For the proposed PBAPS license renewal, the licensee has stated, and our review has shown,
that there will be no major structural modifications, that maintenance activitles will be confined
to previously disturbed areas, and that there will be no additional land disturbance. Further, the
NRC staff has determined that the decision to approve or deny the requested license renewals
would not affect maintenance~practices or land disturbances beyond the substations at the
PBAPS site where the generating units are connected to the distribution system. Therefore, the
APE for the proposed PBAPS license renewal is the plant site, which is wholly within the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. The PBAPS APE does not extend into Maryland or Delaware.
In its letter of December 14, 2000, the Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission,
Bureau for Historic Preservation (the State Historic Preservation Office), determined that
National Register-listed, eligible, historic, and archeological resources are present in the
general vicinity of the PBAPS site, and stated an opinion that the proposed license renewal will
not affect any 6f those resources. The NRC staff agreed with this determination and opinion.
Therefore, consultation was not required.
In response to your interest in the degraded portion of the feeder canal, where it crosses the
transmission line corridor in Delaware, the NRC staff included this site in its review of
environmental resources of interest as the staff prepared its environmental impact statement
(EIS) to comply with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). The NRC staff review
included a visit to the canal during the staff's PBAPS site audit in November 2001. The staff
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disclosed its NEPA findings in its Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS)
'issued for-public comment on July 5, 2002.
The NRC staff has determined that, even if the APE were to be extended through Maryland to
the Delaware portion of the Keeney transmission line corridor, the proposed renewal of the
PBAPS operating licenses would have no effect on the feeder canal where it crosses the
Peach Bottom-to-Keeney transmission line corridor. In light of your expressed Interest in this
matter, we are providing, by separate correspondence, a copy of your September 9, 2002,
letter, along with a copy of this reply, to the owner/operator of the Delaware portion of the
Keeney transmission Oine corridor (who is not an NRC licensee) to ensure ItIs aware of your
concerns (Conectiv Power Delivery, Newark, DE).
Additional information regarding the NRC staff review of your Interest Is enclosed. The staff will
include a discussion of this matter in the Final SEIS scheduled for publication In February 2003.
No further action is considered necessary. Ifthere are any questions regarding this
correspondence, please contact me at (301) 415-1444.
Sincerely,

eou'is L Whe Snior
'elr Project Manager
Environmental Section
Ucense Renewal and Environmental Impacts Program
Division of Regulatory Improvement Programs
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Enclosure: Additional Responses to DE SHPO Correspondence
cc w/encl: See next page
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Responses to comments in correspondence received from the Delaware State Historical
Preservation Office (DE SHPO) regarding the feeder canal:
Comment: The Atomic Energy Commission might not have met National Historic Preservation
Act Section 106 responsibilities when it made its early 1970s decisions to grant operating
licenses for Units 2 and 3 at Peach Bottom.
Response: The NRC staff carefully reviewed the records and found that the Atomic Energy
Commission (AEC) met the compliance standard for historic preservation consideration when
the AEC made its decisions to issue the initial operating licenses for Peach Bottom Atomic
Power Station, Units 2 and 3 (PBAPS).
The original regulations, implementing Section 106 of the Act (36 CFR 800). were promulgated
in 1979, five years after the NRC granted the original licenses for operation of Units 2 and 3 at
Peach Bottorm Atomic Power Station. The Advisory Council on Historic Preservation had no
prescribed regulatory process for Federal agencies to demonstrate compliance with National
Historic Preservation Act Section 106 responsibilities until 1979.
As required by Section 106, in 1972 the AEC provided information on the proposed action for
PBAPS, Including information on historic and archeological resources and determinations, to
the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation with a request for comment. There is no record
to indicate that the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation objected to the AEC's
determinations.
The feeder canal, now identified as a historic property by the DE SHPO, was documented in
September 1974, after the AEC issued the operating licenses. The Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) was not aware of the feeder canal until informed by the DE SHPO's office
in 2001.
Comment: The proposed license renewal is a Federal undertaking with the potential to affect
historic properties.
Response: The NRC staff agrees.
Comment: The feeder canal is a historic resource that meets standards for listing on the
National Register of Historic Places.
Response: Without taking a position in agreement or disagreement with the DE SHPO, the
NRC staff considered the canal as though it were a historic resource potentially eligible for
listing on the National Register for the limited purpose of addressing the DE SHPO's interests.
Comment- Operation of the PBAPS under the current license has caused adverse effects on
the feeder canal at the transmission line crossing.
Response: Operation and maintenance of the Peach Bottom-to-Keeney transmission line was
not the cause of past adverse effects on the feeder canal at the transmission line crossing. The
utility corridor at the Intersection with the feeder canal is approximately 400-feet wide; it is the
same width as it was in 1968. well before the Peach Bottom line was added to the corridor.
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Three other overhead transmission line easements, and at least one underground utility
easement share the corridor" t the crossing. An NRC decision to either approve or deny the
license renewal applications for PBAPS would not after'maintenance practices along the
Delaware portion of the Peach Bottom-to-Keeney transmission line; maintenance would
continue.the same with or withoutthe use of an easement on the corridor for the
Peach Bottom-to-Keeney transmission line. The licensee does not own the land at the corridor
crossing of the feeder canal nor dOes it have maintenance responsibility for the corridor at the
crossing. The corridor is dear of trees, but is grass and brush covered, and has been In a
similar condition since before the Peach Bottom-to-Keeney transmission line was constructed.
A gravel-surfaced utility road meanders through the corridor and crosses the remnant trench for
the feeder canal underneath the Peach Bottom line, but is not exclusively for maintenance of
the Peach Bottom-to-Keeney transmission line. The access road that crosses the feeder canal
replaced previous fords in the area of the corridor dating back to as early as 1937.

-

The old feeder canal alignment remains a visible and well-defined feature along much of its
-original route through present-day woodlands. It displays less definition and more in-filling as it
passes under the'transmission corridor. -The changes under the transmission corridor are
cumulative effects from a range of human and natural actMties that extend back in time to a
period well before the addition of the Peach Bottom-to-Keeney transmission line to the utility
corridor.

NRC team review of aerial photographs Indicates the feeder canal remained relatively intact
until after 1968. At that time, and before 1977, small noticeable changes began to occur and
continue today. First, a utility road crossed the feeder canal at a new place in the transmission
*corridor anid below the present-day Peach Bottom-to-Keeney transmission line. Second, a
series of cumulative changes began then, and continue to the present. These include gradual
loss of vegetation along the alignment of the canal and a progressive loss of sharpness in the
features of the canal as viewed from the air.
Comment: The NRC staff should consider three specific actions to take into account thO
effects of the undertaking to grant the license renewals for PBAPS.
Response: The DE SHPO requests fall Into two categories: (1) an action suggested with the
Intent to correct the perceived negative result of past operations, and (2) specific actions to
prevent future deterioration of the feeder canal. The NRC staff forwarded the
recommendations to the applicant in correspondence dated November 26, 2001, even though
the recommended actions have no direct bearing on the undertaking.
For the license renewal period, the applicant indicated that it plans (1) no major structural
modifications, (2) to limit maintenance activities to previously disturbed areas, and (3) no
additional land disturbance. Consistent with the NRC's Generic Environmental Impact
Statement for Ucense Renewal of Nuclear Plants* (NUREG-1 437), under.such conditions, the
NRC staff believes continued operation of PBAPS would have no effect on any known or on
potential unknown or undiscovered historic or archaeological resources located In areas of
potential effect.
As part of its consideration of-the DE SHPO correspondence, the NRC staff completed a
supplementary analysis based on a scenario which postulated the inclusion of the Delaware
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portion of the Peach Bottom-t Keenektiansmission line corridor in the National Historc
Preservation Act Area of Potential EffecL in'that'supplemen9tal analysis, the NRC stiff apllied
the criteria of adverse effect ptisuant to,36 CFR § 800.5(a)(1) and found that the proposed
undertakirig to extend the PBAPS licensesi'W6ld not alter the characteristics of the potentially
historic property known as the Chesapeake and Delaware feeder canal. This conclusion
followedconsideratlon of OE SHPQ views 'conceming suich effects and incorporated analyses
of past, present, and potential futre conditions.
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001

January 9, 2003

Mr. Robert Jubic
Conectiv Power Delivery
1-95 and Route 273
P.O. Box 9230
Newark, Delaware 19714-9239
Dear Mr. Jubic:
This purpose of this letter is to Inform you of an Interest of the Delaware State Historic
Preservation Officer (DE SHPO) in a historic property that came to our attention during our
review of the license renewal application submitted by Exelon Generation, LLC, for Peach
Bottom Atomic Power Station, Units 2 and 3. The interest concerns a potential historic site
located in the Delaware portion of the Peach Bottom-to-Keeney transmission line corridor.
Enclosed is a letter dated September 9. 2002, from the DE SHPO to the NRC staff which
provides Information related to DE SHPO's interest. Also enclosed is an NRC staff reply to the
September 9, 2002, letter.
If there are any questions regarding this correspondence, please contact me at (301) 415-1444.
Sincerely,

"ýLuisL.Whaler, Senior Project Manager
Environmental Section
License Renewal and Environmental Impacts Program
Division of Regulatory Improvement Porgrams
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Enclosures: As stated
cc wlencls: See next page
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Enclosures to NRC staff Letter to Conectiv Power Delivery
There are two enclosures:
The September 9, 2002, letter from the Delaware State Historic
Preservation Officer to the NRC staff is located in this Appendix
at pages E-1 1 through E-17.
The January 9, 2003, NRC staff letter to the Delaware State Historic
Preservation Officer is located in this Appendix at pages E-1 8
through E-22.
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Appendix F
GElS Environmental Issues Not Applicable
to Peach Bottom Units 2 and 3
Table F-1 lists those environmental issues listed in the Generic Environmental Impact
Statement for License Renewal of NuclearPlants(GELS) (NRC 1996; 1999)(a) and 10 CFR
Part 51, Subpart A, Appendix B, Table B-i, that are not applicable to Peach Bottom, Units 2
and 3, because of plant or site characteristics.
Table F-i. GElS Environmental Issues Not Applicable to Peach Bottom Units 2 and 3
ISSUE-10 CFR Part 51, Subpart
A, Appendix B, Table B-1

GElS
Sections

Category

Comment

SURFACE WATER QUALITY, HYDROLOGY, AND USE (FOR ALL PLANTS)

Altered salinity gradients

4.2.1.2.2
4.4.2.2

The Conowingo Pond is a freshwater
lake with no salinity gradient.

AQUATIC ECOLOGY (FOR PLANTS WITH COOLING-TOWER-BASED HEAT DISSIPATION SYSTEMS)

Entrainment of fish and shellfish in
early life stages
1

4.2.2.1.2

Impingement of fish and shellfish
1

4.2.2.1.3

1

4.2.2.1.4

Heat shock

Because Peach Bottom Units 2 and 3
operate primarily with a once-through
heat dissipation system, entrainment
is a Category 2 issue and is
discussed in Section 4.1.2.
Because Peach Bottom Units 2 and 3
operate primarily with a once-through
heat dissipation system,
impingement is a Category 2 issue
and is discussed in Section 4.1.3.
Because Peach Bottom Units 2 and 3
operate primarily with a once-through
heat dissipation system, heat shock
is a Categoy 2 issue and is
discussed in Section 4.1.4.

(a) The GElS was originally issued in 1996. Addendum I to the GElS was issued in 1999. Hereafter, all references

to the "GEIS" include the GElS and its Addendum 1.
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Table F-1. (contd)
GElS

ISSUE-l0 CFR Part 51, Subpart
Category

A, Appendix B, Table B-1

Comment

Sections

GROUND-WATER USE AND QUALITY
Ground-water use conflicts
(potable and service water, and
dewatering; plants that use >100
gpm)

2

4.8.1.1
4.8.2.1

Peach Bottom Station uses
<100 gpm of groundwater.

Ground-water-use conflicts
(Ranney wells)

2

4.8.1.4

Peach Bottom Units 2 and 3 do not
have or use Ranney wells.

Ground-water quality degradation
(Ranney wells)

1

4.8.2.2

Peach Bottom Units 2 and 3 do not
have or use Ranney wells.

Ground-water quality degradation
(saltwater intrusion)

1

4.8.2.1

Peach Bottom Station uses
<100 gpm of groundwater, and is not
near a saltwater body.

Ground-water quality degradation
(cooling ponds in salt marshes)

1

4.8.3

This refers to a feature (cooling
ponds) not installed at Peach Bottom.

Ground-water quality degradation
(cooling ponds at inland sites)

2

4.8.3

This refers to a feature (cooling
ponds) not installed at Peach Bottom.

TERRESTRIAL RESOURCES

Cooling pond impacts on terrestrial
resources

FA

1

4.4.4

This refers to a feature (cooling
ponds) not installed at Peach Bottom.

References

10 CFR Part 51. Code of Federal Regulations, Title 10, Energy, Part 51, "Environmental
Protection Regulations for Domestic Licensing and Related Regulatory Functions."
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). 1996. Generic EnvironmentalImpact Statement
for License Renewal of Nuclear Plants. NUREG-1437, Volumes 1 and 2, Washington, D.C.
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). 1999. Generic EnvironmentalImpact Statement
for License Renewal of Nuclear Plants, Main Report, "Section 6.3 - Transportation, Table 9.1,
Summary of findings on NEPA issues for license renewal of nuclear power plants, Final
Report." NUREG-1437, Volume 1, Addendum 1, Washington, D.C.
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